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CHIC – A Multi-scale Modelling Platform for in-silico 
Oncology 
D. Abler1, P. Büchler1, G. S. Stamatakos2   
1 Institute for Surgical Technology & Biomechanics, University 
of Bern, Switzerland 
2 Institute of Communication and Computer Systems, 
University of Athens, Greece 
 
Models of normal physiology and disease are necessary in 
cancer research and clinical practice to optimally exploit the 
available (pre)clinical multi-scale and multi-modality data. 
Relevant models often cover multiple spatio-temporal scales 
and require automated access to heterogeneous and 
confidential data, making their development, validation and 
deployment challenging. 
The CHIC (Computational Horizons in Cancer) [1] project 
develops computational models for the cancer domain, as 
well as tools, services and a secure infrastructure for model 
and data access, and reuse. The architecture is designed to 
support the creation of complex disease models (hyper-
models) by composition of reusable component models (hypo-
models). It aims to provide individualized answers to 
concrete clinical questions by patient-specific 
parametrization of disease-specific hyper-models. 
We introduce the CHIC project and illustrate its approach to 
multi-scale cancer modelling by coupled execution of two 
component models operating on distinct spatial scales: 
- OncoSimulator (OS): a spatially discrete model of cancer 
cell proliferation and treatment effect in function of tumour, 
treatment and patient-specific parameters [2], implemented 
as cellular automaton model, 
- Bio-mechanical Simulator (BMS): a macroscopic continuum 
model of mechanical effects caused by tumour expansion in 
patient-specific anatomy, implemented as finite element 
model, based on [3]. 
Both component models exchange information about the 
spatial distribution of cancer cells and mechanical pressure in 
order to simulate the evolution of tumour volume and shape. 
Latter is achieved by correcting simple spherical growth (OS) 
by mechanically induced growth anisotropy (BMS). Results are 
demonstrated on the clinical example of Glioblastoma 
Multiforme. 
CHIC is working towards an extensible platform for in-silico 
oncology with a set of reusable component models at its 
core, covering sub-cellular, cellular and super-cellular scales. 
Viability of infrastructure and composite hyper-models is 
being evaluated against clinical questions in the treatment of 
Nephroblastoma, Glioblastoma and Non-small Cell Lung 
Cancer. 
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The symbiosis of science of radiation biology with 
immunology: Impact on basic and translational research 
M. M. Ahmed 
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Recent evidence indicates that radiation is potent modulator 
of immune system.  The field of radiation biology and 
immunology is at crossroads in cancer research.  With this 
amalgamation, new clinical trials have emerged combining 
radiation therapy with immune modulating agents.  Through 
this partnership, there is a promise to augment higher 
progression survival benefit than cancer immunotherapy as 
monotherapy. Merger of two fields can generate provocative 
themes that need the minds of basic immunologist to interact 
with radiation biologists to define radiation dose exposure, 
types of radiation, sequencing and dosing of vaccination and 
immune modulation biomarkers.  Further, radiation biologist 
can learn from immunologist on what animal models can be 
utilized for primary and metastatic tumors.   As the synergy 
is happening now between these two fields, there is greater 
focus in developing immune modulating agents for adjuvants 
to radiotherapy of solid tumors.  This area is maturing for 
better understanding of the mechanistic actions of in-situ 
radiation vaccine.  With this advent of advancement, there 
are vast opportunities to understand effects of radiation on 
tumor and normal tissue and how this damage cooperates 
with the host immune activation and injury.  Such 
understanding can lead to identification of immune 
biomarkers that can be utilized in immune monitoring in 
tumor control and potentially synergize with other markers 
of normal tissue damage.  This talk will focus on 
understanding the response of some key components of 
tumor immune microenvironment to radiation such as 
regulatory T-cells and myeloid cells in regulating 
immunogenic tumor cell death. The other focus will include 
how host immune machinery reacts to normal tissue injury 
and further any immune biomarkers can be validated for 
immune monitoring in clinical trials.   
 
3 
Toward brachytherapy with ytterbium sources 
S. V. Akulinichev, S. A. Chaushansky and V. I. Derzhiev   

Institute for nuclear research of RAS (INR), Moscow 117312, 
Russia 
 
Heavy and quite expensive afterloaders with iridium sources 
are now widely used for the HDR brachytherapy of tumors. 
The cost of this kind of treatment, as well as the necessity of 
heavily shielded canyons and of special technology of source 
delivery and replacement, makes the brachytherapy with 
iridium sources less widespread. Moreover, the relatively 
hard radiation of iridium-192 often makes damage to healthy 
organs close to a tumor. 
These problems of HDR brachytherapy can be resolved with 
ytterbium sources. Compared to other isotopes used for HDR 
brachytherapy, the isotope Yb-169, having the average 
photon emission energy of 93 KeV, requires a much lighter 
shielding.  For example, the tungsten shield of only 2-3 cm 
makes the HDR therapeutic ytterbium source harmless for the 
personnel. Therefore a source loader with ytterbium sources 
may be a compact and cheap desktop device. Moreover, the 
treatment quality may be significantly improved due to 
ytterbium radiation collimation. In the figure we compare 
two ytterbium dose distributions in water: one behind the 
tungsten layer of 2 mm (lower line) and the other without it. 
It follows form this figure that only 2 mm of tungsten allow 
to effectively collimate the ytterbium source radiation – the 
suppressed dose is 30 times lower! This also means that a 
new cheep and accurate preloader, let’s call it an 
“acculoader”, with a hidden ytterbium source inside can be 
easily manufactured. In this case the target irradiation will 
begin just by the source pushing forward.    

http://www.chic-vph.eu/
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We created an AVLIS facility for the production of primary 
isotope Yb-168 with the enrichment above 20% and with a 
record capacity.  In order to increase the activity and 
improve mechanical properties of ytterbium sources, we 
developed the technology of ytterbium ceramics production. 
The design of new compact source loader with ceramic 
ytterbium sources is now in progress.    
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Conformal proton therapy with passive scattering  
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In proton therapy, as well as in carbon ion therapy, two main 
methods of dose distribution formation can be used: the 
passive particle scattering and the particle scanning in 
several modifications. The pencil-beam scanning is now 
considered as a most advantageous method of dose 
distribution formation. Indeed, this method provides the 
conformance of dose delivery to a tumor of any size with no 
significant dose, delivered to healthy surrounding tissue. 
However, in some cases the beam scanning method may have 
problems. In particular, this is the case of small targets when 
the pencil beam width is comparable with the target size. 
The eye melanoma and small brain metastasis may be 
examples of such small tumors.  
In these cases the application of the old method of passive 
beam scattering with a formation of individual dose 
distributions may be reasonable. However, this method in its 
classical version with a ridge filter, a bolus and a collimator 
is known to fail to provide the sufficiently conformal dose 
distribution with one field: either the maximal dose 
significantly exceeds the tumor volume on its proximate site 
or the dose value changes too much within the tumor 
volume.  
We found a new construction of a two-component ridge filter 
which provides the dose distributions with no mentioned 
above shortcomings (the corresponding patent is pending).  
We have performed a series of calculations with the help of 
the original Monte-Carlo code SRNA in order to find the 
optimal construction of new ridge filters from the point of 
view of dose distribution accuracy and of the device 
manufacturability. In the figure the example of dose 
distribution calculated with the SRNA program is presented. 
As it follows from the figure, even with one field the 95% 
isodose line does not notably leave the tumor volume, 
represented by the black circle. The usual “wings” on 
proximate side of lower isodose lines are absent as well.  The 
experimental tests of these new devices with proton beams 
of the INR linac are now in progress. 
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Commissioning of a Compton camera for ion beam range 
verification via prompt γ detection using low-energy and 
clinical particle beams  
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Rossendorf, Dresden, Germany 
8 Faculty of Applied Science, Radiation Science and 
Technology, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The 
Netherlands 
 
Purpose: Recently, the interest of using hadron-therapy in 
cancer treatment, particularly for tumors in the vicinity of 
critical organs-at-risk, has grown due to the ability of 
providing high precision dose delivery. In order to fully 
exploit this feature, a precise monitoring of particle beam 
(proton, ions) is mandatory. Therefore, the purpose of our 
project is to develop an online imaging system based on a 
Compton camera to verify the particle beam (proton, ions) 
range by detecting prompt γ rays, induced as a result of 
nuclear reactions between the particle beam and biological 
tissue. 
Material / Methods: The Compton camera consists of two 
main components: a scatterer (tracker), formed by a stack of 
six customized double-sided Si-strip detectors (DSSSD), and a 
monolithic LaBr3 scintillation detector (50x50x30 mm3) acting 
as an absorber detector. The DSSSD detector is processed by 
a compact ASIC based electronics, while the LaBr3 detector is 
read out by a position-sensitive (16x16) multi-anode 
photomultiplier (PMT, Hamamatsu H9500), whose segments 
are processed individually using spectroscopy electronics. 
The energy and timing signals are digitized in a VME-based 
charge-to-digital converter and time-to-digital converter, 
respectively. 
Results: The Compton camera components have been 
characterized in the laboratory using calibration sources. The 
time and energy resolution of the LaBr3 detector were 
measured to be 273 ± 6 ps (FWHM) and 3.5%, using 60Co and 
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137Cs source, respectively. The spatial resolution of this 
detector so far has been determined to be about 5 mm, using 
the k-nearest-neighbour algorithm (k-NN) [1]. 
Moreover, the Compton camera has been commissioned at 
different particle beam facilities. The time-of-flight (TOF) 
capability of the system was evaluated at the Garching 
Tandem accelerator, using a 20 MeV pulsed (400 ns) deuteron 
beam hitting a water phantom, showing prompt γ rays well 
separated from the slower neutrons. The camera was further 
tested with different clinical proton beams from the research 
area of the University Proton Therapy Dresden (100, 160 and 
225 MeV) stopping in either a water or a PMMA phantom, as 
indicated in Fig.1. For all three proton beam energies, the 
analysis of the prompt γ energy versus the TOF showed no 
significant neutron background. The Compton electron 
energy loss was extracted from each DSSSD layer, showing a 
gradual sequential increase of the energy loss from the first 
to the last layer.  
 

 
Figure 1: The Compton camera, enclosed in a Faraday light 
tight cage, is placed under 90o relative to the proton beam 
that hits a water phantom (here at the OncoRay facility, 
Universitäts Protonen Therapie Dresden). 
 
Conclusion: A Compton camera is under development in 
Garching, designed for online ion beam range verification via 
prompt γ detection. The monolithic LaBr3 detector was 
characterized in the laboratory exhibiting excellent energy 
and time resolution as well as a sufficient position resolution. 
The Compton camera was commissioned with a low-energy 
pulsed deuteron beam at the Garching Tandem accelerator 
and with high-energy clinical proton beams at the OncoRay 
facility, Dresden.  
 
Keywords: Prompt γ imaging, Compton camera, Proton range 
verification 
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Purpose: Particle therapy provide a more favorable dose 
distribution compared to x-rays, but limited focus has been 
on the actual biological responses. Effects of carbon ion 
radiation in experimental tumor models has been 
investigated in a limited number of studies, the majority of 

these with tumor growth delay as biological endpoint. To 
elucidate the biological variation in radiation response in 
particle therapy, more in vivo studies are needed. The aim of 
the present study was to compare the biological 
effectiveness of carbon ions relative to x-rays between the 
clinical relevant endpoint tumor control and normal tissue 
damage, both acute and late effects. 
Materials and Methods: CDF1 mice with C3H mouse mammary 
carcinoma placed subcutaneously on the foot of the right 
hind limb were irradiated with single fractions of either 
photons or 12C ions, using a 30-mm spread-out Bragg peak. 
Endpoint of the study was local control (no tumor recurrence 
within 90 days). For the acute skin reaction, non-tumor 
bearing CDF1 mice were irradiated with a comparable 
radiation scheme, and monitored for acute skin damage. Late 
radiation induced fibrosis was measured up to 322 days 
following treatment.  
Results: The TCD50 (dose producing tumor control in 50% of 
mice) values with 95% confidence interval were 29.7 (25.37- 
34.78) Gy for C ions and 43.94 (39.24- 49.2) Gy for photons. 
The corresponding RBE values were 1.48 (1.28-1.72). For 
acute skin damage the MDD50 (dose to produce moist 
desquamation in 50% of mice) values with 95% confidence 
interval were 26.34 (22.99-30.19) Gy for C ions and 35.84 
(32.94-38.98) Gy for photons, resulting in a RBE of 1.36 
(1.20-1.45). For late radiation-induced fibrosis the FD50 (dose 
to produce severe fibrosis in 50% of the mice) with 95% 
confidence interval were 26.5 (23.1 – 30.3) Gy for carbon ions 
and 39.8 (37.8 – 41.8) Gy for photons, with a RBE of 1.50 
(1.33 – 1.69).  
Conclusions: We have established TCD50, MDD50 and FD50 
values for local tumor control and normal tissue damage and 
the corresponding RBE values for carbon ions in a mouse 
model. The observed RBE values were very similar for tumor 
response, acute skin damage and late RIF when irradiated 
with large doses of high- linear energy transfer (LET) carbon 
ions. This study add information to the variation in biological 
effectiveness in different tumor and normal tissue models. 
(Acta Oncologica, In Press) 
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The Proton Therapy Facility at TRIUMF is now in routine 
operation treating ocular tumours using 74 MeV protons 
extracted from the 500 MeV H- cyclotron. In this work, the 
feasibility of using PET scanning for proton dose monitoring is 
investigated. Different lucite phantoms have been irradiated 
with a raw Bragg peak and a spread out Bragg peak of 74 MeV 
and scanned using two PET scanners at UBC hospital. 
Simulation programs GEANT4 and FLUKA are being used to 
validate against experimental measurements. GEANT4 has 
been coupled with EXFOR cross section data of proton 
induced reactions to calculate the axial activity of the 
phantoms. Despite the very simple setup, significant 
discrepancies between the codes have been observed for the 
activity profiles of 11C and 15O and 13N, whereas the beam 
range in lucite has been found to have good agreement.  
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Functional multimodal imaging was used to assess early 
response to radiation treatment in the murine prostate 
tumour model CWR22.  
Positron Emission Tomography (PET)/Computer Tomography 
(CT) and Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasonography (DCE-
US) were employed to determine the relationship between 
metabolic and microvascular parameters that reflect the 
tumour microenvironment, followed by immunohistochemical 
validation of microvessel density (MVD) and necrosis. Two 
experimental groups were tested according to the tracers 
used in PET/CT: 18Fluorine-Fluoromisonidazole (18F-FMISO) 
and 18F-Fluorocholine (18F-FCH) which are associated with 
hypoxia and choline metabolism, respectively [1,2]. PET/CT 
and DCE-US were acquired at day 0 and day 3. At day 1, 
radiation treatment was delivered as a single fraction of 10 
Gy. PET/CT and DCE-US acquisition and quantification were 
performed as previously described [3,4]. Wilcoxon’s 
matched-pairs test was used to determine intergroup 
differences at day 0 and day 3, and to assess intragroup 
differences from day 0 to day 3. Kendall’s Tau-b test was 
employed to assess correlation between functional 
parameters derived from PET/CT and DCE-US. In addition, 
the relationship between functional and histological 
parameters was also tested. Bonferroni correction for 
multiple testing was employed and a significance level of 5% 
was considered in all tests. 
In the 18F-FMISO group, the maximum Standardized Uptake 
Values (SUVmax) and the mean SUV (SUVmean) were 
decreased for the treated mice, suggesting a decrease in 
hypoxia. Furthermore, the SUVmean of the tumour-to-muscle 
ratio was correlated to MVD at day 3. In addition, the 
eliminating rate constant of the contrast agent from the 
plasma kel derived from DCE-US was correlated to the 
SUVmean of tumour-to-muscle ratio, necrosis, and MVD. In 
the 18F-FCH group; heterogeneous and reduced tracer uptake 
was detected. The kurtosis of the amplitude of the contrast 
uptake A linked to DCE-US was significantly decreased for the 
control mice.  
Our results demonstrated that the multimodal approach using 
18F-FMISO PET/CT and DCE-US has valuable diagnostic and 
prognostic potential for early non-invasive evaluation of 
radiotherapy. 
 
Keywords: DCE-US, 18F-Fluoromisonidazole (18F-FMISO) PET, 
18F-Fluorocholine (18F-FCH) PET 
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The aim of this work is to study the effects of gold 
nanoparticles (GNPs) on cell viability in choroidal melanoma 

which is irradiated with cobalt source with Monte Carlo and 
In Vitro studies.  
In the Monte Carlo phase of this study a cylinder with the 
radius of 1.7 cm and the length of 2.1 cm was simulated as 
tumor phantom through with MCNP5 code and was filled with 
the tumor composition which obtained from previous work. In 
a discrete simulation such a phantom was divided into three 
parts and the middle region was latticed and filled with 
different concentrations of 50, 100, 200, 400 and 600 μg 
GNPs with 50nm in diameter. In both simulations the array of 
0.5*0.5*0.5 mm^3 voxels were utilized for scoring the 
average energy deposition to calculate the depth dose. The 
AECL Thetaron 60Co external radiation therapy device with 
the distance of 80 cm from the center of the Phantom has 
been considered as radiation source. The dose value to these 
voxels was calculated utilizing F6 tally. The dose 
enhancement factor (DEF) which is defined as the ratio of the 
dose in a particular region of a tissue when GNPs are present 
to the same factor in the absence of such substances were 
calculated and compared for different concentrations. In the 
in-vitro study, GNPs were synthesized following the FERN 
method, by employing HAuCl4 gold halides that were then 
reduced by sodium citrate. Cancerous melanoma cells were 
extracted from a middle-aged human female and digested by 
the use of the Tripezyn enzyme. The noted cells were 
cultured under a DMEM environment within a T75 flask with 
an FBS of 20%, and were incubated in an atmosphere 
consisting of 5% CO2, under a steady temperature of 37 C. 
Melanoma cells were cultured in a 96-well plate, and 
received the required GNPs with specific concentrations of 
600, 400, 200, 100 and 50μg through injection. The toxicity 
of the mentioned particles on the cells was then evaluated 
using a MTT Assay. The plate were then irradiated by the 
cobalt source in the presence and absence of GNPs. 48 hours 
and a week after irradiation, viability of the cells were 
assayed with MTT test again.  
In both Monte-Carlo and in-vitro studies it was observed that 
the presence of GNPs could play an important role in dose 
enhancement and decrease the viability of cancerous cells. 
When the concentration of nanoparticles increases in the 
area of the tumor, a higher amount of radiation energy will 
be absorbed in the tumor area. As a result, the amount of 
the dose absorbed by the normal tissue will be decreased.  
 
Keywords: In Vitro, GNPs, cobalt60, Choroidal Melanoma 
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Purpose: The effects of gold nanoparticles (GNPs) on human 
choroidal melanoma which are irradiated with a diode laser 
beam of 810nm wavelength has been examined with both 
Monte Carlo and In Vitro studies.  
Material and Method: In the Monte Carlo phase of this work, a 
human eye phantom has been simulated through with Geant4 
code and a tumor with the apical height of 0.5mm was 
defined on the equator temporal to the eyeball. The tumor 
was latticed by identical cubes each with a volume of 0.1cm3 
and different concentrations of gold nanoparticles were 
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defined within that. The dose enhancement factor (DEF) has 
been calculated to compare the effects of GNPs in laser 
therapy of eye melanoma. In the In Vitro phase of this work 
the uveal Melanoma cells were cultivated in DMEM with 20% 
FBS. In the seventh passage the cells were grown on a 24-
well plate in which the first five wells incubated with 
different concentrations of gold nanoparticles and the sixth 
well saved as control.  
Results and Discussion: The MTT assay was done in order to 
evaluate the toxicity of these nanoparticles, so as to define 
the preferred concentrations of GNPs. After the cytotoxicity 
assay and determination of the concentration range of these 
nanoparticles, the sample has been injected by GNPs, then 
the dosimetry has been done after irradiation of target with 
laser beam. Within a time span of 48 hours, and also a week 
after the injection of the noted substances, viability of cells 
were evaluated with MTT assay. The results show that the 
higher concentration of GNPs show a higher decrease in cell 
viability. Making a comparison between Laser beam, cobalt 
source and low dose rate sources such as Iodine and 
Palladium in the study of the effects of GNPs in cancer 
therapy reports very interesting results and motivated us to 
do a full in vivo study in this regards. Regarding the 
numerous sources that are employed in the radiotherapy of 
the eye Melanoma, the possible effects of these sources, 
whilst accompanied by GNPs, is a matter of heated debate in 
altering the period of treatment and requires more 
comprehensive investigations. A full experimental 
investigation of the effects of GNPs on Choroidal Melanoma 
against different radiation sources could answer this 
question.  
 
KeyWords: Diod Laser Beam, Choroidal Melanoma, GNPs  
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Carbon ion therapy has been pioneered in USA since 1975[1], 
and in routine clinical use in Japan since 1994[2]. More 
recently, it has also been implemented in Europe (HIT, 
CNAO, MIT and soon MedAustron) and China, and more 
facilities are currently under planning worldwide[3]. The 
rationale behind hadrontherapy with carbon ions has to do 
with their better ballistic properties and higher LET (Linear 
Energy Transfer) when compared to the more widespread 
protons. The drawback being their greater complexity for 
production, planning and delivery[4]. 
Recent improvements in post-accelerated beam technology 
are expanding the range of beams available to include also 
radioactive nuclides, beyond the 12C ion species, currently 
utilized for carbon ion therapy[5]. Furthermore, Monte Carlo 
particle transport codes such as FLUKA[6,7], which has been 
used in this work, are becoming even more refined and 
therefore suitable for use in treatment planning and in-vivo 
verification techniques aiming to improve the treatment dose 
assessment[8].  
In this work, we systematically study the dosimetric 
performance and imaging properties of 11C in a water 
phantom. These add up to the advantages of conventional 12C 
ion therapy a stronger imaging signal, potentiating in-beam 
monitoring, and later dose intake assessment using PET 
instrumentation technologies. In addition to that, a similar 
study has been performed for 15O. 
FLUKA results confirmed the high potential of 11C and 15O in 
imaging, the former presenting no significant absorbed dose 
drawbacks compared to 12C.  
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Purpose: The molecule ODSH has shown great promise in 
preliminary studies suggesting that it improves platelet count 
recovery and impacts survival when the sodium form is given 
as a subcutaneous injection1. A new formulation of the 
molecule will be studied and radiation physics support will be 
provided to assure accuracy of the results. Expansion of the 
program for these studies will include performing dose 
ranging and PK/PD studies in mice for the novel formulation 
as well as some biology studies examining the biology of the 
mechanism of action of the molecule. The dosimetric studies 
will characterize the radiation source in terms of dose rate 
and energy. Maintaining the accuracy and precision of the 
radiation exposure throughout the project is a key factor to 
understanding the biological effects2. Dose uniformity and 
reproducibility will be monitored throughout the project to 
minimize dose uncertainty. 
Materials/Methods: Precision X-ray 3203 was calibrated 
following TG-61 protocol. EBT2 film was exposed at 200, 400, 
600 and 800 cGy to create calibration curve to be used in 
FilmProQA software developed by Ashland technologies. 
Mouse irradiations were taken 320kV, 12.5 mA to a total dose 
of 650 cGy. Gafchromic film was placed under the mice 
during irradiations and later analyzed with FilmProQA4 to 
determine accuracy and uncertainties during the experiment. 
Film exposures were taken at 800 cGy before each 
measurement to adjust the calibrations curve for daily 
variations of the x-ray tube. 
Results: Film analysis determined that dose uniformity in the 
irradiator can vary due to scatter and experimental setup and 
have an effect on the outcome of your experiment.  
Conclusions: For experiments with small animal irradiators a 
quality assurance program should be an integral part of any 
radiation biology study.  
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Purpose: The advent of modern neuroimaging with computed 
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging has 
allowed for a better diagnosis and characterization of brain 
abnormalities and diseases. Despite the deep insights offered 
by these imaging methods, their sensitivity and/or spatial 
resolution are insufficient to study the structures of this very 
complex tissue at the cellular level. X-ray phase contrast 
imaging may provide the opportunity to overcome many of 
the limitations affecting current diagnostic methods [1-8].  
Materials/methods: Pre-clinical imaging on the micro- and 
nano-scale with multidimensional resolution (spatial, 
temporal and chemical) is possible when high intensity, 
energy selective and collimated photon beam are used. 
Advanced X-ray phase contrast imaging techniques have been 
developed and used for investigating excised rat and human 
cerebella without the application of any stain or contrast 
agent.  
Results: Images clearly depict the hippocampus and 
cerebellum regions (with white and gray matter) and the 
substantia nigra structure. Normal and tumor tissues are also 
effectively discriminated.  
Conclusions: Proof of principle studies in phase contrast 
micro-CT were performed on irradiated rat brains, 
demonstrating the ability of the method in visualizing not 
only the fine architecture of the organ but also the effects of 
the treatment. Data are validated by comparison with 
histology. This presentation will give an overview of the 
recent results produced in pre-clinical neuroimaging 
research. 
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Purpose: Alanine pellets provided by the National Physical 
Laboratory (UK) have been proposed as a dose verification 
tool in hadron beams. Multiple studies demonstrate a 
relatively weak and reproducible dependence on the mixed 
radiation environment found in Spread out Bragg peaks in ion 
therapy. Quenching effects can be modeled with little effort, 
in conjunction with Monte Carlo particle transport codes [1]. 
Methods: During the in-vivo irradiation with C-12 ions 
presented in the paper [2] several pellets of Alanine were 
positioned at the same SOBP depth where the tumor target 
was located. Alanine pellets were provided and read out by 
NPL in Teddington, UK. The resulting dose-to-water is 
translated to dose-to-alanine, and compared with the 
quenching corrected calculated dose-to-alanine calculated 
with Monte Carlo simulations. 
The Monte Carlo particle transport code FLUKA was used to 
simulate the mixed particle spectrum along the beam. The 
Hansen & Olsen response model [1,3] is provided as a user 
function and linked into the FLUKA runtime.  
Results: Most experimental dose-to-alanine valued agree 
within a few percent to the predicted and quenching 
corrected values. Quenching factors are found to be around 
0.75 at the center of a 3 g/cm2 wide Carbon ion SOBP, 7.3 
g/cm2 deep with a dose average LET of ~60 keV/µm. 
Conclusions: We have successfully demonstrated the use of 
the Alanine dosimeter in an in-vivo dose verification setting. 
Alanine pellets appear to be a robust solid state dosimeter, 
provided information of the mixed radiation field can be 
retrieved by supplemental Monte Carlo calculations. 
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Purpose: Experimental evidence suggests a variable relative 
biological effectiveness (RBE) of clinical proton beams. As 
the spread in data is large a conservative choice of 1.1 is 
used in clinical practice world-wide. Due to an increasing 
interest several radio-biological models have been developed 
trying to represent the complex dependencies that determine 
RBE. We compare predictions obtained from such models for 
clinical-like cranial irradiations. 
Material/methods: Three models proposed in the literature 
[1,2,3] were implemented to an in-house Monte-Carlo-based 
dose forward-calculation engine [4,5]. They were applied to 
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two scenarios defined by different tissue parameter values 
(α/β)x representing high and low radio-sensitivity. We 
systematically compared RBE predictions as a function of 
(α/β)x and proton linear energy transfer (LET) values in a 
spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) in water and analysed results 
on patient-CT anatomy for cranial irradiation in terms of 
absorbed dose-to-water, dose-averaged LET (LETD), RBE-
weighted dose-to-water and biological range shift 
distributions.  
Results: Different levels of agreement depending on (α/β)x 
and LET values were found in the systematic comparison of 
RBE predictions. The SOBP study emphasizes a variation of 
LETD and RBE not only as a function of depth but also of 
lateral distance from the central beam axis. Applying the 
different models to cranial treatment plans we observe 
consistent discrepancies from the values obtained for a 
constant RBE of 1.1 when using the variable RBE scheme in 
tissues with low (α/β)x, regardless of the model. An example 
is reported in figure 1. Biological range shifts of (0.6-2.4) mm 
(high (α/β)x) and (3.0-5.4) mm (low (α/β)x) were found in the 
fall-off analysis of individual profiles of RBE-weighted 
fraction dose along the beam penetration depth. 
Conclusions: Although more experimental evidence is 
required to validate the accuracy of the investigated models, 
their consistent trend suggests that their main RBE 
dependencies should be included in treatment planning 
systems. Evaluation of the impact of a variable RBE scheme 
on the plan optimized using a constant RBE would thus be 
enabled, constituting a first step towards a more robust 
choice of biological dose delivery in proton therapy. 
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Biological dose calculated using the constant factor of 1.1 
(left) or two different radio-biological models [2,3,5] for low 
(α/β)x, overlaid on the treatment planning CT image; Contour 
outlines the physical target volume.  
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Radiotherapy has proven efficacy to inactivate cancer stem 
cells and is a highly personalized treatment modality, 
tailoring treatment plans for each individual patient based on 
precise anatomical information on tumor size and location as 
well as on normal tissues in the irradiated volume. Models 
based on clinical data, radiobiology and radiation physics are 
routinely used in radiotherapy for generating individualized 
space-resoluted radiation dose distributions, as well as for 
assessment of tumor control probability- vs. normal tissue 
complication-models. Tremendous improvement in high-
precision radiation delivery and planning technology has been 
achieved during the past decades and rapidly been translated 
into clinical practice. 
The new frontier in radiation oncology-related research is 
now to bring together advances in tumor and molecular 
biology with the full potential of high-precision radiation 
technology. Examples of these developments include the 
discovery and assessment of biomarkers specific for 
radiotherapy, the combination of radiotherapy with 
molecular targeted drugs, and the individualization of 
treatment planning by biological imaging. Individualized 
radiotherapy in the future will integrate biological 
information on the specific tumor and on surrounding normal 
tissues in the treatment strategy of patients. Novel 
predictive and prognostic markers demonstrate high potential 
for advancing personalized radiation oncology in preclinical 
and clinical-translational studies. So far this applies for 
stratified selection of total dose, however, in the future also 
personalized dose-distribution and fractionation parameters 
as well for the combined therapies of radiation with specific 
drugs might become predictable by biomarkers. A specific 
feature of personalized radiation oncology is that already 
broad biological stratification of patients has the potential to 
remarkable advance individualization of therapy as this 
information adds a power-function to the fully anatomically-
personalized dose-distributions clinically achieved today. 
This talk will review preclinical and clinical examples of 
potential strategies to increase cure rates by adding a biology 
dimension (e.g. predictive/ prognostic markers) to 
personalized radiation oncology. 
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Purpose:  Several studies indicate the potential dosimetric 
benefit of combining IMRT and VMAT in a hybrid approach [1, 
2].  This study evaluates the accuracy of in-vivo portal 
dosimetry for a variety of hybrid IMRT and VMAT plans for 
radiotherapy of the prostate. 
Materials/methods:  Hybrid IMRT and VMAT plans were 
retrospectively constructed for five prostate patients.  Three 
PTVs were used, namely PTV74Gy, PTV71Gy and PTV60Gy.  
For each patient, seven 6MV plans were created: a conformal 
VMAT arc, a VMAT arc with limited modulation, and five 
hybrid IMRT / VMAT arcs, with 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% 
IMRT respectively, with 0% corresponding to normal VMAT 
and 100% corresponding to 11-beam IMRT.  All plans consisted 
of a single anticlockwise arc with 111 segments ranging in 
gantry angle from 110° to 250°.  The hybrid plans were 
created by grouping the control points into 20° groups, and 
then selecting the groups with the most complex intensity 
maps for sequencing as IMRT, with the remaining groups 
sequenced for VMAT. 
Predicted integrated portal images were created for all plans 
as delivered to a water-equivalent phantom [3].  The plans 
were then delivered to the phantom as a single beam 
sequence using an Elekta Synergy accelerator with Agility 
head and integrated images were measured using an Elekta 
iViewGT portal imager.  Predicted and measured images 
were compared in terms of mean gamma and percentage 
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gamma less than unity at the 3% / 3 mm level.  The dose at 
the treatment isocentre was also measured using a Farmer 
ionisation chamber and treatment times were recorded. 
Results:  A typical treatment plan is shown in Figure 1, 
together with the predicted portal image, the measured 
portal image and the gamma comparison.  Table 1 
summarises the results for all plans and patients.  Predicted 
images show particularly good agreement for conformal and 
limited-modulation VMAT plans due to the simplicity of the 
plans, but the agreement is also acceptable for the 
considerably more complex hybrid plans. 

 
 

 
Conclusions:  Portal dosimetry can be carried out accurately 
and effectively for hybrid IMRT and VMAT treatments.  The 
25% IMRT hybrid plan is of most interest practically as it 
offers improved dosimetry without taking a long time to 
deliver, and this plan shows acceptable accuracy of 
verification with portal dosimetry. 
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Purpose: This work aims to present a flexible 
computational model for the calculation of the lateral 
deflection of a pencil proton beam, and the 
preliminary results of its implementation in a 
Treatment Planning System (TPS) instead of the 
currently used Double Gaussian approximation (DGA) in 
water. 
First evidences show that the model has better accuracy 
with fast computation time in water; it is reliable for any 
depth and for every kind of media and mixture, since 
energy loss effects by the primary process are fully taken 
into account. 
Methods: Challenging issues in TPS for hadrontherapy 
are the accurate calculation of dose distribution, the 
reduction in memory space required to store the dose 
kernel of individual pencil beams and the shortening of 
computation time for dose optimization and calculation. 
In this framework, prediction of lateral dose 
distributions is a topic of great interest because, 
currently, a DGA [1], [2] is typically used as 
approximation; although other parameterizations are also 
available [3], [4], [5]. The best accuracy in this kind of 
calculations can be obtained by Monte Carlo (MC) 
methods [6], but at the expense of a too long computing 
time. 
As alternative, we propose a flexible model based on the 
full Molière theory for Coulomb multiple scattering [7]. 
The use of the original equations of the theory allows to 
remove any free parameter for the electromagnetic 
interaction with the advantage of full accuracy with a 
reasonable increase in the computing time. The 
contribution of the nuclear interactions are also fully 
taken into account with a two-parameters fit, on FLUKA 
simulation [8],[9]; this part is added to the 
electromagnetic core with a proper weight [10]. 
Model is currently under testing in a particle therapy 
extension of CERR - A Computational Environment for 
Radiotherapy Research [11], [12] TPS, in order to compare 
the results with the actual dose prediction in water. 
Results and Conclusions: The model has been first 
compared to MC predictions for protons in water, for 
different depths and therapeutic energies, and also 
with some experimental data from Heidelberg Ion-Beam 
Therapy Center (HIT), generally showing very good 
agreement. 
The comparison of the CERR dose distribution 
calculated using DGA with the one predicted by the 
computational model is shown in Figure 1 together with 
FLUKA MC prediction. 
The DGA has a lateral cutoff distance from the central ray 
that is used to determine the points that do not require 
dose calculation that has been set at maximum possible 
value 4 (in multiples of the gaussian lateral extend at the 
end of the decay area). 
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Fig.1 Comparison between Fluka MC simulation (red line), 
dose distribution evaluated with CERR using Double 
Gaussian model (green line) and dose predicted by 
standalone computational model (blue line) for a proton 
initial beam energy of 60MeV, initial σ  of 0.4cm, at a 
normalized depth 0.9 (assuming Bragg peak position at 1) 
 
The preliminary results show that the model is able to 
predict dose with better accuracy than DGA. 
So, this model could be a step forward in lateral dose 
prediction for current TPS and as a future application, a 
useful tool for online dose-evaluation and adaptive 
planning; next step will be the implementation of different 
media and geometries. 
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A clinical protocol for Simultaneous Integrated Boost for 
proton treatment of Head and Neck carcinoma 
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Purpose: To define the clinical protocol for Head and Neck 
(H&N) patients treated with Proton Pencil Beam Scanning 
(PBS) at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI, Villigen CH) with 
Simultaneous Integrated Boost (SIB). The focus was mainly to 

define the optimization parameters and the normalization 
procedure to obtain a steep gradient between the elective 
and the boost volume, in order to reduce over-dosage in the 
fall off area of the boost.  
Material and Methods: 7 patients, treated at PSI for different 
H&N carcinomas, were selected for this study. They were all 
originally treated with two sequential series at 2GyRBE;  the 
1st one up to 54GyRBE to the elective Planning Target Volume 
(PTV1), followed by a second series up to 72GyRBE for the 
boost target volume (PTV2). In this study, all have been re-
planned using a SIB regimen of 1.8GyRBE (up to 54GyRBE) to 
PTV1 and 2.36GyRBE (up to 70.8GyRBE) to PTV2 for a total of 
30 fractions. Dose constraints to the OARs were kept as for 
the sequential approach [1]. All plans were designed on the 
PSIPlan Treatment Planning System using Intensity Modulated 
Proton Therapy (IMPT) with non-coplanar fields. The 
prescription dose of 100% corresponded to the average dose 
to PTV1, while the dose to PTV2 was optimized prescribing a 
boosting factor based on the ratio of the two different 
prescribed dose levels (i.e. 54GyRBE and 70.8 GyRBE). 
Depending on the ratio of the PTV1 and PTV2 volumes the 
boosting factor was prescribed to PTV2 or to a smaller 
structure (GTV or PTV2-3mm). To guarantee dose 
homogeneity in the dose gradient region between PTV1 and 
PTV2, the optimized SIB plans were normalized such that 
54GyRBE corresponded to the average dose to [PTV1-(Boost 
volume+3mm)]. This avoided over-dosages close to PTV2 
being compensated by under-dosages at the PTV1 margin.  
Results:  The choice of the boosted volume, the boosting 
factor, the quality and conformity of the SIB plans were 
observed to be dependent on the volume ratio PTV2/PTV1. 
For the analyzed patients, this ranged from 28.8% to 61.7%. 
For differences in the PTV1 to PTV2 volume larger than 40%, 
either a PTV2-3mm or the GTV itself were selected for the 
boosting. Else no gradient could be observed. When 
compared to the nominal sequential plan, the SIB approach 
resulted in both a lower mean dose to the ring area (average 
value for SIB: 55.2+1.0 GyRBE; average value for sequential: 
64.1+3.6 GyRBE), and 0.6+0.4% as average ring volume 
receiving the 95% of the dose prescribed to the boost (the 
same dose parameter was >10% for all the original plans). A 
similar sparing of OARs was obtained with both treatment 
schedules. 
Conclusion:  Planning H&N patients with SIB optimization 
resulted in dose distributions which guaranteed the PTV2 and 
PTV1 coverage and conformity whilst keeping dose to OARs 
within tolerance. Therefore this approach can be transferred 
to the clinical operation and has already been applied to a 
first patient.  
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Gamma locator is a handheld lightweight and compact 
gamma probe based on a scintillation crystal LaBr3:Ce and 
silicone photomultiplier to be used for detection of gamma-
radiation emitted by radionuclides such as 99mTc, 125I, 111In, 18F 
[1]. 
There are two main applications of gamma locator: 
intraoperative detection of sentinel lymph nodes and non-
invasive scanning the surface of the body. In the first case, a 
radiotracer is injected into the patient preoperatively and 
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surgeon checks the presence of metastasis in the lymph 
nodes after the removal of the tumor. In the second case, 
the gamma locator can detect tumors located superficially, 
and accurately determine their boundaries [2]. 
When selecting the scintillator the following requirements 
should be considered: high relative light yield compared to 
NaI(Tl), the high value of the effective atomic number. The 
lanthanum cerium bromine has demonstrated the best 
features: the light yield higher than that of NaI(Tl) (130%), 
high density, high atomic number provide high efficiency of 
photoelectric absorption of gamma rays, and the decay time 
of the order of tens of nanoseconds provides high temporal 
resolution of the detector. Silicon photomultiplier is a device 
for detection of low intensive and very fast (several hundred 
nanosecond duration) light flashes. SiPM is used due to its 
high detection efficiency, low bias voltage, compact 
dimensions and high gain of signals. Experimental studies 
have shown that a scintillator packaged together with the 
photodetector provides 4,1% FWHM energy resolution at 662 
keV (Cs-137). 
Gamma locator is constructed in cordless configuration and 
equipped with a lithium-ion battery. Indication is performed 
by an acoustic signal and LED. Adjusting of the bias voltage 
of the photodetector and the thresholds of the discriminator 
is carried out by changing the resistance of the trimmers.  
The main technical characteristics of the prototype gamma 
locator were determined in the laboratory of NRNU MEPhI 
according to the NEMA NU3-2004 protocol [3]. Spatial 
resolution of gamma locator is the minimum distance 
between two point sources on which they can be resolved 
separately, or FWHM of the dependence of counting rate of 
the transverse distance between the detector and the 
source, and is measured to be 20 mm. Spatial selectivity is 
the polar angle, at which the count rate drops twice and it is 
measured to be 26 degrees. Sensitivity is 118 cps/MBq.  
For the comparison performance of scintillation and 
semiconductor gamma locator the NEMA testing of the 
semiconductor CdTe-based commercial gamma probe was 
performed. The field of view of the CdTe gamma probe was 
formed with a lead collimator with 3 mm diameter aperture. 
Spatial resolution was measured to be 22 mm, and angular 
resolution is 30 degrees. 
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When treating tumors with radiotherapy, it is of utmost 
importance to ensure that the prescribed dose is accurately 
delivered to the target volumes. In that sense, in-vivo 
dosimetry in real time was recently implemented in 
radiotherapy departments. Dosimeter performance depends 
necessarily on physical and geometrical parameters (e.g. 
beam energy and distance from source to skin), which implies 
the use of correction factors. Implantable dosimeters are 

therefore preferable in order to minimize the need for 
corrections. They should be as small as possible, but still 
they should provide reliable measurements to comply with 
the requirements of clinical practice in routine radiotherapy. 
The state-of-the-art of these kind of dosimeters was the 
subject of a review elsewhere (1), which reported that 
implantable detectors of submillimetric size are currently 
available. The purpose of this study is to assess by Monte-
Carlo simulations how much the size of such dosimeters can 
be decreased without jeopardizing their performance in a 
clinical environment.  
First, the interaction of photons from a 60Co source with 
water was simulated with a Monte-Carlo tool (2). The 
calculations were performed for 0.3, 0.1, 1, 3 and 10 Gy. 
Then, the distributions of specific energy were obtained for 
volumes representing dosimeters at nanometric and 
micrometric scales. Cylinders with equal radii of 0.3, 0.1, 1, 
3 and 10 μm were used for this purpose. The mean specific 
energy <zt> was calculated for each case. To evaluate how 
the dosimeter size would impact its performance in a clinical 
scenario, the probability p that a dosimeter measurement 
falls outside a given interval defined around <zt> was 
estimated. Intervals were defined as [<zt>-γ<zt> ; <zt>+γ<zt>] 
with γ equal to 3%, 5% and 10%. 
The pattern of the distributions of specific energy evolves 
with dosimeter size and irradiation dose. Fixing the 
irradiation dose and decreasing the dosimeter radius or fixing 
the radius and decreasing the irradiation dose strongly 
widened the range in measured values of specific energy, but 
also increased the probability of yielding a non-null 
measurement. In turn, for higher doses and radii, 
distributions tend to Gaussian curves. 

 
Concerning the probability of obtaining a measurement 
outside the defined interval, the larger the interval, the 
irradiation dose, and the dosimeter radius, the smaller this 
probability became (see figure above). 
The simulation results showed that dosimeters at a 
nanometric scale are not able to yield statistically-
reproducible measurements and are therefore unfit for use in 
clinical practice. Increasing the size to micrometric scale led 
to a decrease in the statistical fluctuations. Nevertheless, to 
have enough accuracy at routine clinical doses 
(approximately 2 Gy in the tumor volume), a dosimeter 
radius of at least 10 μm is required. 
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From 2D to 3D: Proton radiography and proton CT in 
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Purpose: In order to reduce the uncertainty in translation of 
the X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) image into a map of 
proton stopping powers (3-4% and even up to 10% in regions 
containing bones [1-8]), proton radiography is being studied 
as an alternative imaging technique in proton therapy. We 
performed Geant4 Monte Carlo simulations for a 2-
dimentional (2D) proton radiography system to obtain 
directly proton stopping powers of the imaged object. In the 
next step, the object was rotated every 10 degrees to obtain 
the 3D proton CT, and the iterative reconstruction method 
was used to reproduce the image.  
Materials/methods: In our proton radiography simulation 
setup (figure) we used two ideal (100% efficiency) position 
sensitive detectors (red squares), with the size of 10x10 cm2 
each, to track a single proton entering and exiting a phantom 
under study. The residual energy of a proton was detected by 
a BaF2 crystal (yellow cylinder), with a diameter of 15 cm, 
placed after the second position sensitive detector. A 
cylindrical phantom with a 2.5 cm diameter and 2.5 cm 
height was made of CT solid water (Gammex 357, ρ=1.015 
g/cm2) and filled with different materials: PMMA (ρ=1.18 
g/cm2, red insert), air (ρ=1.21•10-3 g/cm2, below and/or 
above each inserts), and tissue-like materials: adipose 
(Gammex 453, ρ=0.92 g/cm2, yellow insert) and cortical bone 
(Gammex 450, ρ=1.82 g/cm2, blue insert) [9]. The phantom 
was irradiated with 3x3 cm2 scattered proton beam with an 
energy of 150 MeV. It was irradiated with 2•105 protons at 
each of the 36 rotation angles. The phantom was placed 
perpendicularly to the beam direction allowing a proton to 
pass through a number of materials with different densities. 
 

 
 
Results: First, the energy loss radiographs (a difference 
between proton beam energy and residual energy deposited 
in the energy detector) at each of the 36 phantom rotation 
angles were created. For the iterative reconstruction 
algorithm, a reference image of the phantom was created in 
two ways: (1) based on the energy loss in different phantom 
materials simulated with Geant4, and (2) using a simple back 
projection algorithm. The reconstruction agrees well with the 
actual phantom. A maximum of 50 iterations were used 
showing the smallest mean squared error already after 5 
iterations.  
Conclusion: First attempt to iteratively reconstruct the 
cylindrical phantom with more materials on the proton beam 
shows a satisfactory result. To improve the reconstruction at 
the material boundaries, additional local iterations will be 
applied.   
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Purpose: One of the common imaging techniques in image 
guided radiation therapy (IGRT) is cone beam computed 
tomography (CBCT). CBCT is used for tumor localization in 
pre-treatment planning. In lung radiation therapy, the 
motion artefacts severely affect the quality of reconstructed 
images. As the data acquisition can take over a minute, the 
motion generated by the patient breathing can distort the 
tomograms, this distortion being propagated in the image 
reconstruction step. We propose an electrical impedance 
tomography (EIT)-CBCT dual modality for motion corrected 
image reconstruction [2]. Iterative algebraic reconstruction 
method can potentially provide a suitable image 
reconstruction tool for such dual modality. This paper 
present an improved GPU based CBCT image reconstruction. 
Efficient computation of forward and backward projections is 
implemented in GPU, which is the main building block of 
various iterative reconstruction methods. 
Materials/methods: The projection and backprojection steps 
have been accelerated in our GPU code, using the Compute 
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [1]. The ray-driven 
projection uses the texture memory that has a hardware 
implemented trilinear interpolation. Using a per-ray 
separation for the multithreading step, the integral of the x-
rays is computed, with a user specified length that defines 
the tradeoff between for accuracy and speed. In the 
backprojection step, a voxel-based weighted backprojection 
is performed, similar to the Feldkamp Davis Kress (FDK) 
algorithm, to avoid the aliasing effect common in algebraic 
methods with diverging rays [4]. To simulate reality a human 
thorax-like digital phantom has been used. Limited (45) 
projections have been simulated and Poisson noise added. 
The commonly use FDK and simultaneous iterative 
reconstruction technique (SART) have been simulated.  
Results:  Figure 1 shows the reconstructed images. For a 5123 
voxels with 5122 detector pixels the GPU based code takes 5s 
for FDK and a single SART iteration on the high precision 
setting (integral length= voxel size/10), and 0.5s for a similar 
precision as a matrix based method (integral length= voxel 
size).  The image reconstructed with SART had 300 iterations, 
2.5 minutes in the lower precision setting.  
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Figure (1) 5123 voxel image with 45 projections and Poisson 
noise, (a) original (b) reconstruction using FDK, (c) 
reconstruction using SART. 
 
In terms of speedup, a CPU projection takes 24s on average 
in an Intel Core i7-4930K with 32Gb of RAM while a GPU 
projection takes 137ms in high accuracy settings and 17ms 
with the same accuracy in a NVIDIA Tesla k40c, resulting on a 
speedup of 175% and 1400% respectively.   
Figure 2 shows speed results for a single forward projection 
of a single angle in both low and high accuracy settings for 
different detector and image sizes, in logarithmic scale. It is 
easy to see in the figure that the algorithm is O(n3) for the 
image size and O(n2) for the detector size. Note that in the 
biggest image sizes memory bandwidth is a relevant factor in 
the time, as the image size in memory gets over 8Gb. Times 
for backprojection are always around 10% of the times for 
forward projection. 
 
 

 
Figure (2) Time for a single projection in the GPU, compared 
against the number of voxels and the number of detector 
pixels, for different accuracy levels, (a) 1 sample per voxel 
(as in matrix based methods), (b) 10 samples per voxel. 
Conclusions: The GPU based code speeds up the image 
reconstruction to over 3 orders of magnitude than CPU based 
algorithms, allowing the use of iterative reconstruction 
methods in clinically reasonable time scales. The future work 
involves modifying the algorithm for motion correction using 
the concepts from phase space tomography at CERN[3]. 
Additionally, an EIT based real-time motion detection will be 
used to better estimate patient motion, which can then be 
fed into CBCT reconstruction algorithm allowing for a dual 
modality based 4D CBCT. 
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CH 
The Center for Proton Therapy at PSI has been the worldwide 
pioneer of pencil beam scanned (PBS) proton therapy. 
Clinical operation started in 1996 on Gantry1, with Intensity 
Modulated Proton Therapy already being delivered clinically 
in 1999. Currently the facility is composed of two gantries 
and one horizontal beam line for ocular therapy. Gantry2, 
clinically operational since 2013, is a new generation proton 
PBS gantry, developed in-house at PSI, whilst Gantry3, 
currently in the technical commissioning phase, will be a 
ProBeam Gantry from Varian Medical System. First patient 
treatments on this facility will be at the end of 2016. 
Our future strategies are in a number of directions. First, we 
are working on significantly increasing the delivery speed of 
PBS treatments using continuous line scanning rather than 
discrete spots. This has already been demonstrated as a 
proof-of-principle on Gantry2, and the major work currently 
is on the development of fast beam monitoring, together 
with strategies for analyzing the resulting measured profiles.  
Second, the treatment of moving targets (4D) will be 
clinically implemented based on different motion mitigation 
techniques, including advanced rescanning, gating and 
continuous scanning. For the optimization of the 4D 
treatment delivery, different scanning techniques (i.e. 
volumetric and layered rescanning) have been evaluated and 
both will be implemented clinically. In order to calculate the 
dosimetric effect of the interplay between motion and 
scanning, our in house developed TPS system has been 
upgraded to include a fast and comprehensive 4D dose 
calculation option based on a deformable dose calculation 
grid, where the timing of the delivery parameters and the 
patient breathing (including variable breathing patterns) can 
be accurately taken into account.  
Our third aim is the clinical implementation of daily adaptive 
proton therapy, in order to more accurately take into 
account daily anatomical and positioning variations. As a CT-
on-rails scanner is installed in the Gantry2 bunker, 3D 
planning images can be acquired on a daily basis and used for 
a daily optimization of the plan before the daily delivery. In 
addition, on the ProBeam system, Cone-Beam CT acquisitions 
will be possible, allowing us to also investigate the usefulness 
of CBCT for daily adaptive approaches. In the daily 
optimization process, the cumulative dose delivered to the 
patient will be estimated using log-file based dose 
calculations as a type of ‘entrance-dosimetry’ which can 
reconstruct the actual delivered dose in the patient 
geometry of the day. This is based on machine log files, 
which are saved for each delivery, and which include all the 
machine parameters for the specific delivery (i.e. exact spot 
position, spot weight, MU per spot[1]). Finally, we are also 
investigating advanced uses of MRI imaging in proton therapy, 
for instance to monitor anatomical changes, organ motion 
and in-vivo range verification. 
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The finite range of a proton beam or heavier charged particle 
beam can be a double-edged sword. While it is the biggest 
physical/dosimetric advantage of particle beam therapy, the 
range over- or undershoot typically requires extra margins 
that can compromise the conformality of the dose 
distributions substantially. Recent developments aim at 
imaging the range of the particle beam in the patient, to (1) 
verify the range, and (2) potentially correct for any range 
discrepancies. We will review the state of the art of imaging 
for range assessment, focusing in particular on prompt 
gamma imaging.  
Significant progress has recently been made in the field of 
prompt gamma imaging.  Range errors of 1 mm are 
detectable in phantoms. Spectroscopic methods potentially 
allow one to obtain information about the elemental 
composition of the tissue. Commercial systems are under 
development and have recently been tested in the clinic. In 
addition to systems consisting of a detector-collimator 
combination, Compton cameras are under development for 
the 3D reconstruction of the prompt gamma sources. Prompt 
gamma imaging competes with other range imaging 
techniques such as PET imaging of oxygen-15 and carbon-11, 
and MRI imaging of the biological changes resulting from 
irradiating tissues. Another recent development is thermo-
acoustic imaging, utilizing the ultrasound signal that a high 
intensity particle beam produces in tissue due to quick 
thermal expansion. 
Once the particle range in the patient can be measured (a) in 
the patient,  (b) in realtime, (c) with millimeter accuracy, 
the range margins can be reduced, resulting in significant 
improvements of treatment quality for many disease sites. 
Unfortunately, none of the techniques developed so far fulfill 
all criteria (a,b,c) above. Millimeter accuracy is sometimes 
achievable but not in patients or not in all patients. Realtime 
measurement and control is only feasible with prompt 
gamma and thermo-acoustic imaging. Of the techniques 
currently under development, it appears that prompt gamma 
imaging has the best chance of fulfilling all the criteria above 
and becoming a valuable tool for particle range control in the 
clinic in the near future.  
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Aim: Protontherapy provided many evidences on the quality 
and accuracy in planning a treatment. Pencil-beam scanning 
technology with protons enables clinicians to precisely 

manipulate and direct the beam so that its energy conforms 
exactly to the unique size and shape of the tumor. This 
technique shows remarkable advantages in conforming the 
dose to the target.  
However, the main issue for many years has been the non-
accessible technology behind it. The huge expenses 
compared with conventional radiation therapy remain costs 
issues. 
Lowering costs providing a new solution for proton therapy 
facilities with active scanning technique is opening a new 
perspective in this field, allowing a larger use of proton 
beams. 
One of constraints that can drastically lower the costs is the 
use of a fixed source and not a grantry.  
Methods: The scope of this study is providing a full 
investigation from the positioning to the dose delivery to the 
patient, using an alternative position in system that 
reproduce configurations gantry-couch like, and propose 
additional not-standard configurations that help a better 
planning. 
A robot arm handling a couch offers an automated movement 
of the patient around the nozzle, providing more freedom 
and compensating the lack of gantry. The positioning system 
is controlled and interfaced with a dedicated software 
translating and converting complex motions to equivalent 
once in more standard positioning. 
Results: Full Monte Carlo investigations for plan with 
different setting are realized to check configurations of 
Nozzle-Robotic system and their impact on the treatment 
planning. It is possible then to see when we get advantages in 
combining such solutions. This is reached once we have a 
system well integrated within the the full workflow and the 
planning system. 
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Purpose: In medical applications, about 20 MeV and 100 μA 
proton beams are used for the production of PET 
radioisotopes. In hadrontherapy, energies of hundreds MeV 
per nucleon and intensities below 1 nA are employed. To 
monitor beams in this wide range of intensities with a single 
detector, the Universal BEam Monitoring detector (UniBEaM) 
based on doped silica and optical fibres was designed, built 
and tested. 
Materials and methods: The UniBEaM detector is based on a 
single doped silica fibre moved through the beam. The 
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collected light signal provides information on the beam 
profile. A first prototype was developed and tested with 2 
MeV protons [1]. On this basis, a fully motorized device was 
designed and built for the Bern medical cyclotron [2], which 
is used for the production of PET radioisotopes and multi-
disciplinary research activities. The 10 cm long and 400 μm 
diameter sensing fiber is connected with a commercial 
optical fiber transporting the signal outside of the bunker. 
Cerium, antimony doped and non-doped sensing silica fibres 
were used, according to the intensity range. The fibres 
operate in vacuum and the signal is read out by a photo diode 
or by a PMT. The read out device, the control of the motor 
and the DAQ are integrated into a single compact apparatus. 
Results: The UniBEaM detector was tested at the Bern 
medical cyclotron delivering beams from a few pA to 150 μA 
[3]. Two beam profiles are reported in Figure 1, taken at 50 
pA and 1 μA, respectively. Due to their higher light yield, Ce 
doped fibres were used for intensities in the pico- and 
nanoampere range. Here the signal is recorded at successive 
steady positions of the fibre by single photon counting. For 
intensities from 100 nA to 1 μA, Sb doped fibres read out by a 
photodiode were used. The fiber is now moved continuously 
and the amplitude of the signal recorded. From 1 nA to 1 μA, 
the output signal was found to be linear with respect to the 
beam intensity. In this range, the position of the beam can 
be measured with a precision of about 0.1 mm, allowing the 
use of the UniBEaM detector for beam dynamics studies [4]. 
At intensities above 1 μA, a non-doped sensing fibre was 
used. Due to the dependence of the light transmission on 
temperature, the beam profile was found to be distorted, 
with a consequent non-linearity of the signal with respect to 
intensity. Nevertheless, the position of the beam can be 
monitored. This is a key feature for radioisotope production, 
especially if a solid target is used. 
Conclusions: The UniBEaM detector is based on the collection 
of the optical signal produced by an ion beam traversing a 
silica fiber. This device was successfully tested at the Bern 
medical cyclotron at intensities ranging from a few pA to 
about 20 μA, opening the way for its use in the production of 
medical radioisotopes and cancer hadrontherapy. Its 
commercialization is underway. 
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Figure 1 – Beam profiles measured at 50 pA (left) and 1 A 
(right). 
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Microbeam Radiation Therapy (MRT) is a novel technique[1]  
using spatially fractionated, intense, highly collimated, 
parallel arrays of X-ray beams generated at 3rd generation 
synchrotron facilities like the ESRF in Grenoble, France. The 
insertion of an adequate multislit collimator[2] produces 
microbeams with a FWHM between 20 and 100 μm with 
separations between 100 and 400 μm to be delivered at an 
extremely high dose rate (up to 20kGy/sec) to best exploit 
the dose volume effect with peak entrance dose values well 
above several hundreds of Gy, demonstrating a very high 
normal tissue tolerance even for the immature tissue [3]. The 
differential effects[4] between normal tissue vasculature and 
tumor vascular networks promote this novel approach and 
questions one of the dogmas in radiation therapy: namely, 
that radiation therapy is aiming at a dose distributions with 
the primary goal to maximize the dose at the target, while 
minimizing the dose to the normal tissue in order to generally 
optimize the treatment in cancer therapy. An overview of 
the most important findings in radiation biology as well as 
achievements in Medical Physics will be summarized 
reflecting the current status of the project. 
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Purpose: Therapeutic irradiation of brain cancers is 
associated with severe cognitive deficits in patients who 
survive long enough after irradiation. Radiotherapy-induced 
brain damage and dementia are associated to deficits in 
hippocampal-dependent mechanisms of learning and memory 
[1]. In preclinical rodent models, synchrotron-generated 
arrays of microbeams have shown unprecedented therapeutic 
effect on aggressive tumors of the central nervous system; 
furthermore microbeams are very well tolerated by normal 
tissues [2,3]. This latter effect is due to a minimal dose 
spreading outside the microbeam path. Recently, we showed 
that irradiation of the sensorimotor cortex of epileptic rats 
with synchrotron-generated microbeams reduces seizures 
without disrupting neurological functions [4]. Here we 
explored the long-term effects of microbeam versus 
broadbeam irradiation on hippocampal neurogenesis.  
Materials/Methods: Two groups of male Wistar rats (175-200 
g, two months of age) were irradiated with 5 or 10 Gy 
broadbeams, 3 groups were irradiated with 9 parallel 
microbeam arrays (75 μm wide, spaced 200 μm center-to-
center; peak entrance dose: 150, 300 or 600 Gy). The control 
group was not irradiated. Eight months later, we assessed 
cognitive functions by the Morris water maze, depressive-like 
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behaviors by the Porsolt forced swim test, and locomotor 
activity and anxiety by the open field test. We also studied 
adult neurogenesis within the hippocampal dentate gyrus by 
using the thymidine analogue BrdU to label replicating stem 
cells. Ten months after irradiation animals were killed and 
brain tissue used for histology and immunohistochemistry.  
Results: Microbeam irradiation did not alter cognitive 
performance. Interestingly, microbeam irradiation (300 Gy) 
significantly reduced the immobility time in the forced swim 
test without affecting locomotor activity as compared to 
control rats and 5-10 Gy irradiated rats. Histological analysis 
showed that microbeam irradiation did not alter the 
cytoarchitecture of the hippocampus with cell death 
observed only along the irradiation pathway. We did not 
observe a reduction of hippocampal neurogenesis, assessed 
by stereological counts of BrdU-positive cells in the dentate 
gyrus of the hippocampus at 10 months after microbeam 
irradiation.  
Conclusions: These data shed light on the biological effects 
of microbeam irradiation on the CNS and may open new 
potential therapeutic strategies in cancer treatment and 
other CNS disorders. 
Keywords: Microbeam radiation therapy, Hippocampus, 
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in Stereotactic Radiotherapy? 
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Recent clinical results using Stereotactic Radiation Therapy 
(SRT) are very encouraging. Our goal is to investigate 
whether the excellent SRT tumor control data imply that 
there are new tumoricidal mechanisms that determine tumor 
control at high SRT doses – new mechanisms which are not 
present or have little effect at conventional radiotherapeutic 
doses.  
To accomplish this, we investigate whether the standard LQ 
model with heterogeneity can provide as good a description 
of the SRT data as can models with extra terms describing 
unique high-dose tumor control mechanisms. 
We analyzed published TCP data for lung tumors or brain 
metastases from 3000 SRT patients, covering a wide range of 
doses and fraction numbers. We used: (a) a linear-quadratic 
model (including heterogeneity), which assumes the same 
mechanisms at all doses, and (b) alternative models with 
terms describing distinct tumoricidal mechanisms at high 
doses. 
Both for lung and brain data, the LQ model provided a 
significantly better fit over the entire range of treatment 
doses than did any of the models requiring extra terms at 
high doses. Analyzing the data as a function of fractionation 
(1 fraction vs. >1 fraction), there was no significant effect on 
TCP in the lung data, whereas for brain data multi-fraction 
SRT was associated with higher TCP than single-fraction 
treatment. 
This analysis suggests that distinct tumoricidal mechanisms 
do not determine tumor control at high doses/fraction. 
Rather the excellent clinical outcomes seen with SRT are the 
result of the excellent dose distributions which SRT provides, 
which allow delivery of larger doses to the tumor than is 
possible with conventional radiotherapy. Finally, there is 
plausible evidence suggesting that multi-fraction SRT is 
superior to single-dose SRT. 
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Purpose: Image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is a technique 
used to optimise RT beam delivery to the tumour by 
following its evolution over time through regular MVCT 
imaging of the treatment area. 
However, its application is limited by clinical concerns over 
the additional dose coming from MVCT imaging, which we 
evaluate in this study. 
Methods: We use the particle transport framework GEANT4[1] 
to model the X-ray beam line from the Tomotherapy Hi-Art 
RT treatment machine at the Addenbrooke's hospital and 
evaluate the imaging dose delivered to the vicinity of the 
tumour. Dose maps are obtained by combining simulations of 
the CT scan using a static beam line with 51 different 
exposition angles. 
All GEANT4 simulations were performed on UK grid 
resources[2] to maximize parallel throughput, using 
anonymised data. 
Results: Simulated beam profiles (PDD, longitudinal and 
lateral) with different MLC beam patterns were compared to 
actual calibration data taken in water tank at Addenbrooke's 
hospital. The agreement between the model and the 
calibration is quantified by the Gamma index[3]. Less than 2% 
of the simulated points exceed Gamma(1%,1mm) 
We also simulated the imaging dose distribution in a prostate 
patient treated in 34 fractions, each fraction starting with 
one MV CT used for image guidance. We used a fan beam 
width of 4 mm with a pitch of 2 mm. The results are shown in 
Figure 1. 

 
 
Figure 1: Normalised imaging dose distributions in Gy for a 
prostate cancer patient, in a transverse plane in the 
treatment region. 
 
The maximum simulated dose is about 1.5 cGy on a single 
MVCT, in agreement with results found in [4] using 
proprietary software. For comparison, the treatment dose in 
the same area goes up to 2 Gy per fraction. 
Conclusions: We have successfully modeled the Megavoltage 
imaging beam line of the Tomotherapy Hi-Art machine used 
for radiotherapy at the Addenbrooke's hospital using Geant 4 
and used it to derive dose maps in the patient. 
Doses were found to be in agreement with other published 
results and negligible with respect to the treatment dose. 
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Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common and 
malignant primary brain tumor. The median survival time is 
14.6 months from time of diagnosis, in spite of aggressive 
surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy. Only 3 to 5% of 
patients survive more than three years. Recurrence of GBM is 
nearly universal, confers a dismal prognosis with a 6-months 
progression free survival (6M-PFS) rate of 15% to 21% and a 
median survival of 6.2 months. Advancements in the past 
decades have not significantly increased the overall survival 
of patients with this disease. GBM has been demonstrated 
NK-1 receptor system and Substance P can be used as a 
ligand for targeted therapy. Alpha emitter, like 213Bi offers 
the new potential for selective irradiation of tumors, with 
minimizing damage to adjacent tissue.  
Material and methods: 21 patients with primary recurrent 
glia tumor IV after standard therapy were included in the 
study during two years. Following intracavitary or 
intratumoral insertion of 1-2 catheter systems, patients were 
treated with 1–8 doses of 2 GBq 213Bi-DOTA-Substance P (213Bi-
SP) in intervals of 2 months. 68Ga-DOTA-Substance P (68Ga-SP) 
was co-injected with the therapeutic doses to assess 
biodistribution using PET/CT. Therapeutic response was 
monitored with MRI. Study was approved by the ethical 
committee of the Medical University of Warsaw. 
Results: Treatment with activity up to 13 GBq 213Bi-SP was 
tolerated well with only mild transient adverse reactions: in 
1 patient transient increase of focal neurological symptoms 
and in 3 patients episodes of epileptic seizures several days 
after treatment. PET/CT imaging showed high retention of 
the radiolabeled peptide at the tumor site.  
Out of 21 evaluable patients, 17 progressed within the 
follow-up period, 5 of them are alive at the end of follow-up. 
Four patients were excluded from evaluation due to lack of 
data. Median progression free survival was 3.7 months, with a 
6 months progression free survival rate of 19% . The median 
overall survival from the first diagnosis was 25.2 months, and 
from the start of 213Bi-SP was 6.5 months. Follow up of 
therapeutic responses and toxicity is continued and patient 
recruitment is ongoing. Busk 
 
Conclusions: Treatment of recurrent GBM with 213Bi-SP is safe 
and well tolerated. Targeted alpha therapy with 213Bi-SP may 
evolve as a promising novel option for treatment of recurrent 
GBM. 
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A high-resolution silicon detector probe, in coincidence with 
a conventional  
PET scanner, is expected to provide images of higher spatial 
resolution than those achievable using the scanner alone, due 
to the finer pixelization of the probe detector[1]. A PET-
probe prototype is being developed utilizing this principle 
[2]. The system includes a probe consisting of ten layers of 
silicon detectors, each a 80×52 array of 1×1×1 mm3 pixels, to 
be operated in coincidence with a modern clinical PET 
scanner. Detailed simulation studies of this system have been 
performed to assess the effect of the additional probe 
information on the quality of the reconstructed images.  
Using the Monte-Carlo simulation package GATE, a grid of 
point sources was simulated to study the contribution of the 
probe to the system resolution at different locations over the 
field of view (FOV). A resolution phantom was used to 
demonstrate the effect on image resolution for two probe 
positions. A homogeneous source distribution with hot and 
cold regions was used to demonstrate that the localized 
improvement in resolution does not come at the expense of 
the overall quality of the image. An imaging study using 
experimental probe data was also performed. The list-mode 
maximum likelihood–expectation maximization (ML–EM) 
algorithm[3] was used for image reconstruction in all cases.  
As expected, the point spread function of the PET-probe 
system was found to be non-isotropic and vary with position, 
offering improvement in specific regions. An increase in 
resolution, of factors of up to 2, was observed in the region 
close to the probe. Images of the resolution phantom showed 
visible enhancement in resolution when including the probe 
in the simulations, as can be seen in figure 1. The image 
quality study demonstrated that contrast and spill-over ratio 
in other areas of the FOV were not sacrificed for this 
enhancement. The improvement in resolution when using the 
Si detector probe was also observed using the experimental 
prototype. In this context, previously unrecoverable features 
in a resolution phantom could be resolved when probe data 
was included during image reconstruction. Remaining 
challenges in developing the PET-probe system include 
overcoming the limitations imposed by the timing 
performance of the Si detectors and more detailed system 
modeling in image reconstruction.    
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Figure 1: Images of the resolution phantom reconstructed 
using data from the probe and from the scanner alone. The 
probe is located to the right of the image, in close proximity 
to the phantom.  The phantom features are 4.8, 4.0, 3.2, 2.4, 
1.6 and 1.2 mm in diameter. Pixels are 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 
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Positron emission tomography is so far the only method for 
in-vivo dose delivery verification in hadron therapy that is in 
clinical use. PET imaging during irradiation maximizes the 
number of detected counts and minimizes washout. In such a 
scenario, also short-lived positron emitters will be observed. 
As very little is known on the production of these nuclides, 
we determined which ones are relevant for proton therapy 
treatment verification. 
In order to be relevant, nuclides have to be produced close 
to the distal edge and thus at rather low proton energy. 
Therefore we measured the integral production of short-lived 
positron emitters in the stopping of 55 MeV protons in 
carbon, oxygen, phosphorus and calcium. The experiments 
were performed at the irradiation facility of the AGOR 
cyclotron at KVI-Center for Advanced Radiation Technology, 
University of Groningen. The positron emitters were 
identified based on their half-life. In order to do this, the 
proton beam was pulsed, i.e. delivered as a succession of 
beam-on and beam-off periods, and the time evolution of the 
511 keV positron annihilation photons was recorded. A half-
life analysis of the beam-off period allowed to determine the 
production rates of separate nuclides. The 511 keV photons 
were detected by a germanium clover detector [1]. A 
correction for the escape of positrons from the target, 
determined via Monte Carlo simulations, was applied. 
In the stopping of 55 MeV protons, the most copiously 
produced short-lived nuclides and their production rates 
relative to the relevant long-lived nuclides are: 12N (T1/2 = 
11 ms) on carbon (9% of the 11C production), 29P (T1/2 = 4.1 
s) on phosphorus (20% of the 30P production) and 38mK (T1/2 
= 0.92 s) on calcium (113% of the 38gK production). No short-
lived nuclides are produced on water (i.e. oxygen). The 
experimental production rates are used to calculate the 
production on PMMA and a representative set of 4 tissue 
materials. [fig. 1] The number of decays per 55 MeV proton 
stopped in these materials, integrated over an irradiation, is 
calculated as function of the duration of the irradiation. The 
most noticeable result is that for an irradiation in (carbon-
rich) adipose tissue, 12N will dominate the PET image up to 
an irradiation duration of 70 s. On bone tissue, 15O 
dominates over 12N after 8-15 s (depending on the carbon-to-
oxygen ratio). Considering nuclides created on phosphorus 
and calcium, the short-lived ones provide 2.5 times more 
decays than the long-lived ones during a 70 s irradiation. 
Bone tissue will thus be better visible in beam-on PET 
compared to PET imaging after an irradiation. 
The results warrant detailed investigations into the energy-
dependent production of 12N, 29P and 38mK and their effect 
on PET imaging during proton irradiations. 

 
Figure 1: Number of decays of PET nuclides per 55 MeV 
proton stopped and integrated over an irradiation, as 
function of the duration of the irradiation for adipose, 
skeletal muscle, compact bone and cortical bone tissue. 
Short-lived nuclides are shown with solid lines, long-lived 
ones with dashed lines 
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Positron emission tomography is so far the only method for 
in-vivo dose delivery verification in hadron therapy that is in 
clinical use. A PET scanner placed in the treatment position 
(in-situ) will be able to obtain the highest number of counts, 
as it minimizes the decay of the positron emitting nuclei 
before the scan is started as well as reduces the effect of 
biological washout. We investigated the influence of the scan 
protocol, i.e. the moment when a scan in done in relation to 
the treatment delivery, on the ability to measure 
unacceptable deviations from the treatment plan. 
We developed a Geant4-based Monte-Carlo framework for 
proton therapy simulations. Four patient cases are studied: 
two head-and-neck, one sarcoma near the spine, and one 
breast cancer case. For each irradiation field, the production 
of the following PET isotopes is calculated: 15O, 11C, 10C, 
14O, 30P, 38K, and 13N. The time sequence of the pencil 
beam scanning irradiation, the decay of the PET isotopes 
during the irradiation, and biological washout are included in 
the simulation. The production of these nuclei is then used to 
calculate a PET image for two scan protocols: a scan of 120 
seconds after the first field, or a scan of 120 seconds after 
the last field. To mimic a typical scanner spatial resolution, 
the images are blurred using a Gaussian blurring function 
with 4 mm FWHM.  
Deviations from the treatment plan are simulated by shifting 
the patient 4 mm perpendicular to the field angle, or by 
increasing the patient density by 3%. The PET image is then 
simulated again for each scanning protocol. The ability of 
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each protocol to detect these deviations from the treatment 
plan is investigated by comparing the planned and the 
modified PET image. Several analysis methods are used: line 
profiles coupled to the field-directions, structural similarity 
index analysis [1], and gamma index analysis. [2]  
Preliminary data shows that a difference in density is best 
detected by starting the scan directly after the first field. 
However, shifts perpendicular to the field directions are 
better detected when the scan is done after the last field, 
due to the increased activity and counting-rate. 
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Purpose: Adaptive radiotherapy aims to synchronize the 
treatment beam with the tumour motion. It requires the 
prediction of respiratory motion which has received much 
attention for over a decade. The performance of prediction 
algorithms to the dose delivery to the tumour is evaluated for 
the first time in terms of CTV-PTV margin.  
Methods and Materials: Clinical tumour volume (CTV) is 
outlined in treatment planning and is aimed to be irradiated 
with sufficient dose. Owing to uncertainties including 
respiration-induced motion, a sufficient margin around CTV is 
defined to form planning target volume (PTV). PTV is 
irradiated to ensure sufficient dose delivery to CTV, whereas 
CTV-PTV margin should be minimal to avoid irradiating 
normal tissues outside CTV. In this work, we adopt tumour 
control probability (TCP) to quantify sufficient dose delivery 
using TCP model based on Poisson statistics. The CTV-PTV 
margin required to yield 90% TCP is evaluated for no 
prediction (a baseline algorithm that refers to using the 
current measurement as a lookahead prediction.) and 
recently proposed EKF-GPRN prediction algorithm [1] at 
lookahead lengths of 192 ms, 384 ms and 576 ms. 
A large database of 304 three dimensional respiratory motion 
traces from a group of 31 patients is employed to evaluate 
algorithms. We assume that a spherical-shaped CTV with a 
radius of 2.5 mm undergoes 3-D motion along these traces. 
Algorithms are used to predict the center of CTV and the 
prediction error is considered as the deviation of treatment 
beam from the CTV.  
Results: Patient-wise statistics for CTV-PTV margin required 
to achieve 90% TCP are given for each algorithm in the 
following table. The values in the parenthesis are percent 
ratios relative to no prediction. The results show that EKF-
GPRN reduces the required CTV-PTV margin to around 20% on 
average, compared to no prediction across all the lookahead 
lengths. It indicates that EKF-GPRN can significantly improve 
dose conformality and effectively reduce normal tissue 
exposure. 
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Purpose: Tumor hypoxia is linked to poor prognosis, but 
personalized hypoxic intervention with radiosensitizers (e.g., 
nimorazole), bioreductive drugs or dose escalation to hypoxic 
tumor volumes may improve outcome. Hypoxia-selective PET 
tracers like FMISO and FAZA are available, but inherent 
weaknesses of PET in general (low resolution) and hypoxia 
PET in particular (low image contrast due to slow tracer 
retention and clearance) may compromise the quantitative 
accuracy and reproducibility of hypoxia PET. 
Methods: To assess the severity of this problem, and refine 
and optimize scan protocols to overcome them, various 
human and rodent tumors were established in mice.  
Subsequently, mice were scanned using different scan 
protocols on a high-resolution (~1 mm) Mediso nanoPET/MRI. 
Some mice were scanned dynamically for 3-hours to allow 
full pharmacokinetic analysis (PET imaging gold standard) 
followed by tumor dissection, cryosectioning and high-
resolution analysis of tracer distribution (autoradiography) 
and hypoxia (pimonidazole), on multiple tissue sections 
covering the whole tumor volume. Other mice were scanned 
statically at two different post-injection (PI) time points, to 
mimic the image contrast obtainable clinically (1.5h PI) and a 
much better contrast (3h PI), which can only be obtained in 
rodents due to rapid clearance of unbound tracer in 
organisms with high metabolic rates. On the next day, the 
same mice were scanned again at 1.5h PI or at 1.5 and 3h PI 
followed by invasive tissue analysis as described above. 
Results/Conclusions: An analysis of the distribution of FAZA 
(autoradiograms) and hypoxia (pimonidazole) on tissue 
sections revealed that 3h PI static scans, provide highly 
accurate spatial information on hypoxia, and thus serve as a 
gold standard. Despite a dramatic increase in inter-tissue and 
intra-tumoral image contrast at late scan times (3h PI), a 
voxel-by-voxel comparison revealed an excellent correlation 
between early (1.5h) and delayed (3h) scans. In addition, the 
day-to-day spatial reproducibility (overall tracer uptake and 
its spatial distribution) was good, even when scans were 
acquired at a clinical achievable contrast. Taken together, 
these results suggest that target definition is reasonable 
robust and reliable at a clinical achievable contrast. In 
contrast a simplified, and thus clinically feasible, dynamic 
model that both integrates information on blood flow/tracer 
wash-in (deduced from the FAZA signal during the first 15 
min of the scan) and tracer retention (deduced at 1.5 h PI), 
was unexpectedly less reliable, in terms of hypoxia-
specificity, than the uncorrected low-contrast static scan. 
This may relate to an uncoupling between blood flow and 
oxygen delivery capacity in the abnormal tumor vasculature. 
Whether, similar limitations apply to full dynamic scans are 
currently being investigated, using a variety of differing 
pharmacokinetic models.  
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Tracking detectors at the LHC rely on hybrid pixel detectors 
which tag each particle with an extremely high signal to 
noise ratio and with a time precision of at most 25ns. The 
same technology has been adapted to numerous other 
applications by successive Medipix Collaborations. The most 
recent imaging chip, called Medipix3, permits spectroscopic 
X-ray imaging at high spatial resolution and relatively high 
fluxes by using inter-pixel hit-by-hit processing. The 
Timepix3 chip, on the other hand, takes the opposite 
approach detecting each hit with a time precision of 1.6ns 
and sending all data off chip for analysis. Both chips have 
opened new applications in the medical field: the first for 
spectroscopic X-ray imaging and CT and the second for beam 
and dose monitoring during hadron therapy. The presentation 
will describe the detection technology and focus on some 
examples of medical applications.  
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In recent years, the combination of techniques such as PET 
(Positron Emission Tomography) and MRI (Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging) has shown a great potential to study the processes 
and progression of diseases (cancer, Alzheimer's) as well as to 
control and observe novel treatments response.  
A brain-size PET detector ring insert for an MRI system is 
being developed that, if successful, can be inserted into any 
existing MRI system to enable simultaneous PET and MRI 
images of the brain to be acquired without mutual 
interference. 
The PET insert consists of detector blocks arranged in a ring 
of 30 cm diameter. Each detector block is composed of a 
LYSO array coupled to the Philips Digital Photon Counting. 
We divided the study of the detection system in three stages. 
First, we characterized the coupling of the scintillator crystal 
with the SiPM (Silicon Photomultiplier). Next, we simulated 
the behaviour or the ring insert using Monte Carlo methods. 
Finally, we verified the simulation results with the collected 
data.  
As a result of this methodology, we obtained the I-V curves 
and the energy and time resolution of our system. Results 
show that the coupling is appropriate and that the sensibility 
of our system is adequate to move to the next study phase: 
MRI compatibility. 
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As the use of SBRT for liver tumors increases and repeated 
treatments for the same patient become more common, it is 
increasingly important to predict liver function reserve rather 
than only likelihood of radiation-induced liver disease after 
SBRT. This study aimed to develop a local and global function 

model in the liver based upon regional and organ function 
measurements to support individualized adaptive RT. 
This local and global liver function model was constructed 
with the assumption of parallel architecture in the liver, so 
that the global function of the organ was composed of the 
sum of local function of subunits similar to a previous model 
[1].  A major advance in this model is the addition of 
incorporation of functional variability of the liver across the 
patients as well as the function probability variability over 
the subunits between 0 and 1, instead of being a binary 
number of 0 or 1.  This model was fitted to 59 datasets of 
liver regional and global organ function measures from 23 
patients obtained prior to, during and 1 month after RT. The 
local function probability of a subunit was modeled by a 
previously published sigmoid function related to MRI-derived 
regional portal venous perfusion values. The global function 
was fitted to an indocyanine green retention rate at 15 min. 
Cross-validation was performed by leave-m-out tests. Fitting 
was also performed separately for the patients with 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) vs all others due to likely 
differences in the liver function as well as radiation 
sensitivity. 
The fitted liver function model showed that 1) a portal 
venous perfusion value of 68.6 ml/(100g·min) yielded a local 
function probability of 0.5; 2) the local function probability 
reached 0.9 at a perfusion value of 98 ml/(100g·min); and 3) 
at an average function probability of 0.03 (corresponding 
perfusion of 38 ml/(100g·min)) or lower, the subunits did not 
contribute to the global function. Cross-validations showed 
that the model parameters were stable. Further, the same 
amount of portal venous perfusion was translated into less 
local function probability in patients with HCC than without 
HCC, reflecting the compromised local liver function by 
cirrhosis (Fig 1). 
The utility of this liver function model was explored, 
including assessing for individual regional dose response 
functions that substantially differed from the population 
average dose response and for dose re-distribution planning 
by maximizing global liver function by sparing local highly 
functional regions. This model could be a valuable tool for 
individualized treatment planning of RT. 
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Fig. 1 The local and global liver function models fitted to the 
data divided based upon the patients who had HCC vs non-
HCC tumors. Red curves represent the model fitted to all the 
data. 
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Glioblastomas (GBM) may receive inadequate radiation dose 
coverage, specially the nonenhanced hypercellular 
component, using post-Gd T1 weighted and T2 FLAIR images 
for radiation target definition. A mixture of edema, micro-
necrosis, tumor cells and normal tissue in a single image 
voxel result in an unpredictable value on diffusion images 
using a conventional b-value of 1000 s/mm2 or less. This 
study aimed to develop a technique to identify the 
hypercellular components of GBM by using high b-value 
diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) to suppress fluid, edema, 
micro-necrosis and even normal tissue to an extent.  The 
hypercellular volume (HCV) of the tumor was evaluated for 
radiation dose coverage and prediction of progression-free 
survival (PFS). 
Forty patients with newly diagnosed GBM underwent 
chemoradiotherapy post-resection/biopsy. The target 
definition was based upon conventional MRI and RT 
treatment planning followed standard guidelines.  Pre-RT 
DWI was acquired with b-values of 0, 1000, and 3000 s/mm2. 
A HCV was defined on the DWI with b=3000 s/mm2 by a 
threshold obtained from normal tissue.  The nonenhanced 
HCV was delineated by comparing to the Gd-enhanced gross 
tumor volume (GTV-Gd) on T1-weighted images. Radiation 
coverage of the HCV was evaluated by the 95% prescribed 
dose-volume (95%PDV) of the planned dose distribution.  
Association between HCV and PFS or other clinical covariates 
were assessed using univariate proportional hazards 
regression models. 
For the first 21 patients with a minimum follow-up of 18 
months, the HCVs varied 0.58-67 cc (median: 9.8cc), 7 times 
smaller than the FLAIR-defined CTV.  The non-enhanced HCV 
was 0.15-60 cc (median: 2.5cc). However, incomplete dose 
coverage of the HCV was seen in 14 patients, in whom 6 had 
at least 1-cc HCV missed by the 95%PDV (range: 1.01-25.4cc). 
Of the 21 patients, 15 had progressed, 5 patients earlier 
within 6 months post-RT, and 10 patients >6 months post-RT.  
HCV and nonenhanced HCV were significant negative 
predictors for PFS (p<0.002 and p<0.01, respectively). The 
component of the HCV that was not covered by the 95%PDV 
was a significant negative predictor for PFS (p<0.05).  The 
proportion of pre-RT HCVs that overlapped with recurrent 
Gd-enhanced tumor volume was 78% (range: 65-89%) for the 5 
earlier progressors, and 53% (range: 0-85%) for the later 
progressors.   
The HCV identified by high b-value DWI most likely 
represents an aggressive component of the tumor, and 
analysis of the data from the whole cohort is in progress.  
Pathological validation is on-going.  Post-Gd T1 weighted 
images (a qualitative measure of vascular leakage) and T2 
FLAIR images (influenced by edema) are not adequate for 
radiation target definition of GBM. Selectively boosting the 
HCV component of GBM will be tested in a prospective 
clinical trial. 
 
Keywords: glioblastoma, high b-value diffusion weighted 
imaging, radiation 
 

 
Fig 1. Diffusion weighted images with b=3000. Yellow: HCV; 
Red: post-Gd GTV; Pink: 95%PDV. 
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Early assessment of therapeutic response in NSCLC is of 
major importance to individualize treatment, ultimately 
improving outcome. Radiomics comprises the extraction of a 
large set of quantitative descriptors from medical images (1). 
We hypothesised that a Radiomics analysis of variation of 
metabolic uptake patterns of repeated FDG-PET (Figure 1) 
allows early response assessment and validated our findings 
in external datasets. 
A prospective dataset of 54 stage IIIa-IV NSCLC patients 
referred for radical (chemo)radiotherapy was used for 
prediction model development. The validation datasets 
included 32 stage IIb-IIIb (details in (2)) and 26 stage IIa-IIIb 
(details in (3)) NSCLC patients. FDG-PET scans were acquired 
before and during second week of radiotherapy. Radiomics 
analysis included descriptors of shape and size, first order 
statistics, textural information [run-length grey level (RLGL), 
grey level co-occurrence (GLCM) and grey level size zone 
matrices (GLSZM)] and intensity volume histograms (IVH). For 
analysis, solely features with a high intraclass correlation 
(ICC) on both test-retest and inter-observer stability analysis 
were kept (4). Cox Proportional Hazard Regression was 
performed for overall survival assessment, with the relative 
percentage variation of each feature between subsequent 
scans as continuous covariates: 
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A least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) 
method was used for feature selection. Model performance 
was evaluated using Harrell’s concordance-index (c-index). 
Fitted model included sum entropy (GLCM), high intensity 
large area emphasis (GLSZM), volume with a minimum 
relative intensity of 60% of the maximum SUV – AVRI60% 
(IVH), grey level non-uniformity and long run emphasis 
(RLGL) and volume (shape) – Table 1. Internal performance of 
the model was 0.64 (p<0.01), while externally it achieved a 
performance of 0.61 (p = 0.05) and 0.58 (0.20), with no 
further calibration done. Maximum and mean SUV had a 
univariable performance in the training data of 0.51 and 
0.55, respectively. 
The reduced accuracy of the model validation can be 
associated with dissimilarities among data, particularly the 
different timing and delivered dose of the second scan. 
Nevertheless, we do see benefit on a timely assessment of 
response to radiotherapy using the described imaging 
analysis, particularly when compared with the limited 
capacity of humans to infer accurate predictions and risk 
groups identification (5). From the Radiomics analysis one 
can optimally benefit from early response metrics based on 
changes in metabolism measured with FDG-PET, even before 
anatomic changes become noticeable, while treatment can 
still be adapted.  
We developed and validated a predictive model on the 
percentage variation of Radiomics features, the so-called 
“Delta Radiomics” concept, from repeated FDG-PET scans of 
NSCLC patients. 
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Purpose: Proton radiography is an imaging technique in 
proton therapy giving direct information on the density of the 
tissues, a useful tool to enhance the precision of proton 
therapy. It is usually performed as a proton range 
radiography by measuring the position and the residual range 
of the protons after the target. The properties of the 
traversed materials are directly related to multiple 
scattering so that it is possible to obtain an image through 
the assessment of the proton angular distribution. This work 
aims at studying the possibility of performing proton 
scattering radiography using only one nuclear emulsion film. 
Materials and methods: Nuclear emulsion films allow for high-
precision tracking of charged particles and, in particular, for 
reconstructing their angular distribution with a resolution of 
the order of 1 mrad. Specific detectors for medical 
applications can be built by interposing double-sided 
emulsion films with tissue equivalent materials, as it was 
done for proton range radiography [1] and to study the halo 
of a proton pencil beam [2]. In the present study, a detector 
composed by only one emulsion film was exposed to a 138 
MeV proton pencil beam at the Gantry 1 at PSI. Two 
phantoms were placed in front of the detector: the “step” 
phantom consisted of two different thicknesses of PMMA (3 
and 4 cm, respectively); the “rod” phantom had a total 
thickness of 4.5 cm and contained five aluminum rods (5 × 5 
mm2 section) positioned at different depths in a PMMA 
structure. Following the chemical development and the 
automatic microscopic scanning of the emulsion film, proton 
tracks were identified and their angular distribution 
reconstructed. 
Results: The RMS of the scattering angle was measured for 
different segmentations of the emulsion film. Areas were 
chosen as strips parallel to the direction of the step or of the 
rods, for the first and the second phantom, respectively. To 
evaluate the resolution, strips of different sizes were 
considered. As shown in figure 1 (left), the step is clearly 
identified as a sharp drop of the RMS of the scattering angle. 
The signal due to the rods is visible as an enhancement of the 
RMS corresponding to their positions. The rod located nearest 
to the detector shows a sharper peak while the farthest one 
appears broader due to the larger distance travelled by the 
protons. While the contrast for the step phantom is found to 
be basically the same for range and scattering proton 
radiography, the signal due to the rods is more evident with 
respect to what was obtained with proton range radiography 
[1]. These preliminary results suggest that atomic number 
plays a fundamental role to increase the contrast of the 
image.  
Conclusions: A feasibility study of proton scattering 
radiography with a new method based on a single emulsion 
detector has been performed. The first preliminary results 
are promising and further studies are under way 
encompassing in particular Monte Carlo simulations. 
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Figure 1 – Proton scattering radiography of a 1 cm PMMA step 
(left) and of 5x5 mm2 rods embedded in PPMA (right) 
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The biological effects of ionizing radiation are determined by 
the degree of ionization clustering in sensitive biological 
targets. In Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with geometric DNA 
models, correlation between the frequency of ionization 
cluster sizes and resulting clustered DNA damages has been 
observed [1]. Experimental characterization of radiation 
track structure on the nanometric scale can be used for 
assessing biological radiation quality. This approach has 
important applications in particle therapy, overcoming 
limitations of the current approach based on rescaling the 
absorbed dose by the RBE. Measurements of track structure 
are essential for the validation of MC simulations, which can 
be applied to patient geometries to produce biologically 
uniform dose distributions, as recently demonstrated for a 
simple beam geometry [2]. We are currently developing a 
compact single-ion gas detector for track structure 
measurements [3] with applications in clinical particle 
beams.  
The concept of the detector is shown in fig. 1. Radiation-
induced positive ions are drifted and focused into the 
millimetric holes of a THGEM-like structure made of a single-
side-clad dielectric plate. Here, ions are accelerated in a 
strong electric field producing a limited discharge that is 
spatially restricted to the holes and is confined in time due 
to the high resistivity of the cathode in contact to the 
bottom side of the board. Registering the coordinates of the 
hole position and using the time difference between signals 
as information on the third dimension, the 3D spatial 
distribution of the initial ionization events can be 
reconstructed. Track structure simulations are then used for 
obtaining scaling factors to convert the spatial distribution of 
ionizations measured in low-pressure gas to nanoscopic 
distributions in water [4]. Simulations of track structure for 
applications to particle therapy were also performed with 
Geant4-DNA.    
Detector characterization has been performed with a 241Am 
source and low energy alpha and proton microbeams. 
Ionizations produced in propane and argon gas were detected 
with single-ion sensitivity. The ion detection efficiency was 
enhanced by increasing the GEM thickness up to 1 cm, 
consequently increasing the likelihood of ion impact 
ionization. Detector dead times of the order several tens of 
ms strongly affected the detector performance. This is 
ascribed to the long cathode recharge time. Materials with 
different resistivity have been tested; however, further work 
is necessary to find the optimal material. Geant4-DNA 
simulations showed the feasibility of track structure to 
produce biologically-weighted particle therapy plans. 
Assuming that the detector performance can be further 
improved, it could become an essential tool to validate 
track-structure-based treatment planning. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Sketch of one of the detector configurations used in 
the tests. From the top: anode providing drift field (10 
V/cm); low pressure drift region (2-3 mBar of propane or 
Argon); THGEM (1 cm thickness) with 10 holes of 1.5 mm 
diameter and top readout electrodes; resistive cathode 
connected to high voltage (1-2 kV). Electric field lines 
calculated with COMSOL software are shown. 
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Lung cancer is one of the leading causes of death in the 
world. Early diagnosis could be crucial in trying to reduce 
the mortality: several screening trials, conducted over the 
last decade in Europe and the US, showed a reduction 
in 5-year mortality for the branch undergoing chest CT 
instead of RX [1]. Alongside screening programmes, 
several Computer-Assisted Detection (CAD) systems were 
developed, in order to support radiologists in the diagnosis. 
The M5L CAD, developed by the INFN in collaboration with 
CEADEN (Habana, Cuba), is based on a multi-thread 
approach: it combines the results of two independent 
algorithms, based on Voxel-Based Neural Analysis (VBNA) [2] 
and on Virtual Ant Colonies (lungCAM) [3], and provides a 
framework for further extension to others. 
M5L was recently validated on the full LIDC database, the 
largest publicly available with its 1018 CTs, as well as 
other datasets (ANODE09, ITALUNG_CT): its sensitivity [4] 
is about 80% in the 4-6 false positive findings/scan range, 
which, considering the fact M5L was applied in a clinical-
like approach, with no optimization and no data 
selection, is satisfactory. 
Having demonstrated the algorithm generalization 
capabilities (the training classifier procedure only used 
69 of the 1018 LIDC CTs), the development team tackled 
the issue of making it available to the largest possible 
user community. Therefore, a Web/Cloud prototype was 
designed and implemented: CTs are uploaded through a 
Web front-end interface and analysed by the cloud-backend 
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at the INFN-Torino Computer Centre. 
The proposed approach implements data security by 
means of CT anonymisation and secure transfer protocol 
(https), and avoids all the issues related to the software 
deployment on a distributed environment. CT scans can 
be uploaded asynchronously by ICT staff in health 
facilities, while the M5L results are directly sent to the 
radiologist e-mail accounts in DICOM-compatible format 
(fig. 1). 
Clinical validation on oncological patients undergoing 
staging or restaging has recently started at IRCCS Candiolo, 
Italy 
The service is available to other institutions willing to 
join the M5L clinical validation protocol. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: An example of the M5L CAD results as visualised by 
the radiologists on the M5L web interface. 
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Metallic nanoparticles have shown radiosensitizing 
properties both in radio- and in hadron-therapy 
conditions. However, it is not demonstrated what the 
mechanisms that induce the extra damage are, although 
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) production, known to be 
crucial in radiotherapy, is a strong candidate. 
Few direct measurements of ROS production are reporte 
in the literature [1,2] and no studies were found in typical 
radiotherapy treatment conditions. 

A protocol for measuring the OH* radical production in 
Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution, based on the 
fluorimetric properties of oxygen-quenched Terephthalic 
acid, was designed and validated. Correction factors 
associated to GNP-induced adsorption, absorption and 
diffusion at the fluorimetric excitation and emission 
wavelengths were carefully evaluated. 
ROS production induced by photon beams at 6 and 15 
MV was then measured in standard PBS solution as well 
as in the presence of Gold Nano Partticles (GNPs) with a 5 
nm and 20 nm diameters, at 5 µmol and 10 µmol 
concentrations. 
A relevant ROS extra production was observed for GNP 
with 5 nm diameter, up to about 45% at 10 µmol and 
25% at 5 µmol, as shown in fig. 1 as a function of 
the delivered dose. 
Measurements with 20 nm diameter GNPs are consistent 
with a ROS production increase of the order of 10%. 
However, in that condition the experimental error would 
not allow the conclusion that ROS production was actually 
enhanced. 
The ROS enhancement, expected to be linearly 
depedent on the GNP surface to volume ratio, is indeed 
consistent with the hypothesis, within the experimental 
errors. 
Further measurements with 10 nm and 2 nm GNPs are 
planned, in order to verify the linear dependence on the 
inverse radius with higher precision.  
 
 
 
 

        
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Observed fluorescence intensity as a function 
of the delivered dose for the samples with 0 (red), 5 
(blue) and 10 µmol (green) GNPs exposed to 15 MV 
photon beams. 
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Purpose: This study introduces an advanced method to 
evaluate and extent the adjustment of the prescribed dose to 
maintain the same clinical results, when changing the dose 
calculation algorithm type (a), i.e density correction method 
to more recently type (b) algorithm, i.e AAA.  
Material and methods: 10 cases with lung cancer were 
studied. For each case, 3 treatment plans were generated. 
Plan 1 was generated using type (a) algorithm, and Plan 2 
using type (b) algorithm. In plan 3 the dose was calculated 
with type (b) algorithm using monitor units from plan 1 as 
input. A global analysis based on 2D and 3D gamma (γ) was 
made to evaluate the under / overestimation of calculated 
dose. Clinical evaluation was carried out using Tumour 
Control Probability (TCP) and Normal Tissue Complication 
Probabilities (NTCP) based on Uniform Equivalent Dose 
model. Assuming a constant TCP, the ratio “R= TCP/NTCP” 
and Uncomplicated Tumor Control Probability (UTCP) were 
calculated to measure the clinical benefit – toxicity. 
Wilcoxon test was used to evaluate the significance of the 
differences and the correlation coefficient (r) was calculated 
using Spearman’s rank test. 
Results: The dose calculated with algorithm type (b) was 
significantly overestimated to organs at risks while the 
delivered dose in MU was underestimated, p < 0.001. 
Therefore, γ maps confirmed the dosimetric results. 
Moreover, there were a significant difference for NTCP for 
lung and heart. The ratio “R” from plan 1 and plan 2 were 
significantly different, indicating that to maintain the same 
effect benefit and toxicity the prescribed dose should be 
readjusted. 
Conclusion: We assessed the prescribed dose using the 
radiobiological models. The ratio of benefit was significantly 
changed when moving from type (a) algorithm to type (b) 
algorithm. This indicate that the prescribed dose should be 
readjusted when type (b) algorithm will be integrated in 
radiation oncology. A discussion between oncologist and 
physicist is quite necessary in order to readjust the 
prescribed dose. 
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Purpose: Hypoxia represents one of the most important 
challenges of current radiotherapy that can potentially affect 
the treatment planning and outcome. For the optimization of 
proton therapy and its application in treating hypoxic tumors 
such as dose and LET painting it is important to study the 
DNA damage response of normal cells under hypoxic and 
radio resistant conditions. The present study is aimed at 
understanding the variations in DNA double strand breaks 
induction and repair along prisitine and Spread-Out-Bragg-
Peak Proton beams under hypoxic. 

Materials and methods: DNA DSB damage and repair response 
was studied in AG01522 cells irradiated at various positions 
along the 62 MeV therapeutic protons Bragg peak at the 
CATANA beam line of the Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) 
Catania, Italy. Hypoxia was mimicked by using Cobalt 
chloride (CoCl2) and Dimethyl Sulphoxide (DMSO) was used as 
a Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) scavenger. Hypoxia 
induction was confirmed by immunofluorescent staining of 
Hypoxia inducible factor-1 alpha (HIF-1α) and DNA DSB 
induction was quantified using p53 Binding protein-1 (53BP1) 
foci.  
Results: The presence of DMSO and CoCl2 reduced the 53BP1 
foci by 40% as compared to foci induction under normoxic 
conditions (30 minutes) in the cells irradiated at the entrance 
position of pristine beam. Cells irradiated at the Bragg peak 
revealed a significant induction of residual DSB damage even 
in presence of DMSO and CoCl2 at 24 hrs. Cells irradiated at 
distal end positions of the SOBP also revealed a significant 
induction of the 53BP1 foci irrespective of the oxygenation 
conditions of the medium. 
Conclusions: Our results indicate the variations in the 
induction and repair of DNA DSBs in presence of ROS 
scavenger and Hypoxia along the Bragg peak. These findings 
can be of potential application in the tumor treatment 
planning of hypoxic tumors especially near the critical organs 
and combining DNA repair inhibitors approach. 
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Purpose: Hypoxic tumors still pose a challenge for modern 
radiotherapy. Hadrontherapy has gained momentum world 
wide as an effective modality for tumor therapy including 
success in inducing cell death in cancer cells under hypoxia 
as reported by several investigators. Significant advances in 
laser technologies have led to the prospect of using laser-
accelerated ions, emitted in ultrashort bursts, as a future, 
cost-saving alternative to conventional accelerators. An 
understanding of the radiobiological effects at the ultrahigh 
dose rate delivered by these short ions pulses on human cells 
under hypoxic conditions is important for the development 
and further advancement of this technology towards clinical 
applications.  
Materials and methods: Laser accelerated 15-18 MeV protons 
generated using the Nd:glass VULCAN laser system at the 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxford, UK, were delivered,  
by a compact magnetic transport system, to cell samples at 
dose rates exceeding 109 Gy/s. Dosimetry was validated using 
EBT2 gafchromic films and CR-39 tracks detector. Normal 
human skin fibroblasts (AG01522 cells) monolayers grown in 
custom made stainless steel, on 3 μm thin Mylar dishes were 
pre-gassed with hypoxic gas mixture (95% nitrogen and 5% 
Carbon-di-oxide) for 4 hours and irradiated inside portable 
beam-line hypoxia chambers. Hypoxia induction was 
confirmed using HIF-1 alpha immuostaining. DNA damage and 
repair kinetics was studied using 53BP1 foci formation assay 
up to 24 hours after irradiation under both normoxic and 
hypoxic conditions. 
Results: Our preliminary data suggests the effectiveness of 
Laser accelerated protons in DNA damage induction under 
both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. We observed a small 
reduction in average foci induction at initial time points in 
hypoxic cells, which was not seen after 2 hrs. 
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Conclusions: We report here for the first time measurements 
of DNA damage with pulsed protons at ultrahigh dose rate 
(109-1010 Gy/s) under hypoxic conditions.  
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Faster QA through improved proton calorimetry. Another 
spin-off from particle physics 
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R. Saakyan2  
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We have used the calorimeter module originally designed for 
the SuperNEMO experiment to measure the energies of 
protons at the Clatterbridge proton therapy cyclotron. 
Such measurements are necessary for time consuming QA 
checks, and by improving the rates and energy resolution this 
time can be considerably reduced.  
Preliminary results show that an energy resolution of sigma 
0.7% can be achieved for low rates which will later be 
compared to the high rate data. We hope to extend this 
technique to proton radiography as well. 
 
Keywords: proton therapy, radiography, scintillator 
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Introduction: Cancer treatment by radiotherapy is a complex 
process and needs accurate radiation treatment delivery and 
can be verified using in vivo measurements. Optically 
stimulated luminescence dosimeter [OSLD] has been used 
extensively for beam dosimetry, radiation protection 
including in vivo measurements due to their simple readout 
process and multiple times readout facility.  
Aim and Objective: The aim of the present work is to study 
the dosimetric characteristics of commercial OSL system by 
Landauer Inc. before using it for clinical practice in 
radiotherapy. 
Material and Methods: The OSLD system used is a commercial 
InLightTM microstar reader system, manufactured by Landauer 
Inc. The detector consist of Al2O3:C nanodot as OSL material, 
enveloped in special light protective plastic holders. In the 
present study the irradiations are carried out in 30*30 cm2 

solid water slab phantoms. Bhabhatron – II cobalt 60 
telecobalt radiation is used for most of the measurements 
carried out. Clinac – iX is also used for 6 MV and 10MV energy 
photon beams to study dose rate and energy dependence. 
Absolute dose is measured using a 30013 PTW ionization 
chamber in solid water and compared with OSL dosimeter 
measurements. 
Unless otherwise mentioned, all irradiations carried out using 
an SSD setup (80cm for co-60 and 100cm for linac) with 
10*10cm2 field size.OSL response with given dose is 
investigated for doses ranging from 0.5 to 4Gy. Energy 
dependence of OSL is investigated for Co-60, 6MV, 10MV 
beams, delivering a dose of 50 cGy each. Further the dose 
rate dependence of OSL detector is evaluated for dose rates 
of 200, 400, 600 cGy/min in accelerator with 6MV energy 
beam. We also studied the field size dependence by 
irradiating OSLD chips to 50 cGy dose for various field sizes 
ranging from 4*4 to 35*35 cm2 for cobalt -60 beam. The 
dosimeter angular response is studied at various gantry 
angles from 90º to 270º, at an interval of 30º, with and 
without build up respectively. 
Results: In present study it was observed that the OSL dose 
deviation is about - 4.5% as compared with ionization 
chamber. Further the reproducibility of detector is found to 
be within 3.44% standard deviation, with COV 0.035. There is 
no significant energy dependence of Al2O3:C detector for the 
energy range Co-60 to 10MV. The detector response was 
found to be linear in the dose range of 0.5 to 4Gy. The 

detector response is almost independent in clinical dose rate 
range, nearly independent of field size and is independent to 
angle of incidence of beam.  
Discussion: The dosimetric characteristics of OSL system were 
studied and found that OSL response is energy and dose rate 
independent. The stability of system and linear dose 
response relationship makes it a good dosimeter for in vivo 
dosimetry in clinical radiotherapy.  
 
Keywords: OSLD, invivo dosimetry, radiotherapy 
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Background: Air filled ionization chambers are the dosimeters 
of choice for photon therapy as well as particle therapy. 
Dosimetry protocols for ion beams take recombination effects 
into account, where the generated charge in the ionization 
chamber may recombine before it is picked up by the 
electrode. It is well established that intra-track 
recombination (initial recombination) is negligible in medical 
photon and electron beams, but must be accounted for in 
beams with heavy ions. However, the underlying assumptions 
for establishing the recommended method for correction for 
inter-track recombination (general recombination) still 
remains unclear today [1]. The current two-voltage method 
only is applicable for low LET-beams, with no initial 
recombination present [2,3], and this progress report focuses 
on a detailed recombination study of ion beams. 
Here, we calculate the columnar recombination when the ion 
track is 

• parallel to the electric field 
• rotated with an angle between 0 and 𝜋𝜋/2 relative 

to the external field which was estimated 
analytically by Jaffé [4] and later confirmed 
experimentally by Kanai et al [5].  

The general recombination is investigated by 
• sampling two parallel ion tracks at different 

separation and initialized at different times 
• comparing the simulation of a continuous beam 

with Greening’s formula [6] for collection 
efficiency.  

Simulations are confirmed by comparison with experimental 
data.  
Methods: We have investigated positive and negative charge 
carrier distributions (CCDs) by solving the differential 
equation using a finite difference approach, 

 

with  derived from the initial CCDs,  the diffusion 

constant,  the mobility, for positive and negative CCDs, 

E  the electric field vector, and the recombination 
constant. 
Results: Our simulations reproduced the analytical solution 
from Jaffé and the experimental results by Kanai et al. On 
this platform we could also verify the Greening analytical 
solution.  
Conclusion: The simulations of pulsed and continuous beams 
are seen to agree well with the known theories and 
experimental data, and the program is thus capable of 
reproducing the initial and general recombination processes 
taking place in high LET-beams. This allows a deeper study of 
the actual recombination processes taking place when 
several ion tracks are present and ultimately account for the 
overall recombination in air filled ionization chambers 
irradiated with high LET-beams. 
 
Keywords: ionization chambers, recombination, high LET 
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Background:  The anti-CTLA4 antibody, ipilumumab (ipi), 
improves survival in metastatic melanoma. With increased 
survival and improved extracranial control, a greater 
proportion of melanoma patients develop brain metastases. 
The effects of combining radiotherapy (RT), whole brain RT 
(WBRT) or stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) with Ipi are 
unclear.  This study reports the incidence and factors 
associated with acute radiation effect (ARE), in patients with 
melanoma brain metastases treated with ipi and brain RT.  
Methods:  All patients with melanoma brain metastases who 
received WBRT or SRS and ipi at our institution from 2008-
2014 were included. Outcome measures included incidence 
of ARE, treatment response, progression free survival (PFS) 
and overall survival (OS). Variables included baseline patient 
characteristics, type of RT (WBRT or SRS), dosimetric 
parameters (including V12 Gy for SRS), time between RT and 
ipi treatment. Using our prospective brain metastases 
database, incidence of ARE was compared against patients 
treated with SRS alone at our institution. 
Results:   A total of 688 patients in our database received SRS 
upfront and 54 pts met eligibility for evaluation of RT and ipi 
of which 34 were evaluable (20 were excluded due to lack of 
follow up imaging). With a median follow up of 7.4 months, 
OS was 6.4 months and PFS was 2.7 months. In patients 
treated with WBRT alone, no ARE was seen. In those who 
received SRS with ipi, 11/27 (41%) patients developed ARE. 
Of these, 7 patients had received RT within 4 months of ipi 
(SRS = 4, SRS+WBRT = 3) and 4 received RT outside of this 
window (SRS = 2, SRS+WBRT= 2). Out of the 688 patients 
treated with upfront SRS, 11% developed ARE.  Larger tumor 
volume and higher V12Gy were associated with a higher rate 
of ARE. A total of 6 patients received steroids for 
symptomatic ARE of which only 1 patient did not respond and 
required surgical intervention. The pathology showed treated 
melanoma along with necrosis, and predominantly 
inflammatory T cells and macrophages.  
Conclusions:  The incidence of ARE was greater in patients 
treated with SRS and ipi (41%) compared to SRS alone (10%). 
In contrast, no ARE was seen after WBRT and ipi. In the 
majority of cases, symptomatic ARE responded to steroids. In 
1 case requiring surgery, pathology demonstrated an 
increased immunological effect.  
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Radiotherapy with external photon or electron beams 
represents one of the most widespread methods in the 
treatment of cancer disease. Recently the irradiation 
techniques have reached an accuracy of few mm. Intensity-
Modulated-Radiation-Therapy (IMRT) is one of the most 
advanced irradiation techniques with external X-ray beams. 
It allows to conform in more detail the beam to the tumor 
volume adjusting a set of programmable multi-leaf collimator 
which can assume very different shapes. Then a very 
accurate instrument is required to verify the real released 
doses. Pre-treatment quality assurance play a central role in 
a typically radiotherapy treatment session because 
guarantees the success the treatment.  
Devices devoted to quality assurance are dosimeter with 
different forms and dimensions. An important category is 
represented by 2D devices which are able to provide a 
measure of the dose distribution on a given area. The most 
common are ionization chamber arrays, films and Electronic 
Portal Imaging Devices (EPID). All these devices presents 
some drawbacks which limit their performance like 2D 
dosimeters, especially for IMRT. Ionization chamber arrays 
have a spatial resolution limited to few mm. Film dosimeters, 
on the contrary, can provide an higher spatial resolution with 
the drawback that it must be processed after taking into 
account other parameters which can influence the correct 
dose measure like fading, UV sensitivity, temperature and so 
on. EPID is applied as a 2D dosimeter, but an algorithm 
software is needed to convert the registered signal by an 
EPID into dose values and it is difficult to realize a unique 
software devoted to this aim. 
The present work will demonstrate that detectors based on 
the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) technology [1] with a 
medipix C-MOS read-out can be a valid alternative for 2D 
dosimetry respect to the traditional devices. This type of 
detector, called “GEMpix” [2], shows some interesting 
characteristics which can overcome the typical drawbacks 
observed in the traditional 2D dosimeters [3]. In particular 
the GEMpix, working in a bi-GEM configuration, can perform 
2D real time dose distribution measurements with a spatial 
resolution comparable the gafchromic films. A comparison 
between GEMpix and gafchromics has been performed in 
order to test its ability to work as 2D dosimeter. Dose 
matching between the two dosimeters has been evaluated 
applying a the gamma-index test analysis with the commonly 
accepted criteria of distance to agreement < 3 mm  and dose 
difference < 3%. 
 

 
 
The figure shows a particular dose distribution as measured 
by GEMpix and by a gafchromic film. In the third panel a 
gamma index test map shows the areas where gamma index 
is less 1. This is verified in the 90,5 % of points. 
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Purpose: The growing burden of cancer and non-
communicable diseases in the developing world is well 
recognized by the WHO and IAEA culminating in a declaration 
of the need to address them by the UN General Assembly in 
2011. It is projected that ~75% of cancer cases will be in Low 
& Lower-Middle Income Countries (LMIC) by 2025. Effective 
solutions require technological and logistical approaches and 
sufficient expertise to establish sustainable capacity and 
capability in country. 
Materials/methods: Recognizing that the essential 
component for any solution requires expertise, the ICEC (1,2) 
was established in 2013 as a not-for-profit non-government 
organization to address the human resources shortage. An 
extensive analysis by the Global Task Force for Radiation for 
Cancer Control under the auspices of the Union for 
International Cancer Control indicates that a solution is both 
possible and economically feasible (3).  
Results: There is a confluence of forces and opportunities 
that makes the solution to what appears to be an 
overwhelming problem one that can and must be addressed. 
This includes: 
a) the necessity for collaboration among existing programs, 
allowing for individual recognition and approaches while 
minimizing competition that can dissuade investment 
b) a cohort of early stage career cancer experts committed 
to global health 
c) participation of the private sector in global cancer 
education and training 
d) success in addressing health disparities in indigenous 
populations in resource-rich countries that is part of global 
cancer care  
e) an influx of retirees seeking opportunities to use their 
skills 
f)  interest in eliminating dangerous nuclear material 
especially in unstable countries 
The ICEC mentorship model is in active organizational and 
funding development. Essential features and challenges are: 
a) establishing a career path with metrics for academic 
advancement so that time, effort and contributions become 
an integral component of a medical career and not an 
extracurricular activity 
b) supporting time and effort in both resource-rich and –poor 
countries 
c) conducting guideline/protocol-based multi-modality 
cancer care at international standards so that LMICs can 
participate fully in research and training 
d) being multi-national from the outset, capitalizing on 
existing twinning programs 
e) creating an essential role for radiation therapy. 
f) incorporating innovations in physics, information 
technology and telecommunications 
Conclusions: The need, opportunity and a path forward for 
reducing the global burden of cancer are in hand. A 
concerted effort and sustainable investment by a broad range 
of partners are essential. The ICEC addresses the sustainable 
human resources problem with catalytic and disruptive 
innovation in cancer care delivery including a career path, 
economics, technology, public-private partnerships as well as 
visionary leaders and investors.  
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Purpose: The aim of this work is to (1) investigate the 
accuracy and robustness of magnitude and phase-derived 
arterial input functions (AIF) as compared to “gold standard” 
volumetric DCE-CT; and (2) evaluate the impact of 
individualized magnitude and phase signal AIF measurements 
on resulting perfusion parameter maps using a common 4D 
temporal dynamic analysis (TDA) method in metastatic brain 
cancer patients treated with stereotactic radiosurgery. 
Methods: We evaluated 14 brain metastases imaged with 
volumetric DCE-CT (Toshiba, Aquilion ONE) and DCE-MRI 
(IMRIS 3T Verio) at baseline then 7 and 21 days post-
radiosurgery.  Both variable-flip-angle (VFA) T1 
measurements and dynamic imaging used 3D-FLASH with 
matched TE/TR of 1.8/4.8ms, with 1x1x5 mm voxels. Voxel-
based whole brain TDA was performed on all data using in-
house software to: (1) compare the AIF curve from DCE-CT 
using the internal carotid artery (AIF) and sagittal sinus (VIF) 
curve from the DCE-CT against DCE-MRI [magnitude (VIFmag) 
and phase-based (VIFph)] (2) compare kinetic parameters 
area under the curve (AUC) and Ktrans, assuming the Modified 
Tofts model when using individual CT AIF, MRI Magnitude and 
Phase-based VIF (Sagittal Sinus) and population-based AIF as 
well as individual voxel-based T10 maps versus assumed T10= 
2400 msec.  
Results: The AUC of individual AIF and VIF on DCE-CT were 
similar and resulting median Ktrans (0.048 +/- 0.03 s-1) was also 
similar. For DCE-MRI, using measured voxel-based T10 maps, 
the resulting Ktrans was higher than for CT using individual 
VIFmag (0.181 +/- 0.11 s-1) or VIFph (0.121 +/- 0.099 s-1). This 
is likely resulting from the smaller AIF peak since the 
population AIF (which more closely resembles CT) correlates 
better to DCE-CT metrics. The measured median T10 value 
was 1572 +/- 594 (n=41) and using the assuming T10=2400 ms 
resulted in significantly higher Ktrans (0.3 +/- 0.14 s-1) and AUC 
(p<0.0006). Voxel-wise correlation between Ktrans values than 
from CT and MRIpopAIF,T10 resulted in high R2 values (~0.5, 
p<0.05) for all imaging days and showed good 
interchangeability (see Bland-Altman plot in Figure 1). 
Conclusion: This preliminary data highlights the stability of 
DCE-CT calculations as well as susceptibility of DCE-MRI Ktrans 
measurements to various imaging factors, including AIF 
selection and T10 values used in the model.  Using the same 
voxel-based analysis platform for both DCE-CT and MR 
significantly improved correlation values confirming the need 
to take into account tumor heterogeneity when assessing 
functional data. 
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Purpose: Intrinsic and acquired resistance of tumor cells to 
therapy originates from multiple avenues. One avenue 
includes extracellular matrix (ECM) and proteins that 
facilitate cell interaction with ECM. These focal adhesion 
(FA) proteins coalesce at specific membrane sites as large 
multiprotein complexes functioning as signaling hubs and 
structural nexus. Molecular targeting of various FA proteins 
has shown promising preclinical data. Even more interesting 
are rather recent findings about activation of prosurvival 
bypass signaling under specific inhibition of integrins and 
their dependence on ECM stiffness. 
Materials/methods: Different tumor models were 
investigated such as head and neck, pancreatic ductal 
carcinoma, glioblastoma. We performed a systematic 
targeting of FA proteins using siRNA or antibodies where 
applicable. In-vitro and in-vivo survival assays and a variety 
of mechanistic studies were conducted. 
Results: To date, integrins turned out as most promising 
druggable candidates. Most interesting, molecular targeting 
generally showed to prominently induce unfavorable 
prosurvival signaling. Multitargeting strategies were 
successful to abrogate this bypass signaling and optimize 
radiochemosensitization. 
Conclusions: Integrins and other FA proteins are promising 
cancer targets. Identification of underlying mechanisms is 
still the needle eye. From our data, multitargeting 
approaches on top of conventional radiochemotherapy look 
beneficial as specific tumor cell functions can be inhibited. 
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Purpose: In-Beam PET is a well-established method for dose 
monitoring in hadrontherapy, but its effectiveness is still 
limited by the accelerator duty cycle [1]. CABOTO [2, 3], 
CArbon BOoster for Therapy in Oncology, is an innovative 
development project of an efficient high-frequency linac for 
hadrontherapy that can accelerate 12C ions and H2 molecules 
up to 430 MeV/u, bunched in pulses of the order of 2-5 µs 
with a repetition rate of 360 Hz. 
Thanks to its low duty cycle (less than 0.1%), CABOTO allows 
the γ-pair acquisition with PET during 99.9% of the treatment 
time. The main goal of this research is to describe how the 
CABOTO time-structure influences the in-beam PET images, 
reconstructed by acquiring the γ-coincidences during the 
irradiation time as well as in a period following it. 
Methods and Materials: The study has been carried out 
performing several simulations with the FLUKA Monte Carlo 
code [4, 5] together with MATLAB routines written to take 
into account analytically the CABOTO time structure. 
In a first set of simulations, the β+ emitter isotopes, 
produced by the interaction of a pencil beam (protons and 
12C-ions) with a water phantom, are identified. Due to the 
special time structure, the PET detector is sensitive also to 
γ-pair produced in the β+-decays of isotopes having half-lives 
(T1/2) in the ms range; the most relevant ones are 13O 
(T1/2=8.6 ms), 12N (T1/2=11 ms), 9C (T1/2=126.5 ms), 8B 
(T1/2=770 ms). Considering the CABOTO time structure and 
the acquisition time window as defined before, the β+ 
activity versus time has been extrapolated for all β+ emitters. 
A second set of simulations including a PET detector has been 
carried out, using a modified version of the routines 
originally developed in Fluka for conventional PET [6]. Arrival 
times of gamma pair coincidences on the PET detector have 
been scored and analysed in order to verify their 
correspondence to the beam irradiation profile. The history 
of each coincidence has been traced in order to identify the 
parent isotope, which helps to discriminate and evaluate the 
true signal versus the background noise. Based on this 
information, the PET images could be reconstructed from the 
true coincidences from both the online and offline signal, and 
quantify the differences. 
Results & Conclusions: This work describes the results 
obtained in the study of the influence of CABOTO time 
structure on the PET scanner reconstruction. The β+ activity 
collected during the irradiation with a single pencil beam has 
been computed together with the estimated background 
during the irradiation. The effect of the very short half-life 
β+ emitters, which produce positrons of longer ranges, has 
been studied. Preliminary results obtained in a simulation on 
a real patient case, with all the beam spots delivered with 
the correct time structure, are also presented. 
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The number of facilities that offer tumor treatment with 
particle therapy has been increasing substantially over the 
past decades. The dose distribution deposited by ions, and 
for the heaviest, their higher biological effectiveness, make 
them more interesting to destroy localized tumors while 
sparing healthy tissues. Such an effectiveness is quantified 
through the RBE (relative biological effectiveness), which is a 
complex function of multiple parameters like cell line, cell 
cycle stage, radiation quality and irradiation conditions. 
Therefore, determining the value of RBE for every scenario is 
a challenging task that requires modeling to comply with the 
demands of a clinical environment. 
Several solutions have already been developed and a few are 
currently used in treatment planning [1-4]. Nevertheless, 
despite the progress these models have allowed, they present 
some shortcomings [5-7] that may limit their improvement. 
We present thereby a new approach that gathers some 
principles of the existing ones and addresses some of their 
weaknesses. The innovative features of NanoxTM are that it is 
fully based on statistical physics, taking in particular into 
account the fluctuations in energy deposition at multiple 
scales, and that it introduces the concept of a chemical dose. 
The latter is chosen as a parameter defined at the cell scale 
to represent the induction of cell death by “non-local” 
events as the accumulation of cellular oxidative stress or sub-
lethal lesions induced by the produced radical species. Such 
“non-local” events are complementary to the so-called 
“local” events, which take place at a very localized 
(nanometric) scale. The “local” events are considered as 
lethal since a single event can cause cell death. 
The cell survival predicted by NanoxTM for V79 cell line was 
compared with experimental results for photons, protons and 
carbon ions, and even others like neon and argon ions. A good 
agreement was found in all cases. In particular, the model is 
able to describe the effectiveness of ions, including the 
overkill effect at higher LET values. Moreover, NanoxTM can 
reproduce the typical shoulder in cell survival curves. This 
was possible due to the introduction of the “non-local” 
events, through the chemical dose, which varies with LET. It 
is worthwhile to note that such results were obtained through 
the adjustment of a reduced number of free parameters. 
The first results of NanoxTM, obtained for V79 cell line, give 
us confidence that this model has potential for application in 
a clinical scenario in the context of particle therapy. 
Although it requires the tuning of only a few free 
parameters, NanoxTM is based on solid principles and a 

thorough mathematical implementation, which renders this 
approach simple but reliable for application in clinical 
practice. 
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Purpose: The advent of personalized medicine in 
radiotherapy (RT) is accompanied by the need for accurate 
outcome prediction. The current state of predictions made 
by physicians for patient survival and toxicity after lung 
radiotherapy is comparable to flipping a coin (Oberije et 
al.,Radiother. Oncol. 2014). In order to assess the value of 
expert knowledge in prediction modelling (rather than 
directly predicting outcomes), expert-based and data-driven 
prediction models were built and compared. Models for two 
endpoints were created: 2-year survival in NSCLC non-surgery 
patients and severe dyspnea (CTCAE dyspnea scores ≥ 2) after 
RT. 
Materials/methods: Data from lung cancer patients (994 for 
dyspnea, 452 for 2-year survival) treated in clinical routine 
were collected. 10 experts (4 experts participated for both 
endpoints) selected causal links between patient, disease, 
treatment, and dose-related variables (19 for dyspnea, 17 for 
2-year survival) and the two outcomes. The selected links 
were used to construct Bayesian Networks (BN) for a 
comparison with BNs based on a data-driven algorithm. These 
models were then learned on 80% and validated on 20% of the 
patient data. Discrimination in the validation data sets is 
assessed by the Area under the Curve (AUC). 
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Results: Expert networks were more complex with up to 30 
arcs while the data-driven algorithm selected no more than 6 
arcs. Expert and data-driven models were not significantly 
different in discriminative ability (see 95% confidence 
intervals in table). Further, AUCs of all models except expert 
6 were not significantly different from 0.5. Patients with 2-
year survival could be discriminated better as it was 
significantly different from chance in 4 expert models and 
the data-driven model. The data-driven model was 
significantly better than two expert models. 
Conclusions: Discrimination of patients with 2-year survival 
after lung RT is achievable with both methodologies – expert-
based and data-driven models. Reliable discrimination of 
patients with severe dyspnea after RT is not achievable with 
the presented models learned on data of 792 patients. 
Neither expert-based or data-driven models outperform each 
other. Thus, there is dire need for biomarkers predictive of 
radiation-induced dyspnea. For both endpoints, the 
algorithmically derived models are more parsimonious and 
perform as well as the expert-based models or better. 
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Purpose:  Because of the absence of exit dose beyond the 
Bragg peak, protons can improve the radiotherapy physical 
dose distribution. This offers the potential for dose 
escalation to improve local control in anatomic sites and 
histologies where local control of tumor is suboptimal with 
photons. At the same time, the reduction in the normal 
tissue dose/volume profile is anticipated to reduce acute and 
late normal tissue toxicity. The competing technologies 
include intensity modulated photon radiation therapy (IMRT) 
as well as heavier charged particles.  Massachusetts General 

Hospital (MGH) has been a pioneer in the development of 
proton radiation therapy. An overview of the proton radiation 
therapy program at MGH will be provided which will illustrate 
technological progress in proton therapy.  
Materials/Methods:  The initial treatment facility was in the 
Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory, a physics laboratory which was 
modified to accommodate patient treatments. Beam 
generated in a 160 MeV cyclotron was delivered via fixed 
horizontal beams.  In 2001, the program was moved to a 
dedicated clinical facility based at the hospital, the Francis 
H. Burr Proton Therapy Center (FHBPTC). In 2017, an 
additional single room, gantry-based treatment facility will 
open. 
Results:  The FHBPTC has a 230 MeV cyclotron delivering 
beam to two rooms equipped with 360-degree rotational 
gantries and a third clinical room with a two beam-lines, one 
dedicated for treatment of eye tumors and the other for 
stereotactic intracranial radiosurgery/radiotherapy. In 2014, 
we delivered 13, 370 patient treatments at the FHBPTC. 
Currently, one of the two gantries delivers scanned proton 
beams including intensity modulated proton therapy. The 
other gantry delivers passively scattered proton treatments.  
We have U.S. National Cancer Institute funding to support 
clinical trials of intensity modulated proton therapy and to 
study the clinical impact of differences between proton and 
photon dose distributions, to optimize IMPT delivery including 
robust optimization, and to study proton dose perturbations 
caused by the heterogeneous patient and inter- and intra-
factional variations.  We are also active participants in 
ongoing NRG Oncology proton clinical trials. 
Conclusions:  Proton radiation therapy offers a number of 
potential treatment advantages to patients over photons 
related primarily to differences in physical dose distribution; 
clinical gain can be assessed in clinical trials which are 
currently in progress. Rapid changes in technology must be 
considered in designing and conducting clinical trials in this 
area.  
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Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are a phenotypically 
and functionally heterogeneous assortment of monocyte-
derived cells that participate to key processes associated 
with tumor progression, such as angiogenesis, 
immunosuppression, invasion, and metastasis. Increasing 
studies also show that TAMs can either enhance or antagonize 
the antitumor efficacy of cytotoxic chemotherapy, cancer-
cell targeting antibodies, and immunotherapeutic agents, 
depending on the tumor type, macrophage activation state, 
or type of treatment. TAMs can also drive reparative 
mechanisms in tumors after radiotherapy or treatment with 
antiangiogenic drugs. At the meeting, I will discuss the 
biological significance and clinical implications of these 
findings, with an emphasis on novel approaches, based on 
microRNA (miRNA) targeting, to reprogram TAMs into 
immunostimulatory cells. Indeed, we found that efficient 
miRNA depletion in TAMs did not alter their abundance in the 
tumors, but markedly reprogrammed their transcriptomes 
and effector functions from immunosuppressive to 
immunostimulatory. This enhanced cytotoxic T-cell 
infiltration, abated tumor progression, and increased tumor 
responsiveness to immune checkpoint blockade. 
Bioinformatics analysis of TAM transcriptomes identified a 
limited set of miRNAs putatively involved in TAM 
programming, and re-expression of Let-7 in Dicer-deficient 
TAMs was sufficient to rescue TAM’s protumoral phenotype 
and abate tumor CTL infiltration. Collectively, these results 
have identified a mechanism of TAM programming to an 
immunostimulatory phenotype that may be exploited to 
enhance the efficacy of cancer immunotherapies.  
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The search for genetic predictors of radiotherapy response 
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The aim of radiotherapy is to eradicate cancer, while at the 
same time minimizing the side effects. Although important 
improvements in imaging and radiotherapy techniques have 
enabled better target definitions and radiotherapy delivery, 
normal tissues are always exposed to radiation to some 
degree. Side effects thus still occur, but their variable 
degree, even when corrected for dosimetric characteristics, 
suggests that common genetic variants may play a role.  
However, similar to other human traits, radiosensitivity is 
considered to be a complex polygenic phenotype determined 
by the interaction of multiple loci. 
Identifying these genetic markers will further enable 
precision radiotherapy in which the optimal treatment plan 
will take into account the genetic pre-disposition to toxicity 
(and of the tumour). It should not be assumed that all of the 
phenotypic variation is due to germ line genetic variation, 
but that that epigenetic changes (inherited and acquired) 
could also be important, including variants in mitochondrial 
DNA. 
In response to the lack of success of candidate gene SNP 
studies in small studies, the focus of radiogenomics has 
shifted towards GWAS and big data research within 
international networks (1). At the same time, effort was 
made to establish standardized methods for reporting on 
radiogenomics (2). In recent years, remarkable progress has 
been made in the field of radiogenomics, of which some 
examples are cited. 
Single nucleotide polymorphism genotypes were determined 
in female breast cancer patients from the RAPPER study, 
showing that patients with a high polygenic predisposition to 
breast cancer do not have an increased risk of radiotherapy 
toxicity, but that individual variants may increase risk (3). 
Identifying SNPs in oxidative stress-related genes associated 
with risk of late toxicities in breast cancer patients receiving 
radiation therapy, a variant allele in the base excision repair 
gene XRCC1 was found that could be used in combination 
with additional variants to predict late toxicities (4).  
A GWAS study in 1742 prostate cancer patients treated with 
external beam radiotherapy identified the TANC1 locus (that 
has a role in regenerating damaged muscle) to be of 
significant importance in the development of late radiation-
induced damage (5). It is expected that these and other 
improvements in genotyping together with better 
phenotyping of patients will be incorporated in treatment 
planning, decision support systems and drug development to 
increase the therapeutic ratio of radiotherapy. 
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Combinaison of radiotherapy and immunomodulatory approaches 
is an emerging field. Beside the concurrent inhibition of immune 
checkpoints inhibitors, the association of anti tumor vaccines is a 
way to stimulate specific anti tumor immunity during 
radiotherapy.  Here, we report an extremely effective 
combination of local irradiation (IR) and Shiga Toxin B (STxB)-
based human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination for the treatment 
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of HPV-associated head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
(HNSCC). The efficacy of the irradiation and vaccine association 
was tested using a model of HNSCC obtained by grafting TC-
1/luciferase cells at a submucosal site of the inner lip of 
immunocompetent mice. Irradiation and the STxB-E7 vaccine 
acted synergistically with both single and fractionated irradiation 
schemes, resulting in complete tumor clearance in the majority of 
the treated mice. A dose threshold of 7.5 Gy was required to 
elicit the dramatic antitumor response. The combined treatment 
induced high levels of tumor-infiltrating, antigen-specific CD8(+) T 
cells, which were required to trigger the antitumor activity. 
Treatment with STxB-E7 and irradiation induced CD8(+) T-cell 
memory, which was sufficient to exert complete antitumor 
responses in both local recurrences and distant metastases. We 
also report for the first time that a combination therapy based on 
local irradiation and vaccination induces an increased pericyte 
coverage (as shown by αSMA and NG2 staining) and ICAM-1 
expression on vessels. This was associated with enhanced 
intratumor vascular permeability that correlated with the 
antitumor response, suggesting that the combination therapy 
could also act through an increased accessibility for immune cells. 
The combination strategy proposed here offers a promising 
approach that could potentially be transferred into clinical trials. 
The implementation of selective immunomodulatory approaches 
during the treatment of HPV positive tumors could eventually lead 
to increase anti tumor efficacy with favorable tumor versus 
normal tissue differential effect. 
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Radiation therapy is an ever changing discipline and 
technology. It has made unprecedented improvements with 
the incorporation of concurrent chemotherapy regimens 
which translated into local control and survival gains. The 
improvements of beam delivery techniques have led to 
decrease in morbidity following treatment. We are now 
facing an important wave of changing concepts which 
profoundly impact our understanding of the basic  
mechanistic of oncology which have had profound 
consequences on the perception of the biology of response to 
radiotherapy having both consequences for tumor and normal 
tissues. Interestingly these changes do not replace former 
concepts but rather contribute to broaden the scope of 
radiation biology. Direct radiation induced cell kill of tumor 
clonogens has now to be integrated within the concept of 
microenvironment. The overwhelming contribution of tumor 
hypoxia remains un disputed but the  concept of  micro 
environment by itself  now implies the contribution of several 
cellular compartments which are shown to contribute to both 
tumor response and the generation of normal tissue damage. 
These findings have paved the way for a new generation of 
combination of clinical trials which are now emerging. The 
possibility that immune modulation during the course of 
radiotherapy could not only have impact on local control but 
also on distant  disease is a fascinating paradigm. Technology 
for treatment and imaging have in parallel considerably 
evolved, leading to increased precision and targeting 
possibilities widening the use of stereotactic radiotherapy 
which constitutes a major change for the management of 
primary and secondary tumors. Routine integration of 

biomarkers in our tumor rounds such as HPV status for head 
and neck and 1p19q for brain tumors are examples of the 
integration of the concept of precision medecine into 
radiotherapy and other examples should follow. 
Functional imaging and the latest developments of image 
texture analysis will contribute to increase the level of 
precision of our treatments, define the areas at risk for 
relapse but these images  might also contains valuable 
biological information. Practical examples of clinical trials 
using novel technologies (nanoparticles), biomarkers 
selection and oligometastatic disease, will be used to present 
the practical integration and the challenges represented by 
these novel concepts into the clinic. 
 
Keywords: Oligometastasis, clinical trial, immune therapy, 
targeted therapies, biomarkers, functional imaging. 
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Purpose: Additive manufacturing is becoming of interest in 
Radiotherapy especially for bolus creation. This study aimed 
to develop an in-house procedure to print photon bolus 
created with the treatment planning system (TPS) using small 
sized printers, cost effective, and logistically easy to 
implement in RT departments.  
Material/methods: A fused deposition modeling (FDM) printer 
with a heated bed plate (Rova3D, Ordsolutions, Ontario, 
Canada), was used together with Poly-Lactic-Acid (PLA) 
material. Using as TPS  Eclipse™ version 13 (Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, California) a plan was created on a 
Rando head phantom  CT scan and a “digital” bolus created 
in the eye region with Hounsfield Units (HU) of 140, 
corresponding to PLA  printed density of 1.12 g/cc. This bolus 
was exported from Eclipse and converted in STL file. Bolus 
creation and printing took approximately 1 hour. To verify 
the form of the 3D-printed bolus, its HU, and dose 
distribution obtained when using it, the latter was positioned 
on the head phantom and a CT scan was acquired.  Two plans 
with anterior-posterior fields and 6 MV X-ray beams were 
created using either the “digital” or the 3D-printed bolus and 
plans were compared. To measure and compare the dose 
distribution, skin layers of 3 mm and 5 mm thickness were 
created, just beneath the bolus, as well as a target 
simulating a tumor reaching the body surface (see figure). 
The analytical anisotropic algorithm was used for dose 
calculation with a grid size of 1 mm.  
Results: The first 3D-printed bolus contained some air 
bubbles, and had a smaller thickness (less than 0.1 cm) but 
properly reproduced the form (see figure). The printed bolus 
presented in its solid portion a density of 140-150 HU with 
values as low as ≈-450 HU in the bubble regions  and a mean 
±SD value of -32 ± 154 HU. Dosimetric comparison showed 
good agreement on mean doses and max doses, while 
volumes receiving 95% of the prescribed dose differed by ≈6% 
for all structures with 3D-printed bolus plans showing more 
coverage, (see table).  
Conclusion: In conclusion, first dosimetric results look 
promising and further tests will be implemented to improve 
the bolus filling and the erosion of the surface, as well as to 
investigate the possibility to use soft PLA materials (likely 
more comfortable for patients). More sophisticated, realistic 
patient’s plans should be tested and in-vivo thermo 
luminescent dosimetry should be used for treatment plan 
verification. 
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Differential cross sections measurements for 
hadrontherapy: 50 MeV/n 12C reactions on H, C, Al, O and 
natTi targets. 
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The increasing interest for hadrontherapy can be attributed 
to the great accuracy of ion beams to target the tumor while 
sparing the surrounding healthy tissues (due to the high dose 
deposition in the Bragg peak and the small angular scattering 
of ions) as well as the potential biological advantage of ions 
for some tumor types compared to photons. 
To keep the benefits of carbon ions in radiotherapy, a very 
high accuracy on the dose location is required. The dose 
deposition is affected by the fragmentation of the incident 
ions that leads to: (i) the consumption of the projectiles with 
their penetration depth in the tissues, (ii) the creation of 
lighter fragments having a different biological effectiveness 
(RBE), (iii) the apparition of a fragmentation tail after the 
tumor. The constraints on nuclear models and/or 
fragmentation cross sections in the energy range used in 
hadrontherapy (up to 400 MeV/n) are not yet sufficient to 
reproduce the local dose deposition with the accuracy 
required in a clinical treatment. 
In this context, two experiments with 95 MeV/n 12C beams 
have been performed by our collaboration in 2011 and 2013 
at GANIL [1,2] to measure the energy and angular  
differential fragmentation cross sections on thin targets of 
medical interest (H, C, Al, O and natTi). In March 2015, a new 
experiment with a 50 MeV/n 12C beam on the same targets 
has been conducted at GANIL. The experimental set-up was 
made of five three stages  telescopes, each composed of two 
Si detectors and one CsI scintillator mounted on rotating 
stages to cover angles from 3° to 39°. 
The analysis of this new experiment is under completion. It 
shows that the angular cross sections for light fragments are 
less forward-focused at 50 MeV/n compared to 95 MeV/n, 
resulting in “flatter” distributions. As shown in Figure 1, 
protons and 4He fragments are dominant on the entire 
angular distribution. At this beam energy, the production of 
alpha particles is higher than protons for angles up to 20° 
compared to 10° at 95 MeV/n. 
However, at the most forward angles, 11B fragments seem to 
compete with the protons production. 
The energy distributions of the fragments at forward angles 
are peaked close to the beam energy showing an emission 

dominated by the quasi-projectile. Comparisons between 
experimental data and Geant4 simulations using different 
inelastic models (such as BIC, QMD and INCL++) show 
important discrepancies. 
Final data as well as comparisons with simulations and the 
previous experiments will be presented during the 
conference. 
 

 
Figure 2: Preliminary angular differential cross section for 
various isotopes, from Z=1 to Z=5 
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Purpose: In radiobiology, the clonogenic survival of cells is 
considered the gold standard assay for assessment of cellular 
sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Towards further 
development of next generation biodosimeters in particle 
therapy, cell-fluorescent ion track hybrid detector (Cell-FIT-
HD) previously engineered by our group 1, 2 was utilized to 
study its feasibility as a tool for investigating the effects of 
clinical beams on cellular clonogenic survival. 
Materials and methods: Tumor cells were grown on the 
fluorescent nuclear track detector (FNTD) in cell culture, 
mimicking the standard procedures for clonogenic assay. 
Cell-FIT-HD was used to detect the spatial distribution of 
particle tracks within colony-initiating cells. The physical 
data were associated to radiation induced foci as surrogates 
for DNA double strand breakages (DSB), the hallmark of 
radiation -induced cell lethality. Long-term cell fate was 
monitored to determine the ability of cells to form colonies.  
Results and conclusion:  We showed that single cells can 
attach and grow as colonies on FNTD surface. Usage of the 
fluorescent and confocal microscopy, together with FNTD 
technology, enabled simultaneous analysis of the microscopic 
beam parameters together with the molecular events within 
colonies, at sub-cellular level.   We report the first successful 
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detection of particle traverse within colony-initiating cells at 
subcellular resolution using Cell-FIT-HD. The current work 
represents a proof of principle study for correlation of 
particle traversal with long term colony formation using Cell-
FIT-HD. The entire workflow is established and builds a solid 
foundation for further improvements towards population 
level quantitative analysis.  
 
Keywords: cell-fluorescent ion track hybrid detector, 
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Introduction: The positron-emitter 43Sc is considered to be an 
attractive PET radionuclidic alternative to 44Sc, due to its 
more favourable decay properties. What is more, the lower 
energetic gamma line will result in a lower radiation dose 
burden to the patient and the operator.[1] Together with 
47Sc, which demonstrates therapeutic effect by emitting soft 
β--particles, it can be considered as part of the “matched 
pair” principle, enabling tumour imaging and, following that, 
optimal therapy planning. The production of 43Sc is described 
by different nuclear reactions in literature: 43Ca(p,n)43Sc and 
46Ti(p,α)43Sc [1-3]. The feasibility of both production paths 
was tested at the PSI Injector II cyclotron. 
Materials and Methods: 43Ca and 46Ti targets were prepared 
by mixing enriched 43CaCO3 or 46Ti powder with graphite 
powder, pressed and encapsulated in aluminium. Since 
enriched Ti is only available in oxide form, the reduction of 
46TiO2 to elemental 46Ti powder was performed [4]. The 
43CaCO3 and 46Ti targets were irradiated with protons at 
different energies. Two different chromatographic separation 
methods were used to separate the 43Sc product from the 
respective target material. 
Results: The production of 43Ca(p,n)43Sc yields 43Sc with a 
radionuclidic purity of 66% ,while 44Sc was co-produced with 
33% at the end of separation (EOS). The produced 43Sc was 
used to perform a PET phantom study, indicating promising 
preliminary results for 43Sc being a superior imaging 
radionuclide to its 44Sc counterpart. The labelling of the 
obtained 43Sc with DOTANOC could be performed at a 
maximum specificity of 7 MBq 43Sc/nmol DOTANOC with a 
radiochemical purity of 97 %.  
The production of 46Ti(p,α)43Sc yielded 43Sc of 98.7% 
radionuclidic purity at EOS. The percentage of 44Sc in the 
final product did not exceed 1.2%. The longer-lived 
impurities 44mSc, 46Sc and 48Sc were less than 0.04%. To obtain 
enriched 46Ti target material of higher purity, several 
parameters of the 46TiO2 reduction process, including the 
amount of reducing agent, temperature profile and reaction 
time, were altered. Initial difficulties with  the  processing  
of  the  irradiated  46Ti  target  were  addressed  by  changing  
the irradiation parameters to lower beam intensity and 
prolonged irradiation time. 
Conclusion: Successful production of 43Sc was achieved 
utilizing two activation methods, however, the  43Sc  yield  at  
end  of  bombardment  (EOB)  is  significantly  higher  with  
the 43Ca(p,n)43Sc production route. Nevertheless, the 
expensive target material and a 43Sc product of lower 
radionuclidic purity are drawbacks of this pathway. The 

46Ti(p,α)43Sc production method yields 43Sc of high 
radionuclidic purity. However, the 46Ti preparation of 
reduced target material proved to be labour intensive. The 
significantly lower 43Sc yield at EOB is the focus of further 
optimisation. 
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Microbeam Radiation Therapy (MRT) is a relatively new 
approach in radiation oncology exploiting the dose-volume 
effect by using orthovoltage X-rays on a microscopic scale 
[1]. Arrays of plane parallel beams of typically 50 µm width 
with spacings of a few hundred µm show extraordinary 
normal tissue sparing, while still being capable to ablate 
tumours in preclinical research [2]. 
Purpose: Organ motion has not been an issue in MRT, as long 
as preclinical research was carried out in small samples, such 
as cell cultures and rodents. The possible future treatment of 
human brain tumours using microbeam radiation however 
may be affected by cardio-synchronous tissue pulsation. This 
pulsation, with amplitudes in the order of 100 µm [3], 
induces translational movements of the brain tissue causing a 
blurring of the planned plane-parallel dose pattern of 
microbeams in case of extended exposure times. 
Method: A Monte Carlo study to quantify these effects was 
performed using the Geant4 toolkit. Dose was scored in a 
homogeneous cubic water phantom of 15 cm size on a grid 
with 5 µm resolution perpendicular to the beam. The 
sensitive volume was chosen to have an extension of 1 mm 
along the beam direction in 20 mm depth from the surface, 
which corresponds to the reference dosimetry conditions in 
MRT. The relative statistical uncertainty of the dose (1 
standard deviation) per voxel was between 1% and 1.5% in 
the peak region and between 6% and 9% in the dose valley, 
depending on the evaluated beam configuration and could be 
further reduced by appropriate binning of the raw data. 
Results: Monte Carlo calculations for different geometrical 
microbeam configurations and employed dose rates revealed 
significant changes of the planned dose patterns when 
compared to the static case. The chosen quality indicators of 
our study like peak dose, peak-to-valley dose ratio (PVDR), 
microbeam width, spacing, and penumbra were observed to 
be highly degraded, e.g. the PVDR being reduced by up to 
35%. 
Conclusions: We have demonstrated that the effect of even 
small organ motions occurring at heart rate frequencies in 
the brain can only be tolerated at high dose rates of approx. 
10 Gy/s. For example, a dose rate of 12.3 kGy/s can be given 
as a threshold value if one wants to apply a high peak 
entrance dose of 300 Gy in 3 mm depth for 50 µm wide 
microbeams and a primary beam size of 500 µm 
perpendicular to the scan direction.  For lower dose rates the 
observed deterioration of the microbeam dose patterns is 
likely to destroy the intended dose sparing effect for healthy 
tissues. 
For interlaced microbeam geometries an appropriate gating 
technique could be applied in the future based on the phase 
of the cardiac cycle. 
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Although radiotherapy (RT) is one of the major cancer 
treatment modalities to kill malignant cells, advanced-stage 
disease is often hard to control. Radiation-induced tumor cell 
death provides a plethora of pro-immunogenic effectors 
associated with inflammation. Although the potential for RT 
to generate anti-tumor immunity is apparent, the evidence 
that it does so in the clinical situation is limited. Stimulation 
of the immune system to assist in eliminating cancer cells 
within, and outside, the radiation field could be beneficial in 
advanced-stage or metastasized disease. Recently, it has 
been demonstrated that cancer patients have increased 
levels of cytotoxic T-cells after radiotherapy, making them 
eligible for immunotherapy. Interleukin-2 (IL2) is one of the 
essential cytokines for driving proliferation and 
differentiation of T-cells and NK-cells resulting in increased 
cytotoxic activity, eventually leading to tumor regression. 
Several studies have shown synergistic anti-tumor effects 
when combining RT with systemic IL2 administration, 
although this strategy was accompanied with severe adverse 
effects. 
Monoclonal antibodies, such as the human recombinant scFv 
fragment L19, have been designed as “targeting vehicle” for 
the selective delivery of immune-stimulatory cytokines to the 
tumor microenvironment while sparing normal tissue. The 
L19 antibody selectively localizes at the tumor neovascular 
fibronectin extra-domain B (EDB) positive sites following 
systemic administration and can serve as delivery vehicle for 
IL2. Our lab has combined single high-dose RT with systemic 
L19-IL2 administration in a number of murine xenograft 
models and found outstanding, long-lasting complete 
response rates mediated by cytotoxic CD8+ T-cell (1,2) or NK-
cell (3) activity depending on the tumor model. L19-IL2 is 
thus an immunocytokine with strong immune response 
enhancing properties in EDB-positive tumors. 

The combination therapy resulted also in anti-tumor immune 
effects outside the radiation field, an effect associated with 
CD4+ T-cell response. Growth of secondary un-irradiated 
tumors was significantly delayed with even 20% cure. Similar 
results were found when irradiation was delivered in a 
fractionated manner, although without resulting in cures. An 
increased PD-1 expression on T-cells infiltrating these tumors 
suggests a more regulatory immunological phenotype after 
fractionated radiotherapy compared with a single high RT 
dose. Re-challenging cured animals with tumor cells did not 
result in tumor formation, associated with high CD127 
expression. Our recent data show that radiotherapy 
combined with the immunocytokine L19-IL2 results in long-
lasting complete response rates, also outside the radiation 
field (abscopal effect) and this effect is associated with a 
memory potential. 
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Purpose: Tin-117m is a radionuclide of interest for cancer 
and cardiovascular disease therapies. It has a half-life of 13.6 
days and emits conversion and Auger electrons. It is actually 
used in clinical trials, where the radiopharmaceutical is 
developed by Clear Vascular Inc., to treat vulnerable plaque 
[1]. For this application, tin-117m is produced by the 
irradiation of Cd-116 enriched target with alpha particles. 
The goal of this study is to determine the irradiation 
conditions to get the highest specific activity of the final 
product, based on this reaction. 
Materials/methods: Tin-117m production study has been 
investigated at the ARRONAX [2] cyclotron (France) that is 
able to deliver alpha particles at 67.4 MeV. Production cross 
section measurements of tin-117m as well as radioactive 
contaminants have been made using the stacked-foils 
technique. It consists in the irradiation of a group of thin 
foils: target, monitor and degrader. The stacks were made of 
thin natural cadmium as targets and aluminum foils as 
degraders. Monitor foils acted also as catcher and were made 
of different material depending on the energy. After 
irradiation, the activity of each radionuclides produced in the 
foils has been determined by γ spectrometry [3]. Production 
of stable and long live isotopes has been estimated with the 
TALYS code [4]. From the cross section data, thick target 
production yields (TTY) have been calculated as well as tin-
117m specific activity (SA). 
Results: The production cross section values obtained for the 
Cd-116(α,x) reaction up to 65 MeV have been compared with 
the literature. From these data, Sn-117m TTY has been 
calculated considering a 100% Cd-116 enriched target. A TTY 
of 6.3 MBq/(µA.h) is obtained for 65 MeV alpha particles on a 
thick target. Our results are compared with the value 
reported by Clear Vascular Inc. at 47 MeV. A difference of 
only 6.3 % has been found. In order to determine the SA, the 
mass of stable and long live tin isotopes produced during the 
irradiation have been determined using the TALYS code. The 
figure 1 shows the tin-117m SA in kCi/g from 25 to 65 MeV. 
The maximum tin-117m SA is reached around 40 MeV with 41 
kCi/g and corresponds to a TTY of around 4 MBq/(µA.h). 
Clear Vascular Inc. reported a value of 25 kCi/g at 47 MeV. 
This value is 28 % lower than what is expected from our 
calculation.  
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Conclusions: New experimental data have been obtained at 
the ARRONAX cyclotron that permits to expand the 
knowledge of the tin-117m TTY up to 65 MeV. The results of 
the TALYS 1.6 code, which reproduce correctly the tin-117m 
production cross section, have been used to determine the 
tin-117m SA taking into account the stables and long live tin 
isotopes produced during the irradiation. The highest tin-
117m SA could be obtained using 40 MeV alpha beams which 
gives a TTY of 3.9 MBq/(µA.h). It is possible to get higher 
production yields but with a lower SA of the final product. 
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Purpose: Terbium is an element of growing interest for 
medical applications, considered as the “Swiss-knife of 
nuclear medicine” [1]. Indeed, four terbium radioisotopes 
can be used in nuclear medicine. Tb-149 is considered for 
alpha targeted therapy, Tb-161 for beta- targeted therapy, 
Tb-152 for Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Tb-155 
for Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT). 
However, terbium-155 can also be used as a radionuclide that 
emits Auger electrons for therapy. The interest on this 
radioisotope is increased by the conversion electrons emitted 
and the possibility to follow the treatment by SPECT imaging 
in a theranostic approach. The Tb-155 production has been 
investigated using the deuteron beam delivered by the 
ARRONAX cyclotron [2] and natural gadolinium target, 
motivated by the lack of data for this reaction at the 
beginning of our experiments. 
Materials/methods: Tb-155 production study has been 
considered at the ARRONAX cyclotron (France) taking 
advantage of the deuteron beam ranging from 15 to 35 MeV. 
Production cross section measurements of Tb-155 as well as 
radioactive contaminants have been made using the stacked-
foils technique. The stacks were made of thin natural 
gadolinium as targets, aluminum foils as degraders and thin 
natural titanium as monitor foils. After irradiation, the 
activity of each radionuclides produced in the foils has been 

determined by γ spectrometry [3]. From the cross section 
values obtained during these experiments, the Tb-155 Thick 
Target production Yield (TTY) has been calculated and 
compared with the other Tb-155 production routes using data 
available in the literature. When no experimental data were 
available, the TALYS code [4] version 1.6 helped to estimate 
the TTY. 
Results: In 2014, cross section values have been published for 
the Gd-nat(d,x)Tb-155 reaction [5]. Our set of data is in good 
agreement therewith. Tb-155 production cross section values 
for the Gd-nat(p,x) and Gd-nat(α,x) are also available in the 
literature. The Tb-155 TTY have been compared for each 
routes. Close values are obtained for the proton and the 
deuteron route. The Gd-nat(α,x) reaction gives the lowest 
TTY, whatever the incident beam energy. However, the use 
of a natural gadolinium target leads to the production of 
several contaminants and especially of Tb-156g which has the 
same half-life as Tb-155. Results based on calculations for 
two reactions using Gd-154 and Gd-155 enriched targets 
with, respectively, deuterons and protons as projectiles, are 
also discussed [3,6]. The Tb-159(p,5n)Dy-155(ε)Tb-155 
reaction, with results published in 2014 [7], is also discussed 
as a promising production route using high energy protons. 
Conclusions: New experimental data have been obtained at 
the ARRONAX cyclotron for the Gd-nat(d,x) reaction with a 
special emphasis on the Tb-155 production. The results have 
been compared with different production routes, using 
natural and enriched gadolinium target. Based on the 
calculations published in 2012 [6], the Gd-155(p,n) reaction 
seems to be the most promising for the production of Tb-155 
with gadolinium as target element. However, the Tb-
159(p,5n)Dy155(ε)Tb155 seems an interesting alternative. 
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Purpose: In this study, we report the rapid arc commissioning 
and dosimetric verification measurements performed with 
the electronic portal imaging device (EPID) having portal 
dosimetry software. 
Material and Methods: The dosimetric tests were performed 
on RapidArc capable Varian Unique linac, which is equipped 
with millennium 120 Dynamic Multi Leaf Collimators (DMLCs) 
and having 6 MV X-ray beam. The Varian RapidArc QA files, 
Eclipse treatment planning system (TPS) and EPID portal 
dosimetry system were used in this study. The RapidArc QA 
files incorporate following tests. 1) DMLC dosimetry. 2) 
Picket Fence (PF) test vs. gantry angle. 3) PF test during 
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Rapid Arc. 4) PF test during RapidArc with intentional errors. 
5) Accurate control of dose rate and gantry speed during 
RapidArc delivery. 6) Accurate control of leaf speed during 
RapidArc delivery. These RapidArc QA plans were loaded on 
Machine and analysed using EPID portal dosimetry system. 
Results and Discussion: Taking DMLC dosimetry, we measured 
meter reading at gantry angles 0°, 180°, 90° and 270° for a 
4x10 cm DMLC field with a 0.5 cm slit, and the effect of 
gravity on leaf position and linac head  showed maximum 
percentage deviation of -0.96% (± 2%). PF test at stationary 
gantry angles 0°, 180°, 90° and 270°, we evaluated the 
maximum DMLC positional shift of 0.5mm (± 1 mm). PF test 
during RapidArc (arc 179º-187º) has inspected the effect of 
gantry rotation on the MLC position, the result showed a 
maximum positional shift of -0.2 mm (± 1 mm). PF test during 
RapidArc with intentional errors have demonstrated that the 
test (3) can detect sub-millimetre errors during RapidArc. 
Accurate control of dose rate and gantry speed during 
RapidArc delivery has been examined by using 7 combinations 
of dose-rate, gantry range and gantry speed to give equal 
dose to seven 1.8 cm strips in a RapidArc field. When 
normalised to open field at same position (to exclude the 
beam profile influence), the dose of seven strips showed 
good result, with maximum mean deviation of 1.90% (< 2%). 
Accurate control of leaf speed during RapidArc delivery has 
been analysed by using 4 combinations of leaf speed (1.6, 
2.4, 0.8 and 0.4 cm/s) and dose-rate to give equal dose to 
four strips in a RapidArc field. When normalised to 
corresponding open field, the dose of four strips showed good 
result, with a maximum mean deviation of 1.74% (< 2%). All 
the test results showed good agreement with manufacture 
and published literature stated tolerance values (written in 
bracket in front of each result).The RapidArc commissioning 
data has also obtained an approval from Atomic Energy 
Regulatory Board (AERB), Mumbai, India. 
Conclusion: The dosimetric verification of DMLC movement, 
variable dose rates and gantry speed provides confidence 
over precision and accuracy during RapidArc delivery. These 
test are aimed only for commissioning and dosimetric 
verification of RapidArc enabled linac, and not for patient 
specific QA. 
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Purpose: Boost fields (A small field with isocentre blocked 
and less beam weightage) are routinely used in three 
dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT) treatment 
plans of oesophagus, head and neck etc for enhancing PTV 
coverage. Challenges for using boost fields are associated 
with accuracy of treatment planning system (TPS) to 
calculate dose distribution, normalisation and monitor units 
(MUs) as isocentre is blocked so dosimetric verification of 
boost field is essential. The purpose of this study was to 
measure two things; first contribution of ‘Boost fields’ doses 
to the target isocentre, second doses to the region of 
interest of boost field and finally compare the dosimetrically 
measured data with TPS calculated data. 
Materials and Methods: Eclipse TPS (Version 8.6, Varian) was 
used for all boost fields 3D-CRT treatment plans in this study. 
The solid water phantom with dimension (25cmx25mx5cm), 
(25cmx25mx2cm) and (25cmx25mx5cm) respectively was 
used. The 0.65cc ionisation chamber was used for dosimetry 
in this study with SAD (source axis distance) setup. In boost 
fields study, five treatment plans of oesophagus case each 
having two plans with 6MV and 15MV and each plan having 
two boost fields (one is LPO boost field and other is RPO 
boost field) were performed. The contribution of boost field 
doses to the target isocentre for both 6MV and 15MV plans 

were measured with the help of ionisation chamber and also 
calculated in treatment planning system. The doses to the 
region of interest of boost field at 5cm depth in phantom 
were measured with help of thermoluminescence detector 
(TLD-100) and also calculated in treatment planning system 
for both 6MV and 15MV plans. Finally the measured and 
calculated data was compared. 
Results: Mean percentage variation between TPS calculated 
and ionisation chamber measured boost field doses to the 
target isocentre was 1.53% (SD 4.12) for 6MV and 4.13% (SD 
6.81) for 15MV. Maximum Percentage variation for this was 
6% and 12% for 6MV and 15MV respectively. Mean percentage 
variation between TPS calculated and TLDs measured boost 
field doses of region of interest of boost field was -1.22% (SD 
2.03) for 6MV and -0.4% (SD 2.84) for 15MV. Maximum 
percentage variation for this was 4% and 5% for 6MV and 
15MV respectively. TLDs were in good agreement with TPS. 
Results shows that contribution of boost field doses to the 
target isocentre for both 6MV and 15MV were less than 1cGy.  
Conclusion: Dosimetric verification of MUs delivered by boost 
fields is essential to verify the accuracy of TPS algorithms. 
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Purpose: In radionuclide therapy today mostly β−-labelled 
radiopharmaceuticals are used which irradiate the body 
internally with time-dependent dose-rate and can cause DNA 
double strand breaks (DSBs).  
The formation of a DNA DSB in nuclear chromatin results in 
the rapid phosphorylation of the histone variant gamma-
H2AX. DSBs also recruit the damage sensor 53BP1 to the 
chromatin surrounding the DSBs, which leads to 53BP1 and 
gamma-H2AX co-localization. By immunofluorescence 
staining with gamma-H2AX and 53BP1 antibodies those 
biomarkers can be addressed by microscopically visible foci.  
The number of foci per cell represent a quantitative 
biomarker for DNA double strand breaks and hence for 
radiation exposure and radiation effects. Presently, there are 
only few studies, which are studying the on-set and decay of 
DSBs after radionuclide therapy.  
The aim of our study was, therefore, to generate an in-vitro 
calibration curve for quantifying the dose-response of the 
number of radiation induced foci (RIF) after internal 
irradiation of blood with β−-emitters, and to describe 
comprehensively the dose-dependent time course of the DSB 
on-set and repair in lymphocytes of radiation treatment-
naive patients after radiopeptide therapy with 177Lu and 
radioiodine therapy with 131I. 
Material and Methods: For the in-vitro calibration with 131I 
and 177Lu blood samples were drawn from volunteers. 
Different activity concentrations were added, the samples 
were incubated for 1h to achieve absorbed doses up to 
100mGy, and the number of RIF/cell was determined.  
The patient studies addressed the relationship between the 
absorbed dose to the blood and the number and temporal 
behavior of radiation-induced DNA double strand breaks 
(RIF/cell) in multiple peripheral blood samples under 
radiopeptide therapy (16 patients) and under radioiodine 
therapy (20 patients).  
Results: The in-vitro study shows that the number of RIF/cell 
is linearly dependent of the absorbed dose, similar to what 
has been observed after external irradiation. 
In patients, the average number of RIF/cell showed a linear 
dose-response relationship within the first hours after 
administration of the radiopharmaceutical. Later time points 
were characterized by a diminishing number of radiation-
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induced foci which was in accordance with the progression of 
DNA repair and the declining dose rates. The absorbed dose 
in most patients treated with 131I exceeded 20mGy in the first 
hour, and in these patients, the on-set of a fast repair 
component was observed. 
Conclusions: With the experimental results and model 
calculations presented in this work, for the first time a dose-
response relationship and a description of the time course of 
the in-vitro and in-vivo damage response after internal 
irradiation of β−-emitters could be established. 
 
Keywords: gamma-H2AX and 53BP1, radionuclide therapy, 
dosimetry 
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Purpose: In proton therapy, two major beam delivery 
techniques are used which are referenced as active and 
passive delivery strategies. In latter case, an effective dose 
distribution into tumor volume is created by pencil beam 
extracted from the accelerator exit window. To do this aim, 
the modulation is performed to produce two uniform beam 
profiles: 1) along with beam trajectory and 2) in lateral 
direction vertical to beam direction. The first dose profile 
cover tumor volume in target depth against beam direction 
and the second lateral profile include tumor volume, 
transversely. Several passive devices are utilized to create 
depth dose profile known as Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) 
and transverse dose profiles. In proton therapy, the final 
purpose is to produce a three dimensional (3D) homogeneous 
dose distribution onto the tumor volume while minimizing the 
dose to the surrounding healthy tissues around the tumor. 
Relating to moving and deforming targets, the delivery dose 
is not matched with the planned dose. 
Methods: Our goal in this work is to obtain a quantitative 
assessment of three dimensional dose distribution on the 
moving and deforming targets and surrounding normal tissues 
affected by the breathing motion. For this aim, a simulation 
study was performed using Monte Carlo FLUKA code. The 
effect of each of the parameters in a clinical passive beam 
scanning system on radiotherapy dosage was considered. The 
dose deposition from protons was simulated for fields 
designed for the treatment of dynamic, deformed and static 
tumors. 
Results: Dose distribution results of Monte Carlo method 
simulation were compared with the results obtained during 
experimental process at Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center 
(CYRIC) in Tohoku University. Final analyzed results represent 
that the uniformity of dose distribution on all given tumors 
are up to 95% of uniformity that proves a successful dose 
delivery onto tumor as well according to planned dose. The 
results of dose distribution into tumor and surrounding 
healthy tissues around the tumor for static spherical case 
regarding with deformed tumors and moving tumors were 
obtained. Conclusion: In conventional proton therapy a 
significant dose is delivered to the normal tissues in 
comparison with stationary condition without getting any 
strategy to limit ITV region such as motion gated or real-time 
tumor tracking strategies. The accuracy of dose distribution 
increasing with decreasing magnitude of deformation, moving 
and stretching of the tumor. 
 
Keywords: Proton therapy, Radiotherapy Dosage, Monte Carlo 
Method. 
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An initial design of a compact, high current Fixed Field 
Alternating Gradient accelerator has been made for the 
direct production of 99mTc and the production of a number of 
therapeutic isotopes that currently available only in limited 
quantities or not at all. These studies indicate that the FFAG 
could in principle accelerate a proton beam of up to 20mA to 
at least 30 MeV and high current alpha beams to a similar 
energy. This presentation will describe the FFAG and show 
what radioisotope yields should be possible. It will also 
outline the next steps in the project. It should be noted that 
the same basic FFAG design is being extended to the energies 
required for cancer therapy with light ion beams.   
 
Keywords: FFAG; high beam current; radioisotope 
production; 99mTc; therapeutic isotopes 
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Purpose: Several authors point out some substantial 
differences in the biological response invoked by proton 
beam and X-rays [1][2]. Beside differences in short-term 
effects such as DNA repair [3], also some long-term cellular 
and tissue properties are differentially affected, such as 
angiogenesis [4], or metastasis  [5]. We aimed at studying the 
migratory properties of human melanoma cells after low 
doses of proton beam radiation. 
Materials/methods: BLM human melanoma cells (derived 
from lung metastasis) were irradiated with 1-5 Gy of X ray 
(300 kVp Phillips, 1Gy/min) or proton beam (58 MeV) from 
Proteus C-235 cyclotron. Cells were analyzed for migratory 
and motility properties  using time-lapse monitoring of 
individual cell movements, Boyden chamber assay and the 
wound test. To check if these effects were long-term, the 
same tests were performed  at day 20 and 40 after 
irradiation. Cell stiffness was assessed using AFM method. 
Results: BLM cells exhibited lower displacement after proton 
beam and slightly higher after X rays. Boyden chamber assay 
and wound test indicated lower migration rate after proton 
beam and higher after X rays. In agreement with these 
results, cells treated with proton beam revealed decreasing 
cell stiffeness with dose as well. 
Conclusions: In contrast to X rays, low doses of proton beam 
irradiation inhibited the long-term migratory properties 
affecting their directionality and invasion potential. 
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The requirements for early diagnostics as well as effective 
treatment of cancers constantly increase the pressure on 
development of efficient and reliable methods for targeted 
radiotherapy as well as imaging of the success of the 
treatment. Recently, new nanotechnology-based approaches 
have been explored for more efficient delivery of therapeutic 
radionuclides. Nanocarriers allow delivery of the 
radionuclides not only into the tumour tissue but all the way 
inside the tumour cells, which increases cytotoxic efficacy of 
the treatment1. 
In the aim of targeted radiotherapy and imaging, new 
methods combining radionuclides and mesoporous silicon 
(PSi) nanoparticles are being developed. PSi nanoparticles 
present major advantages for localised radiotherapy. Indeed, 
mesoporous silicon can tolerate high temperatures keeping 
its properties, which makes it an optimal material for 
particle activation. Moreover, its high adsorption capacity 
with anti-cancer drugs combined with further modification of 
the nanoparticles with tumour targeting moieties allow 
delivery of therapeutically relevant doses into the tumour 
tissue with a minimum amount of particles. By selecting 
therapeutic radionuclides that are applicable for nuclear 
imaging, trafficking of the administrated chemoradiotherapy 
nanovectors can be followed by non-invasive imaging 
whether with single emission computed tomography (SPECT) 
or positron emission tomography (PET). In order to aim these 
objectives two different approaches were implemented: 
implantation of the nuclide of interest into the PSi 
nanoparticles followed by its activation or direct 
implantation of the radioisotope of interest into PSi 
The stability of the particles in buffer solutions with different 
physiologically relevant pH as well as the stability of the 
implanted nuclei in the particles were studied. The 
developed methods, first results of these studies and 
perspectives on this new therapeutical approach will be 
presented here. 
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Purpose: Radio-guided surgery (RGS) is a technique adopted 
by the surgeon to perform a complete lesion resection, 
taking advantage from the uptake from the tumor of 
specific radiolabelled tracers. Established methods make 
use of γ emitting tracer and γ radiation detection probe. To 
extend the applicability of RGS, we are developing an 
innovative technique exploiting β- radiation [1]. It 
penetrates only a few mm resulting both in a lower required 
radio-pharmaceutical activity and the possibility to apply 
the technique also to cases with a large uptake of nearby 
healthy organs. Low background rate is also correlated with 
low medical team exposure. 
Methods: We developed and tested several prototypes of 
the intraoperative β- probe, the core made of para-
terphenyl scintillator. The readout electronics is 
portable and customized to match the surgeon needs, 
with 
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wireless data transfer to the PC. Feasibility studies have 
been performed on DICOM images for meningioma and 
glioma brain tumors and neuroendocrine tumors (NET). The 
technique is in validation phase by testing it on “ex-vivo” 
specimen of patients affected by meningioma. 
Results: As first application we are investigating brain 
tumors. The goal is to apply the technique to glioma, but 
the first study case is meningioma being an efficient tracer 
(90Y-DOTATOC) already available for it. Preclinical tests 
and Monte Carlo simulations have estimated that in the 
case of meningioma to identify in 1s a residual of 0.1ml a 
radio-pharmaceutical activity of about 3MBq/kg must be 
administered to patient [2]. Similar studies were extended 
to NETs[3] Ex-vivo tests on meningioma showed excellent 
agreement between experimental and expected rates for 
lesions and healthy tissues: e.g. the bulk tumor showed 
signals of ~100cps, 0.2 ml residuals signals of ~40cps and 
healthy tissues of less than 5cps. 
Furthermore, exposure measurements confirmed the low 
level of radioactivity in the surgical environment (<1µSv/h 
at 10cm from patient abdomen). 
Conclusions: A very promising technique for RGS is under 
development. The low background would allow to extend 
RGS also to cases with a large uptake of nearby healthy 
organs where the established approach with γ radiation 
suffers due to the non-negligible background. 
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Purpose: Folate-receptor (FR)-targeted radioconjugates are 
promising for the imaging of a wide variety of tumor types 
[1]. So far, a number of folic acid conjugates have been 

developed for labeling with radiometals (e.g. 99mTc, 111In, 
68Ga) for SPECT and PET imaging [2]. The aim of this study 
was to synthesize a folate conjugate with an albumin-binding 
entity, which is known to increase the conjugate’s blood 
circulation time, and a NODAGA-chelator for 64Cu-labeling 
and [3]. 64Cu is a promising PET radionuclide for rf42 due to 
its excellent β+-energy (Eβ+=278 keV) and its reasonably long 
half-life (T1/2 = 12.7 h) [4]. The 64Cu-NODAGA-folate (64Cu-
rf42) was investigated in vitro and in vivo using mice bearing 
FR-positive tumor xenografts. 
Materials/methods: 64Cu was produced via the irradiation of, 
and subsequent chemical separation from, a Ni target at the 
research cyclotron at PSI. The synthesis of the NODAGA-
folate conjugate (rf42) was carried out in eight steps and the 
resulting product was characterized by HPLC, MS and NMR. 
The radioconjugate was prepared by incubation of rf42 with 
64CuCl2 in a mixture of HCl/Na-acetate (pH ~5.5) at 45°C for 
15 min. 64Cu-rf42 was investigated regarding its in vitro 
stability in PBS (pH 7.4) and in human plasma. FR-positive KB 
tumor cells were used for in vitro experiments. 
Biodistribution studies were carried out in KB tumor-bearing 
nude mice at 2 h, 4 h and 24 h post injection (p.i.) of 64Cu-
rf42. A small-animal scanner (Genisys8) was used for the 
PET/CT imaging studies 
Results: rf42 was synthesized with an overall yield of 5% and 
95% purity. The radiochemical purity of 64Cu-rf42 was >99% at 
a specific activity of 10 MBq/nmol. 64Cu-rf42 was stable 
(>95%) over a period of 24 h in buffer and plasma. Cell 
internalization studies showed high uptake of 64Cu-rf42, while 
co-incubation of cells with excess folic acid to block FRs 
reduced the uptake to less than 1%. In vivo, high 
accumulation of radioactivity was found in KB tumors (13.36 
± 0.82% IA/g) 2 h after injection of 64Cu-rf42. As a 
consequence of the enhanced blood circulation time of 64Cu-
rf42, due to its albumin-binding properties, the tumor uptake 
increased over time (16.20 ± 3.58% IA/g, 24 h p.i.). Relevant 
uptake of 64Cu-rf42 was also found in the kidneys, which also 
express the FR. This resulted in a tumor-to-kidney ratio of 
0.55 ± 0.11 at 24 h p.i. In non-targeted tissues undesired 
accumulation of radioactivity decreased over time. PET/CT 
imaging studies allowed excellent visualization of tumor 
xenografts up to 60 h p.i. of 64Cu-rf42.   
Conclusion: The novel folate-radioconjugate, 64Cu-rf42, was 
readily prepared and showed FR-specific accumulation in 
vitro and in vivo. The half-life of 64Cu is well suited to the 
enhanced circulation time of this novel albumin-binding 
conjugate. Based on the excellent PET images obtained from 
visualizing tumors in mice, 64Cu-rf42 may have the potential 
for future application in the clinics for diagnosis of FR-
positive tumors and monitoring tumor response after therapy. 
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High uncertainty in the Relative Biological Effectiveness 
(RBE) values of particle therapy beam, which are used in 
combination with the quantity absorbed dose in 
radiotherapy, together with the increase in the number of 
particle therapy centres worldwide (58 in operation, 51 
proposed) necessitate a better understating of the biological 
effect of such modalities. The present novel study is part of 
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performance testing and development of a micro-calorimeter 
based on Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices 
(SQUIDs) (1). Unlike other microdosimetric detectors that are 
used for investigating the energy distribution, this detector 
provides a direct measurement of energy deposition at the 
micrometer scale, that can be used to improve our 
understanding of biological effects in particle therapy 
application, radiation protection and environmental 
dosimetry. Temperature rises of less than 1µK are detectible 
and when combined with the low specific heat capacity of 
the absorber at cryogenic temperature, extremely high 
energy deposition sensitivity of approximately 0.4 eV can be 
achieved (2).  
The detector consists of 3 layers: a tissue equivalent (TE) 
absorber, a superconducting absorber and a silicon substrate. 
Ideally all energy would be absorbed in the TE absorber and 
heat rise in the superconducting layer would arise due to 
heat conduction from the TE layer. However, in practice 
direct particle absorption occurs in all 3 layers and must be 
corrected for. 
To investigate the thermal behavior within the detector, and 
quantify any possible correction, particle tracks were 
simulated employing Geant4 (v9.6) Monte Carlo simulations. 
The track information was then passed to the COMSOL 
Multiphysics (Finite Element Method) software. The 3D heat 
transfer within each layer was then evaluated in a time-
dependent model. For a statistically reliable outcome, the 
simulations had to be repeated for a large number of 
particles. An automated system has been developed that 
couples Geant4 Monte Carlo output to COMSOL for 
determining the expected distribution of proton tracks and 
their thermal contribution within the detector.  
Preliminary results of a 3.8 MeV proton beam showed that 
the detector reaches the equilibrium state after 8 ns.  It is 
estimated that 20% of the temperature rise in the 
superconducting absorber is due to heat conduction from the 
adjacent absorber which needs to be corrected for. The 
simulations were repeated for proton beams with energies of 
2, 10, 62 and 230 MeV. 
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Purpose: Nowadays, during the evaluation process of patient 
treatment plans in radiotherapy, the plan robustness is 
typically not taken into account. This evaluation of 
treatment plans can be improved if a user friendly and 
efficient tool to assess the robustness of the treatment plan 
is provided. Thus, the aim of this work is to develop tools and 
methods to quantify and visualize the robustness for 
treatment plans including random and systematic patient 
setup uncertainties. 
Materials and Methods: A setup error phase-space including 
systematic and random setup errors for translation and 
rotation is explored to determine the treatment plan 
robustness. For this purpose a robustness-map is created 
based on user-defined criteria defining the robustness for the 
treatment plan considered. These criteria subdivide the 
robustness-map for the setup error phase-space into a region 
compatible with these criteria and into another one that is 
not. Several different approaches were implemented to 

quantify the plan robustness. One approach transforms the 
optimized dose distribution relatively to the patient 
geometry and, thus, dosimetric parameters or DVHs can be 
quickly estimated, but are limited with respect to accuracy. 
Hence, approaches using further dose calculations for the 
setup error phase space are needed to achieve reliable 
conclusions of the robustness. For this purpose, additional 
dose calculations using a different resolution of the setup 
error phase-space are performed guided by the robustness-
map achieved using the dose-transformation approach. The 
intermediate dose distributions are determined by nearest 
neighbor or triangular interpolation. 
Results: A graphical user interface based on QT version 5.3.1 
was developed to calculate and visualize robustness-maps. 
These robustness-maps allow treatment plan evaluation by 
analyzing the corresponding dose-differences and DVHs. 
Additionally, correlations of all quantities can be displayed 
such that the user is able to efficiently view the data by 
scrolling through the setup error phase-space. The creation 
of robustness-maps is useful to assess and compare the 
robustness of different treatment plans and was successfully 
applied to plans covering different tumor-sites. For the cases 
investigated in this work, differences in DVH parameters 
using the different approaches are within 5%. 
Conclusions: The developed tool for visualization and analysis 
of robustness-maps is an easy and efficient way to compare 
the robustness of treatment plans. Moreover, clinical 
tolerance and action levels for patient setup can be 
determined in order to keep specified dosimetric parameters 
within a certain limit. This work was supported by Varian 
Medical Systems. 
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Purpose: In this paper we report the preliminary results of 
clinical use of organ motion mitigation strategies in the 
treatment of moving target with active scanned carbon ion 
beams. 
Material and methods: Since September 2014 25 patients 
with tumors located in the upper abdomen and chest were 
treated with active scanned carbon ion beams. 
Patients were affected by pancreatic adenocarcinoma, HCC, 
biliary tract cancers and sarcoma of the spine 
retroperitoneum and heart. Tight thermoplastic mask was 
selected as the optimal abdominal compression device. 4D CT 
scan with retrospective reconstruction, with phase signal 
obtained with Anzai system (Anzai Medical CO., LTD), was 
employed for planning.  Automatic assignment of raw data to 
respiratory phases was checked and, if necessary, modified 
by the medical physicist.  Planning was performed using end 
expiration phase. Planning CT scan were visually checked for 
motion artifacts. Contouring was performed on end 
expiration phase and on the adjacent 30% expiration and 30% 
inspiration phases. Beam entrance was selected in order to 
avoid the bowel in the entrance channel. The lung diaphragm 
interface was contoured in the different respiratory phases 
and beam angles were chosen to avoid passing tangential to 
the lung diaphragm ITV. IMPT was used for plan optimization. 
Plans were recalculated in adjacent phases and if DVHs were 
degraded in an unacceptable way they were modified 
iteratively. Weekly verification 4D CT scans were performed 
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and, if needed, a new plan was re-optimized adaptively.  Set 
up was verified with gated orthogonal X rays and non-gated 
cone beam CT in treatment room. Threshold for gate-on 
signal was initially set at 10% pressure signal dynamic and 
qualitatively adjusted in an asymmetric way according to 
results of plan recalculation in 30% expiration and 
inspiration. Gating signal was fed to the accelerator to 
enable beam delivery. Each slice was re-scanned 5 times to 
smear out possible interplay effects.  Acute and early toxicity 
was scored according to CTCAE 4.0 scale. 
Results: GTV and diaphragm excursion between end 
expiration and adjacent 30% phases was reduced to less than 
5 mm. GTV (D95%) and critical OAR (D1%)  DVH in 30% 
inspiration and expiration phases showed on average minimal 
(less than 3%) differences as compared to planning end 
expiration plan. Toxicity was minimal with no G3 event; 15% 
acute G2 and 10% G2 toxicity at 3 months was observed. 
Median follow up was rather short (3 months) nevertheless in 
23 patients the dose limiting OAR was either stomach or 
small bowel or esophagus, therefore early toxicity data are 
informative. 
Conclusion: Active scanning with carbon ion beams for the 
treatment of moving target using abdominal compression, 4D 
simulation, robust planning gating and rescanning is feasible 
and safe. Longer follow up is needed to evaluate oncological 
outcome 
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In carbon ion radiotherapy (CIRT), mainly two calculation 
models are adopted to define relative biological 
effectiveness (RBE)-weighted doses (DRBE): the Japanese 
Kanai model and the Local Effect Model (LEM). Taken the 
Japanese longest-term clinical data as a reference, the use 
of a different RBE model, with no correction for the Gy (RBE) 
scale, leads to deviations in target absorbed dose (Dabs) with 
a potentially significant impact on tumor control probability. 
In this study we validate a conversion method linking the two 
DRBE systems, confirming DRBE prescription dose values 
adopted in our LEM-based protocols.  
The NIRS beamline was simulated with a Monte Carlo (MC) 
code, according to design information about elements 
position, size and composition. Validation went through 
comparison between simulated and measured pristine and 
Spread Out Bragg Peaks, ridge filter based, in water. CT 
scan, structure set, plan and dose files of 10 treatment fields 
delivered at NIRS were exported in DICOM format, for 
prostate (3.6 Gy (RBE)NIRS per 16 fractions), Head & Neck (4 
Gy (RBE)NIRS per 16 fractions) and pancreas (4.6 Gy (RBE)NIRS 
per 12 fractions) patients. Patient specific passive system 
geometries (range shifter, MLC, compensator, collimator) 
were implemented, for each field, to simulate delivered Dabs 
distributions. The MC code was then interfaced with LEM to 
calculate DRBE resulting from the application of a different 
RBE model to NIRS physical dose. MC and TPS calculated Dabs 
and DRBE were compared in terms of dose profiles and target 
median dose. Patient CT and structure sets were also 
imported in a LEM-based commercial TPS where plans were 
optimized prescribing the non-converted and converted DRBE 
values, respectively. 
The agreement between MC and measured depth dose 
profiles in water, in terms of particle range, peak to plateau 
ratio and spread out profile shape, demonstrated beamline 
model accuracy. Patient dose distributions were correctly 
reproduced by MC in the target region, with an overall target 
median dose difference < 2%. MC median DRBE resulted 16% 
higher than NIRS reference, for the lower prostate dose 

level, 10% for head and neck and 4.5% for pancreas, in 
agreement with respective LEM-based prescription doses, 
adopted in our protocols. Deviations are expected to be close 
to zero around a prescription DRBE = 5 Gy (RBE). Aside from 
unavoidable differences in dose profile shape, severe target 
under-dosage was shown in LEM-based optimized plans, when 
uncorrected DRBE were prescribed.  
The delivery of a voxel by voxel iso-effective plan, if 
different RBE models are employed, is not feasible; it is 
however possible to minimize differences in dose deposited 
in the target. Dose prescription is a clinical task which 
ultimately depends only on the radiation oncologist clinical 
decision; in this study we made an attempt to avoid 
systematic errors which could potentially compromise tumor 
control.  
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Purpose: The aim of this study is to compare the radiation 
induced DNA damage done by internal Auger-electron 
cascades with external exposures of sparsely ionizing 
radiation such as γ-rays.  
Background: Auger emitters decay by internal conversion (IC) 
or electron capture (EC) producing a number of Auger 
cascade electrons. These electrons are so low in energy that 
their range in tissue is in the order of nm-μm. This means 
that if the decay happens nearby the DNA, the Auger cascade 
electrons can produce a cluster of complex DNA damage. 
These clusters of DNA damage are much harder to repair and 
are therefore believed to be much more harmful to the cell 
than dispersed DNA damage, which are primarily produced by 
low LET radiation. Due to their short tissue range and the 
severe DNA damage produced, Auger emitters may be able to 
kill only the target cell while sparing non-targeted cells. This 
makes them a potential tool for radionuclide 
therapy(1,2,3,4). 
Material/Methods: In order to compare the radiation effects 
by the Auger emitter to that of external γ-rays we need to be 
able to estimate the dose delivered. As Auger cascade 
electrons have a very short range the precise spatial 
distribution of the decays is of high importance. 
We are currently working with two Auger emitters, Cs-131 
and La-135. First experiments have been performed using 
HeLa cells, which were incubated with either Cs-131 or La-
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135 for internal exposure. Theses ions seem to be taken up 
by the cells. However more knowledge about the bio-kinetics 
of these auger emitters is needed to estimate the dose rates 
and the dose distribution in the cell. As the cells take up the 
Auger emitter, the dose rate by the internal Auger decays are 
continuously changing as a function of cellular accumulation 
and half-life of the isotope. 
Uptake curves are therefore produced by incubating HeLa 
cells with Auger-electron emitters for various amounts of 
time and with different levels of radioactivity to calculate 
the changing dose rate and accumulated dose.  These 
conditions will be mimicked as closely as possible with 
external γ-rays, by moving the cells closer to the source (Cs-
137). DNA damage will be assessed by flow cytometry 
measurements (MUSE) of phosphorylated histone H2AX (γ-
H2AX) and/or the clonogenic cell survival assay.  
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Purpose: The importance of MRI steadily increases in 
radiation oncology not only as multimodality imaging device 
but also as an implemented online imaging technology. 
Imaging using MRI shows advantages compared to CT or CBCT 
offering superior soft tissue contrast without additional dose. 
Also in particle beam therapy integrated MR guided 
treatment units have great potential. A complete 
understanding of the particle beam characteristics in the 
presence of magnetic fields is required. So far, studies in this 
area are limited. 
Material and Methods: Protons (60-250MeV) and carbon ions 
(120-400MeV/u) in the clinically required energy range 
impinging on a phantom of 35x35x50cm³ size were simulated 
using the MC framework GATE 7. Homogeneous magnetic 
fields of 0.35T, 1T and 3T perpendicular to the initial beam 
axis were applied. The beam deflection, shape, and the 
energy spectrum at the Bragg peak area was analyzed. A 
numerical algorithm was developed for deflection curve 
generation solving the relativistic equations of motion taking 
into account the Lorentz force and particle energy loss. 
Additionally, dose variations on material boundaries induced 
by magnetic fields were investigated for 250MeV protons. 
Results: Transverse deflections up to 99mm were observed 
for 250MeV protons at 3T. Deflections for lower field 
strengths (e.g. future hybrid open-MRI proton delivery 
systems) yielded 12mm for 0.35T and 34mm for 1T. A change 
in the dose distribution at the Bragg-peak region was 
observed for protons. Energy spectrum analysis showed an 
asymmetric lateral energy distribution. The different particle 
ranges resulted in a tilted dose distribution, see Fig.1.The 
numerical algorithm successfully modeled the deflection 
curve, with a maximum deviation of 1.8% and calculation 

times of less than 5ms. For a 250MeV proton beam passing in 
a 3T field through multiple slabs (water-air-water), only a 4% 
local dose increase at the first boundary was observed in 
single voxels due to the electron return effect, more than a 
factor 10 lower compared to a photon beam [1]. 
 

 
 
Fig1: Deformed 2D dose distribution at the Bragg peak area 
for a 250MeV proton beam in a 3T field 
 
Conclusion: Beam deflections in magnetic fields could be 
described by a numerical algorithm. The observed change in 
dose distribution in the Bragg-peak region has to be taken 
into account in future dose calculations. However, local dose 
changes due to boundary effects seem to be negligible for 
clinical applications. Current work in progress deals with the 
inclusion of magnetic field effects in a dose calculation 
algorithm for particles. 
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The mechanism of tumor cure by ionizing radiation is 
regarded tumor cell autonomous, effected by misrepair of 
radiation-induced DNA double strand breaks (DSBs), to a large 
extent via the function of error prone non-homologous end 
joining (NHEJ). This model prevails at the low dose range, 
with cure depending on tumor phenotypic propensity for 
NHEJ misrepair, and requires repeated exposures for tumor 
ablation.  Here we report high (>10Gy) single dose 
radiotherapy (SDRT) employs an alternative dual target 
model, inducing in addition to DSBs also an early wave of 
acid sphingomyelinase (ASMase)-mediated microcirculatory 
ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury. Reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) induced therein in parenchymal tumor cells disrupt 
activation of homology-directed repair (HDR), leading to 
catastrophic reprograming of DSB repair. We show Ku- and 
53BP1-mediated NHEJ are not affected, although 
MDC1/53BP1 resolution is delayed, while engagement of the 
HDR mediator cluster in DSB repair is aborted, promoting a 
divergent DSB repair pathway, generation of massive 
chromosomal alteration and reproductive tumor clonogen 
demise. Scavenging of ROS with the SOD-mimetic tempol 
reversed the loss-of-function HDR and tumor cell lethality, 
aborting tumor cure by SDRT. We define I/R-mediated loss-
of-function HDR as the detrimental SDRT damage response, 
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conferring synthetic tumor clonogen lethality, with far 
reaching clinical implications.  
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Purpose: The main focus of the present study is to investigate 
dose enhancement effects in presence of gold nanoparticles 
(AuNPs) in proton delivery site of the ocular melanoma by the 
use of fixed pencil beam method associated with the Harvard 
ocular nozzle in a series of Monte Carlo simulations. 
Moreover, this paper also aims to present a comparison of 
the obtained results between the actual eye model, 
consisting of all sections of the eye and realistic compositions 
in the presence of AuNPs, and in the exact same organ, albeit 
in privation of the mentioned material.  
Materials and Methods: Previous Monte-Carlo simulations 
have strained to acquire the same results obtained through 
latest experiments that have considered dose enhancement 
effects of proton treatments with existence of AuNPs, but to 
no avail; thus, multiple simulation codes such as MCNP, 
GEANT4, and FLUKA have been taken into account to insure 
the least possible deviation from in vivo findings. Rigorous 
libraries and models have been used, and all physical 
processes involved have been accounted for.Furthermore, for 
the sake of accuracy, the production of the most probable 
secondary particles due to interactions with matter has also 
been examined.Contribution to dose enhancement effects 
are due to stopping losses, coulomb interactions, and elastic 
and non-elastic collisions of proton itself, as well as from 
secondary particles that are produced in mentioned 
processes.  
Results and Conclusions: The attempt of such paper is to shed 
light on the endless possibilities of escalating the efficiency 
of medical endeavors through interdisciplinary methods 
which combine various aspects of science and technology to 
attain desired results. 
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Introduction: In this preliminary work, we developped a 
method to phenotype and analyse the tumour infiltrating 
immune cells (TIICs) and identified tertiary lymphoid 
structures (TLS) as potential immune reservoir in 
lslKrasG12D P53fl/fl mice model. As radiotherapy as been 
described to act on the recruitment, removal, 
reorganisation, repolarisation and activation of immune cells 
(1), our final goal will be to define optimal radiotherapy 
scheme to stimulate immune response. 
Material & method: lslKrasG12D P53fl/fl mice were used 
and tumours genenerated by intratracheal admnistration 
of LentiCre to generate numerous widespread lung 
autochonous tumours. Those were macrodissected, 
weighed and measured to analyse TIICs with a 16 colours 
facs pannel. TLS were identified, anayzed in serial lung 
sections and the TLS/ tumors ratio was assessed. Both 
TIICs and TLS were studied with IHC and/or IF. (B220, 
LY6G, CD3, Lyve1, Prox1, CD163, CD68, KI67, CXCR4, 
Ecadhérin, CD205). 
Results: Size of tumors positively correlated with high 
amount of CD80- macrophages/monocytes, MDSCs and 
Tregs, but was inversely proportionnal with the amount of 
NK1.1+, B220+, Ly6g+ cells and CD8/FoxP3 ratio. 
Histological analysis showed that immune cells were not 
strongly infiltrating tumors but located in aggregates 

defined as TLS in the vincinity of tumours and were mostly 
composed of B220+ cells and CD163+ macrophages.. TLS 
were approximately 50 uM sized and the tumour/TLS ratio 
was heteroeneous on 4um section, ranging from 0,5 to 
6,6. However, TLS were not observed in tumour-free 
control KP mouse. 
Conclusion: TLS are a known good prognosis factor in 
human lung cancer (2) and consistently with a recent 
publication (3) we report TLS infiltrates in tumour bearing 
KP mouse. Our hypothesis is that TLS may promote anti-
tumour immunity upon radiotherapy and is currently 
being tested using conventionnal and flash radiotherapy. 
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Purpose: The Center for Proton Therapy (CPT) of the Paul 
Scherrer Institute has a long history of technical innovation 
and development in the field of proton therapy and related 
quality assurance (QA) [1]. The unique integration of QA 
equipment for the second proton pencil beam scanning (PBS) 
gantry built at the CPT [2], Gantry2, allows extensive 
diagnostic of the treatment unit for performance 
improvement. Here we present our latest developments in 
detection systems and their performance for daily QA for 
PBS. 
Method: The daily QA equipment developed for Gantry2 
consists of a multi-layer ionization chamber (MLIC), a strip 
ionization chamber and two calibrated ionization chambers 
for dose measurement. The signals from the MLIC and strip 
monitor are first digitized by a multi-channel current-to-
frequency converter (TERA06 chip [3]) and then processed by 
detector specific electronics (DSE) modules designed at CPT. 
The DSE is fully integrated into the Gantry2 system, allowing 
recording of the data from external detectors for each 
delivered spot. The data recorded from November 2013 to 
October 2015 with Gantry2 consists of a set of comprehensive 
daily measurements for the proton energies, spots delivery 
parameters (size, shape, and parallelism) and dose 
measurements. 
Results: The results from the different detectors provide 
critical information about the performance of our treatment 
system. The range measurement shows a deviation of less 
than 0.5 mm water equivalent thickness (WET) over 115 
energies between 70 MeV and 230 MeV on a daily basis. This 
illustrates the good reliability of the beam delivery system. 
We compare two different MLIC systems with a water-based 
range measurement device as reference. The mean deviation 
of range between the devices is lower than 0.8 mm WET. The 
spot position during delivery provides crucial information 
about the stability of the gantry massive structure. 
Correlation between the gantry angle and the position of 
spots are clearly established. The results are all well within 
clinical tolerances. 
Conclusions: The in-house developed QA detectors and their 
integration into the Gantry2 system has provided unique 
possibilities for comprehensive and efficient daily QA. The 
results show the strong points of both the Gantry2 systems 
and the equipment developed in-house, such as the stability 
of the daily range measurements. The results are being used 
to draft the next, improved generation of QA devices at the 
CPT for new PBS techniques. 
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Purpose: Ion beam radiotherapy exploits the advantageous 
shape of the Bragg curve, resulting in conformal dose 
distributions. Helium ions, being heavier than protons, 
exhibit lower scattering than protons. Moreover, their lower 
charge leads to lower biological effectiveness when 
compared to carbon ions. These characteristics make helium 
ions attractive for future radiotherapy, especially for 
pediatric patients. However, before helium ions can be 
implemented in the clinical practice, it is necessary to obtain 
further information on the nuclear interactions between 
beam particles and patient tissues. Particularly important 
factors are the attenuation of primary ions fluence and the 
amount of arising secondary fragments. This information is an 
important input for biological models employed in treatment 
planning. In this contribution we present a novel method for 
measurement and identification of ions in mixed helium 
beams. 
Materials and methods: Measurements were performed at the 
Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT) in Germany. 
Abundance of helium ions and lighter fragments arising in 
PMMA, water, and different tissue-equivalent materials were 
investigated. Single particles were detected using the highly 
pixelized (55 µm) semiconductor detector Timepix [1], 
developed by the Medipix Collaboration at CERN. Its sensitive 
volume consists of a 300 µm thick silicon layer with an area 
of 1.4x1.4 cm². Timepix detectors were placed perpendicular 
to the helium beam. The first of them in front of the target 
served for monitoring of single incoming particles. The 
second one behind the target was used to register helium 
ions and fragments. The information on the time coincidence 
between the two detectors enabled us to relate the 
outcoming particles to single incoming helium ions.  
Results: Pattern recognition [2] of the single particle signals 
was found to be capable of distinguishing between helium 
ions and lighter fragments, as shown in Fig.1.  
The numbers of helium ions and fragments behind the used 
targets were quantified. As expected, we found an increasing 
amount of fragments and a decreasing amount of helium ions 
for increasing the thickness of PMMA targets. Furthermore, a 
comparison of measurements behind PMMA and water 
targets, with the same water-equivalent thicknesses, shows 
that the numbers of helium ions and fragments agree rather 
well for thin targets while greater differences were found for 
thicker targets.  
Conclusion: The small and versatile Timepix detectors allow 
to investigate the abundance of different ion types in helium 
ion beams. The whole setup is about two orders of magnitude 
smaller than previously used apparati based on time-of-flight 
measurements. This method is promising to acquire large 
data sets on helium nuclear interactions and thus improve 
the treatment planning in helium radiotherapy. 
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Fig. 1: “Pattern recognition” analysis of a mixed helium ion 
beam, with an initial energy of 220 MeV/u, arising behind a 
PMMA phantom of 24.5 cm thickness.  
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During the last two decades spectacular advances in medical 
imaging of anatomy and physiology, and medical radiation 
physics as well as in computer sciences have made it possible 
to deliver radiation doses to a predefined target with 
unprecedented precision. This holds for both photon and ion-
beam therapy with fluence modulation. The latest generation 
of ion-beam delivery systems based on pencil beam scanning, 
which is the new standard, combines highest conformity with 
optimal organ at risk sparing. On the other hand, an essential 
characteristic of ion treatment plans is their intrinsic 
sensitivity to temporal anatomic changes since tissue density 
can deteriorate a good proton or ion dose distribution.  
The multifaceted new paradigms of image guided and 
(biologically) adaptive radiotherapy motivated many recent 
technological developments or new treatment concepts. For 
example, image guidance by magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) has lead to new beam delivery units where an MR is 
combined with a linear accelerator or a cobalt sources for 
photon beam therapy. The MR guidance paradigm from 
photon beam therapy is also influencing proton beam 
research. The new treatment concept of dose painting, 
where tumor sub-volumes with a potential resistance are 
visualized via functional imaging and are boosted with an 
extra dose, has also its origin in the photon community but 
ion-beam are probably the ultimate brushes for dose 
painting.  
One great challenge in image guided and (biologically) 
adaptive radiotherapy remains however to detect, assess, 
delineate, and track this target with the same precision and 
to respond to changes in the target volume during the course 
of the treatment, both with respect to changes in time and 
space. In this context medical image processing has become 
an important research field. Moreover, “missing links” have 
hampered the widespread clinical implementation and 
validation of new developments.  
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Another challenge for the clinical implementation of 
adaptive treatments is linked to treatment planning and 
quality assurance, with the associated workload that is 
directly linked to the patient numbers. For treatment 
planning, first generation systems for automated planning 
already exist, with minimal user interaction tested under 
clinical scenarios. With respect to quality assurance there is 
a move from patient specific QA towards more stringent 
machine specific QA, and from reactive to proactive 
procedures utilizing electronic data. Verifying range in ion-
beam therapy is a very specific QA procedure but 
complementary. 
The overarching challenges ahead for image guided and 
(biologically) adaptive radiotherapy are similar for both 
photon and ion-beam therapy, although each branch has its 
own detailed issues to be solved. The era of technological 
developments turns into the era of clinical implementation, 
which necessitates the intensification of interdisciplinary 
collaboration.  
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Purpose: The purpose of this work is the understanding of 
image partitioning due to Time of Flight (TOF) in PET raw 
data, as extracted from commercial PET-CT scanners without 
confidential information from the vendors. The work 
complements the geometrical characterization of PET raw 
data in terms of image and sinogram correspondence, as 
reported in [1]. This characterization enables 
implementation of vendor independent TOF 3D 
reconstruction algorithms for Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
enhancement in extremely low count statistics imaging 
scenarios, as encountered in off-line PET-based treatment 
verification in ion beam therapy [2] 
Materials/methods: Seven point sources, placed in different 
trans-axial positions (x,y) of the Field of View (FOV) are 
acquired with a commercial PET-CT scanner (Siemens 
Biograph mCT) installed at the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy 
Center (Germany). PET raw data are organized in b TOF bins, 
where b=1:13. Each TOF bin is a sinogram parameterized in 
(p,θ,φ), collecting PET counts as a function of projection line 
p, azimuthal projection angle θ and polar angle φ. The 
method relies on the hypothesis that the unknown image 
partitioning coincides with half ring-shaped regions within 
the FOV, in addition to the first TOF bin that corresponds to 
the central full ring-shaped region, as depicted in Fig. 1 
(Panel B). Hence, given a point source in (x,y), the image 
partitioning is exclusively encoded in the projection angle θ. 
For each point source, the fraction of PET counts in each b as 
a function of θ is calculated (fb(θ)). The intersection of fb(θ) 
along θ for adjacent b defines the projection angle encoding 
the region interface. Then, the radial position  

 
 
 

relevant to the interface is calculated according to the 
source-to-detector distance (d(θ)): 
 

Median and standard deviations of d(θ) for the different point 
sources are calculated. 
Results: In Fig. 1 (Panel A), fb(θ) is reported for four different 
point sources. The mean values of radial partitioning resulted 
in ≈26 pixels for the first TOF bin, which coincides with the 
ray of the central full ring-shaped region, and ≈46 pixels for 
the second and the third TOF bins. The approximation 
depends on the adopted fitting to determine the fb(θ) 
intersections. For external TOF bins, the estimation resulted 
affected by large standard deviations because of noise due to 
reduced number of PET counts. 
Conclusions: In PET-based treatment verification, PET 
activity is distributed in proximity of the tumor target, which 
is typically centered in the FOV. In future investigations, to 
additionally increase the SNR of the image obtained from 
TOF 3D reconstruction, external TOF bins (b>5) will be 
intentionally neglected since they contain noisy PET counts 
coming from scatter (which has a TOF dependency [3]) and 
random contributions. 
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Purpose: This work proposes a novel method for spatial 
resolution enhancement of proton radiographies acquired 
with raster scanning and integration-mode detectors. The 
method, called enhanced integration-mode (EI-mode), simply 
relies on statistical interplay between adjacent raster points 
due to finite beam spot size and multiple Coulomb scattering 
(MCS). The aim is to investigate the performance of the 
proposed method for a simple and cost-effective integration-
mode configuration as alternative to widely investigated list-
mode detectors with broad beams. 
Materials/methods: With integration-mode the residual range 
information, or water equivalent thickness (WET), is obtained 
from multiple ions belonging to the same pencil beam, 
without single particle tracking. The integrated signal is 
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numerically modeled as a combination of multiple Bragg peak 
signals and linear decomposition can disentangle different 
WET contributions, thus building up WET histogram at each 
raster point. 
The Gaussian model of the lateral pencil beam profile is 
calculated for each raster point as convolution between 
beam spot and MCS models, thus defining a neighborhood on 
the radiography space. The MCS model is based on WET with 
maximum probability, typically considered in integration-
mode. The integral of the WET histogram is normalized to 
unity, thus expressing WET probability. The WET probability, 
originally assigned to the raster point, is spatially distributed 
based on corresponding WET probabilities of adjacent raster 
points, weighted according to the Gaussian model of beam 
intensity. 
Quantification is performed in comparison with list-mode in 
radiography space, prior to image reconstruction. Analytical 
and Monte Carlo simulations of proton radiographies for 
phantom and Computed Tomography (CT) patient data are 
considered. 
Results: The enhancement of spatial resolution from IE-mode 
with respect to list-mode is observable in Fig.1. The method 
does not modify the typical integration-mode radiography 
based on WET with maximum probability for each raster 
point, unless at the edges where the neighborhood is not 
centered at the raster point position (Fig.1). On analytical 
simulations, WET root mean square difference of IE-mode 
with respect to list-mode is 9.39±0.83 mm. On Monte Carlo 
simulations of patient data this difference is reduced down to 
3 mm because of absence of sharp anatomical details in CT 
data. 
Conclusions: The redundancy of information collected by 
integration-mode detector offers possibilities to enhance 
spatial resolution. Similar to list-mode radiographies, the 
spatial resolution will be optimized by tomographic image 
reconstruction algorithms embedding this spatial 
information. Quantification will be performed in both 
radiography end tomography spaces, with respect to MCS-
free gold standard. 
Keywords: Proton radiography and tomography, integration-
mode and list-mode configurations, spatial resolution 
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Purpose: Nowadays devices based on the detection of nuclear 
and electromagnetic radiation are in common use for the 
diagnosis of the interior of the human body.  The most 
technologically advanced are positron emission tomography 
(PET), computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI).  In order to enhance diagnostic capabilities 
PET and MRI devices were combined into a single hybrid 
device providing an access to both metabolic and 
morphological information during a single examination. 
Typically the PET detectors are placed inside the diagnostic 
tunnel of the MR scanner. In spite of a possibility of the 
whole body and simultaneous PET and MR imaging the 
problem of the local MR transmit-receiver (transceiver) coils 
use still remains. Such coils are designed to be close to the 
imaged object, thus enhancing the MR image quality in 
comparison to the whole body coil use that is built in the MR 
scanner. 
The coils are made of plastic parts and metal conductors 
which are on the way of gamma quanta flying from the 
annihilation point in the patients body to the scintillating 
material. This fact could cause the worsening of a spatial 
resolution of the PET diagnostic images, as the field-of-view 
(FOV) for the PET detectors is limited and gamma quanta 
scattering increases.  
Material and methods: Therefore, it would be favorable to 
construct a single device consisting of a wire transmit-
receive MR antenna integrated with the PET detectors that 
are able to register gamma quanta simultaneously with the 
magnetic resonance scan without mutual disturbance 
between the two detection systems and limiting the loses of 
images quality met so far.  
We propose a solution based on a strip TOF-PET tomograph 
concept [1] comprising multiple PET detection modules, built 
from polymer scintillation strip ended with silicon 
photodetectors, arranged circumferentially inside the 
working volume of the MRI local transceiver coil. The 
adaptive of the polymer scintillators in both shape and size 
properties allows for a use of a standard MRI coils 
constructions to be combined with PET detection system with 
only a minor changes in the overall MRI coil dimensions, that 
do not influence the coil shape, geometry and material 
properties optimized so far.  
The detection electronics based on silicon photodetectors 
and digital signal processing system [2] will operate in high 
static magnetic fields as well as radiofrequency waves 
environment of MR scanner, for instance. Such hybrid coil 
could be used in existing MRI systems extending its 
functionality by the PET imaging feature.  
Conclusions: In the presentation the problem of local MR coils 
use in PET detectors will be introduced referring to the 
technology developed so far, underlying its weaknesses and 
limitations. Starting with the strip TOF-PET concept the idea 
of hybrid PET/MR local coil construction will be presented in 
details emphasizing the advantages over the former solutions 
[3].   
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Purpose: to analyze treatment outcome following Single-Dose 
Image-Guided Radiotherapy (SDRT) using PERCIST criteria 
based on 18-F-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose PET Standardized 
Uptake Value (SUVmax) assessments in patients with limited 
extra-cranial metastatic disease. 
Methods and Materials: 259 lesions in 101 consecutive 
patients with early metastatic disease with less than five 
lesions at initial presentation (mean 2.1, range 1-5 lesions) 
were treated between November 2011 and March 2015 with 
SDRT. Mean and median PTV volume were 40.6 and 18.1 cm3 

(range, 1.3-339), respectively. PTV prescription dose was 
24Gy. Of the 101 patients, 56 (55%) of had a solitary 
metastasis at the time of first treatment. While the majority 
of the patients received only one treatment, 27% (27/101) 
received additional treatments (mean 1.4, median 1 range, 
1-7) for relapses elsewhere. Thus, the mean number of 
lesions for the entire population was 2.6 (range, 1-13). 
SUVmax were acquired at the time of FDG-PET/CT planning 
before SDRT, at 3 and 6 months post-treatment and every 6 
months thereafter. Treatment outcome was assessed by 
PERCIST criteria, with metabolic relapse defined as any 
increase of SUVmax >20% above nadir level. All metabolic 
relapses were confirmed by morphologic imaging. Lesions had 
a minimum of 2 post-treatment scans (mean 4; range 2-11) 
with a minimum follow-up of 6 months.  
Results: actuarial 2- and 3-year overall survival for this 
cohort were 71% and 64%, respectively.  At a median follow-
up of 16.1 months (range, 6.7- 43.5 months), 6% (15/259) of 
lesions developed PERCIST failure within the irradiated 
region yielding a 3-year actuarial freedom of local relapse of 
90%. Mean time to local relapse was 9 months. All 
recurrences occurred within the first 19 months. The mean 
percentage increase in SUVmax in relapsing lesions was 429% 
(range, 28% - 2530%). The mean and median baseline SUVmax 

were 8.9 and 6.9, respectively (range, 0.7-52.0). At 3 months 
post-SDRT, 15% (40/259) of the lesions had a >90% reduction 
in SUVmax (PERCIST complete metabolic response). SUVmax 
declines >75% (ΔSUVmax >75%) was significantly associated with 
freedom from metabolic relapse at 3 years (p = 0.02). Lesions 
with with ΔSUVmax >75% had 94% local control at 36 months vs. 
77% for ΔSUVmax ≤75%. On univariate analysis, no correlation 
was found with primary tumor histology, metastasis site, PTV 
volume or ongoing systemic treatment and the likelihood of 
local relapse free survival. 
Conclusion: These results confirm that high dose SDRT 
provides long-term local relapse-free survival using objective 
PERCIST therapeutic response criteria in patients with early 
metastatic disease. Additionally, they provide preliminary 
evidence that an early evaluation in metabolic changes post-
SDRT may serve as a useful prognostic tool in the assessment 
of lesions treated with ablative intent.  
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Purpose: Among the large number of radionuclides of medical 
interest, Sc-44 is promising for PET imaging. Either the Sc-
44g or the Sc-44m can be used for such applications, 
depending on the molecule used as vector. This study 
compares the production rates of both Sc-44 states, when 
protons or deuterons are used as projectiles on an enriched 
calcium-44 target for 3 scenarios: the production of Sc-44g 
for conventional PET imaging, its production for the new 3 γ 
imaging technique developed at the SUBATECH laboratory 
and the production of Sc-44m to be used as Sc-44m/Sc-44g in 
vivo generator for antibody labelling. 
Materials/methods: Experimental production cross section 
have been measured up to 34 MeV for the Ca-44(d,2n)Sc-
44m,Sc-44g reactions, using the stacked-foil technique [1] 
and gamma-spectrometry, at the ARRONAX cyclotron [2]. The 
stacks were made of Ca-44CO3 as targets and aluminum foils 
as degraders. Monitor foils were made of natural titanium in 
order to use the IAEA recommended cross section of the Ti-
nat(d,x)V-48 reaction. Some results on the production of K-
42,43 and Sc-43 have also been obtained but not in all the 
targets as the main objective was first to properly measure 
the activity of Sc-44m and Sc-44g. The results are compared 
with the TALYS code [3] version 1.6. Based on these 
experimental data, the Thick-Target production Yields (TTY) 
of Sc-44m and Sc-44g are calculated and compared with 
those for the proton route for the 3 scenarios [4]. 
Results: Experimental cross section values have been 
obtained for the first time for Ca-44(d,2n)Sc-44m,Sc-44g 
reactions with some information on Sc-43 and K-42,43 also 
produced during the irradiation. The TALYS results are close 
to the experimental values for the Ca-44(p,n) and Ca-
44(d,2n) reactions whereas it is not able to reproduce the 
data for the production of potassium isotopes. Our new 
experimental results have shown that the Sc-44m/Sc-44g 
cross section and TTY ratios are higher with deuterons than 
with protons, whatever the incident beam energy. 
Conclusions: This study shows that the use of a proton beam 
is the best choice, as compared to deuterons, to produce Sc-
44g for PET imaging using peptides or small molecules with 
rapid distribution in the body. For the 3 γ imaging technique, 
Sc-44g has to be produced with protons of 15 MeV to limit the 
background generated by Sc-44m and Sc-43 decay. The 
production of the Sc-44m to be used as Sc-44m/Sc-44g in vivo 
generator for antibody labelling required the highest Sc-44m 
production rate, with a limited amount of Sc-44g directly 
produced. The production of Sc-44m is advantageous with 
deuterons as projectiles, using a calcium-44 carbonate 
target. Sc-44m can be produced with a 15 MeV deuteron. A 
higher amount of Sc-44m is produced with a 30 MeV deuteron 
beam and some cooling time, before the extraction and 
separation processes, allows to significantly reduce the 
contribution of directly produced Sc-44g and Sc-43. 
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Purpose: With the recent interest on the theranostic 
approach, there has been a renewed interest for alternative 
radionuclides in nuclear medicine. They can be produced 
using common production routes using protons accelerated by 
biomedical cyclotrons or neutrons produced in research 
reactors. However, in some cases, it can be more valuable to 
use deuterons as projectiles.  
The aim of this study is to illustrate the interest of using 
deuterons as projectiles to produce alternative radionuclides 
for medical applications. For that purpose, three examples 
have been chosen according to the fact that these 
radionuclides are produced using deuterons: production of 
Cu-64, Sc-44m and Re-186.  
Materials/methods: For each radionuclide of interest, 
production yields have been calculated using experimental 
data from the literature when they exist or calculated value 
obtained using the TALYS 1.6 code [1] when no experimental 
data is available or for stable element. In some cases, new 
experimental production cross section have been measured 
[2, 3] at our facility [4]. 
Results: New set of cross sections have been obtained for 
natW(d,x)186Re and for 44Ca(d,n)44Sc using the stacked foil 
technique. Thick target yield for deuteron induced and 
proton induced reaction have been calculated and compared 
with yield obtained real production run. 
In the case of Cu-64, smaller quantities of the expensive 
target material, Ni-64, are used with deuterons as compared 
with protons for the same produced activity. For the Sc-
44m/Sc-44g generator, deuterons afford a higher Sc-44m 
production yield than with protons. Finally, in the case of Re-
186g, deuterons lead to a production yield three times higher 
than protons.    
Conclusions: These three examples show that it is of interest 
to consider not only protons or neutrons but also deuterons 
to produce alternative radionuclides. At the Arronax facility 
where deuteron beams are available with energy ranging 
from 15 MeV to 34 MeV, Cu-64 and Sc-44 are produced using 
16 MeV deuterons. In the future Re-186 will also be 
considered for production using deuteron beams.  
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Telomerase reactivation is essential for telomere 
maintenance in human cancer cells ensuring indefinite 
proliferation. Targeting telomere homeostasis has become 
one of the promising strategies in the therapeutic 
management of tumours. One major potential drawback, 
however, is the time lag between telomerase inhibition and 
critically shortened telomeres triggering cell death, allowing 
cancer cells to acquire drug resistance. Dysfunctional 
telomeres, resulting from the loss of telomeric DNA repeats 
or the loss of function of telomere-associated proteins trigger 
DNA damage responses similar to that observed for double 
strand breaks. We have recently shown that inhibition of DNA 
repair protein and telomerase renders cells more sensitive to 
DNA damaging agent. In addition to the disruption of 
telomere length maintenance, telomerase inhibition 
decreased tumour cell viability, induced cell cycle arrest and 
DNA damage. Repair of telomerase inhibitor-induced DNA 
damage involved activation of DNA-PKcs protein with 
inhibition of DNA-PKcs activity causing delay in the repair of 
induced DNA damage. Additionally, telomere dysfunctional 
foci were more detectable in DNA-PKcs deficient cancer cells 
as compared to DNA-PKcs proficient cells. The observed 
therapeutic potential in the cancer tumour cells improved 
when they were combined with the inhibition of certain 
selective DNA repair factors (such as PARP-1 and DNA-PKcs). 
We have also observed the radio-sensitisation potential of 
these telomerase inhibitors in selected human tumour cells. 
Taken together, our in vitro studies in cancer cells 
demonstrate that inhibition of DNA repair pathways and that 
of telomerase could be an alternative strategy to enhance 
anti-tumour effects and circumvent the possibility of drug 
resistance. 
 
Keywords: Biology, Telomerase Inhibition, DNA repair 
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Radiotherapy plays an important role in the treatment of 
pelvic tumors. The advances in patients’ prognosis come at 
the expense of radiation-induced toxicity. Progressive cell 
depletion and inflammation are the leading mechanisms of 
acute toxicity which is observed during or shortly after 
treatment. The pathogenetic pathways of late toxicity, 
developing 90 days after the onset of radiotherapy, are more 
complex and involve processes such as vascular sclerosis and 
fibrosis. Since many patients have become long-term 
survivors, awareness and recognition of treatment-related 
toxicity has gained in importance and increased efforts are 
made for its prevention and management.  
Technical innovations contribute to a reduction in 
radiotherapy-associated toxicity. The steep dose gradients of 
highly-conformal radiotherapy techniques allow for an 
accurate dose delivery with optimal sparing of the normal 
tissues. Several studies have demonstrated the dosimetrical 
benefit of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and 
volumetric modulated radiotherapy (VMAT) compared to 
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conventional radiotherapy techniques. It has been shown that 
the dosimetrical benefit of IMRT translated into a clinically 
significant reduction in lower gastrointestinal toxicity 
compared with three-field conventional radiotherapy. MRI-
linacs and proton therapy are likely to broaden the 
therapeutic window further in the near future. Prone 
positioning on a bellyboard reduces small bowel toxicity by 
pushing away the small bowel loops from the high dose 
region. Image-guided radiotherapy allows for an accurate 
definition, localization and monitoring of tumor position, size 
and shape before and during treatment and may help to 
reduce set-up margins.  
Small randomized controlled trials have shown that the 
administration of several agents might have a beneficial 
effect for the prevention of acute (e.g. intrarectal 
amifostine, oral sulfasalazine and balsalazide) and/or late-
onset radiation-induced toxicity (intrarectal beclomethasone 
and oral probiotics). Once severe toxicity develops, total 
replacement of the diet with elemental formula may be 
appropriate. Probiotics influence the bacterial microflora and 
seem promising in reducing the incidence and severity of 
radiation-induced diarrhea. Currently there is insufficient 
evidence for cytoprotective and anti-inflammatory drugs in 
the management of radiation-induced toxicity. Future 
challenges lie in the prediction of treatment-related toxicity, 
which might be a promising step towards an individualized 
risk-adapted treatment.  
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Lessons from translational research in EORTC glioma trials 
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Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common and most malignant 
primary brain tumor in adults with a dismal prognosis of 15 to 
18 months and few therapeutic options. GBM are notorious 
for their resistance to therapies, likely due to a plethora of 
genetic and epigenetic alterations affecting multiple cancer 
relevant pathways conferring enhanced adaptive plasticity to 
tumor cells. The addition of concomitant and adjuvant 
temozolomide to radiotherapy has been introduced 10 years 
ago based on the pivotal EORTC-NCIC trial. At the same time, 
the predictive value of promoter methylation of the repair 
gene MGMT for benefit from the alkylating agent 
temozolomide has been established. Despite efforts in 
developing targeted agents this combination therapy is still 
the current the standard of care. Clinical trials have used the 
combination therapy as backbone and added new drugs, 
immunotherapies, or use of devices. Or, in a second strategy, 
patients were selected according to their MGMT status. 
MGMT unmethylated patients who basically do not profit 
from alkylating agent therapy can be entered into trials 
omitting temozolomide. This allows avoiding unnecessary 
toxicity, thereby enhancing chances for new drugs and 
providing new options for patients with a particularly bad 
prognosis. Advances of molecular techniques have led to 
discovery of new genetic and epigenetic alterations with 
prognostic and predictive value that have changed tumor 
classification, in particular in lower grade gliomas. This 
emphasizes the importance of collection of tumor tissue 
within clinical trials to test respective markers that need to 
be taken into account when analyzing completed trials or 
devising new strategies for clinical trials. Druggable 
mutations are usually only present in a relatively small subset 
of patients, a fact that is observed across tumor types. 
Therefore, in a new strategy the EORTC has launched the 
SPECTA program – allowing for efficient biomarker screening 
across all tumor types for improving access to molecularly 
driven and transversal clinical trials. SPECTAbrain will open 
in January. 
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The growth and development of solid tumours requires an 
adequate supply of oxygen and nutrients. Initially this is 
obtained from the vascular supply of the normal tissue in 
which the tumour arises. However, the demands of the 
growing tumour mass soon exceed the supply from this source 
and further growth is only possible if the tumour forms its 
own blood supply from the host vessels via the process of 
angiogenesis. This significance of the tumour neo-vasculature 
makes it an excellent target and two approaches have now 
emerged. These are the more popular use of drugs that 
inhibit the angiogenesis process and the less popular use of 
agents that disrupt the already established tumour 
vasculature. This latter approach actually has a much longer 
history than angiogenesis inhibitors. Indeed, the first vascular 
disrupting agent (VDA) investigated as an anti-tumour agent 
was colchicine back in the 1930s. Although it was shown to 
possess significant anti-tumour activity in both pre-clinical 
and clinical studies, it was also found to have substantial 
systemic toxicity. Later agents with VDA activity were also 
very toxic. This changed in the 1980s when combretastatin A-
4 phosphate (fosbretabulin) was developed from products 
isolated from the bark of the African Bush Willow and found 
to have anti-tumour activity at doses well below those that 
caused systemic toxicity. Numerous other VDAs have since 
been developed with similar anti-tumour/toxicity profiles 
and many are under clinical evaluation. These include 
fosbretabulin, ombrabulin, crinobulin, and plinabulin. 
Although the vascular damage induced by VDAs can be severe 
and translates into a significant inhibition of tumour growth, 
it is never sufficient to induce tumour control, thus the 
potential of VDAs is not when used alone but when combined 
with conventional radiation or chemotherapy. Drug, timing, 
and sequencing are critical in such combinations. For 
radiation, pre-clinical studies performed using optimum 
conditions have shown a variety of different VDAs to be 
capable of significantly improving tumour response when the 
radiation is administered either as single treatments or in 
more clinically relevant fractionated and stereotactic 
schedules. Limited normal tissue studies, using both early 
and late responding endpoints, suggest no enhancement of 
radiation damage, thus a therapeutic benefit is observed. In 
this review we will briefly discuss the development of VDAs 
and the current status of both pre-clinical and clinical 
studies. 
Key words: Vascular disrupting agents, radiation, pre-
clinical/clinical studies. 
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Purpose: In proton therapy, anatomical changes may cause 
considerable deterioration of the delivered dose 
distributions. Transmission-based treatment verification is 
generally not possible, making three-dimensional (3D) 
dosimetry a promising tool for verification of the delivered 
dose. However, solid state 3D detectors have shown 
significant problems related to linear-energy-transfer 
dependent quenching in particle beams – an under-response 
of the signal in the Bragg peak. A new deformable, silicone-
based, radiochromic 3D dosimeter has recently been 
developed by our group. The aim of this study was to perform 
the first proton beam experiments with this detector. Special 
attention was given to the quenching and dose-rate 
dependencies in general, relating these effects to the 
chemical composition of the dosimeter.  
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Material/methods: Dosimeters (1 x 1 x 4.5 cm3) of varying 
chemical compositions were produced. They contained leuco-
malachite green (LMG) dye as the active component, 
chloroform and silicone elastomer.  
Twelve different batches were irradiated with 60 MeV proton 
beams, using a 40 mm circular collimator, to different doses 
(0 – 30 Gy). Irradiations were performed with both a low and 
a high dose rate (0.23 and 0.55 Gy/s). For comparison, 
depth–dose distributions were measured in water with a 
Markus-type, plane-parallel ionization chamber. 
Simultaneously, dosimeters from the same batches were 
irradiated with 6 MV photon beams in a 10 cm square field on 
a linear accelerator. 
All dosimeters were read out before irradiation and four 
hours after, at a wavelength of 635 nm. The read-out was 
performed with a home-built 1D-scanner with a depth 
resolution of 0.2 mm for the proton irradiated dosimeters, 
while a spectrophotometer was used for the photon read-out. 
The dose-rate dependency was compared for proton and 
photon irradiations. The ratio of Bragg-peak to plateau 
response (at 1 cm) was compared between batches. 
Results: The effect of lowering the dose rate was similar for 
proton and photon beams, although the beam qualities were 
different. The dose response was higher at a low dose rate, 
but at increasing dye concentration the effect was reduced. 
Significant under-response was observed in the Bragg peak. 
The peak-to-plateau ratio was improved from (2.5 ± 0.1) to 
(3.0 ± 0.04) by increasing the dye concentration from 0.1 to 
0.3 % (w/w). By increasing the curing-agent concentration 
from 5 to 9 % (w/w), the ratio further improved to (3.7 ± 0.4) 
and (3.5 ± 0.1) for the same respective dye concentrations.  
Conclusion: The 3D radiochromic silicone based dosimeter 
has for the first time been investigated in proton beams, and 
it was demonstrated that chemical modifications could 
influence the dosimeter response. 
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Purpose: There is interest in the particle therapy community 
to use prompt gammas (PG), a natural byproduct of particle 
treatment, for range verification and eventually dose control 
(Knopf et al. 2015). However, PG production is a rare process 
and therefore estimating PGs exiting a patient during a 
proton treatment plan executed by a Monte-Carlo simulation 
converges slowly. Recently, different approaches to 
accelerating the estimation of PG yield have been presented. 
Sterpin et al. (2015) described an analytic method that is 
about to be implemented in a commercial product, but has 
as drawback sensitivity to heterogeneities. Kanawati et al. 
(2015) described a variance reduction method (pgTLE) that 

accelerates the PG estimation by precomputing PG 
production probabilities as a function of energy and target 
materials, but has as drawback that it only works for 
analytical phantoms. 
Materials/Methods: We present a two-stage method, 
voxellized pgTLE (vpgTLE) that extends pgTLE to voxellized 
volumes. PG production probabilities are precomputed once, 
stored, and reused. In stage one, we simulate the 
interactions between the treatment plan and the patient CT 
with low statistic MC to obtain the spatial and spectral 
distribution of the PGs. As primary particles are propagated 
throughout the patient CT, the PG yields are computed in 
each voxel from the initial database, as function of the 
current energy of the primary, the material in the voxel and 
the step length. The result is a voxellized PG yield image, 
normalized to a single primary. The second stage uses the 
intermediate PG image as a source to generate and 
propagate PGs throughout the rest of the scene geometry, 
e.g. into a detection device, proportional to the number of 
primaries desired. 
Results: We have achieved a global speed-up of around 103 
for a heterogeneous phantom, for a 2% relative uncertainty 
on the PG yield. The method agrees with a reference Monte 
Carlo simulation to within 1% at the level of 2% relative 
uncertainty on the PG. Preliminary work on a full simulation 
of a clinical spot-scanning treatment plan and a patient CT 
image indicates a similar gain factor. Gains per voxel range 
from 102 to 105. 
Conclusion: We presented a generic PG yield estimator, drop-
in usable with any geometry and beam configuration. We 
showed a gain of around three orders of magnitude compared 
to analog MC. With a large number of voxels and materials, 
memory consumption may be a concern and we will discuss 
the consequence and possible trade-offs. The method will be 
available in the next release of Gate. 
 
Keywords: variance reduction, track length estimator, Monte 
Carlo simulation, clinical proton therapy, particle therapy, 
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Metabolic Tumour Volume (MTV) is defined as the volume on 
FDG-PET/CT with increased FDG uptake. MTV has been shown 
to be of superior prognostic value compared to SUVmax in 
NSCLC. This study aims to explore the spatial overlap 
between CT-derived Gross Tumour Volume (GTV) and FDG-
PET/CT derived MTV. The second aim was to investigate the 
impact of this overlap on progression-free survival (PFS) and 
overall survival (OS). 
This was a single institution review performed in South 
Western Sydney, Australia. Inclusion criteria included proven 
NSCLC, stage I-III disease, radical radiotherapy and received 
PET imaging no more than 105 days before Tx. All FDG-PET 
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scans were from the mid-brain to proximal femora using a 
dedicated Philips Gemini GXL PET/CT scanner. If a 
patient underwent more than one FDG-PET/CT scan, the 
most recent available study was used for analysis. All FDG-
PET/CT data was reviewed on OsiriX (version 5.1.2). All 
metabolically active disease regions on FDG-PET/CT studies 
were manually contoured by consensus between a nuclear 
medicine physician  and a radiation oncologist. 
Spatial overlap between MTV and GTV was measured using 
the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) which was calculated in 
Matlab with CERR and in house scripts. The value of a DSC 
ranges from 0, indicating no spatial overlap between two 
volumes in spaces, to 1, indicating complete spatial overlap. 
Other geometric descriptors were also calculated including 
volume, centre of mass and dimension. Univariate Cox 
regression was used to determine whether DSC was 
associated with OS and PFS.  
Forty three patients were included in the study with a 
median age of 69 years (51-91). Median follow-up was 1.8 
years (0.6-6.1) with 29 patiens experiencing relapse, there 
were 13 patients alive at the time of analysis and 30 
deceased. The median value for the treated GTV volumes 
and the DSC was 77.4 (3.7-387.3) and 0.63 (0.18-0.86) 
respectively. The DSC was not found to be associated with 
PFS (p=0.85) or OS (p=0.70).  
 

 
Figure 2 Boxplot displaying values of Dice similarity 
coefficient for MTV and GTV 
 
Results in a small cohort show a moderate overlap between 
GTV and MTV, as represented by the DSC and that there is 
limited correlation between this and OS or PFS. Further 
investigation in a larger sample with modern treatment 
techniques (i.e. IMRT, VMAT and SBRT) will aid in clarifying 
the relationship, if any, between known clinical prognostic 
factors, novel metabolic parameters and the end-points of 
progression-free survival and overall survival. 
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Purpose: Biological effects of proton beam irradiation, 
despite their wide clinical use, are not well understood. In 
recent years some differences in DNA repair 
mechanisms[1][2], angiogenesis and metastatic potential 
between proton beam and X-ray radiation were 
described[3,4]. 
Materials/methods: Mel270 human uveal melanoma cells, 
derived from primary tumor, were irradiated with 1 – 5 Gy of 
X ray (300 kVp Phillips, 1Gy/min) or proton beam (58 MeV) 
from Proteus C-235 cyclotron. Cells were analysed for 
survival using both rate of proliferation and clonogenic assay. 
DNA damage was evaluated after 4 and 8 hours using 
immunofluorescence staining of γ-H2AX, 53BP1 (for double 
strand breaks) and XRCC1 (for single strand breaks) and 
detection with confocal microscopy. 
Results: Mel270 proliferation was slightly inhibited after 1 
Gy, and strongly inhibited after 5 Gy. RBE value for Mel270 
cells was determined. Staining of proteins showing DNA 
damage present several distinctive features.The foci of γ-
H2AX were bigger than the others. Two kinds of foci could be 
distinguished:1) with high colocalization preference, below 
1μm between foci; 2) random distribution, above 1μm 
between foci. The number of SSBs foci is higher at 4 than at 
8 h after irradiation.  
Conclusions: Low doses of proton beam irradiation and X rays 
damage DNA affecting the formation of foci indicating single 
and double strand breaks. The number of SSBs decreases with 
time. 
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Two charged particle accelerators are currently in operation 
at the Heavy Ion Laboratory, University of Warsaw (HIL UW): 
a K=160 isochronous cyclotron accelerating gaseous ions from 
He to Ar to energies from 2 to 10 MeV/nucleon and a high 
current medical p/d cyclotron, accelerating protons to an 
energy of 16 MeV and deuterons to an energy of 8 MeV. The 
alpha particle beam from the isochronous cyclotron and 
protons and deuterons from the medical cyclotron are 
currently used to produce research quantities of therapeutic 
and diagnostic radioisotopes. Occasionally, the C30 proton 
cyclotron at Świerk at National Centre for Nuclear Research 
is also employed. 
The present research program includes the production of the 
Targeted Alpha Therapy isotope 211At, the prospective PET 
radioisotopes 43Sc,44Sc and 44mSc and the positron generator 
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72Se/72As. An important research strand is also devoted to the 
alternative (in opposition to the classical reactor route via 
99Mo generator) accelerator production method of the most 
popular nuclear medicine radioisotope, 99mTc. The research 
on accelerator produced medical radioisotopes based on the 
HIL cyclotrons is conducted within a large collaboration, 
involving the Heavy Ion Laboratory, the University of Silesia, 
the Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology (INCT), 
POLATOM at the National Centre for Nuclear Research, the 
Centre of Biological and Chemical Research of the University 
of Warsaw and the Institute of Nuclear Physics in Kraków. 
After target preparation and irradiation the properties of the 
produced radioisotopes are first investigated at HIL via 
gamma-ray spectroscopy techniques and subsequently 
transported to INCT or POLATOM for further chemical 
investigations. Table below shows some of the obtained 
results. 
This research was supported by the Polish Founding Agency 
NCBiR grants ALTECH and SCANDPET. Discussion with and 
suggestions from Aleksander Bilewicz are greatly 
appreciated. Our thanks are also due to Jola Wojtkowska and 
Maciek Kisieliński for their help in the proton irradiations in 
Świerk. 
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TABLE I 
Investigated radioisotopes 
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The 44Sc isomeric pair has attracted a lot of attention in 
recent years as a candidate for various applications in 
nuclear medicine [1-6]. Colloquially speaking, this pair can 
be considered as an “ARRONAX” isotope, with applications in 
Three Photon PET techniques already suggested in 2007[1], 
and the 58 h high spin (6+) isomeric state, decaying by 99% IT 
to the 4 h (2+) ground state, as an in vivo generator discussed 
recently in Refs [4-6]. This ground state undergoes in turn 
predominantly the β+ decay to the 1157 keV excited state in 
44Ca. The previously investigated production of 44mSc using 
the deuteron beams is extended to alpha particle projectiles 
in the present work. It is well known that due to its larger 

mass and higher bombarding energy, the alpha particle 
transfers to the compound nucleus a larger angular 
momentum than lighter projectiles. Although the production 
efficiency (Thick Target Yield) of the high spin isomer is not 
much augmented with this projectile, the isomeric ratio is 
substantially increased (from 2.2% up to 10.9%, see table 
below) which should allow this isomer to be produced with a 
much lower contribution of the directly formed ground state 
decay; as discussed in previous references, this is very 
important for synthesis of the in vivo 44Sc generator. 
 
This research was supported by the Polish Funding Agency 
NCBiR grant SCANDPET. 
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TABLE I 
Thick Target Yield of 44gdSc (42CaCO3 or 41KCl targets) and the 
ratio of TTY of 44mSc/44gdSc for p, d and α projectiles 
estimated from Refs. 2-5 and the present work. 
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Purpose: Personalized medicine is greatly facilitated by 
predictive models. In order to successfully train predictive 
models, large volumes of patient data are required. These 
data are readily available from hospitals worldwide, 
however, sharing these data is hampered by ethical, 
political, administrative and legal boundaries. A method by 
which these boundaries can be circumvented is distributed 
learning. In a distributed learning approach, the model 
application is sent to each individual hospital that contains 
data. The model learns from the data at the hospital. 
Subsequently, the models are sent back from the hospitals to 
a central location. At the central location, the models are 
combined to form a model that has been trained on all data. 
In this work, we show that it is possible to train a Bayesian 
network using distributed learning on data from multiple 
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hospitals. The model predicts dyspnea, which is a common 
side effect of radiotherapy treatment of lung cancer.  
Materials/methods: Clinical data from 229 lung cancer 
patients, treated with curative intent with chemoradiation 
(CRT) or radiotherapy (RT) alone were collected and stored 
in 5 different medical institutes (123 patients at Maastro 
(Netherlands, Dutch), 24 at Jessa (Netherlands, Dutch), 34 at 
Liege (Belgium, Dutch and French) and 48 at Aachen 
(Germany, German)). None of the patients received 
stereotactic body radiotherapy. Patients were treated for 
their primary lung tumor and had not had another tumor in 
the 5 years before treatment.  
A Bayesian network model was trained on these data. 
Structure learning was done using the PC-algorithm at each 
hospital[1]. Network structures were transmitted to the 
central location, and using a voting algorithm, the optimal 
network structure was determined. Conditional probability 
tables were learned using the EM-learning algorithm[2]. 
Performance of the model was compared for a structure that 
was learned from multiple hospitals against a structure that 
was learned locally. The models were trained on data from 
Aachen, Liege and Jessa and validated on the data at 
Maastro. Performance was assessed using the area under 
curve (AUC) of the receiver operator characteristic. ROCs 
were compared using a method described by DeLong et al 
[3]. 
Results: The network structure of the globally learned 
Bayesian network can be observed in figure 1. The model 
performed above chance level for making predictions (AUC = 
0.69, 95% CI: 0.58-0.80). The model that used a structure 
originating from local learning also performed above chance 
level (AUC = 0.67, 95% CI: 0.55-0.79). The globally learned 
structure allows the Bayesian network to perform marginally 
better (AUC of 0.69 vs 0.67), however, this improvement is 
not significant (p = 0.69). 
Conclusions: In this work we show that it is possible to train a 
Bayesian network in a distributed setting, making a big stride 
forward to enabling personalized medicine in radiotherapy. 
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Figure 1: Network structure of the Bayesian network model. 
The Bayesian network uses, tumor location (right lower lobe, 
right middle lobe, right hilus, right upper lobe, left lower 
lobe, left upper lobe, left hilus, mediastinum), FEV1 (forced 
expiratory volume in 1 second, in %, adjusted for age and 
gender; measured prior to medication), pre-treatment 
dyspnea score (CTCAE grade < 2), baseline dyspnea score 
(CTCAE grade < 2), OTT (overall treatment time) and cardiac 
comorbidity (Non-hypertension cardiac disorder (at baseline)) 
to classify acute dyspnea. 
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Most cancer patients receive radiation therapy (RT) during 
their illness.  Virtually all RT courses are based on techniques 
and fractionation schemes determined by trial and error, 
often decades ago.  Thus there is a pressing and urgent need 
for a molecular diagnostic to inform personalized RT 
delivery.  Our team developed a molecular fingerprint of 
tumor radiosensitivity (RSI), and has subjected it to extensive 
clinical and analytical validation (1-5). RSI score distribution 
across disease sites is consistent with their known clinical 
radio-responsiveness as defined by the surviving fraction 
after 2 Gy (SF2), and has been validated in 2,200 patients in 
12 independent datasets across several disease sites. We 
have shown that RSI correlates with outcome only in patients 
treated with RT; it is not prognostic but predictive.  The 
National Cancer Institute designed the Clinical Assay 
Development Program (CADP) to assist with the development 
of assays that may predict therapy response or prognostic 
behavior of a diagnosed cancer; RSI has undergone further 
development through CADP.  
Using RSI and the linear quadratic model, our team next 
modeled the genomically adjusted dose (GAD) to predict RT 
dose effect at the individual patient level.  RSI/GAD has 
predicted cancer cohorts that will specifically benefit from 
RT-dose escalation, such as radioresistant luminal lesions in 
breast cancer (6) and some glioblastomas (7). Current data 
have also revealed that metastatic lesions have markedly 
different RSI than the primary lesion, which is further 
modified by the site of metastasis (8).  
We will discuss current knowledge of RSI/GAD and describe 
ongoing current research plans to incorporate RSI, as a 
predictive biomarker of radiosensitivity, into personalized 
therapy options for RT patients.   
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Purpose:  Radiotherapy retreatment (radical or palliative) is 
useful in selected patients. Two recent publications provided 
methods for estimating changes in spinal radio-tolerance with 
time between initial radiotherapy and retreatment, but with 
important limitations.    
Materials and methods: A model was developed to find a 
temporal relationship between the percentages of the 
tolerance biological effective doses (%BED) for two treatment 
courses. The primate data of Ang et al (2010), isoeffective 
for a 10% incidence of myelitis, with re-treatment intervals 
of 1, 2 and 3 years provided the fitting parameters. As 
summarised in Jones and Hopewell (2014), rodent studies 
used shorter intervals (~ 6 months), spinal tissue recovery 
starts around 70 days after first treatment courses, and 
appears dose related (experiments showed little or no 
recovery six months after initial low dose treatments around 
20-30% of %BED tolerance).  
Thus recovery displays different time scales contingent on 
the initial dose. In the longer term, slow normal tissue 
turnover may allow recovery after low initial doses. This is 
consistent with lack of reported clinical experience of severe 
effects in low dose regions of the central nervous system, 
away from the primary target volume of the initial 
treatment, when compared with fully treated volumes at 
extended re-treatment times.  
Results: The previous work is modified to incorporate the 
above processes to yield estimates for BED2, the %tolerance 
BED after an elapsed time, t, and  BED1, the initial %tolerance 
BED dose. The Probit model is used to extrapolate from 
primate data to the clinical situation, where the incidence of 
myelitis is much lower.  

 
 
The fitted solid curves, with more conservative hatched 
curves, are presented in the Figure, with a superposition of 
both the primate (circles) and rodent data sets (asterisks), 
the latter isoeffective for a 50% incidence of myelitis. This is 
the best available quantitative model, though it must be used 
cautiously in humans where greater longevity and other 
causes for reduced spinal tolerance may concur. So, human 
doses should be below the curves shown. 
A further challenge is to use RBE models to allocate the BEDs 
for charged hadron therapy (protons or ions), which may 
further spare normal tissues and be useful in re-treatments. 
Two examples are given in the table. 
 

 
Conclusions: The new model allows re-treatment dose 
estimation within the time window of 70 days to three years 
after the initial course, and can be adapted for 
hadrontherapy. It should be used cautiously in clinical 
practice by choosing doses lower than predicted. 
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Heating caused by pulsed proton beam energy deposition 
generates a thermoacoustic signal. Based on time-of-flight 
(TOF) calculations, the arrival time of the acoustic waves can 
be used to verify the range of the proton beam(1, 2). The 
goal of this work is to assess the clinical potential of the 
technique by experimentally measuring the acoustic signal 
generated by a proton beam from a hospital-based source 
and to measure the accuracy of the TOF range verification.  
To create a short, intense pulsed proton beam in a hospital 
setting, an electronic function generator was used to 
modulate the IBA C230 isochronous cyclotron at the 
University of Pennsylvania's Roberts Proton Therapy Center. A 
submerged hydrophone measured the acoustic emissions 
generated by the proton beam in water. The acoustic 
measurements were repeated with variable proton current 
and increasing distance between detector and beam. To 
model the expected acoustic signal, simulations were 
performed and compared to experimental results.  
The cyclotron produced proton spills with pulsewidths of 18 
µs and a maximum measured instantaneous proton current of 
790 nA. The collected acoustic signal was on the order of 
mPa, and the pressure amplitude increased monotonically 
with increasing proton current. Based on the observed 
relationship between detector distance and acoustic arrival 
time, the measured signal originated in the proton beam 
dose deposition volume. The acoustic frequency spectrum 
peaked at 10-20 kHz. At a single detector position, the 
arrival time can be measured with a standard deviation of 
0.6 µs (1 mm).  The difference between simulated and 
measured acoustic arrival times has a standard deviation of 
0.9 µs (1.4 mm).  
We report the first observation of acoustic emissions 
generated by a proton beam from a hospital-based clinical 
cyclotron. Based on the methods presented, acoustic-based 
techniques may provide <2 mm (standard deviation) accuracy 
in verification of proton range.  
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Purpose: Scanned ion-beam delivery offers the highest 
conformation of target dose in external beam radiotherapy. 
However, fast and accurate patient-specific quality assurance 
is challenging. The current clinical standard for verification 
of dose distributions with a 2D array of ionization chambers 
(ICs) is slow and not very suitable for dose delivery using 
scanned ion-beams because the response of the ICs is not 
necessarily independent of beam size and position with 
respect to the IC. 
At present, no suitable method for rapid verification of dose 
distributions for scanned ion-beam delivery is commercially 
available.  

 
Figure 1. A. Imaging principle: raw 2D image measured with a 
360 MeV 4He-beam. B. Schematic drawing of the set-up with 
the proton gantry nozzle. 
 
Materials/methods: We are developing a fast QA technique 
based on the UV light produced by swift ions in water 
(Fig.1A). Using fast, UV sensitive CCD cameras we measure 
the light distributions from which the dose distribution is 
reconstructed [2]. The system consist of a water tank in 
which ion beams are stopped and low noise, high sensitive 
CCD cameras (Fig.1B), which register the light distribution 
produced by each of the many subsequent ion beams that 
compose the treatment plan. Data can be taken in two 
modes: integral and differential (synchronized with beam 
delivery), thus allowing the detailed reconstruction of the 
contribution of each individual beam to the dose distribution.  
Results: We have built a prototype optical dose imaging 
system to demonstrate the potential of this method for 3D 
dose scanning in clinical conditions (to verify actual 
treatment plans in particle therapy clinics). We 
demonstrated the feasibility of optical imaging of the full 3D 
dose distribution in water with a small (<1% by weight) 
admixture of a nontoxic , low-cost fluorescent emitting 
visible light. In experiments with 90 MeV proton beams 
approx. 50 photons/MeV were produced in the solution, 
allowing for high quality imaging. Bragg curves measured in 
pure water show a good agreement with those of an 
ionisation chamber, while those measured with the 
fluorescent show some concentration dependent quenching. 
Conclusions: The presented novel method resolves the issues 
of the QA techniques currently used in particle therapy: it 
has high position resolution in three dimensions, features 
direct measurement in the reference material water, and is 
fast as the whole dose distribution is imaged in a single dose 
delivery.  
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Chronic low-dose rate irradiation has been shown to be 
beneficial in a variety of animal models including cancer. To 
assess the specific transcriptional changes that tumor-bearing 
mice would have manifested upon LDR in comparison with 
that of normal mice undergoing LDR irradiation, we 
investigated the expression of DNA repair and damage-
associated genes in the thymus of naturally occurring tumor-
bearing AKR/J and normal ICR mice following low-dose-rate 
(LDR, Cs-137, 0.7 mGy/h, a cumulative dose: 1.7 Gy) 
irradiation. Thymuses were collected at 100th day post 
irradiation and analyzed using whole-genome microarray, 
quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain (qPCR), 
and western blot. The thymus weight was decreased and 
survival rate was increased in LDR irradiated AKR/J mice 
while no significant changes were found in normal ICR mice. 
qPCR analysis demonstrated Serpina1a, Mmp3, Gzmc, Neil2, 
Plxnc1, Rnd3, Cyp11a1, Ptgs2 were specially altered in LDR-
irradiated AKR/J mice but not in ICR mice. By performing 
Western blot, we found that Plxnc1 and Rnd3, genes involved 
in suppression of melanoma progression, were upregulated 
while Cyp11a1, a gene contributes to tumor immune escape, 
was downregulated in LDR-irradiated AKR/J mice, but not ICR 
mice. These results suggest that LDR γ-radiation suppressed 
early stage of carcinogenesis and removed cancer cells from 
body by stimulating apoptosis and immune-mediated 
mechanisms. Therefore, LDR may offer significant benefit for 
the patients with solid cancer, which has traditionally been 
thought to be a relatively radiotherapy-resistant tumor. 
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Purpose: The accuracy of scanned proton therapy suffers 
from respiratory or cardiac motion during irradiation: The 
discrete scan pattern can interfere with the induced motion 
of the target yielding regions of over- and underdosage [1]. 
Applying the same field multiple times with proportionally 
reduced dose – commonly referred to as rescanning – can 
help averaging out such interferences [2]. However, dead 
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times in delivery accumulate with increasing number of 
rescans for all discrete scanning techniques, especially for 
spot scanning. Thus, efficient rescanning requires fast lateral 
scanning; yet the flexibility to deliver highly modulated fields 
must be preserved. For this purpose, we pursue the 
implementation of a novel delivery technique, in which we 
scan the beam continuously along straight lines while quickly 
modulating the scan speed and/or beam current to shape the 
dose profile [3]. 
Method: Our Gantry 2 beamline provides the necessary 
prerequisites for this technique: (a) the extracted cyclotron 
current can be adjusted in less than 1 ms [4] and (b) the 
proton beam can be scanned with up to 2 cm/ms in lateral 
direction [5]. Thus, the frequency of speed and current 
modulation along a line can be remarkably high, which allows 
us to deliver both uniform and highly modulated fields. To do 
so, we divide each iso-energy layer in parallel lines and each 
of those lines in small segments (sub-mm resolution). The 
planned dose profile defines the scan speed and beam 
current of each segment. Since delivery accuracy strongly 
depends on the stability of the beam current, we installed a 
feedback system, in which the current measured in the 
gantry nozzle controls the output of the cyclotron in real-
time. 
Results: We found that scan speed modulation is favorable 
over beam current modulation for two reasons: (1) accuracy – 
we can control the scanner magnets with higher precision 
and shorter response time than the extracted cyclotron 
current – and (2) efficiency –  scanning lines with a high 
current minimizes the overall beam-on time. Thus, the beam 
current is set to its maximum and lowered only in regions, 
where pure speed modulation fails to decrease the delivered 
dose sufficiently. This preserves full flexibility on dose 
modulation. We verified this approach by comparing highly 
modulated dose profiles delivered with both spot and line 
scanning (cf. figure 1). While the lateral penumbra of the 
line scan is slightly worse (less than + 0.1 mm on both sides), 
its delivery time is 20% smaller. We expect the reduction in 
delivery time to be even larger when rescanning multiple 
times. 
Conclusion: Line scanning is a fast scanning technique that 
offers the possibility to deliver arbitrary dose distributions by 
quickly modulating the scan speed and beam current. Thus, 
we consider line scanning a well-suited technique to realize 
efficient and accurate rescanning of moving tumors. 
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Cancer treatment in hadron therapy facilities equipped with 
pencil beam scanning (PBS) is based on delivering each 
energy layer,  spot by spot in the plane perpendicular to the 
beam axis. Uniform and robust treatment plan depends on 
the correct values defining horizontal and vertical spot size 
(i.e. σx, σy) introduced to the Treatment Planning System 
(TPS) like Eclipse (Varian). In  TPS these values are, however, 
assumed to be constant for a given layer, moreover the 
influence of the spot rotation on the spot dimensions is not 
taken into account (Fig.). The purpose of this study was to 
propose criteria of spot asymmetry within which target dose 
conformity is preserved. 
In the Eclipse for Proton TPS a conformal field of 
3 x 3 x 3 cm3 was planned to cover the whole target volume 
with at least 95% dose. A dedicated tool was developed to 
convert the treatment plan into the simulation input file.  
Simulations were performed with FLUKA transport code [1,2] 
with uncertainty level kept below 1%, by using computational 
PL-Grid Infrastructure. 
Dedicated beam model for proton scanning beam in the 
gantry-1 room at the Bronowice Cyclotron Centre (IFJ 
Kraków) was used. Preserving the 2D Gaussian spot shape 
(volume integral) and spot weight, spot σ up to 50% and spot 
rotation up to 45° were investigated. 1D and 2D analysis of 
dose distribution was carried out. 
For asymmetrical spots field width differences were observed 
together with larger lateral penumbra (the factor of 1.5 
obtained for maximal spot asymmetry), which resulted in 
target volume decrease [3]. Perturbed field flatness did not 
exceed the accepted level of 5% difference. By spot rotation 
implemented to all spots whole target region skewness was 
observed. 
The tool for treatment plan conversion into a Monte Carlo 
input file has been created to consider spot deformation 
indistinct to the TPS dose calculation. Observed field dose 
non-uniformity may be the origin of hot and cold spots inside 
and outside the target volume. Considered spot asymmetry 
criteria allow to preserve optimal target dose distribution 
with regard to the spot size changes. As such spot 
deformation can differ for different gantry angles, accurate 
gantry-angle-dependent spot shape measurements with 2D 
detectors such as films or 2D foils are considered. 
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191Os – revival of an out-of-favor radionuclide? 
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Purpose: Novel osmium anticancer drugs are under evaluation 
that promise superior properties with respect to traditional 
Pt based drugs [1]. Even selective action against cancer stem 
cells has been reported [2]. Radiotracer and nuclear 
medicine techniques could help in the development and 
application of these drugs. 191Os is an osmium radioisotope 
well suited for this purpose with excellent properties for 
imaging and therapy. We discuss calculated Auger electron 
spectra, production methods and prospects of applications of 
191Os. 
Methods: 191Os (T1/2=15.4 d) decays to short-lived (T1/2=4.9 s) 
191mIr that emits 129 keV γ rays (26.5% intensity) well suited 
for SPECT imaging. In the past 191Os/191mIr generators [3] were 
used to provide 191mIr for first pass radionuclide 
angiocardiography [4] or studies of renal blood flow [5], but 
no direct use of 191Os has been reported so far. Among all 
known β-emitters with days to weeks half-life 191Os sticks up 
with the lowest β decay energy of only 38 keV on average 
(114 keV maximum), corresponding to a range of about one 
cell diameter. This β radiation is supplemented by abundant 
emission of short-range conversion and Auger electrons (< 60 
keV). Consequently 191Os has also potential as therapeutic 
isotope. The Auger electron spectrum of this decay was 
calculated using the methodology described in Ref. [6]. 
Results: The figure shows the calculated electron energy 
spectrum in the β- decay of 191Os (red, left scale) and in the 
internal transition decay of 191mIr (blue and yellow, right 
scale). 

 
 
Upon β- decay of 191Os the nuclear recoil of 191mIr is <0.4 eV, 
thus avoiding breakage of chemical bonds and uncontrolled 
translocation of 191mIr, provided the chemical valency change 
is tolerated. 
Direct production by 190Os(n,γ)191Os in a high thermal neutron 
flux of 1.5⋅1015 n.cm-2s-1 in ILL’s high flux reactor [7] reaches 
specific activities of ≈10 GBq/mg (≈2 MBq/µmol) after 5 days 
of irradiation. 
For Os drug dosages similar to cisplatin dosage this specific 
activity is by far sufficient for preclinical and clinical SPECT 
imaging. Even shorter irradiation times can be used to 
minimize co-produced activities (192Ir, etc.). 
Conclusions: Reactor-produced 191Os has great potential as 
radiotracer for in vitro studies of sub-cellular distribution of 
Os based drugs, for preclinical and clinical in vivo studies of 
pharmacokinetics of Os based drugs and eventually even for 
combined radionuclide-chemotherapy against particularly 
resistant tumors. 
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In 1999 to 2011, 249 cancer patients received 
boronophenylalanine (BPA)-mediated boron neutron capture 
therapy (BNCT) in Finland. Over one hundred of these 
patients were treated within the context of clinical trials. 
The purpose of the trials was to investigate the efficacy and 
safety of BNCT in the treatment of malignant gliomas (newly 
diagnosed or gliomas that progressed after surgery and 
radiotherapy) [1,2], and inoperable head-and-neck cancers 
that had recurred locally after external radiotherapy [3,4]. 
In BNCT, the absorbed radiation dose results from four main 
components: 1) the therapeutically desired high-LET 
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radiation dose from the 10B(n,α)7Li reaction, 2) the 
intermediate-LET proton dose released from the 14N(n,p)14C 
reaction in tissue, 3) the intermediate-LET protons released 
from the 1H(n,n’)p reaction in tissue, and 4) the low-LET 
photon dose mainly from the 1H(n,γ) reaction in tissue, but in 
part also from minor photon contamination in the neutron 
beam.  
Conventionally, the biologically effective “photon 
radiotherapy equivalent” dose has been derived from 
multiplying each dose component by a constant relative 
biological effectiveness (RBE) factor, or in the case of the 
boron dose, the compound biological effectiveness (CBE) 
factor. The estimations for the RBE and the CBE are obtained 
from cell culture studies and irradiation with photons, BNCT 
beam alone, and the beam in the presence of the boron 
compound [5]. The RBE and CBE factors are applied as fixed, 
although they depend on the cumulative irradiation time and 
the dose rate, and, ideally, they should be derived for each 
irradiation component individually. Furthermore, the 
radiation dose components have synergistic effects. The 
conventional fixed RBE-based dose calculation in BNCT tends 
to lead to unrealistically high estimated tumor doses, which 
may not be reflected in clinical outcomes and may not be 
comparable with photon irradiation data. 
Recently, an alternative method for calculating the effective 
dose was proposed [6]. The photon-isoeffective dose 
calculation formalism takes into account the dose rate and 
the cumulative dose per fraction in a modified linear-
quadratic model, and it also considers the synergistic 
interactions between different radiation components. The 
isoeffective dose calculation formalism predicted the 
response of melanoma lesions to BNCT better than the fixed 
RBE approach. 
In this study the tumor doses calculated with the RBE model 
and using the photon-isoeffective formalism are correlated 
with the clinical responses of the patients treated with BNCT 
in Finland. For glioma patients, the doses are compared with 
the overall survival time, whereas for patients with head-
and-neck cancer, tumor responses are evaluated. The BNCT 
dose response rates are compared with those obtained with 
conventional radiotherapy and responses reported in similar 
patient groups.    
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Single dose radiotherapy (SDRT), facilitated by image 
guidance and intensity modulation technologies that improve 
precision in tumor targeting to reduce risk of normal tissue 
toxicity, has revolutionized cancer treatment with local 
control rates ≥90%, even in tumors resistant to conventional 
fractionation. While classic radiobiology focuses on response 
of tumor cells rather than non-tumor microenvironmental 
cells, initial pre-clinical studies in our lab found disruption of 
tumor vasculature obligate for SDRT cure. This endothelial 
cell dysfunction results from activation of acid 
sphingomyelinase (ASMase), converting sphingomyelin to the 
second messenger ceramide in endothelial plasma 
membranes, events inhibitable by VEGF-121 or VEGF-165. 
Conversely, precisely timed delivery of anti-angiogenic 
agents, such as anti-VEGFR2 Ab DC101 (Imclone), de-
represses ASMase activity, synergistically increasing SDRT-

induced ceramide elevation, enhancing endothelial 
dysfunction. That ceramide is critical for anti-angiogenic 
radiosensitization is evidenced by nt i-ceramide Ab inhibition 
of DC101-enhanced endothelial damage and 
radiosensitization. These results translate in vivo, as anti-
VEGFR2 DC101 or anti-VEGF G6-31 (Genentech) 
synergistically increase SDRT-induced endothelial injury in 
numerous solid tumor types, only if delivery timed to 
maximally enhance ASMase signaling. In contrast, tumors in 
asmase-/- mice, which provide damage-resistant vasculature, 
are radioresistant and unaffected by either anti-angiogenic 
agent. This presentation will review fundamentals of this 
“New Biology” and present unpublished data that define 
mechanism of coupling of ceramide-driven endothelial 
dysfunction to DNA repair in tumor cells.  
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Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death in 
the United States and throughout the world. Although overall 
mortality rates from lung cancer in the United States have 
dropped from 85% two decades ago to 70% in 2015, tumor 
control and survival outcomes after standard therapy are still 
poor.  
Early detection involving the use of low-dose spiral computed 
tomography (CT) among former or current smokers led to a 
20% reduction in the rate of lung-cancer death in these 
individuals. Early stage lung cancer can be cured in some 
patients by stereotactic body radiation therapy SBRT). 
Advancement of sophisticated radiation treatment equipment 
and understanding physics of utilization of the equipment for 
SBRT rapidly became clinical application for the primary lung 
or hepatic lesions as well as or other metastatic lesions. 
Because of high dose per fraction, technical aspects and 
quality assurance to deliver the radiation to the tumor 
precisely and avoid high dose of radiation to the critical 
surrounding normal tissue are critical issues for SBRT.  
To understand tumor motion and control tumor motion have 
been major challenge for mainly lung lesions. To visualize 
hepatic lesion or other metastatic lesions e.g pancreas or 
soft tissue can be difficult without contrast enhancement or 
fiducial markers. The most challenging part of SBRT in 
addition to controlling tumor motion is lesions to be treated 
by this technique close to the critical organs e.g. blood 
vessels, brachial plexus, esophagus, major air way etc.  
Technologic advancements of imaging and radiotherapy to 
conform the gross target volume(GTV) with tighter margins 
but adequate clinical targeted volume (CTV) and planning 
tumor volume (PTV) considering daily set up variations which 
are supposed to minimize the dose to nearby normal tissues. 
Thus the technical advancement such as intensity modulated 
radiotherapy (IMRT) compared to 2 or 3 dimensional 
radiotherapy  improved outcomes among patients with locally 
advanced lung cancer, as has the addition of concurrent 
chemotherapy to radiation therapy. Further improvements 
are expected from the use of charged particle therapy with 
protons or other particles; randomized comparisons of proton 
therapy vs. intensity-modulated photon radiation therapy for 
lung cancer are underway in the United States.  
Approximately 50% of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer patients 
have Adenocarcinoma Histology. 
Among the patients with Adenocarcinoma of Lung, 50% of 
them have genetic mutation. If they have ALK, EGFR, K-Ras 
or B-Raf mutation, we can target the mutated genes. 
For many years, immunomodulation or immunotherapy as a 
means of cancer therapy has been studied. Cancer cells are 
well known to have the ability to bypass immune surveillance 
through a variety of different mechanisms, including reduced 
expression of tumor antigens, downregulation of major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II molecules for 
tumor antigen presentation, secretion of immunosuppressive 
cytokines such as tumor growth factor-beta (TGF-β), 
recruitment or induction of immunosuppressive cells such as 
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T-regulator cells or myeloid-derived suppressor cells, and 
overexpression of certain ligands (e.g., programmed death 
ligand-1 [PDL-1]) that inhibit the host’s existing antitumor 
immunity. The latter effect is thought to take place by the 
cancer cells’ overexpressing ligands that can bind inhibitory 
co-receptors expressed by T lymphocytes (also known as 
“immune checkpoints”). Recent advances in melanoma 
research have led to the development of immunotherapies 
that have substantial antitumor effects in other types of 
cancer as well, including lymphoma, renal cell carcinoma, 
and non-small lung cancer (NSCLC). These advances have 
been paradigm-shifting for several reasons. For example, the 
observed immune response patterns have led to marked deep 
tumor regression that often outlasted the period of study. 
Such responses are unprecedented for disease that has been 
refractory to other types of treatment. Second, these new 
forms of immunotherapy have shown activity in tumors 
traditionally viewed as unresponsive to immune therapies, 
raising hopes that any type of cancer might be “targetable” 
by immunotherapies if the right agent can be found. This 
antitumor activity has been most impressive in NSCLC, 
particularly among patients with unresectable disease 
treated with primary radiation therapy, a modality known to 
stimulate antigen production. It is conceivable that 
treatment such as this acts as a type of “in situ vaccine” to 
prime the immune response. Nascent preclinical and early 
clinical findings have supported this possibility, suggesting 
that radiation, through its immune-stimulating properties, 
may eventually be useful as a form of systemic therapy in 
addition to a means of local tumor control. 
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Purpose: Prompt Gamma-ray Timing (PGT) is a method for 
range verification in hadron therapy which requires only 
minor or no interference with clinical routine due to a 
very low hardware footprint. The principal feasibility 
of the method for range verification has already been 
shown in theoretical considerations [1] and in proof-of-
pricipal experiments [2]. Further considerations of the 
clinical feasibility show that a high-throughput data 
acquisition system is crucial [3]. In this work, PGT 
measurements during phantom irradiation with clinical 
beam currents – both during pencil beam scanning (PBS) 
and passive beam formation (double scattering, DS) are 
presented. 
Materials and Methods: By exploiting the time structure of 
the beam on the nanosecond scale, it is possible to 
measure the duration of the emission of secondary photons. 
This duration is linked with the transit time of the 
projectiles in the target. Longer transit times reflect a 
larger range. Since no direct start signal is available, a 
classical time-of-flight measurement against the 
accelerator RF is used. Experiments were conducted at the 
University Proton Therapy Dresden (UPTD) center where 
an IBA Cyclone 230 isochronous cyclotron is installed 
with a fixed RF frequency of 106 MHz. For actual 
clinical application, it is required that the bunch width 
and phase remain constant or are monitored. The shown 
data do not incorporate any kind of bunch timing 
correction and the conditions are assumed to be 
constant. 
As a photon detector, a CeBr3  crystal in the extends of 
ø2”×1” coupled to a PMT is used. It is either read out 
with a CAEN DT5730 waveform digitizer or with a Target 
Systemelektronik U100 dedicated system which is also a 
sampling ADC based readout module. Online pulse processing 
algorithms are applied in both cases to achieve a high 
throughput rate. The ADCs were synchronized to the RF. 
Experiments during DS were conducted parasitically 

during the workflow training with an anthropomorphic 
phantom. For the PBS measurements dedicated beam time 
could be scheduled at the therapeutic treatment room. 
A rectangular dose distribution was impinged on a 
homogeneous PMMA target. In DS mode, a lead shielding 
was placed between the detector and the nozzle in 
order to reduce background radiation which originates 
from the nozzle. 
Results: In both cases, it was possible to identify the 
individual phases of beam delivery. In DS mode, the 
periodic modulation at 600 Hz which is synchronized with 
the beam formation equipment can be seen. In PBS, 
single layers and single spots can be recognized 
(figure 1). After data selection, the beam microstructure is 
revealed in PBS as well as in DS mode although it is 
considerably less clear in the DS case. 
Conclusions: The experimental techniques which are 
required for a clinical implementation of PGT are being 
evaluated under clinical beam conditions. The beam 
delivery mode has major impact on the data quality. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Count rate over time during DS (left) and PBS 
(right), recorded at 2 Gy/min at different distances. 
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Purpose: At the OncoRay center in Dresden at proton 
therapy facility is in operation. The first patient was 
treated in December 2014. The system is driven by an 
IBA (IBA Proton Therapy, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) 
Cyclone 230 isochronous cyclotron with a maximum 
proton energy of 230 MeV. Patients are treated in one 
room equipped with a 360° rotating gantry. Besides 
patient treatment a strong focus is on research. A 
dedicated experimental room is part of the facility. In the 
current state of expansion this room is equipped with a 
fixed beam line. Beam energies between 70 and 230 MeV 
and currents up to about 120 nA at 230 MeV can be 
provided. 
Materials and Methods: An in house developed control 
system (figure 1) allows for a parallel operation of the 
treatment and the experimental beamline. Absolute 
priority for the treatment room is ensured by the control 
software. 
The beam current is controlled by a dedicated 
hardware directly. Continuous wave beams as well as 
pulsed beams with repetition rates up to 333 Hz with 
variable duty cycles are available. The beam is 
monitored by means of a segmented ionization 
chamber. The beam can be activated manually, for a 
defined time or until a certain charge has been reached 
at the beam exit. A direct continuance after a beam switch 
to the treatment room is possible. 
Results: The proton therapy system itself is operated by 
an IBA team, that ensures excellent beam stability and 
availability. Since only one treatment room is present, 
experiments can be performed conveniently during the day 
shifts. Requests from the treatment room cause 
interruptions of 1-2 min duration in intervals of about 20 
min. 
Conclusions: In summary, the OncoRay center is equipped 
with an experimental beamline that combines the 
reliability and beam quality of a commercial clinical proton 
therapy system with the flexibility of an in house 
developed control system whose design parameters are 
governed by the needs of physical and translational 
research. 
 

 
Figure 1: A screenshot of the interface for the operator at 
the control room for the experimental area. 
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Purpose: Radiation therapy is currently prescribed to more 
than 60 % of cancer patients1. However, effective treatment 
is often limited by tumor visualization and collateral damage 
of healthy tissues. One possibility to overcome this problem, 
besides using a local approach such as stereotactic 
radiosurgery, is combining radiation with nanoparticles 
containing high-Z elements which are known to boost locally 
the efficacy of radiation exposure during cancer therapy. In 
this context, we developed gadolinium-based nanoparticles 
named AGuIX (Activation-Guided Irradiation by X-ray) for 
MRI-guided radiotherapy. 
Material and methods: (AGuIX) nanoparticles were obtained 
as previously described2. We performed in vitro 
radiosensitization clonogenic assay with 220kVp X-ray at 
doses ranging from 0 to 6 Gy on B16F10 mouse melanoma cell 
line, in addition to cell uptake characterization using TEM 
and confocal microscopy. In vivo, B16F10 mouse melanoma 
cells were orthotopically grafted into mouse brains to mimic 
human melanoma brain metastases. After intravenous 
injection of 10 µmol of (AGuIX) into mice bearing B16F10, MR 
and intravital two photon microscopy imaging were 
performed to determine the maximum tumor uptake, and 
tumor vs. healthy tissue ratio before radiation therapy. 
Similar to the clinical workflow, an image guided cone-beam 
CT (CBCT) was performed prior to irradiation exposure to 
calculate the delivered dose during whole brain radiotherapy 
(WBRT) to the brain, the metastases and other organs at risk. 
Results: Radiosensitization shows a significant effect (P<0.05) 
when the (AGuIX) are combined with 220 kVp X-rays exposure 
in vitro. The percentage enhancement factor at 2 Gy (%EF 2 
Gy) was 60 % compared with that for radiation alone, with a 
significant increase in DNA double strand breaks (P<0.01). In 
vivo the (AGuIX) nanoparticles accumulate passively in brain 
tumors; such phenomenon has previously been reported in 
brain-tumor bearing animals3. After radiation exposure, the 
increase in life spans (ILS) compared to control group was 
8.3% for the animals that were only irradiated and increased 
to 25% with pre-injection of (AGuIX) nanoparticles; such 
increase corresponds to 15.4% compared to irradiated 
animals (P=0.0025). Histological observation of the brains 
indicated the presence of large metastases for the control 
and irradiated only group compared to the group treated by 
the combination of irradiation with nanoparticles4,5.  
Conclusion: (AGuIX) nanoparticles are not only potential 
radiosensitizing agent, but it also acts as positive contrast 
agent for MRI, which allows accurate delineation of the 
tumor region instead of using conventional CT. Regulatory 
toxicity investigations demonstrated the absence of any side 
effects, even at repeated injections. A clinical trial phase I 
on patients with multiple brain metastases will be launched 
in France winter 2016. 
                      

 
Fig. 1. Guided and enhanced radiotherapy with (AGuIX) 
nanoparticles. 
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Outcome of radiation therapy depends on accurate, robust 
and verified calculations of the planned dose. Monte Carlo 
(MC) is considered as the gold standard for dosimetric 
calculations, however its popularity in a clinical environment 
is still limited. One of the reasons is the typically complex 
procedure of setting the patient models and beam 
parameters. The focus of physical models development in the 
FLUKA [1][2] MC code, since many years, is put on the 
medical area, making it an ideal tool applicable for the 
nuclear medicine and hadron-therapy simulations. It is 
already used in the clinical environment in HIT and CNAO for 
generating Treatment Planning System (TPS) databases and 
offline treatment verification. The aim of this work is to 
present the recent improvements of FLUKA and its Graphical 
User Interface - Flair [3] providing a fully-functional and 
easy-to-use tool for quality assurance (QA) of treatment 
plans for protons, carbon and other light ion species. 
In this study we present the most recent developments, 
based on several re-calculations of complete proton/ion 
treatment plans from different TPS and facilities using Flair 
and FLUKA. FLUKA recently was enhanced with the RBE 
estimator and dedicated PET, prompt-gamma and charged 
particles scoring for beam range verification. To better 
utilize these advantages, Flair facilitates the application of 
the treatment scheme into the simulation procedure. It is 
able to import the CT DICOM images creating the voxel-
phantom geometries based on parameterization according to 
Schneider et al[4]. Flair allows importing the entire 
treatment scheme directly from the RT DICOM files, such as 
RTSTRUCT, RTDOSE and RTPLAN. To better comply with the 
real irradiation settings, Flair incorporates also the basis 
characteristics of the beam delivery system with the minimal 
effort from the user point of view. 
Several comparisons were made between the TPS and the 
FLUKA simulation scheme. The DVH plots for the PTV/OAR 
shows good agreement for the presented cases; some dose 
deposition differences in various tissues are noticeable, 
especially in the end of the ranges of the beam particles. 
FLUKA physical models were thoroughly validated, hence, 
quantification and identification of the discrepancies, 

especially taking into consideration more complex cases – like 
patients/organs with the more heterogeneous structures, 
may bring a great value for the treatment quality. 
Additional, independent re-calculation is always an asset, 
and usage of FLUKA and its efficient graphical user interface 
Flair, can enhance the popularity of the MC in the clinical 
environment for both research and QA purposes. 
The presented results will be used for further work on the 
tool development, assuring the quality of the treatment 
plans and providing the user with the guidelines for the 
treatment plan optimization. 
 

 
Fig: Flair screenshot of the comparison between TPS and 
FLUKA simulations 
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Purpose: We present an improved method to calculate 
patient-specific calibration curves to convert X-ray computed 
tomography (CT) Hounsfield Unit (HU) to relative stopping 
powers (RSP) for proton therapy treatment planning. We 
introduce also an optimization method to improve the spatial 
resolution and the water equivalent thickness (WET) accuracy 
of proton radiographies [1].  
Materials/Methods: By optimizing the HU-RSP calibration 
curve, the difference between a proton radiographic image 
and a digitally reconstructed X-ray radiography (DRR) is 
minimized. The feasibility of this approach has previously 
been demonstrated [2,3]. This scenario assumes that all 
discrepancies between proton radiography and DRR originate 
from uncertainties in the HU-RSP curve. In reality, external 
factors cause imperfections in the proton radiography, such 
as misalignment compared to the DRR and unfaithful 
representation of geometric structures (“blurring”). We 
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analyze these effects based on synthetic datasets of 
anthropomorphic phantoms and suggest an extended 
optimization scheme which explicitly accounts for these 
effects. Performance of the method is been tested for 
various simulated irradiation parameters.  
We also investigate the use of a special optimization method 
to enhance the spatial resolution and the WET accuracy of 
proton radiographies prior to the HU-RSP re-calibration. The 
optimization method is designed for imaging systems 
measuring only the residual range of protons without relying 
on tracker detectors to determine the beam trajectory 
before and after the target.   
The ultimate purpose of the optimization is to minimize 
uncertainties in the HU-RSP calibration curve. We therefore 
suggest and perform a thorough statistical treatment to 
quantify the accuracy of the optimized HU-RSP curve. 
Results: We demonstrate that without extending the 
optimization scheme, spatial blurring (equivalent to 
FWHM=3mm convolution) in the proton radiographies can 
cause up to 10% deviation between  the optimized and the 
ground truth HU-RSP calibration curve. Instead, results 
obtained with our extended method reach 1% or better 
correspondence, as shown in Figure 1. We have further 
calculated gamma index maps for different acceptance 
levels. With DTA=0.5mm and RD=0.5%, a passing ratio of 100% 
is obtained with the extended method, while an optimization 
neglecting effects of spatial blurring only reach ~90%.  
Conclusions: Our contribution underlines the potential of a 
single optimized proton radiography to generate a patient-
specific calibration curve and to improve dose delivery by 
optimizing the HU-RSP calibration curve as long as all sources 
of systematic incongruence are properly modeled.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Comparison of optimized conversion curves.  
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Prostate Cancer is one of the leading cancer entities in men, 
however. In this disease, radiotherapy leads to comparable 
cure rates compared to surgery. Overall, survival and cure 
rates of patients with prostate cancer are on average much 
higher than in many other cancers. Despite this fact, 
biological individualization of treatment is also an important 
research topic in this disease. Specifically in the field of 
personalized radiation oncology important research questions 
include: 1) pre-treatment identification of patient subgroups 
with individually very radioresistant tumours that would have 
a high risk of recurrence after standard radiotherapy alone. 
2) pre-treatment identification of subgroups that have a high 
chance of tumour cure after radiotherapy alone 3) 
identification of subgroups with a high risk of distant 
metastasis after local treatment 
Definition of biomarkers to identify such patient subgroups 
need to consider biochemical failure, local recurrences and 
distant metastases. Biomarkers will in future help to 
individualize radiation dose, but also combined radiation and 
systemic treatments. All endpoints need to be compared with 
surgical patient groups, with the mid-term aim to find 
decision parameters between the two treatment approaches. 
The talk will give an overview over current candidate 
biomarkers in preclinical and translational research. 
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Purpose: The J-PET collaboration is developing a novel TOF-
PET, whole-body tomography scanner based on polymer 
scintillators [1-4]. The scanner barrel is made of long 
scintillators, axially positioned, which are readout from both 
sides by photomultipiers. This novel approach relies mainly 
on the timing of the signals instead of their amplitudes for 
the reconstruction of the Lines-of-Response, therefore a very 
precise time resolution is one of the main challenges of the 
project.  
Material and methods: For this purpose, novel ultrafast front-
end electronics (FFE) allowing for sampling in the voltage 
domain of the signals with a duration of few nanosecond was 
developed [5]. The FEE solution is a purely digital 
implementation, based solely on a FPGA (Field Programmable 
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Gate Array) device and few satellite discrete electronic 
components. An additional advantage of the FPGA solution is 
a very low cost. At present, in the prototype phase, one 
sample together with digitization costs only about 10 Euro.  
Results: The proposed solution provides very good time 
measurement properties, allowing to probe the signal in the 
voltage domain with an accuracy below 20 ps (σ) [5]. The 
input signals are amplified and split into four paths, each 
having an individual threshold level. This multi-level 
threshold technique is well suited for the application of 
reconstruction methods of the hit position of gamma quanta 
in the scintillator, which results in the improvement of the 
TOF resolution. We developed several hit reconstruction 
methods, e.g. compressive sensing technique allows for the 
recovery of the full signal shape and amplitude based on the 
samples registered in the PMTs. This information can be used 
to improve the precision of the hit position reconstruction 
[6]. Other methods are based on the comparison of detector 
signals with results stored in a library of synchronized model 
signals registered for a set of well-defined positions of 
scintillation points. The hit position is reconstructed as the 
one corresponding to the signal from the library, which is 
more similar to the measurement signal. A degree of 
similarity between measured and model signals is defined as 
the distance between points representing the measurement- 
and model-signal in a multidimensional measurement space 
[7] or as the Mahalonobis distance[8]. 
In this talk, the developed front-end electronics will be 
described. Also, the application of the multi-threshold 
measurement to the hit reconstruction methods will be 
presented. 
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Purpose: In intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT), inter-
fractional anatomical changes can substantially compromise 
the treatment quality for cranial and pelvic lesions [1,2], 
motivating treatment adaptation. The increasing availability 
of in-room cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) in 
proton centers enables frequent acquisition of 3D imaging 
data which may be used for dose calculation and plan 
adaptation. This work investigates and compares two 
complementary approaches for correcting CBCT image 
intensity for dose calculation in adaptive IMPT for head and 
neck (H&N) and prostate cancer. For H&N patients a mid-
treatment replanning CT was used for validating the 
correction methods. 

Material and methods: CBCT images and corresponding 
projections of 3 H&N and 3 prostate cancer patients were 
used in this study. In the first approach, a so-called virtual 
CT (vCT) was generated by deformable image registration 
(DIR) of the corresponding planning CT to the pre-treatment 
CBCT [3]. In the second approach, the vCT was used as prior 
for scatter correction of the raw CBCT projections, following 
the approach of Park et al.[4] Reconstruction of the 
corrected projections yielded a corrected CBCT image 
(CBCTcor). Both approaches were evaluated for CT number 
accuracy using phantom scans and compared by means of 
beam eye view 2D range maps of single field uniform dose 
(SFUD) plans in all patients. For prostate cases, the 
geometric accuracy of target and OAR structures was also 
evaluated qualitatively. 
Results: For H&N cases, no considerable differences between 
SFUD dose calculations on vCT and CBCTcor were found, with 
97.3% to 99.8% of the 2D range maps showing a range 
difference below 3 mm (Table 1). Median range differences 
compared to a diagnostic quality replanning CT acquired 
within 3 days of the CBCT were below 0.5 mm. For prostate 
cases, an even higher agreement of SFUD beam ranges 
between vCT and CBCTcor was observed (Table 1). However, 
the analysis also showed that the DIR-based vCT approach 
exhibits inaccuracies in the pelvic region due to the very low 
soft-tissue contrast in the CBCT. The CBCTcor approach 
yielded results closer to the original CBCT (Figure 1), 
promising an improved accuracy in delineation. In general, 
the CBCTcor approach was not affected by inaccuracies of the 
DIR used during the generation of the vCT prior. An enhanced 
agreement of bowel filling with respect to the original CBCT 
image was observed on the CBCTcor. 
Conclusions: A DIR-based CBCT intensity correction has been 
compared to a scatter correction method on basis of the 
CBCT projections. Both techniques yield 3D CBCT images with 
intensities equivalent to diagnostic CT and appear to be 
suitable for dose calculation in adaptive IMPT. For H&N 
cases, no considerable differences between the two 
techniques were found, while improved results of the CBCTcor 
were observed for pelvic cases due to the reduced sensitivity 
to registration inaccuracies. A detailed quantification based 
on delineation accuracy using vCT and CBCTcor is under way. 
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Table 1: SFUD BEV range comparison of vCT and CBCTcor for 
the investigated H&N (PatHN1-3) and prostate (PatPR1-3) 
patients. The percentage of 2D range maps with a range 
difference (RD) below 3mm and 2mm is given together with 
the median range difference and half the 2.5% to 97.5% inter-
percentile range (IPR). The SFUD angle is given according to 
the IEC scale.  
 

 
Figure 3: Comparison of vCT, CBCTcor, initial planning CT 
(pCT) and the original CBCT of PatPR3, using the same 
window for displaying. The original CBCT shows inaccurate 
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CT numbers, thus demonstrating the need for CBCT 
corrections as investigated in this work. The DIR inaccurately 
matches the outline of the bladder (see dashed circle), 
leading to a wrong anatomy in the vCT. In contrast, the 
CBCTcor bladder anatomy agrees well with the original CBCT.  
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MRI for external beam radiotherapy guidance 
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Its excellent soft tissue contrast makes MRI extremely well 
suited for guidance of external beam radiotherapy.  
In recent years, using cone beam CT-linac radiotherapy 
systems, great success has been realized in the minimal 
invasive treatment of prostate tumours, stereotactic ablative 
body radiotherapy of lung tumours and stereotactic 
treatment of tumours of the brain. For these tumours, there 
is good visualization of the tumour itself or there is a good 
visualization of tumour related structures or fiducial markers. 
There is a clear trend towards better targeting with less 
normal tissue involvement and thus less toxicity, less surgery 
and less fractionation. However, for most other tumour 
locations the limited visualization using cone beam CT and 
the lack of dynamic information hinders this development. 
On-line and real-time MRI guidance may offer the possibility 
to implemented this stereotactic revolution for most 
remaining tumour locations like radiotherapy of tumours of 
the rectum, oesophagus, pancreas, kidney, individual lymph 
nodes, etc. This may provide a breakthrough in the 
application of radiotherapy and redefine the relation 
radiotherapy and surgery.  
Essential is the availability of high quality MRI (e.g.1.5T 
Philips Ingenia) during the actual treatment process. The 
design of the experimental UMCUtrecht/Elekta MRI-Linac 
combination has been described in Lagendijk et al. [2008] 
and Raaymakers et al. (2009). The MRI accelerator facilitates 
good soft tissue visualization and continuous patient anatomy 
updates regarding translations, rotations and deformations of 
targets and organs at risk. Accounting for this, demands high 
speed, online intensity-modulated radiotherapy re-
optimization. The MRI must supply real-time information 
about the actual position of the tumour and organs at risk 
and the on-line treatment planning must be able to deal with 
this. Dedicated sequences and correction protocols are being 
developed to guarantee extreme fast and geometrically 
correct MR imaging. Essential is that the complete 3D 
anatomy can be followed in real-time. Treatment planning 
procedures are being developed which can optimize the dose 
delivered on the actual anatomy. 
The radiation dose is being delivered with the patient in a 
1.5T magnetic field. The actual dose deposition, beam 
characteristics and absolute dosimetry must be evaluated for 
this magnetic field environment. 
The clinical introduction of the MRL system is being 
organized within an international consortium. Within this 
consortium structure imaging protocols are being optimizes, 
‘blue sky’ approached are being discussed for several tumour 
groups and the actual clinical trials are being designed. 
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Current status of particle therapy in the Netherlands 
J.A. Langendijk 
 
In 2009, the Health Council of Ministry of Health published 
the Horizon Scanning Report Proton Radiotherapy, which 
paved the way for the clinical introduction of proton therapy 
in the Netherlands. In this report, four categories of 
indications were identified, including: standard indications 
(e.g. pediatric patients), prevention of secondary tumors in 
young patients with favorable prognosis (e.g. Hodgkin 
lymphoma), potential indications (i.e. dose escalation 
without enhancing toxicity) and the model-based indications 
(i.e. prevention of side effects). The model-based indications 
are the largest group of indications. In this category, patients 
will only be selected for proton therapy after an individual 
planning comparison and if the difference in dose translates 
in a minimal difference in NTCP (ΔNTCP). This model-based 
approach has been recognized by the Health Insurance Board 
as well, which means that patients selected for proton 
therapy according to this approach will receive 
reimbursement for their treatment. 
In addition to this, the Ministry of Health, together with the 
proton therapy initiatives launched a national plan for proton 
therapy, which includes the realization of four small to 
medium sized proton therapy centers, with a geographic 
distribution over the country that foresees optimal 
accessibility of proton therapy for all eligible patients in the 
Netherlands. The maximum capacity to be created is 2,200 
patients per year, divided among these four centers. These 
centers are now under construction. 
Consensus has been reached on a national level regarding the 
threshold for ΔNTCP to be selected for proton therapy. More 
detailed indication protocols are now developed coordinated 
by the National Proton Therapy Platform, in which all 
radiotherapy departments are represented.  
In addition, the four initiatives closely collaborate to create 
a national prospective data registry program to create a 
rapid learning health care system which can be used to 
develop and externally validate NTCP-models and to validate 
the added value of proton therapy to reduce radiation-
induced side effects. 
In this way, the Netherlands is one of the first countries 
worldwide that will realize a well balanced national plan for 
proton therapy in which this new technology will be 
integrated in a multicenter clinical research environment.  
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Purpose: In 2005, the word “theranostics” was used for the 
first time for describing the use of imaging for therapy 
planning in radiation oncology. It is defined as the use of 
individual patient-level biological information in choosing the 
optimal therapy for that individual [1]. In Nuclear Medicine 
this term describes the use of short-lived tracers for 
predicting the absorbed doses in molecular radiotherapy and, 
thus, safety and efficacy of a treatment. 
Materials/Methods: For pre-therapeutic dosimetry for the 
purpose of dose-planning or for post-therapeutic dose 
verification, quantitative imaging of the biokinetics of the 
administered radiolabelled substance is necessary followed 
by the calculation of the absorbed doses with potential 
inclusion of biological effects. This comprises the following 
three steps: 
a) Quantitative Imaging 

The established method for quantitative imaging for 
dosimetry relies on the measurement of the biokinetics 
by serial PET/CT, SPECT/CT or whole body scan. For 
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quantification the proper attenuation, scatter and 
partial volume corrections need to be applied. If organ 
or lesion dosimetry is performed, precise determination 
of organ/lesion volumes is necessary. Care has to be 
taken for an appropriate calibration of the imaging 
system. 

b) Biokinetics 
  This requires the determination of a correct temporal 

sampling and the use of ad hoc procedures to integrate 
the activity within time to obtain the total number of 
decays occurring in the source organs and thus the 
time-integrated activity coefficients (TIACs). 

c) Absorbed dose Calculation 
If the TIACs of the relevant structures are known, a 
calculation of the absorbed doses can be performed by 
applying, in most cases, the “MIRD formalism”: 

D = Ã*S 
D: the mean absorbed dose to a voxel or a target 
region from the cumulated activity in a source region. 
Ã: the cumulated activity (i.e. the integral of the 
time-activity curve) 
S: S factor (= mean absorbed dose per unit cumulated 
activity in the voxel or the target region).  

Different dose calculation approaches exist: These may 
either be based on tabulated S factors (with mass correction) 
of anthropomorphic phantoms, on convolution kernels or on 
Monte-Carlo simulations. 
Results: The most successful pairs of isotopes for theranostics 
are I-123/I-124/I-131 [2] and Ga-68/Lu-177/Y-90 [3]. In 
addition, Y-90 PET/CT provides a good estimate of the 
absorbed doses in selective internal radiotherapy for loco-
regional liver treatment [4]. 
 
Conclusion: Although many new radiopharmaceuticals are 
available for imaging and molecular radiotherapy it is still a 
challenge to establish reliable dose-response relationships.  
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Purpose: Auger-electron (AE) emitting radionuclides could be 
exploited for therapeutic purposes due to the high local 
energy deposition by low-energy Auger electrons or may 
deliver an unintentional mean absorbed dose burden when 
used as medical imaging agents. The aim of this study is to 
provide S-values for selected 14 AE emitting radionuclides 
based on the latest radiation spectra.  
Methods: The Monte Carlo code PENELOPE [1] was used to 
transport the complete radiation spectra of 67Ga, 80mBr, 89Zr, 
90Nb, 99mTc, 111In, 117mSn, 119Sb, 123I, 124I, 125I, 135La, 195mPt and 
201Tl using the methodology described in Ref. [2]. Radiation 
spectra was based on the unabridged nuclear decay data 
from MIRD RADTABS program [3] and the radiation spectra 
generated using the BrIccEmis code [4]. Taking the nucleus as 
the target, simulations were run assuming uniformly 
distributed activity in the nucleus (N←N), in the cytoplasm 
(N←Cy) or on the cell surface (N←CS).  
Results: A comparison of calculated Auger yields for all 14 
radionuclides is shown in the table below. Auger yields from 
MIRD are consistently higher than the values calculated using 
the BrIccEmis code. The methodology used to produce data 
in MIRD did not account for variations in binding energies 

during atomic relaxation thus overestimated the intensity of 
low-energy electrons.  

 
BrIccEmiss determined S-values were generally lower 
compared with MIRD S-values with the greatest differences 
noted when the source is far from the target region, i.e. for 
the N←Cy and N←CS configurations. 
Conclusions: Realistic modelling of atomic relaxation 
following nuclear decay is essential for producing the 
radiation spectra needed for the calculations of S-values.  
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Purpose: The local temperature increase induced by ion 
energy deposition in tissue creates an “ionoacoustic” 
ultrasound signal, particularly at the dose maximum (Bragg 
peak)[1-3]. This signal may be used for range verification in 
ion beam therapy in the future, which is still an important 
challenge for this irradiation modality. This approach has 
recently been revisited by several groups in simulations [4, 
5], and by our group in simulations and also in proof-of-
principle experiments with pulsed 20 MeV proton beams [6]. 
Here we present new simulations and first measurements of 
the ionoacoustic signal produced in water by proton beams 
accelerated up to energies of 227 MeV at a clinical synchro-
cyclotron. 
Material and Methods: In preparation of ionoacoustic 
experiments at clinically relevant energies, we extended our 
simulations from previously 20 MeV to beam energies of 120-
230 MeV. The propagation of ultrasound waves was simulated 
by the MATLAB toolbox k-Wave using Geant4 for calculations 
of the initial dose deposition. The corresponding 
experimental setup to measure the ionoacoustic signal 
consisted of a broadband hydrophone (500 Hz - 250 kHz) 
placed in a water phantom with protons entering through the 
water surface. We measured the transit time of the 
ionoacoustic signal from the Bragg peak to the hydrophone 
and varied this distance either by using different energies 
(227, 226 and 145 MeV) or by changing the detector position 
while using the maximum energy.  
Result: The simulations showed a distinct frequency shift of 
the ionoacoustic signal spectrum from a few MHz at 20 MeV 
from our previous experiments to about 100 kHz and below at 
proton beam energies above 120 MeV. At the new IBA 
synchro-cyclotron, we were able to measure ionoacoustic 
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signals from a pulsed proton beam (about 5 pC/pulse, 6 µs 
FWHM) and detector shifts down to 2 mm. The measured 
relative shifts of the Bragg peak position of 2.3 mm for 1 MeV 
energy change and 173.25 mm for 82 MeV are in perfect 
agreement with Geant4 predictions. However, the low signal 
amplitude below 1 mV required an averaging with 1024 
acquisitions. 
Conclusion: Measuring the ionoacoustic signal at the IBA 
synchro-cyclotron, the detectability of 2 mm range shifts 
could be demonstrated. Experimental upgrades will be 
discussed, from which we reasonably assume to improve the 
resolution to 1 mm and below. In order to determine an 
absolute ion range in water in future ionoacoustic 
experiments, a method using an additional ultrasound 
transducer to measure the distance of the hydrophone to the 
water surface was developed. Remaining challenges on signal 
detectability for clinical dose rates as well as perspectives of 
future setup improvements will be discussed. 
Acknowledgment: Supported by DFG (Excellence Cluster 
MAP). We thank Stephan Kellnberger and Vasilis Ntziachristos 
for the fruitful discussion and support in previous 
experiments. 
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Purpose: Online in vivo control of the ion range in a patient 
during proton therapy is a major challenge for quality 
assurance of treatments. After measurements showed that 
prompt-γ emission is correlated to the ion range (Min et al 
2006, Testa et al 2008), prompt-γ imaging emerged as a 
promising method (Verburg et al 2013). Fast methods are 
required to compute accurate prompt-γ emission maps to 
design and predict the camera response from treatment 
plans. An analytic computation method based on the 
structure of the dose calculation engines in treatment 
planning system has recently been proposed (Sterpin et al 
2015). An alternative technique based on variance reduction 
in Monte Carlo (MC) calculations is developed here for 
computing prompt-γ emission maps in proton therapy.  
Materials/Methods: The track length estimator (TLE) method 
is a standard variance reduction technique in voxel-based 
dose computation in the kerma approximation (Williamson 
1987), and similar approaches have also been developed for 
positron emitter distributions in proton therapy (Parodi et al 
2007). A specific track length estimator has been developed 
here to design a continuous process along the proton track 

that locally deposits the expected value of the prompt-γ 
emission (induced by proton inelastic scattering) that would 
have occurred if a large number of protons with the same 
incident energy had followed the same step (i.e. track 
element). First an elemental database of prompt-γ emission 
spectra is established in the clinical energy range of incident 
protons for all elements in the composition of human tissues. 
This database of the prompt-γ spectra is built offline with 
high statistics. Regarding the implementation of the prompt-
γ TLE MC tally, each proton deposits along its track the 
expectation of the prompt-γ spectra from the database 
according to the proton kinetic energy and the local material 
density and composition. All software developments have 
been carried out with the Gate/Geant4 toolkit. 
Results: A detailed statistical analysis is reported to 
characterize the dependency of the variance reduction on 
the geometrical (track length distribution) and physical 
(linear prompt-γ spectrum database) parameters. 
Benchmarking of the proposed technique with respect to an 
analogous MC technique is carried out. A large relative 
efficiency gain is reported, ca. 105. Such an efficiency gain 
could reduce the MC computing time of a full treatment from 
some weeks to less than one hour. Implementation issues are 
also addressed. 
Conclusions: This MC-based technique makes it possible to 
deal with complex situations such as heterogeneities for 
which proton straggling and secondary protons may have a 
decisive contribution. When considering translation to clinic, 
measurements for the prompt-γ spectrum database, or at 
least a sound calibration protocol of the simulated prompt-γ 
spectra, will have to be carried out. 
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Since the gastrin-releasing peptide receptor(GRPR) has been 
shown to be overexpressed in prostate cancer, bombesin 
which is the ligand of GRPR has been investigated to be a 
successful candidate for the peptide receptor 
radiotherapy(PRRT)[1]. The present study describes the 
imaging and therapeutic efficacy of the theranostic 
twins(68Ga/177Lu)-labeled bombesin derivatives for the PRRT 
of GRPR-overexpressing prostate tumors. 
A series of DOTA-conjugated bombesin derivatives were 
synthesized using a solid-phase synthesis. Competitive 
binding studies were performed for selecting a GRPR-
targeting peptide with high affinity. The selected peptide 
was labeled with 68Ga using the NaCl method for imaging[2], 
and labeled with 177Lu which was produced by the HANARO 
research reactor (thermal neutron flux of 1.8 × 1014 n·cm-2·s-

1) for therapy. The labeling yield was evaluated by iTLC-SG, 
and the PET/CT imaging and therapeutic efficacy of the 
radiolabeled peptides were evaluated using nude mice 
bearing PC-3 human prostate carcinoma xenograft. 
Hydrophilic-modified bombesin derivative showed a 
nanomolar binding affinity for GRPR. The peptide was labeled 
with the both radionuclides in high incorporation 
yields(>98%). 68Ga-labeled peptide was quickly cleared from 
the blood and clearly visualized in PC-3 tumors at 1 hr p.i. 
177Lu-labeled peptide were also rapidly accumulated in a PC-3 
tumor, and the % ID/g of the tumor was 12.42 ± 2.15 1 hr p.i. 
The radio-peptide significantly inhibited the tumor growth 
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(P<0.05), and treatment-related toxicity was not observed in 
the pancreas and kidneys while slight glomerulopathy was 
detected. 
The pharmacokinetic, imaging, and therapy studies suggest 
that the theranostic twins(68Ga/177Lu)-labeled bombesin 
derivatives have promising characteristics for application in 
nuclear medicine, namely, for the diagnosis and treatment of 
GRPR-overexpressing prostate tumors. 
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Hypothesis: Radiation fibrosis (RF) effects up to 70% of 
patients who have undergone radiotherapy.  It is 
characterized by irreversible scarring of normal tissue 
resulting in functional morbidity and increased risk of 
surgical complications. Adipose-derived stromal cells (ADSCs) 
are a subcategory of mesenchymal stromal cell. Much of the 
therapeutic benefit of ADSCs has been attributed to secretion 
of cytokines and growth factors involved in 
immunomodulation, cell survival, and metabolism. We 
hypothesize that ADSCs may be therapeutically effective for 
RF through reversal of metabolic aberrations. 
Methods: A mouse model of RF was developed and ADSC 
isolation was confirmed by surface marker expression and by 
differentiation capacity down the mesenchymal lineage. GFP 
and luciferase labelled ADSCs were used to assess 
biodistribution and cell survival after transplantation. To 
determine the therapeutic effect of ADSC transplantation for 
RF, we assessed functional changes to tissue elasticity using a 
leg contracture measurement tool and to collagen deposition 
using trichrome blue staining. To determine the mechanism 
of ADSC-mediated fibrosis reversal, we assessed 
transcriptomic changes to RF tissue.  
Results: A RF model was created by radiating the hind limb of 
C3H mice. This model showed a dose dependent leg 
contracture and histological findings of fibrosis. We 
confirmed the immunophenotype of isolated ADSC and their 
ability to differentiate into adipogenic, chondrogenic, and 
osteogenic lineages. ADSC transplantation showed a 
statistically significant trend towards improved leg 
contracture (2-way ANOVA, p<0.05) and reduced collagen 
deposition. Biodistribution studies confirmed the presence of 
ADSCs in the subdermis of RF tissue with persistence for at 
least 18 days post-transplantation.  Preliminary RNA-seq 
over-representation pathway analysis showed that lipid 
metabolism and PPARG signaling were among the top 
pathways down regulated in radiation fibrosis and was 
partially reversed with ADSC treatment. ADSCs directly 
reversed alterations to lipid metabolism in radiated 
fibroblasts through indirect co-culture.  
Conclusions: ADSC transplantation may be an effective 
treatment for the reversal of radiation fibrosis through 
metabolic reprogramming. As cancer survivorship increases, 
the prevalence of radiation fibrosis will rise and necessitate 
increased focus on effective treatment strategies for this 
condition.   
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Purpose: The detection of gamma rays for monitoring 
purposes can overcome some of the limitations of PET, since 
they are more abundant than positron emitters and are 
produced within nanoseconds after irradiations. However, 
their continuous emission spectrum up to high energies (more 
than 10 MeV) make their detection challenging [1]. 
Collimated systems and Compton cameras are being 
developed for this application. 
The IRIS group of the Instituto de Fisica Corpuscular (IFIC-
CSIC/UVEG, Valencia) has developed a three-layer Compton 
telescope based on LaBr3 scintillator crystals for hadron 
therapy monitoring within the ENVISION project.   
Materials and Methods: The telescope consists of three planes 
of LaBr3 crystals, which provide high energy resolution and 
fast response, coupled to silicon photomultiplier arrays. A 
custom made data acquisition system has been developed to 
read out the detectors and operate them in time 
coincidence, employing the VATA64HDR16 ASIC[2]. The 
system aims at combining two- and three-layer events in 
order to profit from the high efficiency of the former and the 
high precision of the latter. The functionality of the device 
has been tested in the laboratory with radioactive sources, 
and also in beam tests. A dedicated image reconstruction ML-
EM code has also been developed for both types of events. 
Results: The system has been characterized in the laboratory 
acquiring data with radioactive sources of different energies. 
The detector response in terms of linearity, uniformity and 
spatial, energy and timing resolution has been obtained for 
the three layers, improving the results of the first tests. In 
addition, images of a point-like Na-22 source have been 
reconstructed with two and three-layer systems. The 
preliminary spatial resolution obtained is 7.3 mm FWHM with 
the two-layer system and 8.6 mm FWHM with the three-layer 
system.  
The two-layer system has also been tested in a proton beam 
at KVI-CART, Groningen. Data were taken with a 150 MeV 
proton beam with an intensity of about 108 protons/s and a 
lateral beam spread of 5.3 mm impinging on a PMMA 
phantom. The PMMA target was placed in two different 
positions along the beam separated by 10 mm. The data 
analysis and image reconstruction of the data have shown a 
difference in the reconstructed profile consistent with the 
phantom position [3]. 
Conclusions: The laboratory tests carried out assess the 
correct functioning of the device. In-beam results show the 
capability of detecting range shifts. Current work is focused 
on performance improvement of the system and on 
simultaneous operation of two and three detector layers. 
Further tests in beam are planned at HZDR Dresden for 
December 2015. 
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Purpose: Monte Carlo (MC) codes are widely used in the 
hadrontherapy community due to their detailed description 
of radiation transport and interaction with matter. In this 
work, we present the latest developments and applications 
of the FLUKA Monte Carlo code [1,2].   
Material/methods: MC methods are being utilized at several 
institutions for a wide range of activities spanning from beam 
characterization to quality assurance and 
dosimetric/radiobiological studies. The suitability of a MC 
code for application to hadrontherapy demands accurate and 
reliable physical models for the description of the transport 
and the interaction of all components of the expected 
radiation field. This becomes extremely important to 
correctly perform not only physical but also biological dose 
calculations. In addition, accurate prediction of emerging 
secondary radiation is of utmost importance in emerging 
areas of research aiming at in-vivo treatment verification.  
Results: Validations and applications at several experimental 
sites as well as proton/ion therapy facilities with active beam 
delivery systems will be presented:  

• Physical database generation: laterally integrated 
depth-dose profiles, lateral-dose distributions at 
different depths, secondary fragment yields and 
fragment energy spectra at different depths.  

• Forward MC re-calculations of physical/RBE-
weighted dose distributions of proton and carbon 
ion treatment plans.  

• MC-based treatment planning for proton and heavy 
ions beam therapy. 

• Studies for introducing new ions (4He and 16O) in 
the clinical practice.  

Conclusions: FLUKA's flexibility and the satisfactory 
agreements with several dosimetric data and nuclear 
fragment yields demonstrate that the code is a valuable and 
powerful support for the hadrontherapy community.  
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Purpose: Conventionally, intensity modulated particle 
therapy (IMPT) fields are optimized independently of the 
fractionation scheme. Following some precursory works [1—
3], this study aims at investigating whether the application of 
spatial and temporal modulations in fractionation patterns, 

which involve the delivery of daily inhomogeneous fractional 
dose (IFD) distributions, may increase the therapeutic gain. 
Materials/Methods: We simulated the irradiation of different 
clinical cases with different ions (1H, 4He, 12C) and we carried 
out a comparison between two types of treatment plans. 
These were: (1) a conventional plan with a standard 
fractionation scheme in which each beam irradiates the 
whole planning target volume (PTV) delivering a uniform dose 
of 2 Gy per fraction; (2) an alternative plan that implies IFD 
distributions, delivering homogeneous dose to distinct regions 
of the PTV in different fractions. Each field was weighted to 
minimize its contribution to the proximal region of the PTV, 
so to limit the dose excursion in the surrounding normal 
tissues and obtain different local fractionation schemes in 
the volumes of interest. The comparison was based on the 
evaluation of the tumor complication probability (TCP) and 
normal tissue complication probability (NTCP). We evaluated 
these quantities following the approach proposed by Kallman 
et al. [4], based on the Linear-Quadratic-Poisson model. We 
considered a variable relative biological effectiveness (RBE) 
and the impact of the variable linear energy transfer (LET) 
distributions on the sensitivity to the time structure of the 
irradiation. 
Results: For the considered cases, the comparison showed 
that the IFD-based approach leads to an improvement of the 
therapeutic index with respect to the standard approach (+6-
10%). The extent of the gain is dependent, among other 
factors, on the sensitivity of the tissues to the employed ion 
radiation. Some critical issues were identified related to the 
choice of weights and spatial configurations of the fields. 
Conclusions: This work investigates the possibility to improve 
the therapeutic index by delivering temporally and spatially 
heterogeneous dose distributions in the PTV, following the 
IFD paradigm. A methodology has been found which has 
proven to be successful in the considered clinical cases. 
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In Particle Therapy, cancer treatments are performed using 
accelerated charged particles whose high irradiation 
precision and conformity allows the tumor destruction while 
sparing the surrounding healthy tissues. Dose release 
monitoring devices using photons and charged particles 
produced by the beam interaction with the patient body have 
already been proposed, but no attempt based on the 
detection of the abundant secondary radiation neutron 
component has been made yet. The reduced attenuation 
length of neutrons yields a secondary particle sample that is 
larger in number when compared to photons and charged 
particles. Furthermore, neutrons allow for a backtracking of 
the emission point that is not affected by multiple scattering. 
Since neutrons can release a significant dose far away from 
the tumor region, a precise measurement of their flux, 
production energy and angle distributions is eagerly needed 
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in order to improve the Treatment Planning Systems (TPS) 
software, so to properly take into account not only the 
normal tissue toxicity in the target region, but also the risk 
of late complications in the whole body [1,2]. All the 
aforementioned issues underline the importance for an 
experimental effort devoted to the precise characterization 
of the neutron production gaining experimental access both 
to the emission point and production energy.  
The technical challenges posed by a neutron detector aiming 
for high detection efficiency and good backtracking precision 
will be addressed within the MONDO (MOnitor for Neutron 
Dose in hadrOntherapy) project. The MONDO main goal is to 
develop a tracking detector targeting fast and ultrafast 
secondary neutrons. 
The main interaction mechanism of fast and ultrafast 
neutrons in plastic scintillators is the elastic scattering with 
hydrogen nuclei. In case of double elastic scattering events, 
if both protons recoil are measured, the neutron energy and 
direction can be reconstructed. The tracking and energy 
resolution achievable on the two recoiling protons drive the 
neutron energy and angular resolutions. The tracker is than 
composed by matrix (10 x 10 x 20 cm3) of squared 
scintillating fiber of 0.250 mm). The fibers are used at the 
same time as target for the elastic n-p scattering of the 
impinging neutrons and as active detector for the recoiling 
protons. The light produced and collected in the fibers will 
be amplified using a triple GEM [3] and acquired using CMOS 
Single Photon Avalanche Diode arrays [4]. 
 
The neutron tracker will measure the neutron production 
yields, as a function of production angle and energy, using 
different therapeutical beams (protons, 12C ions and possibly 
4He and 16O ions).  
The MONDO project and the preliminary test of the different 
components will be presented. 
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Purpose: A growing body of evidence on cancer stem cells 
(CSC) relates their presence in tumours to poor treatment 
outcome. Symmetrical division of CSC during therapy is a key 
factor that contributes to repopulation and treatment 
failure. However, the literature lacks quantification of the 
CSC fraction and their division pattern. Head and neck 
cancers (HNC) are challenging due to high hypoxic content 
and repopulation ability by CSCs. The aim of this work was to 
quantify the symmetrical division of CSC in a hypoxic HNC 
model treated with hyperfractionated radiotherapy and 
assess tumour response as a function of the interplay 
between CSC and the hypoxic fraction.  
Methods: A Monte Carlo technique was employed to grow a 
HNC consisting of CSC, differentiated and quiescent cells. For 
a biologically realistic growth, the initial symmetrical division 
probability of CSC was 1.9%, leading to a pre-treatment CSC 

population of 5.9%. The model considers various hypoxia 
levels as a function of the mean partial oxygen tension, from 
3mmHg to 10mmHg. CSC radioresistance was established 
according to literature [1] and adapted for HNC. 
Results: Initial CSC fraction changes during treatment due to 
repopulation, radioresistance and hypoxia. Figure 1 shows 
the variation of CSC fraction during therapy for three hypoxic 
scenarios. The figure shows that in mildly hypoxic tumours (9 
mmHg) the fraction of CSCs during treatment overtakes the 
fraction of CSC in severely hypoxic ones (3 mmHg). It nearly 
appears that hypoxia keeps the CSC subpopulation under 
control. This behaviour is due to the fact that in well-
oxygenated tumors CSCs are the most resistant subpopulation 
and they outlive non-stem cells, while in hypoxic tumors 
there are hypoxic resistant subpopulations as well as CSCs, 
thus the hypoxic content and CSC fraction are intertwined. 

 
 
While hyperfractionation (1.2Gy in 70 fractions) is likely to 
be the most optimal radiotherapy schedule for advanced HNC 
[2] the model shows that if repopulation occurs via 
symmetrical division of CSCs with a probability greater than 
5%, radiotherapy as a sole agent is not efficient for hypoxic 
HNC (table 1). However, oxic HNC benefit from 
hyperfractionation even for larger probabilities of 
symmetrical division, thus an overall dose of 84Gy in two 
1.2Gy daily fractions is effective to overcome repopulation. 
Conclusions: Quantitative evaluation of CSCs and hypoxia are 
crucial for designing successful treatment regimens for 
resistant subpopulations. 
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Purpose: Despite recent advancements in radiotherapy and 
radiosurgery, significant limitations remain. Hadrontherapy, 
which has been in clinical use for more than 15 years, has 
shown remarkable effectiveness. However, it still could 
benefit from a lower impact on non-targeted tissues to allow 
its administration at higher doses. This is the reason why we 
propose a new approached called hadron minibeam radiation 
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therapy (hadron MBRT). The technique is based on the well 
established tissue-sparing effect of arrays of parallel, thin or 
small beams, observed in studies performed with synchrotron 
radiation [1-2]. In parallel, significant tumor growth delay 
was observed in highly aggressive tumors by using interlaced 
irradiations [1-3]. Hadron MBRT combines the advantages of 
MBRT with the high dose conformability and the remarkable 
biological effectiveness of hadrontherapy. This novel strategy 
might guarantee tissue recovery and reduce the side effects 
of radiation in healthy tissues. The main goal of this study 
was to explore this new approach from a dosimetric point of 
view and to verify its technical feasibility at a clinical center 
(HIT, Germany). In particular, carbon and oxygen minibeams 
were studied. 
Materials/methods: Carbon and oxygen minibeams were 
generated through a tungsten multislit collimator with line 
apertures of 700 μm separated by 3500 μm. Scanned 12C and 
16O pencil beams were used to cover a given irradiation field 
size (1x1 cm2) and a spread out Bragg peak (SOBP) region of 
5 cm at 8 cm-depth in water. Radiochromic films (EBT3) were 
placed at several depths in a solid-water slab phantom to 
evaluate dose distributions. Quenching effects of these films 
were also assessed and results were accordingly corrected.  
As a figure of merit, the ratio between the central dose of 
one minibeam (peak dose) and the dose in the middle of two 
consecutive beams (valley dose) was evaluated. This 
magnitude, named peak-to-valley dose ratio (PVDR), is a very 
relevant magnitude in such spatially fractionated techniques 
[4]. 
Results: The measured lateral dose profiles in carbon and 
oxygen MBRT consisted in a pattern of peaks and valleys, 
which prove the technical feasibility of this approach. This 
first dosimetric study showed PVDR values around 10-20 in 
the first centimeters of the phantom. PVDR values 
progressively decrease up to around 5 at 8-cm-depth. These 
PVDR values are in the order of the ones obtained in x-rays 
MBRT, for which biological effectiveness has already been 
proven.  
Conclusions: This is the first exploratory study that 
experimentally proves the technical feasibility of hadron 
MBRT at a clinical center. The PVDR values obtained showed 
the potential of this radiotherapy approach, which might 
allow reducing side effects in the healthy tissues. Animal 
experiments are warranted. 
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Purpose: One strategy to improve the clinical outcome in 
radiotherapy (RT) is to increase the dose effects in the 
tumor. This can be achieved by using specific nanoparticles 
(NP). Numerous studies have shown an enhanced 
effectiveness of tumor cell killing when NP were associated 
to irradiation [1-3]. However, the mechanisms of action are 

not yet clear. In addition to the damage due to a possible 
local dose enhancement, the interaction of NP with essential 
biological macromolecules could lead to changes in the 
cellular function, such as cell arrest at radiosensitive phases 
[4]. These effects, which could be amplified with a 
subsequent irradiation, might increase their anticancer 
effectiveness. Along this line, in this study we used F98 
glioma rat cells as an in vitro model to evaluate the 
intracellular biochemical changes induced by x-ray 
irradiations in combination with Gadolinium NP by using 
Fourier transform infrared microspectroscopy (FTIR). FTIR 
allows in situ chemical structure determination of 
intracellular biomolecules. In addition, this technique has 
significantly contributed to study apoptosis, as well as cell 
cycle and cell death modes.  
Materials/methods: FTIR measurements were performed 
using the internal source of infrared radiation at SESAME 
synchrotron (Jordan). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
was performed to show the variances between the different 
sets of spectra.  
Results: Noticeable spectra alterations in the presence or 
absence of NP were detected in the proteins, DNA and lipids 
regions, indicating changes in the cellular function (even in 
the absence of radiation). In particular, biochemical changes 
related to apoptosis were detected. These include a shift 
toward the low wavenumbers in the amide I and II bands, 
relative amplitude changes in the CH2 and CH3 stretching 
modes, along with DNA chromatin condensation indications 
[5]. The figure below shows an example of PCA analysis in 
the DNA region of the infrared spectral range in the presence 
and absence of NP for a dose deposition of 10 Gy.  
 

 
 
Conclusion: This is one of the first research studies 
performed at the Emira laboratory of the SESAME Synchrotron 
(Jordan). This infared work provides new insights on the 
biochemical effects induced by the combination of 
radiotherapy and nanoparticles, for which the full 
mechanisms of interaction are not well known up to now. 
Results will be discussed in relation to cell viability studies. 
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We present the first results obtained with a detector, called 
Large Area Pixelized Detector (LAPD), dedicated to the beam 
ballistic control in the context of hadrontherapy.  
The purpose is to control the ballistics of the beam delivered 
to the patient by in-beam and real time detection of 
secondary particles, emitted during its irradiation. These 
particles could be high energy photons (γ prompt), or charged 
particles like protons, or 511 keV γ from the annihilation of a 
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positron issued from the β+ emitters induced in the patient 
tissues along the beam path. These methods require being 
able to detect with a huge efficiency, and with a minimum 
dead time, these secondary particles emitted when the beam 
hits the patient.  
The LAPD is similar to a conventional Positron Emission 
Tomography camera. The 511 keV γ are detected and the 
reconstructed line of responses allow to measure the β+ 
activity distribution.  Nevertheless, when trying to use γ from 
positron annihilations for the ballistic control in 
hadrontherapy, the large γ prompt background should be 
taken into account and properly rejected. 
This detector is made of two half-rings of 120 channels each 
(figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 4: the LAPD, a PET-like detector dedicated to beam 
ballistic control in hadrontherapy. 

 
Each channel consists of a 13*13*15 mm3 LYSO crystal glued 
to a PMT. The PMT signal is sent to an Analog Sampling 
Module (ASM board). This VME 6U board is based on the DRS4 
chip technology (Switch Capacitor Array) from the Paul 
Sherrer Institute and was specially designed for the LAPD 
detector. This board receives up to 24 differential analog 
input signals, with maximum amplitude of 600 mV, digitized 
by 12 bits - 33 MHz ADC. The sampling rate varies between 1 
and 5 GHz, for a maximum buffer size of 1024 samples. 
The first part of the talk is devoted to the description of the 
detector and its electronics. Then, we describe the various 
trigger strategy, and the on-going upgrade of the VME-based 
acquisition system to a µTCA-based technology. The selection 
of the coincident 511 keV γ is also discussed, and the 
reconstruction using an iterative MLEM algorithm is 
presented. In the last part of the talk, few results from an 
experiment with one third of the detector, using proton and 
carbon ion beams at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center 
in 2014, are also described, and the Coincidence Resolution 
Time and energy resolution are given. First reconstruction 
results, obtained with a phantom filled with a high intensity 
FDG source at the cancer research center of Clermont-
Ferrand in 2015 are also shown.  
This detector is now characterized, and will be installed at 
the Lacassagne hadrontherapy center (Nice, France), on the 
65 MeV line (Medicyc) in December 2015 first, and on the 
future 230 MeV line (S2C2 from IBA) in 2016. The capability 
of this detector and its associated electronics to measure the 
ballistic of the proton beam in real clinical conditions with a 
sufficient precision will be evaluated.  
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Purpose: Ion beams are used for highly precise 
radiotherapy, making an accurate dose deposition in tissue 
crucial. However, this accuracy can be compromised by 
unpredictable changes of the patient. Therefore an online 
monitoring of the beam within the patient is of large 
interest. The main challenge is given by stopping of the 
entire beam inside of the patient. Our group investigates 
the possibility to collect and reconstruct the information 
about the beam extension in the patient by detecting 
light ions emitted from the irradiated object, suggested in 
[1]. Exploiting the directions of secondary ions measured, a 
method for visualization and quantification of the carbon 
ion beam profile in a homogeneous phantom was 
published in [2]. In this contribution, the capability of 
the method to detect inhomogeneities in  otherwise 
homogeneous phantoms is presented. 
Materials & methods: The experiments were performed at 
the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy Center  (HIT) in 
Germany. Narrow carbon ion beams of therapy-relevant 
energies, were directed onto homogneneous plastic 
phantoms with a typical head size. Secondary ions emerging 
from the phantom during the irradiation, were detected 
by a Timepix detector [3] developed by the Medipix 
Collaboration at CERN. A multilayered detector, 
consisting of 3 parallel Timepix detectors, was used to 
measure their tracks in 3D. The track distributions acquired 
with a full phantom were compared with cases when 
parts of the phantom were missing at several positions, 
simulating cavities in the body. 
Results: It was found that exploiting the information 
carried by secondary ions enables to visualize cavities in 
the irradiated volume at different positions of the Bragg 
curve. The method was found to be sensitive also to 
cavities situated behind the Bragg peak (in the fragment 
tail). Moreover, a three-dimensional image reconstruction 
based on maximum likelihood expectation maximization 
(MLEM) exploiting the measured secondary particle tracks 
was developed. In the resulting images, air cavities and 
inhomogeneities with density differences down to 0.3 g cm−3 
to the surrounding material are clearly visualized for the first 
time. 
Conclusions: Our experimental results demonstrate that 
this novel imaging modality enables clear visualization of 
down to 1 cm-sized air cavities in head-sized phantoms, 
under clinical irradiation conditions. Therefore we conclude 
that secondary ions, being a by-product of the irradiation, 
are an attractive source of information on the actual beam 
extension in the irradiated body. 
Keywords: carbon ion radiotherpy, in-vivo beam monitoring, 
secondary charged particles 
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Purpose: To evaluate the significance of fractionated 
administration of thalidomide combined with γ-ray 
irradiation in terms of local tumor response and lung 
metastatic potential, referring to the response of intratumor 
quiescent (Q) cells. 
Materials/methods: B16-BL6 melanoma tumor-bearing 
C57BL/6 mice were continuously given 5-bromo-2’-
deoxyuridine (BrdU) to label all proliferating (P) cells. The 
tumor-bearing mice then received γ-ray irradiation after 
thalidomide treatment through a single or 2 consecutive daily 
intraperitoneal administrations up to a total dose of 400 
mg/kg in combination with an acute hypoxia-releasing agent 
(nicotinamide, 1,000 mg/kg, intraperitoneally administered) 
or mild temperature hyperthermia (MTH, 40 centigrade for 
60 minutes). Immediately after the irradiation, cells from 
some tumors were isolated and incubated with a cytokinesis 
blocker. The responses of the Q and total (= P + Q) cell 
populations were assessed based on the frequency of 
micronuclei using immunofluorescence staining for BrdU. In 
other tumor-bearing mice, 17 days after irradiation, 
macroscopic lung metastases were enumerated. 
Results: Thalidomide raised the sensitivity of the total cell 
population more remarkably than Q cells in both single and 
daily administrations. Daily administration of thalidomide 
elevated the sensitivity of both the total and Q cell 
populations, but especially the total cell population, 
compared with single administration. Daily administration, 
especially combined with MTH, decreased the number of lung 
metastases. 
Conclusions: Daily fractionated administration of thalidomide 
in combination with γ-ray irradiation was thought to be more 
promising than single administration because of its potential 
to enhance local tumor response and repress lung metastatic 
potential. 
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Purpose: The Malthus model is an evidence based simulation 
of radiotherapy demand in England, which was designed to 
estimate radiotherapy utilisation at local and national level, 
in order to assist in planning of radiotherapy services. The 
model utilised cancer registration data from the national 
cancer registration service, together with predictions of 
population growth from the Office of National Statistics, and 
cancer incidence projections. We present the results of an 
updated model that utilises the latest population projection 
estimates, and cancer incidence data. 
Materials and Methods: Base data on cancer registration was 
provided by the National Cancer Intelligence Network, 
broken down by disease site, local Clinical Commissioning 
Groups (CCGs), age and sex. Equivalent population data was 
sourced from the Office for National Statistics. These two 
datasets were combined with data from 2,000 evidence-
based clinical decisions, covering 22 different cancer sites. 
Clinical practice was peer-reviewed by over 100 British 
oncologists and at a national forum. An updated cancer 
incidence projection model and population projection model 
were also used to enable annual demand predictions up to 
2035. 
Results: The Malthus model estimates that the access rate for 
radiotherapy in England in 2015 should be 40.5% with a 
fraction burden of approximately 47,500 fractions per million 
population. To highlight how different regions within a 
country can be, Table 1 displays two regions and the England 
average for comparison. The predicted demand for 
radiotherapy is also increasing for England. Over the next few 

year the predicted fractions per million will increase by 0.9% 
per year, this will increase to 1% per year in 2020 and is 
expected to hit 1.1% per year by 2026.  
 

 
 
Conclusions: The Malthus model with updated cancer 
incidence data suggests a radiotherapy utilisation rate of 
40.5%, with a predicted annual increase of fractions per 
million of around 1% per year. Whilst the observed rates of 
radiotherapy utilisation still lag behind the model’s 
predictions, the observed activity increases in England (from 
the Radiotherapy Data Set) over the last 3 years exceed the 
rate of rise in predicted demand. Customised simulations for 
individual regions, such as what Malthus can do, allows local 
cancer profiles to be taken into account for more accurate 
current and future demand predictions. The customisability 
also allows for simulations looking at the impact of new 
technology, such as MRI Linac and Proton therapy, and data 
from other countries can be incorporated as well.  
Keywords: Health Service Research, Demand Prediction 
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Purpose: MRI-linacs will enable 4D image-guided radiotherapy 
and require accurate MR visible and compatible dosimeter 
systems for verification. 
Methods: Motion-tracking utilising a MagicPlate (M512) silicon 
array dosimeter capable of high resolution dosimetry 
(Petasecca, 2015) (figure 1a,b)has been modified for purpose 
of MR imaging during dynamic detector-tracking (i.e. so 
named ‘MR guided dynamic dosimaging’). The detector was 
tested for MRI-safety and functionality without irradiation in 
a 1T fringe field of 3T Siemens Skyra MRI. As solid water can 
not be visualized on MRI a tissue-equivalent, gel-water 
phantom (CIRS® Computerized Imaging Reference Systems 
Inc. VA, USA), providing signal for detector and fiducial 
visualisation, was utilised to enable MR imaging (fast spin 
echo sequence).  
Results: MR images of a non-powered detector system 
demonstrated detector visualization (see figure 1c). Detector 
movements approximating breathing were also acquired 
during dynamic MRI acquisition (fast gradient echo), showing 
that fiducial markers could be visualised when placed on a 
passive device and tracked. The detector functioned at the 
1T bore entry position to simulate the magnetic field of our 
impending MR linac whilst a water phantom was imaged 
simultaneously at the mid-bore 3T position, with noise (see 
figure 1d) seen due to detector RF interference being 
reduced by aluminium foil shielding of the device and cables 
(figure 1e).  
Conclusions: The current MRI-guided dynamic dosimaging set-
up has been demonstrated to be successful in detector 
visualisation and tracking with a non-powered detector. 
Noise reduction has been achieved with the detector in 
operational mode. A MRI-compatible motion platform will be 
paired with M512. These measurements will be compared to 
acquisition in MRI-linac magnetic fields on the MRI-linac 
device being installed at the Ingham Institute in Australia. 
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Figure 1: (a) M512 array, (b) M512 dosimetry acquisition of 
1x1cm2 field, (c) Passive M512 MR imaged at 3T, blue circles 
indicate fiducials (d) MR image of water phantom imaged 
without dosimeter noise suppression, (e) MR image of water 
phantom imaged with dosimeter noise suppression. 
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Purpose: There is an important need to improve the 
effectiveness of radio-chemotherapy (RTCT) for cervical 
cancer. These tumors recruit myeloid cells from the bone 
marrow via the CXCL12/CXCR4 pathway, which in turn 
influence vascular function and radiotherapy response. The 
objective of this study was to explore combined treatment 
with Plerixafor (a CXCL12/CXCR4 inhibitor) and standard 
RTCT on primary tumor control and the development of 
metastases, using orthotopic primary xenografts derived 
directly from patients with cervical cancer. 
Materials/Methods: Two primary cervix xenografts (OCICx13 
and OCICx20) were grown in the cervices of immune deficient 
mice.  These tumor models have been shown to mirror the 
clinical and biological behavior of cervical cancer in patients. 
To simulate clinical treatment, image-guided radiotherapy 
(30 Gy in 15 daily fractions) and concurrent weekly cisplatin 
(4 mg/kg) were administered, with or without Plerixafor (5 
mg/kg/day). The primary endpoints were tumor growth 
delay, the frequency of lymph node metastases and animal 
survival. Chemokine expression and neutrophil recruitment 
were evaluated by immunohistochemistry. Acute gut toxicity 
was assessed using the crypt cell assay. Blood and normal 
organs were examined for late toxicity. 
Results: The combination of RTCT and Plerixafor produced 
substantial tumor growth delay, reduced metastases and 
improved survival compared to standard RTCT alone in 
patient-derived xenograft models. There was a reduction in 
chemokine signaling (CXCL12/CXCR4) and myeloid cell 
infiltration (GCSF, CD11b) with combination treatment 
compared to RTCT alone. There was no effect of Plerixafor 
on acute GI toxicity, nor were there changes in blood counts 
or organ morphology to indicate increased late hematological 
or normal tissue toxicity.  
Conclusion: This preclinical study demonstrates that the 
addition of Plerixafor to standard RTCT for cervical cancer 
improves local tumor control and reduced metastases with no 
increase in toxicity. Plerixafor is commercially available for 
other indications, which will facilitate translation of these 
findings to phase I/II clinical studies. 
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Curative 3D standard external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) for 
prostate cancer has been able to improve disease control 
with dose escalation during the last 15 years though against 
the token of significant toxicity. Exploring changes in 
fractionation, doses-distribution optimization with modulated 
RT, and reducing CTV-PTV safety margins due to off- or on-
line imaging before or during irradiation, may be alternatives 
worth to be implemented in order to reach the highest 
possible toxicity-free cure rates. 
Accurate imaging helping to better define the irradiation 
target/s (e.g., multiparametric MRI, PET-CT/MRI, SPECT); 
modulated EBRT optimizing the dose distribution; and image 
guided RT (e.g., kV imaging, CBCT, fiducial markers, 
transponders, endorectal balloons, recto-prostatic spacers) 
controlling for patient repositioning and organ motion are 
presently available allowing the implementation of high 
precision treatment techniques.  
Biomathematical modeling has helped to better understand 
the very special dose-response relationships of EBRT on 
prostate cancer concerning fractionation sensitivity (low α/β 
value), overall treatment time (tumor cell repopulation 
kinetics), and fraction delivery time (potential biological 
effective dose modifier). All these factors are rather 
suggestive that prostate cancer patients, especially those 
with low- or intermediate-risk disease, can be better treated 
with “more” dose/fraction, “less” number of fractions, and a 
“shorter” time protraction and delivery time per fraction. 
Two opposed modalities conceived to deliver large doses in 
few fractions are either stereotactic body RT (SBRT) or high-
dose rate brachytherapy (HDR-BT) given alone or as a boost. 
The latter procedure may be limited by dose inhomogeneities 
and geographical misses. Even a small underdosage of the 
target or a heterogeneous dose-rate delivery may have a 
negative influence on outcome. This seems to be especially 
determinant for tumors with very low α/β values as it is the 
case for prostate cancer. Thus, SBRT may be theoretically 
more advantageous because the radiobiological reliability of 
a homogeneous dose distribution compared to HDR-BT, 
besides being less invasive and probably less costly.  
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Proton radiotherapy provides a promising and emerging 
treatment approach for cancer patients. However, 
understanding of the differences in terms of DNA damage and 
cell proliferation post-proton irradiation is relatively poor. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate DNA damage 
induced by proton beams using various cytogenetic and 
molecular methods. 
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The response of human peripheral blood lymphocytes (HPBL) 
was characterized using: the cytokinesis-blocked 
micronucleus (CBMN) assay, premature chromosome 
condensation (PCC) assay, FITC-Annexin V labeling 
procedure, chip-based DNA ladder assay, and the comet 
assay. The samples of whole blood or isolated lymphocytes 
collected from 10 different healthy donors were irradiated in 
vitro with 60 MeV protons or 250 kV X-rays, in the dose range 
of 0.3 Gy – 4.0 Gy. The HPBL were located in Eppendorf 
vessels located in especially prepared PMMA (Poly(methyl 
methacrylate)) phantom and irradiated with protons in the 
fully modulated Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) mode. 
Dosimetry was performed in accordance to the 
recommendations of the IAEA TRS-398 protocol. 
Peripheral blood lymphocytes showed decreased ability to 
proliferate after irradiation that reduced with increasing 
radiation doses of either radiation types as evident by the 
reduced nuclear division index seen in the cytokinesis-block 
micronucleus (CBMN) assay. Proton irradiation resulted in a 
relatively higher incidence of cell death compared to those 
irradiated with X-rays. Cell death was due to both apoptosis 
and necrosis. Chip-based DNA ladder assay showed different 
degrees of fragmentation of the genomic DNA after proton 
irradiation indicating peripheral blood lymphocytes, which 
are prone to undergo an apoptotic mode of cell death, 
predominantly undergo a necrotic mode of cell death after 
proton irradiation. Differences in DNA damages following 
irradiation with protons and X-rays were apparent also at the 
intracellular distribution of cytogenetic damages as 
visualized by the PCC and CBMN assays. Alkaline comet assay 
showed a linear dose-response relationship for the DNA 
damage immediately after irradiation. Dose response 
relationship for the DNA damage indicated higher efficiency 
of protons in inducing DNA strand breaks presented as the 
ratio of the two α coefficients (1.37).   
Our results, contribute to a better understanding of the 
differences in the response of human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes to proton and X-ray irradiation. These studies 
may eventually help determine the suitability of patients 
with cancer for treatment with a given radiation type based 
on their normal tissue response and ability to predict 
treatment related adverse effects.    
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Biological issues and their clinical implications in proton 
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In the clinical practice of proton therapy, the biologic 
effectiveness of protons relative to photons (i.e., the 
"relative biologic effectiveness" or RBE) has simplistically 
been assumed to have a generic fixed value of 1.1.  This 
value is based on an average of results of numerous in-vitro 
and in-vivo experiments conducted under limited conditions – 
most commonly, at high doses per fraction (e.g., 6–8 Gy) and 
in the middle of the spread-out Bragg peak where the RBE is 
relatively constant and close to the average value of 1.1.  
Furthermore, the RBE data have been acquired for only a 
limited number of cell lines, tissues, and endpoints.  To 
justify the assumption of RBE of 1.1, it is argued that, 
clinically, no adverse responses have been reported with its 
use.  However, large uncertainties in the treatment 
processes may have obscured the variability of the RBE. 

In reality, the RBE is a function of multiple variables 
including dose per fraction, linear energy transfer (LET), cell 
and tissue type, endpoint, etc. It has been shown to vary 
from values lower than 1.1, perhaps lower than even 1, to as 
much as 4.  Emerging clinical evidence, still somewhat 
anecdotal, is showing that neglecting RBE variability may 
lead to unforeseen toxicities and recurrences.  However, 
establishing an unequivocal connection between unforeseen 
events and the use of RBE of 1.1 is challenging since there 
are numerous confounding factors.   These include 
uncertainty in the particle therapy dose actually delivered 
and patient-specific factors. 
As a consequence, there is a continuing debate about the 
validity of the assumption of RBE=1.1.  At the same time, 
efforts to obtain more precise and accurate RBE information 
are accelerating.  High-precision in-vitro and in-vivo 
experiments are being designed and conducted to obtain the 
large amounts of data required.  Attempts are also being 
made to extract clinically-relevant RBE from treatment 
response data, particularly from PET and MR image 
biomarkers.  Such RBE data need to be incorporated into 
predictive models of RBE, which can be used to explain 
treatment response more reliably and to design treatment 
plans.  The improved knowledge of variable RBE is expected 
to not only help explain unforeseen events but, more 
importantly, to lead to improvements in treatment planning, 
which in turn may enhance the effectiveness of proton 
therapy.  This could, for instance, be achieved by 
incorporating variable RBE in the optimization of IMPT in such 
a way as to confine high RBE protons to within the target 
volume and away from critical normal tissues. 
This presentation will focus on proton therapy.  For particles 
heavier than protons, the RBE is generally not assumed to 
have a fixed generic value.  Nevertheless, considerable 
uncertainties exist in RBE for all particles, which can have a 
significant impact on outcomes.  
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Most of adult stem cells are maintained in a quiescent state 
considered as a survival mechanism responding to DNA 
damages induced by ionizing radiation. Stem cells then are 
able to rapidly proliferate and are essential for restoration of 
tissue function. In the brain, Neural Stem Cells (NSCs) are 
known to be responsible for adult neurogenesis participating 
to cognition and Whole Brain Radiotherapy (WBRT) induces 
memory loss due to impaired neurogenesis. Here we 
compared the effect of FLASH versus conventional-RT on 
NSCs after WBRT and especially investigated quiescence and 
neurogenesis potential.  
WBRT at FLASH and conventional dose rate was performed 
using LINAC prototypes. Mice received single doses RT at 
50GyFLASH (>50Gy/s), 10GyCONV (0.04Gy/s) and sham-RT. 
Two months post-IR, before the sacrifice, cognitive tests 
were performed to evaluate memorization impairments. Two 
hours before the sacrifice animals received BrdU injection. 
Brains were collected for immunohistochemical analysis of 
NSCs quiescence using FoxO3-Sox2 (Renault et al. 2009). 
We showed that 50GyFLASH-RT does not induce any 
macroscopic toxicity whereas 10GyCONV is the maximum 
tolerated dose (Acharya et al. 2009). We observed a 
memorization loss after 10GyCONV-RT whereas cognition is 
not affected at 50GyFLASH two months post-IR. At the same 
time point, SGZ BrdU+ clusters are maintained at doses up to 
20GyFLASH whereas 10GyCONV totally impairs the 
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neurogenesis. Concerning quiescence, more Sox2+NSCs 
express FoxO3 after 30GyFLASH-RT than in CONV-RT groups. 
Nevertheless, the number of Sox2+FoxO3+NSCs decreases at 
higher doses probably due to the RT-induced cell death. 
Altogether these results suggest that FLASH-WBRT induces 
different responses in the NSCs compared to CONV-RT. 
Indeed, FLASH-RT does not induce cognitive impairment two 
months post-IR compared to CONV-RT. This observation 
correlates with a preservation of neurogenesis in the SGZ. 
Moreover, after FLASH-RT, SVZ NSCs show a quiescent status 
which could explain their preservation after irradiation and 
their ability to re-induce neurogenesis. 
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Purpose: The purpose of the reported research is the 
elaboration of the method for construction of the cost-
effective whole-body single-bed positron emission 
tomography scanner enabling simultaneous PET/CT and 
PET/MRI imaging.   
Material and methods: The Jagiellonian Positron Emission 
Tomography scanner (J-PET) is built out of axially arranged 
plastic scintillator strips, forming a cylinder [1]. The light 
signals produced in scintillators are converted to electrical 
pulses by photomultipliers placed at opposite ends of each 
strip [2]. The pulses are probed in the voltage domain by a 
newly developed electronics [1,3], and are collected by the 
novel trigger-less and reconfigurable data acquisition system 
[1,4]. The hit-position and hit-time of gamma quanta are 
reconstructed based on the time of arrival of light signals to 
the ends of the scintillator strips. The reconstruction 
procedures make use of the compressing sensing theory [5,6] 
and the library of synchronized model signals [1,7]. 
Moreover, for the image reconstruction novel algorithms are 
being developed and adopted for fast iterations on the 
graphics processing units [8].  
For estimation of the J-PET characteristics the computer 
simulations were performed [9] using GATE package [10]. 
Simulations were conducted taking into account known 
physical and instrumental effects as e.g. photon emission 
spectrum, time distribution of emitted photons, losses and 
time spread of photons due to their propagation through the 
scintillator, as well as quantum efficiency and transit time 
spread of photomultipliers. 
Results: In autumn 2015 a construction of the full scale J-PET 
prototype was completed. J-PET consists of 192 strips 
arranged axially in three layers forming a cylindrical 
diagnostic chamber with the diameter of 85 cm and axial 
field-of-view (AFOV) of 50 cm, and it is characterized by 300 
ps coincidence resolving time.  
The performance characteristics, simulated according to 
standards defined by the National Electrical Manufacturers 

Association (NEMA-NU-2), indicate a comparable performance 
of the J-PET with respect to current TOF-PET modalities as 
regards e.g. accidental coincidences [9], sensitivity, scatter 
fraction and point spread function.  
Conclusions: An axial arrangement of long strips of plastic 
scintillators, and their small light attenuation allows us to 
make a TOF-PET scanner with a longAFOV. 
The estimated coincidence resolving time changes from 230 
ps to 430 ps when extending AFOV from 16 cm to 100 cm. 
This result opens perspectives for construction of the cost 
effective TOF-PET scanner with significantly improved TOF 
resolution and larger AFOV with respect to the current 
TOF-PET modalities [11,12]. 
The talk will include presentation of the J-PET scanner along 
with the description of its characteristics estimated 
according to NEMA-NU-2 standards, and presentation of 
perspectives of combining J-PET with CT and MRI. 
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Purpose: The radiolanthanide 161Tb (T1/2 = 6.89 d) emits β--
particles (Eβ- = 154 keV) similar to 177Lu (T1/2 = 6.64 d, Eβ- = 34 
KeV), but also a significant number of Auger electrons (~12e-

/decay). This radiation profile may result in more efficient 
tumor cell killing, in particular, if the radioconjugate targets 
the cellular nucleus where DNA is damaged by the short-
ranged Auger electrons. Herein, we investigated 161Tb in 
combination with folate and somatostatin analogs in vitro 
and in vivo and compared the results to those obtained with 
the 177Lu-labeled pendants. 
Materials/methods: 161Tb was produced via irradiation of a Gd 
target at the reactor at ILL and separated from the target 
material by ion exchange chromatography at PSI. A DOTA-
folate conjugate (cm10, [1]) was labeled with 161Tb and 177Lu 
and investigated in mice. The KB tumor sizes were measured 
and undesired side effects were monitored by determination 
of body weights and blood plasma parameters (BUN, 
creatinine), as well as histological investigation, as previously 
reported [2]. DOTATOC and its analog DOTATOC-NLS, which 
contains a nuclear localizing signal (NLS), were labeled with 
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161Tb (30 MBq/nmol) and investigated in vitro using 
somatostatin receptor-positive AR42J rat tumor cells. 
Viability and survival assays were performed in vitro. 
Results: In vivo application of 161Tb-folate (10 MBq) resulted 
in a reduced KB tumor growth and, as a consequence, in an 
increased survival time (54 d) of mice compared to those 
treated with 177Lu-folate (10 MBq, 35 d) [3]. Based on BUN 
and creatinine plasma values and histological investigations 
of renal tissues, 161Tb-folate did not result in more severe 
damage to the kidneys than 177Lu-folate, however. In vitro 
investigations with 161Tb-DOTATOC and 161Tb-DOTATOC-NLS 
revealed comparable uptake into AR42J cells, but 
externalization of 161Tb-DOTATOC-NLS was lower (~25%) than 
for 161Tb-DOTATOC (~55%) after 6 h. After 2 h of incubation 
the fraction of internalized 161Tb-DOTATOC-NLS, which was 
localized in the nucleus (~3%), was significantly higher than 
the fraction of 161Tb-DOTATOC (<0.5%). AR42J cell killing 
after application of 161Tb-DOTATOC-NLS was more effective 
(IC50 ~1.5 MBq/mL) than after treatment with 161Tb-
DOTATOC (IC50 ~8 MBq/mL). 
Conclusion: Due to additional Auger electron emission, 161Tb 
appears to be more effective for tumor treatment than 177Lu. 
The effect caused by Auger electrons was found to be more 
powerful if the radioconjugate targets the cellular nucleus by 
means of a NLS. Interestingly, kidney damage was not 
enhanced after therapy with 161Tb compared to the 
treatment with 177Lu. Based on these findings, 161Tb has a 
great potential to be used in future clinical practice as it may 
kill single cancer cells and cell clusters more efficiently than 
177Lu without causing additional side effects. 
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A triple GEM detector with a 55 μm pitch pixelated ASIC for 
the readout has been used at CNAO in Pavia for a detailed 
measurements of energy deposition inside a water phantom. 
The detector was operated with a gas mixture of Ar CO2 CF4 
at a moderate gain and the measurements were performed 
with a beam of 120 MeV protons and 330 MeV/u Carbon ions. 
The energy deposition was measured at different positions in 
depth allowing a 3D reconstruction of the beam inside the 
phantom as shown in the figure. A small number of single 
event upsets in the pixel readout appear only in the Bragg 
peak and the DAQ can recover them for each acquisition. A 
detailed simulation was performed with GEANT4 and it was 
found in good agreement with the experimental data. 
The future uses and upgrade of this device, including its 
potential application in microdosimetry, are discussed. 
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The need for an open-access biomedical research facility was 
first raised by the scientific community at the 2010 Physics 
for Health workshop, where CERN was asked to take the lead 
on this initiative.  
In 2012, a brainstorming meeting evaluated the possibility of 
modifying the existing CERN Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) 
accelerator to establish such an infrastructure.  The medical 
and radiobiological communities united in broad agreement 
on the need for such a dedicated research facility. 
The Biomedical facility at CERN (OPEN-MED) would create an 
open collaborative biomedical research infrastructure. By 
sharing the facility internationally, more rapid progress can 
be made by: 

• Complementary collaboration with leading 
universities, research facilities and industry  

• Comprehensively investigate complex physical and 
biological parameters that control radiation cell 
killing efficiency under highly controlled 
conditions.  

• Provide accurate data for the modelling of 
radiation effects for proton and ion beam clinical 
applications 

• Study comparative beam ballistics and dosimetry in 
phantoms and so improve predicted physical dose 
distributions.    

• Provide a range of beams and infrastructure for 
developing new instrumentation for detection and 
imaging. 

• Provide adequate beam time  
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It is essential that we develop a better understanding of how 
radiation interacts with cells at the cellular and molecular 
level, both to understand the nature of radiation-induced 
cancers resulting from radio-therapy and to devise more 
effective treatments, especially combining radiation therapy 
with other treatment modalities. Key to this is a more 
complete understanding of the underpinning radiobiology. 
OPEN-MED would aim to provide a coherent homogeneous 
database which is now necessary to take advantage of the 
recent rapid advances in cellular and molecular biology, 
using a wide range of human derived cells and eventually 
tissues. This requires advanced computational infrastructure 
which is also available at CERN.  
Therefore it is proposed to convert the existing accelerator 
LEIR at CERN, which is used typically for a few months each 
year for pre-accelerating heavy ions (mostly lead) for the 
Large Hadron Collider, by adding a new set of ion sources 
(protons, light ions such as lithium, boron and carbon and 
perhaps heavier ions like oxygen and neon), a new extracted 
beam line and a radiobiology facility dedicated to 
radiobiology experiments for at least eight months of each 
year. 
Unique features of the facility would be:   

• A range of ions  from proton to oxygen at the first  
stage, but using higher energies and other ions   
relevant  for  space  radiobiology  in a later second 
phase 

• Versatile energy, charge, mass, beam switching and 
pulsed capabilities 

• Versatile biological end station for optimal sample 
configuration and analysis 

• Beam time availability for 8 months each year 
• Internationally shared expertise 

 
The facility would enhance research training standards with 
benefits to medical physics, radiation biology, radiation 
oncology and radioprotection. The data acquired would lead 
to an improved understanding of the technical requirements 
for the design of future accelerators and associated 
technology for cancer therapy. This strategy would provide 
the capability for a systematic assay of radiobiological 
properties, and be complementary to the clinical research in 
hospitals and other places, where in vivo and specific trials 
translating this work into clinical use can be performed. 
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Purpose: To present novel modeling results showing the 
feasibility of proton pencil beam scanning (PBS) in the 
presence of an MRI scanner. This is a key requirement of 
potential future MRI Guide Proton Therapy systems [1].  
Materials and Methods: Magnetic and Monte Carlo modelling 
of a 1 T split-bore MRI system[2] coupled with a proton pencil 
beam scanning assembly (Universal Head, IBA, Belgium) were 
performed (figure 1a). The impact of an active scanning PBS 
assembly on the MRI imaging potential was assessed as well 
as the impact of the MRI fringe field on performance of the 
PBS system. 
Results: With the PBS assembly present the MR imaging field 
non-uniformity increased from 7 parts per million (ppm) to 55 
ppm which is correctable via conventional shimming. With 
full scanning currents (active mode) the non-uniformity was 
55+/-2.5 ppm. Thus MR image quality is expected to be 
maintained with dynamic scanning. Monte Carlo modelling 
further predicts that the MRI fringe field does not perturb the 
inherent magnetic deflection process of the PBS assembly. 
However once scanned, the pencil beams undergo an energy 
dependent and complex 3D deflection as they pass through 
the MRI fringe field[1]. Therefore a detailed calibration 
process is required to correct for each pencil beam so that 
PBS can be performed accurately. This correction process will 
be integrated in the plan optimization process to account for 
the magnetic field within a patient[3,4]. As an example, the 
path of a 170 MeV pencil beam is shown in a water phantom, 
and then what is required to obtain the same Bragg-peak 
with the fringe field (figure 1b and 1c). Both energy and 
direction changes are required. 

 
Figure1. (a) Layout of the MRI Guided Proton Therapy system 
showing the MRI scanner, patient location, and PBS assembly.  
(b) Path of a 170 MeV proton pencil beam (blue) with no MRI 
fringe field entering a water phantom.  (c) Path of a steered 
173 MeV pencil beam passing through the fringe field. Both of 
these beams have a Bragg-peak at 190 mm depth on the 
beam central axis. Secondary electrons are shown in red. 
 
Conclusions: PBS in MRI-guided proton therapy appears 
feasible with current methods. Calibration of the inherent 
fringe field deflections of proton beams will be an essential 
part of the commissioning process. Future work will include 
modeling of the expected performance of beam monitoring 
devices in the presence of MRI fringe fields. 
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Purpose: We undertake a preliminary Monte Carlo study to 
assess the suitability (in terms of radiation dose response) of 
a novel monolithic silicon detectoras a possible array 
detector for use in MRI-linac facilities.  
Methods: The detector, named MagicPlate512 (M512), is a 
thin (470 μm) monolithic silicon with 512 diodes spaced 2 mm 
apart across a maximum detection area of 46 x 46 mm2. The 
array has been designed specifically for small-field 
measurements [1]. Using the GEANT4 toolkit (v9.6.p02), the 
M512’s geometry was simulated at 1.5 cm depth in a 30 x 30 
x 30 cm3 water phantom at 100 cm SSD. Phase space files 
based on the spectrum of a 6MV linac [2] were used as the 
particle source. Field sizes ranging from 0.5 x 0.5 cm2 to 3 x 
3 cm2 were used. Uniform magnetic fields of strength 1 T and 
3 T were applied, in both the in-line and perpendicular 
magnetic-field-to-photon-beam orientations. Simulations 
were run until the average of 100 runs gave 0.5% error along 
the central axis, which generally involved recycling particles 
780 times (approx. 96 CPUh).  
Results: In the in-line orientation, the M512 responds to 
within 3% of the water equivalent response, which is 
comparable to the zero-field case (see Figure 1 parts (a) and 
(b)). In the perpendicular orientation we see an over- and 
under- response in opposing penumbral regions respectively 
(along the Lorentz force vector running from left to right, see 
Figure 1 part (c)). The behavior in penumbral regions is 
similar to that of the silicon array detector previously 
investigated [3] by this group. 
We also observed the consequences of a 2 mm air gap above 
the detector’s sensitive volumes for the perpendicular field 
orientation; it caused a drop in output of (22.0 ± 0.5)% and 
(57.0 ± 0.5)% for 1 T and 3 T field strengths respectively, 
relative to the 0 T case. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Dose-difference maps of the M512 compared to the 
water-equivalent case, for zero magnetic field (part (a)), a 3 
T in-line magnetic field (part (b)) and a 3 T perpendicular 
magnetic field (part (c)). The dotted line represents the 
photon field edge (1 x 1 cm2). Adjacent pixels are spaced 2 
mm apart. 
 
Conclusions: The M512 is expected to be a valuable tool for 
2D dose-mapping in MRI-linac facilities, especially considering 
its closely pitched diodes for detecting changes to beam 
profiles in a magnetic field. Future work includes 
experimental validation of simulation results using a custom 
designed permanent magnet system. 
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Purpose: Recent advances of immunotherapy make possible 
to combine with radiotherapy. Applying a radiobiological 
model for radiotherapy is one of the methods to optimize 
treatment plans and regimens, biologically. The aim of this 
study was to assess the NTCP model with immunological 
aspects1,2) including stochastic distribution as intercellular 
uncertainties.  
Material/Methods: In the clinical 3D radiotherapy treatment 
planning system (Eclipse ver.11.0, Varian medical systems, 
US), biological parameters3) such as α/β, n, m, TD50 including 
repair parameters (repair half-life) can be set as any given 
values to calculate the NTCP of normal tissues such as the 
rectum and bladder. Using a prostate cancer patient data 
with VMAT commissioned as a 6 MV photon beam of Novalis-
Tx (BrainLab, US) in clinical use, the dose fraction protocols 
in this analysis were set as 70-78Gy/35-39fr, 72-81Gy/40-
45fr, 52.5-66Gy/16-22fr, 35-40Gy/5fr of 5-7 fractions in a 
week. By use of stochastic biological model applying for 
Gaussian distribution, the effects of the NTCP variation of 
repair parameters of the immune system as well as the 
intercellular uncertainty of normal tissues have been 
evaluated. 
Results: As respect to the difference of the α/β, the changes 
of the NTCP between fraction schedules were increased 
especially in hypo-fraction regimens. The difference of the n, 
m affects the variation of the NTCP with the fraction 
schedules, independently.  The elongation of repair half-time 
(long) increased the NTCP twice or much higher in case of 
hypo-fraction scheme. The effects of stochastic distributions 
of the α/β affects the increase of the NTCP, however the 
distributions of the m affects decrease of the NTCP in case of 
hypo-fraction schemes. 
Conclusion: We have shown the variety and difference of the 
α/β, n, m, TD50 including repair parameters (repair half-life) 
of normal tissues compared to default fixed value, which 
have highly affected by probability of cell death and cure. 
Hypo-fractionation schemes seemed to have advantages for 
the variations of the m, while disadvantages for the 
variations of the α/β. The possibility of an increase of the 
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α/β or TD50 in normal tissue by immunological aspects was 
expected to improve normal tissue response in radiotherapy. 
For more precise prediction of such optimal protocols, 
treatment planning systems should be incorporated the 
biological optimization in clinical practice. 
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The Italian Center for Oncologic Hadrontherapy is up to date 
in the fifth year of its clinical activity. The total number of 
patients treated is 685 (up to November 2015). The 
treatments with carbon ions are about three times those with 
protons. An important part of treatments with carbon ions is 
directed on sarcomas, bones and soft tissue sarcomas, 
salivary glands tumours. In the table, treated patients are 
listed according to the clinical trials approved by the Italian 
Ministry of Health.  
Another substantial part of treatments regards re-irradiation 
of several pathologies, especially head and neck re-
treatments of several tumours. 
An important goal reached in the last year is the treatment 
of moving targets. Pancreatic adenocarcinomas, hepatocellar 
carcinomas and pathologies located in moving sites are 
treated through the vertical beam line with gating and 
rescanning technology. 
Treated volumes’ issue has been discussed. Many pelvic 
sarcomas and chordomas cases refer to hadrontherapy 
treatment when already reached remarkable volumes. These 
cases are subject of discussion amongst radiation oncologists 
and medical physicists. The parameters taken in 
consideration are PTV (Planning Treatment Volume) and GTV 
(Gross Tumour Volume). They are statistically evaluated to 
elaborate the best treatment strategy in term of dose and 
planning option. This issue has also economic implications. 
The treatment of major tumour volumes using mostly more 
than one field occupies the treatment room for a period of 
time equal, when not superior, to two or more patients. The 
next challenge is to improve all steps to give such treatments 
in less time. 
Most of the patients treated at CNAO are referred from 
Italian Cancer institutes but an increasing number of EU 
patients comes to Pavia through international agreements. 
In the coming period CNAO is expected to receive the 
authorization to treat all the clinical case worth to receive 
hadrontherapy treatment.  

Clinical study description Particle

Total 
number 

of 
patients 
treated

Proton radiation therapy for chordomas and chondrosarcomas of the 
skull base Protons 52
Proton therapy of spine chordoma and chondrosarcoma (amended) Protons 16
Proton therapy of intracranial meningioma Protons 24
Proton therapy of brain tumors Protons 11
Proton therapy of recurrent cervico-cephalic area tumors Protons 21
Proton boost for locally advanced cervico-cephalic area tumors Protons 28
Proton therapy of glioblastoma Protons 1
Proton re-irradiation of recurrent spine  chordoma and Protons 6
Carbon ion therapy of  adenoid cystic carcinoma of salivary glands Carbon ions 106
Carbon ion re-irradiation of recurrent pleomorphic adenomas Carbon ions 19
Carbon ion re-irradiation of recurrent rectal cancer Carbon ions 8
Carbon ion radiotherapy for bone and soft tissue sarcoma of cervico-
cephalic area Carbon ions 94
Carbon ion radiotherapy for bone and soft tissue sarcoma of trunk Carbon ions 119
Carbon ion  therapy of recurrent cervico-cephalic area tumors Carbon ions 90
Carbon ion therapy of malignant melanoma of the mucous of the 
upper aerodigestive tract Carbon ions 14
Carbon ion therapy for high risk prostate cancer Carbon ions 9
Carbon ion therapy of primary and secondary orbital tumors Carbon ions 13
Carbon ion therapy for pancreatic cancers Carbon ions 11
Carbon ions therapy of primary malignant tumors of the liver Carbon ions 4
Carbon ion re-irradiation of recurrent spinal chordoma and Carbon ions 7
Protons and/or carbon ion integrated radiotherapy for poor prognosis 
in patients with inoperable sinonasal tumor

Protons/ Carbon 
ions 4

Other - 28
685  
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Molecular imaging provides unique information on the tumor 
phenotype (i.e. tumor cells and tumor microenvironment), 
influencing treatment decisions and adaptation of therapy by 
early prediction of treatment outcome. With the increasing 
importance of systemic targeted therapies and of high 
precision external beam radiotherapy, interrogating tumor 
characteristics before and during therapy becomes 
increasingly important. 
Key features like tumor metabolism, proliferation and 
protein synthesis can be depicted by the well-known 
radiopharmaceuticals FDG, FLT and e.g. FAZA, respectively. 
Furthermore, imaging receptor expression on tumor cells 
with e.g. radiolabeled antibodies and peptides can provide 
information on the presence, heterogeneity, accessibility, 
and modulation of these receptors for targeted therapies. 
Thirdly, small molecules like TKI may radiolabeled providing 
similar insight in tumor pathophysiology allowing better 
selection of patients likely to respond to treatment. A 
distinct form of theranostics utilizes targeting molecules, 
radiolabeled with an gamma or positron emission for imaging 
selecting patients for treatment with the same molecule, 
now radiolabeled with a beta-emitter. 
In conclusion, various applications of theranostics provide 
crucial insight in tumor biology, the choice and adaptation of 
treatment, allowing better selection of treatment to achieve 
better outcomes for cancer patients.  
 
Keywords: molecular imaging, theranostics, 
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Comparative evaluation of the in vitro the comet assay for 
the detection of genotoxic effects of 60 MeV protons and 
X-ray radiation  
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The aim of the study was to investigate the biological effects 
in human lymphocytes irradiated with the 60 MeV proton 
beam in the Bronowice Cyclotron Center IFJ PAN. The 
relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the proton beam in 
comparison to X-ray’s was estimated by the comet method. 
Whole blood samples were collected from 5 healthy donors. 
For dose-response studies lymphocytes were used submerged 
in agarose on microscopic slides, set in a specially designed 
PMMA phantom located at the isocenter. Cells were irradiated 
in Eppendorf vessels located in the mead of Spread-Out Bragg 
Peak (SOBP) in the fully modulated proton beam with range 
of 29 mm. 
For reference, the lymphocytes were exposed to the 250 kV 
X-rays. For both sources of radiations, dose-effect curves at a 
dose range (0-4Gy) were estimated. The level of DNA damage 
was assessed using the alkaline version of comet assay, also 
called the DNA single cell gel electrophoresis (SCGE). 
The obtained dose-response relationships for the level of DNA 
damage showed linear character for both sources of radiation 
(R2 = 0.994 for protons and R2 = 0.995 for X-rays). The 
efficiency of protons in inducing DNA strand breaks for the 
dose range from 0.3 to 4 Gy calculated as the ratio of the 
two α coefficients was 1.37. The average RBE calculated 
from the proton and X-ray dose required for the iso-effective 
TDNA comet assay parameter was 1.51 + / - 0.05 (range 1.45-
1.66).  
This observation suggests that the standard alkaline comet 
assay is reliable technique for estimation of DNA damage 
caused by proton and X-ray radiation in vitro. 
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Presently for production of medical radionuclides the 
cyclotrons are widely used which are very safe and reliable 
installations. At PNPI a high current cyclotron C-80 with the 
energy of extracted proton beam of 40-80 MeV and the 
current up to 200 μA has been constructed. One of the main 
goals of C-80 is production of a wide spectrum of medical 
radio-nuclides for diagnostics and therapy. At the beam of C-
80 the project of radioisotope complex RIC-80 (Radio Isotopes 
at the cyclotron C-80) has been worked out. In the presented 
submission the project of RIC-80 complex is discussed, which 
includes three target stations for production of radio-nuclides 
for medicine. The peculiarity of the proposed radio-isotope 
facility is the use of the mass-separator with the target-ion 
source device as one of the target stations for on-line, or 
semi on-line production of a high purity separated radio-
nuclides. The results on the target development for 
production of radio-isotope generator for PET diagnostics 82Sr 
are presented. 
 
Keywords: Radioisotopes for medicine, mass-separator, 
targets for radioisotope production 
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Purpose: Epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) allows 
tumor cells to acquire the capacity to infiltrate surrounding 
tissue and to ultimately metastasize to distant sites. Limited 
information is available on the regulation of EMT in cervical 
cancer. Epidermal growth factor (EGF) has beenreported as a 
potent stimulator of cervical cancer invasiveness. 
Upregulation of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
expression is reported in the recurrent cervical cancer. Fused 
Toes Homolog (FTS) has been reported as a general regulator 
of AKT activity in the control of differentiation, proliferation, 
and apoptosis in many cell types. Importantly, studies from 
our laboratory have shown overexpression of FTS in cervical 
cancer specimens and the expression of this protein increases 
with advancement of the disease. Hence, we studied the role 
of FTS in EGF-induced EMT in cervical cancer cells. 
Materials and Methods: A human cervical carcinoma cell line 
ME180 was used. Gene silencing was obtained using siRNA. 
Protein expression was studied by Western blot and 
immunofluorescence. Cell migration and invasion was 
assessed by wound healing and matrigel migration assay.  
Results: EGF treatment induced the change of EMT markers 
and increased cell migration. EGF treatment also increased 
phosphorylated EGFR and ERK and nuclear level of ATF-2. 
The binding of ATF-2 to the promoter region of FTS was 
evidenced after EGF treatment. Pretreatment with PD98059 
and gefitinib prevented EGF-induced FTS expression. FTS-
silencing reduced EMT and cell migration by EGF treatment. 
Conclusions: These results suggest that upregulation of FTS 
by EGF is mediated via EGF/EGFR/ERK/ATF-2 and this 
facilitates EGF-mediated EMT process in cervical cancer 
cells. FTS can be a potential target to circumvent cervical 
cancer progression driven by EGF. 
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Purpose: In PET-based treatment verification the low 
counting statistics PET data acquired during/after the 
treatment (Measured PET) must be compared to a Monte 
Carlo estimate of the β+ distribution induced by the 
treatment (Expected PET) based on the planning Computed 
Tomography (CT) images [1]. Given the extremely low quality 
of Measured PET images and the consequent difficulties in 
mismatch estimation, we proposed to use a 4D Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) reconstruction strategy considering Expected 
PET and Measured PET as two frames of a 4D dataset and 
providing an estimate of the motion field mapping one frame 
to the other [2]. 
The aim of this work is to optimize the strategy on a 
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simulated dataset mimicking real data characteristics, but 
provided with a ground truth for performance assessment. 
Materials/methods: Three possible implementations of the 4D 
ML reconstruction strategies are considered and 
schematically represented in Fig. 1. Briefly, Method 1 
(original version [2]) reconstructs the β+ distribution in a 
virtual reference frame and estimates the motion fields 
mapping it to the Expected and to the Measured PET frames. 
Method 2 reconstructs it in the Expected PET frame and 
estimates the motion field mapping Expected PET to 
Measured PET. Method 3, conversely, reconstructs in the 
Measured PET frame and estimates the motion field taking 
Measured PET to Expected PET. 
To initialize the reconstruction process a uniform activity 
distribution in the Filed Of View was considered. The three 
methods were validated on an analytical dataset simulating 
the β+ distribution induced by two orthogonal beams on an 
inhomogeneous tissue on a 200x200x50 voxel grid with voxel 
size 2mm. Poisson statistics, 66% washout and Gaussian 
mismatch between Expected and Measured PET were 
considered.  
Results were assessed after 30 iterations, by comparing: 1) 
the reconstructed Enhanced Measured PET with its ground 
truth, in terms of Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), Cross 
Correlation (CC) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE); 2) the 
estimated motion field mapping Expected to Measured PET 
with its ground truth in terms of RMSE (RMSE_mot).  
Results: Results are presented in Table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method 1 performs worst than the others since the number of 
motion unknown variables to be estimated is double. Method 
2 and method 3 perform similarly. Reconstructions were all 
initialized with a uniform activity distribution. The possible 
improvements of method 2 achievable with an initialization 
corresponding to Expected PET have still to be assessed.  
Conclusions: Three possible implementations of an innovative 
4D ML reconstruction strategy for PET-based treatment 
verification have been compared on a simulated phantom 
mimicking real data. The two methods halving the number of 
motion variables showed better performances. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure1: The three compared methods are illustrated: a) 

Method 1, b) Method 2 c) Method 3. 
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Purpose: Particle therapy is an approach to tumor treatment 
which uses ion beams (in particular protons and carbon ions). 
The peculiar dose-depth relation of charged particles, that 
release most of their energy at the end of their range, 
enhances the dose conformity and the possibility to spare the 
healthy tissues. To exploit these features, the charged beam 
parameters needs to be carefully optimized by the Treatment 
Planning Systems (TPS). 
Commercial TPS are based on analytic representation in 
water (WEPL approach) of the patient and produce results in 
time of the order of hour(s). On the other hand Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulations can accurately take into account beam 
particle interactions, patient tissue morphology and 
elemental composition. Their application in the clinical 
routine is prevented by the huge amount of CPU needed to 
simulate the evolution of the beam in the patient.  
We developed a software (FRED) for MC dose calculation and 
Treatment Planning optimization for proton therapy that runs 
both on CPU and on GPU (Graphics Processing Units). FRED 
has been tailored on the CNAO delivery system in view of 
applications such as an independent dosimetric verification 
of TPS dose distributions and a fast recalculation of the TPS 
taking into account daily residual positioning uncertainties.  
Materials/Methods: FRED transports the protons in a 
voxelized geometry of the patient, retrieved from the DICOM 
information of the CT. The voxel HU of the CT is converted in 
elemental composition following the method by Schneider[1]. 
The stopping power is computed using conversion factors 
from the PSTAR tabulated values in water. Different models 
(single Gaussian, double Gaussian, Rutherford) can be used to 
reproduce Multiple Coulomb Scattering, while secondary 
protons and deuterons are produced in the beam nuclear 
interaction following the multiplicity, energy and angular 
distributions provided by ICRU63, and interpolated for other 
materials. Alpha and heavier fragments produced are treated 
as local dose deposition and (in this version) neutral particles 
are not produced. The RBE value of the proton is kept 
constant, but FRED could be easily interfaced with a library 
of RBE values. The FRED MC dose matrix can be processed by 
an optimizer based on a least-squares optimization algorithm 
as in [2]. All the output/input system has been adapted to 
the CNAO environment. 
Results: The agreement between the CNAO clinical depth-
dose database and the FRED results is within 1%. 
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In Figure 1, as an example of the clinical-like capabilities of 
FRED, a satisfactorily comparison between the DVH obtained 
by FRED and by MCTPS [3] and a TPS commercial software is 
shown.  
  

 
Figure 5 Comparison between the DVH from Fred and ref [3] 

 
The time needed to trace the protons and optimize the dose 
is 20 s on 4x GPU NVIDA GTX 980 machine. The MC speed is 
0.33 μs/primary.  
Conclusions: The satisfactorily dosimetric agreement 
between FRED predictions and TPS/dosimetric data supports 
its future use at CNAO as fast dose recalculation tool based 
on in room patient geometry and as an independent patient 
plans verification platform.  
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In recent years, some Auger-emitting radionuclides clinically 
used for imaging/diagnostics started to be envisaged also for 
selective and targeted radiotherapy. Among the Auger-
emitting radionuclides, 125I is of particular interest, as it 
emits about 20 electrons per decay, as opposed to 4 
electrons per decay emitted by 99mTc. Nevertheless, 99mTc 
still is the most used radionuclide in diagnostic Nuclear 
Medicine; therefore, the possibility of Auger therapy with 
99mTc should open new avenues in cancer theranostics. Auger 
electrons travel a short distance within human tissues (about 
1-10 nm) and, thus, the Auger-emitting radionuclide must be 
transported to the cell nucleus to elicit DNA damage. 
Following previous encouraging results,1 we have designed 
and evaluated 99mTc(I)/Re(I) tricarbonyl complexes and 125/127I 
heteroaromatic compounds that contain an AO group for 
enhanced nuclear uptake and strong DNA intercalation. To 
have an insight on the relevance of these radiolabeled 
compounds for DNA-targeted Auger therapy we have 
investigated: i) their ability to cause DNA chain breaks; ii) 
the influence of the two different radionuclides in DNA 
damage; iii) the effect of the distance between the AO 
intercalating unit and the radioactive atom (99mTc or 125I). To 
address these issues several studies were carried out: i) 
evaluation of DNA binding and DNA damage; ii) cellular and 
nuclear internalization experiments; iii) -H2AX assays; iv) 
molecular docking and v) nanodosimetric calculations. 
Both classes of compounds are able to induce DNA double 
strand breaks (dsb) (either in plasmids or in tumor cells) but 

the extent of DNA damage (e.g. dsb yield) and the role of 
direct effects are strongly dependent on the linker used to 
attach the Auger emitting radionuclide (125I or 99mTc) to the 
AO moiety. Experimental data were corroborated by the 
docking and nanodosimetric studies; furthermore, most of 
the tested compounds presented a moderate to high uptake 
in tumor cells, with a significant accumulation in the cell 
nucleus. Altogether, these results give impetus to pursue 
with the pre-clinical evaluation of these radiolabeled AO 
derivatives as new radioactive probes for anticancer Auger 
therapy. 
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Purpose: Radiotherapy plays an important role in treatment 
of gliomas even though the clinical outcome is relatively 
poor, mainly due to local failure. A higher uniform tumour 
dose may however increase the risk of adverse effects, 
especially for lager target volumes. 
A selective boost to the 18F-fluoro-ethyl-tyrosine (FET)-PET 
active volume, might prolong time to progression without 
increasing the risk of adverse effects. The present treatment 
planning study investigate and compare the ability of three 
techniques, VMAT, IMRT and IMPT to deliver a high conformal 
high dose boost to the BTV in patients with gliomas. 
Material/methods: Seven patients with a pre therapeutic 
FET-PET/CT and MRI were used in the study.  
For each patient a standard IMRT treatment plan giving 60 Gy 
in 30 fractions to the BTV and 46 Gy to the CTV(46 Gy) was 
calculated as a benchmark. A CTV(46 Gy) was defined as 
tumor and/or tumor cavity added a 2 cm margin. The BTV 
was defined from the FET PET and covered a tumor-to-brain 
cut-off ratio of FET uptake ≥ 1.6 (pre-surgery) and ≥ 2.1 
(post-surgery). Both BTV and CTV(46 Gy) were modified to 
respect anatomic barriers. Planning target volumes (PTV), 
PTV(boost) and PTV(46 Gy) were generated by uniformly 
expanding the BTV and CTV(46 Gy), respectively with 3mm. 
The standard IMRT plans were used to define the base level 
of dose to the organs at risk (OAR) and PTV(46 Gy) 
homogeneity. To evaluate the dose to the OAR the mean 
dose was used. The PTV(46 Gy) homogeneity was defined as 
the volume of PTV(46 Gy) subtracted PTV boost which 
received more than 107% of the prescribed 46 Gy. The IMRT, 
VMAT and IMPT dose escalating treatment plans were 
optimized in order to get the highest achievable mean PTV 
boost dose, without increasing the mean dose to critical OAR 
and without decreasing the PTV(46 Gy) homogeneity. For all 
plans the dose boost was given as the integrated boost over 
30 fractions. All treatment plans were carried out using the 
Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Medical systems, 
Palo Alto, CA, USA). 
Results: A standard IMRT plans were calculated for all 
patients and the base level for PTV(46 Gy) homogeneity was 
found to range between 65 % to 86 %, with a median value of 
77%. Dose escalating, while maintaining this homogeneity, 
was found feasible using all three techniques.  The mean 
doses to PTV(boost) were 77.1Gy, 79,2Gy and 85.1Gy for 
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IMRT, VMAT and IMPT respectively and the maximum doses 
were 82.5Gy, 87.4Gy and 89.9Gy. On top of the significant 
increase in mean and maximum PTV boost dose obtained for 
IMPT, the PTV(46 Gy) homogeneity can be improved  to a 
median value of 30.4%.  
Conclusion: Dose escalating a FET PET based target volume to 
above 77 Gy in 30 fractions by IMRT, VMAT, and IMPT without 
increasing both the PTV(46 Gy) homogeneity and the mean 
dose to the OAR was found feasible. For IMPT the PTV(46 Gy) 
homogeneity was substantially improved, implicating a 
reduction of the risk of morbidity. 
 
Keywords: Treatment technique comparison, biological 
guided treatment planning, Particle therapy 
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Purpose: Published studies concerning radiotherapy at ultra 
high dose rate (Flash) show a possible increase in the 
differential response between normal and tumour tissue 
compared to conventional radiotherapy [1-2]. Since we have 
access to a prototype linac capable of pulsed electron 
irradiation at those dose rates, we have setup a research 
program to investigate the biological effects of Flash 
irradiation on normal tissues and tumours. Irradiations at 
ultra high dose rates means short (< 1 s) beam-on times with 
a very intense beam. This makes the dosimetric precision 
needed for pre-clinical studies rather challenging. The 
overall purpose of our project is to address all technical and 
dosimetric questions related to irradiation at ultra high dose 
rates, along with pre-clinical studies.  
Material and methods: The first step of the program was to 
investigate if the standard types of dosimeters can still be 
used for electron absolute dosimetry in these radiation 
intense conditions, especially for ionization chambers which 
are known to saturate. Hence, dose rate dependence was 
investigated for a wide variety of dosimeters used in 
radiotherapy by studying their response at various dose rates. 
The second step was to investigate the relative biological 
effect. Normal tissue toxicity and GBM response was studied 
in vitro and in mice after whole brain irradiation with Flash 
and at conventional dose rate.  
Results: Four of the tested dosimeters (Radiochromic film 
(Gafchromic EBT3), TLD, Alanine pellets, and a chemical 
dosimeter based on Methyl Viologen) showed no dose rate 
dependence. The response of the Advanced Markus ionization 
chamber (PTW-Freiburg) was measured to depend only on the 
dose-per-pulse and unlike most ion-chambers did not 
saturate completely in our beam. Consequently, the chamber 
can still be used after correction from ion collection 
efficiency (Figure). With the use of these dosimeters we then 
have the precision in dose delivery (uncertainty ≈ 5%) needed 
to perform pre-clinical radiobiological studies. Studies were 
conducted on Neural Stem Cells (NSCs) and showed that the 
neurogenesis was preserved at doses up to 20 Gy with FLASH, 
whereas 10 Gy was sufficient at conventional dose rate to 
totally impair the neurogenesis, at the same time point. The 
preservation of neurogenesis was associated with preserved 
cognitive skills. Studies on GBM response are ongoing.  

   
 
Conclusions: Radiotherapy treatment at ultra high dose rate 
is almost instantaneous (< 1 s) and it could be the next major 
treatment improvement in medical radiation oncology. Our 
dosimetric measurements show that a variety of standard 
dosimeters can still be used for accurate dose determination 
at these dose rates and our first pre-clinical studies show 
that FLASH irradiation induces different responses in the 
brain NSCs compared to irradiation at conventional dose rate. 
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A compact, high-granularity digital calorimeter detector is a 
candidate for a high-speed Bragg Peak detector, for use in 
proton Computed Tomography. Applications range from dose 
plan validation before particle therapy to proton Stopping 
Power Ratio estimates prior to dose planning. Due to the 
large number of pixels the device will be able to cope with 
large particle multiplicities, thus providing a breakthrough in 
rate capabilities. 
The development of this device profits from R&D performed 
for high-energy physics experiments. In this context, a small 
prototype, a silicon/tungsten sandwich calorimeter (4 cm x 4 
cm x 10 cm total volume) with 24 layers of Monolithic Active 
Pixels Sensors (30 µm x 30 µm pixel size) has been 
constructed [2]. As a proof of principle for its application in 
therapy, the prototype has been irradiated with therapeutic 
proton beams ranging in energy from 122 MeV to 190 MeV, 
where the protons are stopped in the detector. A similar 
setup is reproduced in the Monte Carlo code GATE/Geant4 
[3] for validation and optimization. 
Detector performance from these tests will be presented. Of 
importance is the conversion of an energy signal into a 
charge diffused binary signal, which leads to an 
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approximation of the energy deposited by each individual 
proton in each layer. 
A tracking algorithm is able to find the water equivalent path 
length of each individual proton. When this information is 
combined with the approximated energy deposition on each 
layer, an estimate of the incoming proton energy is obtained 
by locating the high energy deposit of the Bragg Peak. 
Results from this analysis, as well as the capabilities of 
alternative setups will be presented, to show the feasibility 
of using such a calorimeter for proton Computed 
Tomography. 
 
This project is supported by Helse Vest PhD grant 911933. 
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Purpose: The more selective energy deposition of protons in 
depth is advantageous compared to photons to preserve 
normal tissues. Nevertheless, an even better tissue sparing 
might be possible in proton therapy if combined with the 
well-established tissue preservation of spatially fractionated 
submillimetric beams. This sparing effect has been observed 
in studies performed with synchrotron minibeam 
radiotherapy (MBRT) [1,2].  
The innovative approach proposed here, called proton 
minbeam radiation therapy (pMBRT), was shown to lead to 
favorable dose distributions in Monte Carlo (MC) studies [3]. 
The dose profiles in normal tissue consist in peaks and 
valleys, while the tumour receives a (quasi)-homogenous 
dose distribution [3]. The goal of this study was to implement 
this promising approach at a clinical center, as well as to 
gather a complete set of dosimetric data that will serve to 
guide the ongoing biological experiments [4].  
Material and Methods: The implementation of pMBRT was 
carried out at the Proton Therapy Center in Orsay (ICPO). 100 
MeV-proton minibeams (400 and 700 μm-width) were 
generated by means of a multislit collimator. The dose 
distributions (depth dose curves, lateral profiles, peak-to-
valley dose ratios (PVDR) [6], beam widths and output 
factors) were measured by means of Gafchromic EBT3 films 
and the new PTW microDiamond detector [5].  
In parallel, a very first MC-based calculation engine for 
pMBRT is under development using Gate v7.0. 
Results: The experimental data confirm that a spatial 
fractionation of the dose is maintained in normal tissues 
(PVDR up to 7) while a quasi-homogeneous dose distribution 
is reached at the Bragg peak location, in agreement with 
theoretical predictions [3]. The reduced penumbras (600-
1100 μm) in healthy tissue make pMBRT a good candidate for 
radiosurgery applications.  
Similar results were obtained using either EBT3 films or the 
PTW microDiamond detector. The preliminary MC 
calculations were consistent with experimental dose 
distributions.  
Conclusion: This is the first work providing both a complete 
set of dosimetric data in such small proton field sizes and a 
practical implementation of this promising approach using a 

clinical set-up and beam energy. The dose distributions 
showed the potential of this technique, which might lead to a 
reduction of the normal tissue complication probability. 
Animal irradiation experiments are ongoing to confirm the 
normal tissue sparing capability of pMBRT. 
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Purpose: We assessed in vitro and in vivo the relative 
contribution of direct and bystander effects in the 
therapeutic efficacy of RIT using 212Pb-labeled mAbs for 
treating cancer cells.  
Materials and Methods: A-431 cells were in vitro exposed to 
increasing activities (0–0.5 MBq/mL; 37 MBq/mg) of either 
35A7 (anti-CEA), Trastuzumab (anti-HER2) or PX (non-
specific) 212Pb-labeled mAbs. The relative contribution of 
direct and bystander effects was determined using standard 
medium transfer protocol. Biological end points included 
clonogenic survival and DNA double strand breaks (using 
53BP1 and gamma-H2AX immunofluorescence detection) 
measured both in donor (direct effect) and in recipient cells 
(bystander effects). In vivo, nude mice with intraperitoneal 
(i.p.) 2-3 mm A-431 tumour cells xenografts were i.p. 
injected with increasing activities (370–1480 kBq; 37 
MBq/mg) of the above mentioned anti-CEA, anti-HER2 or non-
specific 212Pb-mAbs. Tumour growth was determined and the 
distribution of radioactivity at the tissue level was assessed 
using digital micro-autoradiography (DAR) followed by voxel 
dosimetry. Biological markers including 53BP1 and Ki67 
proteins together with abnormal mitosis were also 
determined on tumour sections. 
Results: In vitro we showed in donor cells the strong efficacy 
of 212Pb-35A7 and 212Pb-trastuzumab mAbs and also to a lower 
extent of 212Pb-PX mAb. Significant bystander cytotoxicity 
was measured in all recipient cells with the three 
radiolabeled mAbs. The complexity of DNA damage (53BP1 
foci) observed in donor cells confirmed the high LET 
cytotoxic effects of 212Pb-mAbs while less complex damage 
were observed in recipient cells. 
In vivo DAR and voxel dosimetry indicated the strong 
heterogeneity in anti-CEA 212Pb-mAbs distribution in tumours. 
Conversely, distribution of anti-HER2 212Pb-mAbs was much 
more homogeneous. These data could explain the lower 
therapeutic efficacy of the latter mAbs compared with anti-
HER2 212Pb-mAbs (median survival of 94 days for anti-CEA 
212Pb-mAbs versus 20 days for control, not reached for anti-
HER2 212Pb-mAbs). Moreover, voxel dosimetry indicated that 
about 30% of the tumours of mice treated with anti-CEA 
212Pb-mAbs received 0Gy. However, we also observed in the 
same tumours, homogeneous formation of DNA damage 
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independently of absorbed doses distribution, together with 
abnormal mitosis. The latter results indicate that bystander 
effects could also be involved. However, at this stage, we 
may assume that they do not fully counterbalance the lack of 
efficacy due to heterogeneous distribution of anti-CEA 212Pb-
mAbs, possibly because lesions are not as complex as those 
produced by high LET radiation.  
Conclusions: Our results showed in vitro and in vivo that, 
besides the strong direct effect of 212Pb-labeled mAbs in 
killing tumour cells, bystander effects have also to be 
considered.  
 
Keywords: Radionuclide therapy, Radiobiology, Bystander 
effects 
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Radiotherapy is an important treatment modality for millions 
of patients with cancer worldwide. Current treatment 
decisions do not take into account individual patients’ or 
cohorts of patients’ sensitivities to this treatment modality. 
As such, patients treated with radiation therapy experience a 
large variation in normal tissue toxicity that results in dose-
limiting acute and irreversible progressive side effects. 
Important examples of these adverse effects include 
mucositis, pneumonitis, and cognitive damage, respectively 
representing acute, intermediate, and late effects. 
Stratification of patients based on radiation sensitivities will 
allow delivery of suitable alternative treatments to high-risk 
patients and dose escalation to tumors in less sensitive 
patients. Current focus on radiation 
biomarkers/biodosimeters appears to be primarily to assess 
radiation doses after catastrophic accidental radiation 
exposure. Recent advances have brought together several 
cross-disciplinary areas such as biological assays, analytical 
platforms, and algorithms to rapidly assess dose to 
individuals. These technologies are at different maturation 
levels. This immense progress is also an opportunity to use 
them to predict heterogeneity of radiation sensitivities 
among cancer patients to improve radiation therapy outcome 
and their quality of life. This talk will emphasize the need 
for discovery, development, and validation of predictive 
biomarkers, provide some examples of biomarkers, and 
discuss the translational challenges involved in leveraging 
advances in radiation-specific biomarker research to 
radiotherapy, which for the foreseeable future likely to 
remain a cornerstone of cancer treatment.  
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Purpose: Range verification in proton therapy is highly 
desirable to fully exploit the advantageous properties of 
proton beams for tumor therapy. In this context, prompt 
gamma imaging (PGI) is of growing interest and different 
technical concepts for realization are currently under 
investigation. The feasibility of range shift detection with a 
slit camera has previously been shown for different targets 
irradiated with protons in pencil beam scanning mode [1-3]. 
In preparation of the clinical application of the slit camera 
within a patient study, we report on the first application of 
the slit camera to passively shaped proton beams.  
Materials / Methods: Targets with increasing complexity have 
been irradiated with passively shaped proton beams (double 
scattering mode). For artificial range shift induction, the 
energy of the protons was varied. Prompt gamma emission 
was monitored by means of a knife-edge shaped slit camera.  
Prompt gamma rays emitted during the irradiation are 
projected through a slit aperture onto a segmented detector. 
Thus, a one-dimensional depth distribution of detected 
prompt gamma rays is obtained.  
In double scattering mode, a high neutron induced 
background hampers direct range shift evaluation from these 
detected gamma distributions. In order to quantify this 
background, measurements have been repeated with a closed 
slit aperture of the camera. This facilitates a subtraction of 
the background from the measurements with open slit. 
Time resolved analysis of the measurements allows for a 
mapping of single prompt gamma profiles to different steps 
of the range modulator wheel, and, thus, to different iso-
energy layers. 
Results: Global range shifts of several millimeters in 
homogeneous as well as inhomogeneous targets were 
detected with the slit camera measurement during proton 
irradiation with passive field formation. Figure 1 shows the 
experimental setup with a head target (left) and detected 
prompt gamma profiles for different proton energies, i.e. 
different requested proton ranges (right). Separation of 
different prompt gamma profiles related to single steps of 
the range modulator wheel was possible. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Left: Experimental setup of a prompt gamma slit 
camera measurement during irradiation of a head phantom 
with a passively shaped proton beam. Right: Measured 
prompt gamma depth profiles, normalized to the applied 
monitor units (MU) for different requested proton ranges, i.e. 
different proton energies. 
 
Conclusions: In preparation of the application of the slit 
camera to patient treatment, we investigated the 
detectability of range shifts in double scattering proton 
irradiation. Global range shifts of a few millimeters were 
detected from measurements with the slit camera. Time 
resolved analysis allows for separation of prompt gamma 
profiles correlated to protons of different iso-energy layers. 
This might provide additional information on potential 
sources of range deviations. 
 
Keywords: prompt gamma imaging, slit camera, proton range 
verification 
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MEDICIS-PROMED aims to develop a network of academic, 
medical and industrial partners providing an extensive 
doctoral program to 15 young scientists in the field of new 
personalized treatments using radioisotope beams, notably 
for treatment of ovarian cancer. 
This field is expected to expand rapidly and provide new 
types of treatments combining imaging and personalized 
treatment with the same radiopharmaceutical and different 
types of isotopes, emitting positron or gamma light for 
imaging on one side, and Auger electron, beta and alpha 
radiation for treatment on the other side, known as 
theranostics pairs [1]. In addition, positron emitting isotopes 
such as 11Carbon can personalize hadron therapy treatments 
by imaging the dose distribution of the implanted ions [2,3]. 
In this scheme, CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear 
Research is the coordinating partner, and collaborates with 
local hospitals which are able to exploit short-lived isotopes 
produced in the newly constructed CERN-MEDICIS facility. It 
also fits within an extended network of high-technology 
companies and leading academic research institutes, which 
will design new components for the development or tests of 
innovative radiopharmaceuticals and imaging agents for 
personalized treatment. It brings world-class researchers 
together in the field of lasers and isotope mass separation, 
accelerators, material science, oncology, entrepreneurial 
radiopharmaceutical production, and imaging, to propose 
new solutions to the second deadliest cancer for women. 
The program will develop along three R&D work packages 
integrating multidisciplinary intersectorial training teams: 
• Development of new radioisotopes and techniques using 
isotope mass separation for medicine and based on CERN-
MEDICIS. 
• Development and test of 11Carbon PET-aided hadron 
therapy. 
• Synthesis & tests of radiopharmaceuticals to diagnose and 
treat ovarian cancer. 
Because of the unique capability of CERN-MEDICIS to produce 
medical batches of innovative isotopes, such as 149Terbium 
[4] and thanks and to the new generation of young scientists 
that will be trained in the relevant fields the MEDICIS-
PROMED innovative training network will significantly 
advance the use of radioisotopes for personalized medicine in 
Europe and go beyond the present common practices. 
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Purpose: Experimental data for the impact of fractionated 
proton beam exposures is limited. Using acute exposures, the 
current clinical adoption of a generic, constant cell killing 
RBE has been shown to underestimate the effect of the sharp 
increase in Linear Energy Transfer (LET) in the distal regions 
of the spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP).  Here we aim to 
investigate the clinical implications of a variable Relative 
Biological Effectiveness (RBE) on proton dose fractionation.  
Methods and Materials: Human fibroblasts (AG01522) were 
irradiated with 219.65 MeV protons at four depth positions 
along a clinical SOBP. These were delivered as fractionated 
regimes with an inter-fraction period of 24 hours at the 
Prague Proton Therapy Centre.  Cell killing RBE variations 
were measured using standard clonogenic assays and were 
further validated using Monte Carlo simulations and 
parameterized using a Linear-Quadratic formalism. 
Results: Consistent with previous studies of a single fraction 
response for both survival and DNA damage (DSB foci) (1,2), 
significant variations in the cell killing RBE for fractionated 
exposures along the proton dose profile were observed.  The 
RBE increased sharply towards the distal position, 
corresponding to a reduction in the cell sparing effectiveness 
of fractionated proton exposures at lower energies and 
higher LET.  The effect is more pronounced at smaller doses 
per fraction. Experimental survival fractions were adequately 
predicted using a Linear Quadratic formalism assuming full 
repair between fractions.  The data were also used to 
validate a parameterized variable RBE model based on linear 
alpha parameter response with LET that showed considerable 
deviations from clinically predicted isoeffective fractionation 
regimes. 
Conclusions: The biologically effective dose calculated using 
the clinically adopted generic RBE of 1.1 significantly 
underestimates the biological effective dose from variable 
RBE for single and fractionated regimes with low doses per 
fraction.  Coupled with an increase in effective range in 
fractionated exposures, the study indicates the needs for the 
optimization of proton therapy particularly in the move 
towards hypofractionation. 
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Purpose of this work: Nowadays it is well assessed that the 
particle track structure plays a key role in the damage of 
living cells1. Therefore, the quantification of the dose within 
nanometric volumes is of paramount importance for 
characterizing the effectiveness of cancer treatments with 
ion beams. There are currently several facilities suitable for 
the detailed on-line analysis of the number of ionizations left 
by an impinging ions into nanometer equivalent gas 
volumes.2,3 Nonetheless, the realization of a portable system 
for nanodosimetry  quantification would be extremely useful 
for the dose control in treatment plants. In this work we 
propose the use of Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) 
arrays for the luminescence imaging of quantum dots (QDs) 
structures.4 In particular, the analysis of QD layers will be 
performed before and after ion irradiation in order to study 
how the released dose affects the optical properties of the 
system. 
Materials and methods: The luminescence of CdSe/ZnS QD 
layers is excited with a pulsed LED (475 nm central 
wavelength and 20 ns pulse width).5 The luminescence light 
is collected with a high-numerical aperture optics and 
delivered to the detector through an optical filter to 
eliminate the residual scattered excitation light (Figure 1a). 
A SPAD pixel array6 is placed in the focal plane to collect the 
fluorescence map of the sample under analysis. The light 
signal is collected in time-gated mode in order to measure 
the QD lifetime before and after irradiation (Figure 1b). 
Moreover, time-gated detection can be used as a time-
domain excitation filtering technique, thus simplifying the 
design of a portable and compact nanodosimeter. 
Results: The luminescence intensity and lifetime of QD 
irradiated with different fluencies of 2.0 MeV protons and X-
rays will be studied and compared with non-irradiated 
samples. The changes in light yield and lifetime will be 
correlated to the damage released by the impinging radiation 
through Monte Carlo calculations. 
Conclusions: Although SPAD arrays have already been 
employed in the past for the sensing of QD luminescence, 
this is the first time that QD lifetime measurements is 
proposed as a probing tool applied to nanodosimetry. This 
preliminary study will give an experimental confirmation on 
the validity of the idea.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. (a) Simplified system diagram (b) Illustration of 
time gated detection principle 
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Purpose: One of the main goals of radiotherapy is to achieve 
tumor control and minimize probability of normal–tissue 
complications. For this reason radiation oncology requires 
high accuracy, which implies no more than 2 – 3% uncertainty 
levels in the treatment planning calculations [1]. That is 
challenging, when heterogeneous tissues such as lungs and 
bones are involved [2,3]. To verify the accuracy of the dose 
calculation algorithms numerous approaches might be 
performed. The most common are point dose, one-
dimensional profile and two-dimensional isodose line 
comparison with experimental measurements [3]. 
Materials/Methods: In presented study, results of transport 
modeling and the deposited spatial distribution of the dose, 
obtained by Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (AAA) and Pencil 
Beam Convolution algorithm (PBC), were compared to 
measurements recorded during the experiment. To achieve 
meaningful conclusions, three parameters: dose difference 
(DD), distance to agreement (DTA) and gamma parameter (γ) 
were taken into consideration and examined. The irradiation 
was performed using CIRS anthropomorphic phantom. For 
dose detection gafchromic EBT films were used and scanned 
after exposure using Epson Scanner. Measured and planned 
dose distributions were analyzed via FilmQA software.  
Results and Conclusions: Preliminary results showed that the 
AAA, with its complex accounting of heterogeneities, 
provides more accurate dose calculation within an area of a 
high density gradient, than PBC does. The level of the data 
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accuracy derived from the experiment was: DD (5%) – 83.4% 
and 68% pixels passing, DTA (3mm) – 99.0% and 96,7%, gamma 
parameter (for DD (3%), DTA (3mm)) – 90% and 75,5% 
respectively for AAA and PBC algorithms. The comparison 
between studied parameters DD, DTA and γ for both 
algorithms implicated AAA as an appropriate approach 
in radiotherapy treatment planning. 
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The effect of nuclear fragmentation in the passage of 180MeV 
protons through the human body tissue is discussed. Prostate 
cancer protontherapy with these intermediate-energy 
protons is discussed in light of model calculation. 
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Rationale: An alternative approach for the improvement of 
radiotherapy consists in increasing differentially the radiation 
dose between tumors and healthy tissues using nanoparticles 
(NPs) that have been beforehand internalized into the tumor. 
These high-Z NPs can be photo-activated by monochromatic 
synchrotron X-rays, leading to a local dose enhancement 
delivered to the neighboring tumor cells[1]. This 

enhancement is due to secondary and Auger electrons 
expelled from the NPs by the radiations. In order to carry the 
NPs into the tumor center, macrophages are currently under 
study for their phagocytosis and diapedesis abilities[2] (cf. 
Figure adapted from [3] and [4]). In this study we 
characterized J774A.1 macrophages’ internalization kinetics 
and subcellular distribution of iron NPs and compared them 
to the internalization abilities of the F98 glioblastoma cell 
line. 
Materials and Methods: Three aspects of internalization were 
examined: first, the location of internalized NPs in J774A.1 
macrophages and F98 glioblastoma cells following a 24h 
incubation with iron NPs (0.3 mg/mL in the cell culture 
medium) was determined by optical microscopy after cell 
slicing. Subsequently, the iron intake after a 24h incubation 
with NPs (0.3 mg/mL and 0.06 mg/mL in the cell culture 
medium) was characterized for the two types of cells using 
ICP-MS. Finally, the internalization dynamics were studied by 
live phase-contrast microscopy imagining for 11 hours and by 
absorbance measurements for 24 hours using a plate reader. 
Results: F98 tumor cells and J774A.1 macrophages are both 
able to endocytose NPs: we measured ~61±10 pg of 
internalized iron per macrophage compared with ~33±5 pg 
per F98 cell (initial iron concentration: 0.3 mg/mL in culture 
medium). F98 internalizing NPs for 10 hours showed stress 
signs during the first minutes after the NPs injection, but 
behaved like F98 control cells during the rest of the 
experiment. Finally, we determined that the internalization 
kinetics for J774A.1 had a typical saturation time of one 
hour. 
Conclusion: Macrophages seem to be promising vectors for 
NPs, being able to endocytose and retain in their cytoplasm 
larger quantities of NPs than tumor cells. Our following 
studies will attempt to shed light on their other potential 
abilities as “Trojan Horses”. 
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Purpose: To improve precision of particle therapy, in vivo 
range verification is highly desirable. Methods based on 
prompt gamma rays emitted during treatment seem 
promising but have not yet been applied clinically. Here we 
report on the worldwide first clinical application of prompt 
gamma imaging (PGI) based range verification. 
Material / Methods: A prototype of a knife-edge shaped slit 
camera [1,2] was used to measure the prompt gamma ray 
depth distribution during a proton treatment of a head and 
neck tumor for seven consecutive fractions and one of three 
fields. The treatment was delivered with passively double 
scattered proton therapy (DS), although the slit camera was 
originally developed for pencil beam scanning. Before clinical 
application, the feasibility of the DS applicability was shown 
in a separate work [3], e.g. by introducing subtraction of the 
neutron-induced background. Inter-fractional variations of 
the prompt gamma profile were evaluated for the time 
integrated prompt gamma profile (sum profile) as well as for 
prompt gamma profiles corresponding to different steps of 
the modulator wheel (iso-energy layer resolved profile). For 
three fractions in-room control CTs were acquired and 
evaluated for dose relevant changes. 
Results: The measurement of PGI profiles during proton 
treatment was successful. Based on the PGI information of 
the sum profiles, inter-fractional global range variations, 
determined with automated shift detection, were in the 
range of ±2 mm for all evaluated fractions. This is within the 
uncertainty of the PGI system, as already the position 
accuracy of the PGI slit camera was determined with 1.1 mm 
(2σ). The detected range variations are in agreement with 
the control CT evaluation showing negligible range variations 
of about 1.5 mm. Also the evaluation of the iso-energy layer 
resolved prompt gamma profiles was in consistence with the 
analysis of the sum profiles and provided additional 
information. 
 

 
Figure 1: Detected PGI sum profiles for 5 fractions (Fx) after 
application of a Gaussian filter (FWHM=20 mm). The region 
between 20k-50k counts was used for automated shift 
detection. Please note that for two fractions no data were 
available - one was used for a background measurement with 
closed slit (Fx 3), and for another one (Fx 1) a deficient 
background subtraction disturbed the sum profile. 
Conclusions: For the first time, range verification based on 
prompt gamma imaging was applied for a clinical proton 
treatment. Further plans include the continuation of the 
clinical study to perform systematic evaluations based on an 
appropriate patient number. With the translation from basic 
physics experiments into clinical operation, the authors are 
confident that a prompt gamma ray based technology is 
capable of range verification and can be used in the near 
future for online quality assurance as well as in midterm for 
potential margin reduction. 
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Purpose: In order to guarantee the best outcome of a 
therapeutic irradiation with protons and other light ions a 
non-invasive in-vivo range verification is desired. One 
approach in this field is Prompt γ-ray Imaging (PGI). A 
possible detection system for the prompt γ-rays is the 
Compton camera. Several groups have been working on the 
construction of Compton camera prototypes [1-5]. Up to now, 
Compton cameras have not been used in clinical practice for 
the monitoring of particle therapy. By means of Geant4 
simulations, we performed an end-to-end test to evaluate 
the clinical applicability of a Compton camera detection 
system and to determine the requirements regarding 
hardware and image reconstruction. 
Materials/methods: First, a treatment plan for a therapeutic 
proton irradiation for the head-neck region was prepared 
using XiO (Electa AB, Sweden). Based on this treatment plan, 
the γ-ray emissions from the patient's tissue were simulated 
with Geant4. As a next step, the detector response was 
modelled, also with Geant4, for two large Compton cameras 
arranged around the patient in an angle of 90 degrees. Large-
area detectors were already recommended [6]. Each camera 
was built up from a scatter layer (CZT) of dimension 10 × 10 
× 0.5 cm3 and an absorber layer (LSO) of size 20 × 20 × 2 cm3. 
In practice, these cameras would be replaced by several 
smaller camera modules. For the simulation of the detector 
response a total number of previously simulated γ-ray 
emissions were used as input corresponding to an applied 
dose of 1 Gy, i.e. a common dose of one field of one 
treatment session. After extracting the resulting coincident 
events, the image was reconstructed using a 3D MLEM 
algorithm [7]. The impact of the number of events, filters, as 
well as background on the image quality was also studied. 
 
Results: Figure 1 shows the images for the planned dose, the 
distribution of the γ-ray emissions and the reconstructed 
image obtained with 128 iterations of the MLEM algorithm. 
For the considered number of events and the chosen voxels 
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of 5 mm3 the runtime of the reconstruction was about two 
days on a cluster.  
 

 
 
Figure 1: Dose (left), γ-ray emissions (center), and 
reconstructed image (right) for the simulated patient case. 
 
Conclusions: By means of Geant4, an end-to-end test was 
performed which models clinical conditions. The impact of 
various parameters on the applicability of the Compton 
camera was evaluated. The reconstruction algorithm still has 
potential for improvements with respect to performance. 
Furthermore, in practice, the costs and the complexity of a 
Compton camera system could lead to the preference of 
simpler methods of PGI.  
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Radiotherapy (RT) research studies operate with vast 
amounts of imaging and planning data. A purpose-built 
electronic data processing system helps to eliminate errors, 
prevent data losses and achieve high data quality. This work 
presents methods and tools used in data processing pipeline 
for the VoxTox study. 
The study will include over 1000 patient data sets comprised 
of TomoTherapy® imaging and planning data. Data is 
collected at hospital site, anonymised, tested and 
transferred to Cavendish Laboratory for processing and 
storage.  
A pseudo-anonymisation system was designed, in which each 
patient identifier was substituted by a token that can be 
decrypted at the hospital site to re-identify the patient. A 
token is auto-generated upon adding patient details to the 
study master file and saved in a dedicated database.  
Patient imaging and planning data are extracted and 
converted to Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 
(DICOM) format by in-house developed software. The 
software tokenises data on-the-fly and makes use of DICOM 
private tags to add auxiliary data.  
Testing is performed before and after transfer between sites 
using MD5 hashes and file lists. As the time gap between RT 
completion and data collection is small, missing data are 
identified early and can be recovered.  
Daily doses are calculated using a modification of CheckTomo 
application distributed on a computer cluster with 228 job 
slots via GANGA job management tool originally developed 
for ATLAS project. 
The images are outlined using purpose-built Matlab software 
based on Chan-Vese segmentation algorithm. Both tools are 
user-interface (UI) free and configurable via text input files 
that can be auto-generated. Root framework is used for data 
analysis and visualisation. 
Toxicity data is collected in the clinic using MOSAIQ® 
oncology information system and collated with the patient 
reported outcomes in KeyPoint® software. The electronic-
only data acquisition guarantees consistency of format and 
freedom from transcription errors. 
On average, VoxTox toolkit outperforms conventional tools 
used in the clinic by factor 6 (Table 1). Data retrieval is 
conventionally done via UI on TomoTherapy planning station. 
There is no tool to obtain TomoTherapy daily doses. 
Conventional contouring is performed by an experienced 
oncologist. Toxicity questionnaires are usually entered on 
paper forms and transcribed to electronic documents. 
Conventional data testing is a manual check of all files and 
folders in patient data set. 
 

 
 
We created a system that is modular, robust and efficient. 
All processing tools can run on a single computer or be 
deployed in a job management system on a cluster. 
Utilization of existing tools and staff skills minimizes project 
costs and accelerates the development. Key design elements 
such as pseudo-anonymisation, text-based inputs, batch 
processing and electronic data entry can be applied to any RT 
study. 
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Purpose: In proton therapy a generic relative biological 
effectiveness (RBE) of 1.1 has traditionally been clinically 
applied, implying that protons are slightly more effective 
than photons. However, there exist large amounts of data, 
mainly from in vitro studies, demonstrating that the RBE is 
variable and dependent on a set of factors, including the 
radiation quality of the beam. Most of the phenomenological 
models made for estimating the RBE use the dose average 
Linear Energy Transfer (LETd) as a parameter for the 
radiation quality. However, such a simplified description of 
the quality might lead to inaccurate RBE. In this work a new 
RBE model for proton therapy has been developed, utilizing 
the dose weighted LET spectrum (d(L)) to describe the 
radiation quality.  
Materials/methods: A new formalism for RBE calculation is 
introduced, based on the concept of RBEmax and the usage of 
biological weighting functions. RBEmax is found by weighting 
the LET spectrum by rmax(L), a smooth continuous function for 
the full LET range of protons (0-83 keV/μm). We assumed 
that rmax(L) is nonlinear and symmetric around a turnover 
point (LETu). A quantitative description of rmax(L) was found 
by making a regression fit to the α/αx of 96 data points, 
where the α and αx are coefficients of the linear-quadratic 
model, for proton and photon irradiation respectively. These 
points were extracted from experiments with semi-
monoenergetic proton beams found in literature. In our 
model we have assumed that β = βx and thus RBEmin = 1. A 
Fluka Monte Carlo simulation was done to check the new 
calculation method was benchmarked against a constant RBE 
of 1.1 and an existing LETd based model for variable RBE 
(McNamara et al., 2015). 
Results: By fitting rmax(L) to the data, we found a peak at 
LETu=34.5 keV/μm. The fit had a R2 value of 0.634. In the 
simulated example, the new model estimated a RBE of 1.00-
1.02 in the entrance region. The RBE rises from 1.05 to 1.6 
along the SOBP. This indicates that a constant RBE of 1.1 
leads to an overestimate of the dose to the normal tissue, as 
well to the proximal part of the tumour. Compared to the 
LETd based model, the RBE is approximately 9-11% lower at 
all depths.  
Conclusions: A dose and tissue dependent RBE model, based 
on the LET spectrum has been developed for application in 
proton therapy. Compared to LETd–based model, this 
approach might give a better estimation of the biological 
dose in a mixed radiation field. The model could be further 
optimized, by adjusting the definition of rmax(L) and 
introducing a term for rmin(L), taking into account a variable 
LET dependent β parameter. 
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Purpose: The growing interest in charged particle therapy 
has led to the development of dedicated systems able to 
monitor the dose delivered to the patient. Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) is a non-invasive way for in-vivo 
verification of the dose delivery. In fact, during particle 

irradiation, various ß
+
-emitting isotopes (15O, 11C etc.) are 

generated in the patient and this activity distribution can be 
related to the delivered dose. 
Materials/methods: A compact PET system was developed to 
be installed close to the patient. The PET system, DoPET, is 
based on two planar heads. Over the years the dimension of 
the heads was increased, from 5cm x 5cm, to 10cm x10cm 
and finally to the dimension of 15cm x 15cm per head. The 
heads result from the assembly of several detecting 
modules: in the present prototype there are 9 modules (3x3) 
per head. Each detecting module, (5cm x 5cm) consists of 
a segmented LYSO crystal matrix (2 mm pitch) coupled to a 
PSPMT. The readout is performed by custom electronics, and 
the data acquisition was designed to cope with the high 
fluxes present during the treatment plan (TP) delivery. The 

data reconstruction of the measured 3-D ß
+
-activity 

distribution, based on a MLEM-OSEM 3D algorithm takes less 
than one minute. 
The system was mostly characterized for proton therapy 
applications: at CATANA, a cyclotron-based center(LNS-
INFN Catania, Italy), and at CNAO a synchrotron-based 
center (Pavia, Italy). Preliminary characterization for 
carbon irradiations were also performed. 
Results: The DoPET spatial resolution guarantees the 
reconstruction of the distal fall activity profile with a 
sensibility of 1 mm, operating in-treatment [1, 2]. The in-
treatment data were useful. In fact, DoPET provided 
information on a whole protonTP and on its very early 
phases [3]. A study was done delivering only the proton TP 
Highest Energy Layer: thanks to the sharp shape of the 
mono-energetic activity fall- off profile, the shift due to 
the presence of a small air cavity was evident. 

The experimental ß
+
-activity profiles were also compared to 

calculated data obtained with FLUKA Monte Carlo, with very 
satisfactory agreement [3]. 
Conclusions: DoPET represents a reliable and fast in-
treatment monitoring system that could act as an image 
guidance in the case of hypo-fractionation scheme. The 
present head dimension allows studies with anthropomorphic 
phantoms that will be done before moving onto patients. 
 
Keywords: Particle therapy monitoring, on-line PET  
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Purpose: Monitoring the prescribed dose in particle therapy 
with the raster-scan method is equivalent to monitoring the 
correct delivery of the number of ions and the sequence of 
beam positions for every energy of the primary beam. The 
first task is typically carried out by using parallel plate 
ionization chambers working in transmission mode, where the 
number of particles is derived from the collected ionization 
charge with an accuracy in the order of 1%. The use of gas 
detectors has several drawbacks: they need to be calibrated 
daily against standard dosimeters and their dependence on 
beam quality factors need to be fully characterized and 
controlled with high accuracy. A detector capable of single 
particle counting is proposed which would overcome all these 
limitations. Combined with a gas ionization chamber, it will 
allow determining the average particle stopping power, thus 
providing an effective method for the online verification of 
the selected particle energy and range of the beam during 
the irradiation of the patient. 
Materials and methods: Low-Gain Avalanche Detectors 
(LGADs) are innovative n-in-p silicon sensors with moderate 
internal charge multiplication occurring in the strong field 
generated by an additional p+ doping layer implanted at a 
depth of a few µm in the bulk of the sensor.  

 
The increased signal-to-noise ratio allows designing very thin, 
few tens of micron, segmented LGADs, called Ultra Fast 
Silicon Detectors (UFSD) that, due to their large and very fast 
signal collection time, would be suitable for charged particle 
counting at high rates in particle therapy applications. We 
have finished the design of a sensor prototype, with a matrix 
of 100 pixels which will provide first indications on the 
particle rate capability and count accuracy. The sensors are 
expected in early spring 2016. 
Results: Different LGAD diodes have been characterized both 
in laboratory and beam tests, and the results compared both 
with those obtained with similar diodes without the gain 
layer and with a program simulating the signal in the sensors. 
The signal is found to be enhanced in LGADs, while the 
leakage current and the noise is not affected by the gain. 
Additional results, as the information on the doping profiles, 
extracted from the study of CV curves and radiation 
tolerance studies, are also shown. Possible alternative 
designs and implementations are also presented and 
discussed.  
Conclusions: Thanks to their excellent counting capabilities, 
UFSD detectors are a promising technology for future beam 
monitor devices in hadron-therapy applications. Studies are 
ongoing to better understand their properties and optimize 
the design in view of this application. 
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Purpose: A method, which has had a great impact in many 
different fields of computational science,is called "Monte 
Carlo".The range of Monte Carlo application is enormous, 
from the Nuclear medicine, Radiation therapy, Reactor 
design, Quantum chromo dynamicsto Traffic flow and 
econometrics.One of the difficulties associated with Monte 
Carlo simulations is the amount of computer time required to 
obtain results with high precision. To shorten the calculation 

time and also improve the efficiency, there comes the idea 
to use the variance reduction techniques. 
Method: There are many ways in which a user can improve 
the precision of a Monte Carlo simulation. In this study 
several of the more widely used variance reduction 
techniques such as: Splitting/ Russian Roulette, Energy cut 
off, Time cut off, Weight window, Implicit capture, Forced 
collision and Exponential transformation are presented. 
Application of variance reduction and guideline for these 
techniques in simulation are described.  
Results: In Splitting/ Russian roulette technique each region 
is classified as important and unimportant. If the selected 
region is unimportant the Russian roulette has been used and 
in contrary if the important region is selected Splitting is 
used.  
The energy cutoff and time cutoff are similar but more 
caution is needed in energy cut off because low energy 
particles can produce high energy particles. 
The weight window technique is space energy dependent and 
can control weight fluctuation by define upper and lower 
energy bounds. Weight window technique is used to avoid 
following very low weight particles which causes reasonable 
computer timer during the simulation. 
The main advantage of implicit capture is that a particle 
always survives a collision. It means when a particle reaches 
near the tally region would not be absorbed just before a 
score is made. 
The exponential transformation is designed to enhance 
efficiency for deep penetration problems, but it should be 
noted that due to the large weight fluctuation that can be 
produced by this technique, it should be used accompanied 
by weight controls. 
Conclusion: Variance Reduction techniques are used to 
produce more accurate and precise estimation in Monte Carlo 
simulations. There is a problem that these techniques may 
lead to results not being analyzed correctly but it should be 
noted that experience will lead the users to find the tricks 
for using these techniques to obtain the more accurate 
results. 
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Purpose: Proton radiotherapy using so-called minibeams of 
sub-millimeter dimensions allows to additionally enhance the 
advantages of proton therapy by spatial fractionation. This 
leads to a lower fraction of cells suffering from direct 
radiation damage and thus to reduced side effects compared 
to conventional proton therapy, which has been shown in a 
human skin and a mouse ear model [1,2]. Tumor control is 
maintained via homogeneous irradiation of the tumor due to 
minibeam widening with increasing depth. The minibeam 
distances need to be maximized for improved tissue sparing 
while generating a homogeneous tumor dose. Here, the 
required distances for quadratic vs. hexagonal minibeam 
arrangement are analyzed (see Figure 1). The resulting dose 
distributions are simulated in a water phantom with clinically 
relevant energies leading to different cell survival fractions 
and side effects. 
Figure 1: Minibeam arrangement on a quadratic lattice (left) 
and on a hexagonal lattice (right). 
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Materials/methods: The different lattice constants dq for 
quadratic and dh hexagonal minibeam arrangement are 
calculated under the constraint of a homogeneous dose 
distribution (0.95<D/Dtumor<1.07 [3]) in the same treatment 
volume using equal initial beam sizes. 
For a fictitious tumor in 10-15 cm depth, both minibeam 
scenarios (initial beam size σ=200µm) are simulated and 
normalized to the SOBP depth dose profile of the 
corresponding broad beam irradiation. The resulting depth 
and spatial dose distributions are used to approximate the 
mean cell survival at a tumor dose of 60 Gy for comparison of 
the two minibeam modes and the homogeneous irradiation. 
Results: While homogeneous irradiation leads to significant 
mean cell death, minibeam irradiation spares up to ~85% of 
the healthy tissue, especially in the superficial tissues. 
For a hexagonal alignment, the lattice constants dh can be 
increased by a factor of 1.144 in comparison to the quadratic 
lattice constant dq. This improves tissue sparing additionally 
by a few percent compared to the square arrangement.  
Conclusion: These results confirm again that proton 
minibeam radiotherapy reduces side effects compared to 
conventional broad beam irradiation. A small additional 
positive effect can be achieved by a hexagonal alignment of 
the minibeams instead of the previously used quadratic 
lattice. Nevertheless, both arrangements make minibeam 
radiotherapy an attractive new approach for clinical proton 
and/or heavy ion therapy. 
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Charged Particle Therapy (CPT) is an effective tool for cancer 
treatment that exploits the high localization of the charged 
ions incoming radiation dose deposition to increase the 
cancer cell death induction while sparing the surrounding 
Organs At Risk. Besides protons, currently the most common 

ion beam type in clinical centers, there has been recently a 
growing interest in heavier ions beams (He, C, O) due to their 
increased Radio Biological Effectiveness, reduced multiple 
scattering and Oxygen Enhancement Ratio, in spite of the 
presence of nuclear fragmentation. Online monitoring of the 
deposited dose range, currently missing in clinical practice, 
would substantially improve the CPT Quality Control: the high 
dose deposition conformity requires an improved control of 
the beam settings to avoid any potential harm resulting from 
patient mis-positioning and biological / anatomical changes 
occurred between the CT scan acquisition and the treatment.  
Dose Monitoring in CPT [1] is performed using the secondary 
radiation produced by the interaction of the beam inside the 
patient body. The study and precise characterization of such 
radiation (beta+, prompt gamma, charged fragments) is the 
cornerstone of any R&D activity aiming for online monitoring 
development. In this contribution we present the 
measurements of the secondary radiation generated by He, C 
and O beams of therapeutic energies, impinging on a beam 
stopping PMMA target collected at the Heidelberg Ion-beam 
Therapy center (HIT).  
The experimental setup, as well as the analysis strategies 
will be reviewed. The detected particle fluxes, as a function 
of the emission angle with respect to the beam direction, 
and the spatial emission distributions will be presented and 
compared to other available measurements [2,3,4,5,6]. 
The implications for dose monitoring applications will be 
discussed, in the context of the current (or planned) state-of-
the-art detector solutions. 
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Purpose: Reducing PET scanning times and radiation exposure 
while improving image quality and quantitative accuracy 
requires detectors with better detection efficiency, spatial 
resolution, and time resolution. Digital photon counter (DPC) 
arrays are fully digital, solid-state single-photon sensors. DPC 
arrays are almost transparent to 511 keV gamma quanta, 
opening up new degrees of freedom in PET detector design.  
This work compares the detector performance of monolithic 
LYSO:Ce crystals read out with DPC arrays in so-called dual-
sided readout (DSR) configuration and conventional back-side 
readout (BSR). Moreover, first imaging results are presented 
with BSR monolithic scintillators in a setup representative of 
a 70 cm diameter clinical TOF-PET scanner.  
Materials and Methods: DPC arrays consisting of 8 x 8 DPC 
pixels and having a total area of 32 mm x 32 mm were 
optically coupled to commercially available, standard-grade 
LYSO:Ce crystals having dimensions of 32 mm x 32 mm x 22 
mm. Either a single DPC array was coupled to the 32 mm x 32 
mm back surface of the crystal (BSR configuration) or DPC 
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arrays were coupled to both the front- and back-surfaces of 
the crystal (DSR configuration). The spatial-, time- and 
energy-resolutions of both configurations were measured.  
Furthermore, two detector modules containing 4 BSR 
monolithic scintillator detectors each were mounted in a 
“table-top gantry” setup allowing the emulation of a full PET 
ring of arbitrary diameter using only 2 detectors in a step-
and-shoot acquisition approach. Three-dimensional (3D) 
phantom images were acquired with both of the BSR 
detectors rotating at a radius of 35 cm from the center of the 
field-of-view. 
Results: In conventional BSR configuration, a detector spatial 
resolution of ~1.7 mm FWHM and a DOI resolution of ~3.7 mm 
FWHM was obtained, averaged over the entire detector area. 
In DSR configuration, a spatial resolution of ~1.1 mm FWHM 
was achieved in combination with a depth-of-interaction 
(DOI) resolution of ~2.4 mm FWHM. The energy resolution 
was ~10% in both detectors. The coincidence resolving time 
(CRT) in BSR and DSR configurations were ~215 ps FWHM and 
~147 ps FWHM, respectively.  
Conclusions: Monolithic scintillator detectors based on dSiPMs 
are promising for PET applications in which high spatial 
resolution, TOF resolution, and detection efficiency are 
required, all at the same time. Compared to BSR, the DSR 
configuration significantly improves the time-, spatial- and 
DOI resolutions of the detector. At the conference, first 
images obtained with BSR detectors in a TOF-PET setup 
representative of a 70 cm diameter clinical scanner will be 
presented. 
 
Keywords:  Time-of-Flight Positron Emission Tomography 
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Scintillator Detector 
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Purpose: Proton minibeam radiotherapy aims to minimize 
normal tissue damage in the entrance channel while keeping 
tumor control through a homogeneous tumor dose due to 
channel widening with increasing track length. Side effects of 
proton minibeam irradiation were examined in an in-vivo 
mouse model to account for immune system, vasculature and 
higher complexity. Here, we report on our comparative study 
of minibeam and broad beam irradiation in the ear of Balb/c 
mice, to prove this hypothesis of reduced adverse effects in 
normal tissue. 
Methods: At the ion microprobe SNAKE, 20 MeV protons were 
administered to the right ear of 2-3 months old, female 
Balb/c mice, using an average dose of 60 Gy in a field of 7.2 
x 7.2 mm2 in the central part of the ear, in two irradiation 
modes, homogeneous and minibeams. The 4 x 4 minibeams of 
180 x 180 µm2 size were set in a distance of 1.8 mm, 
resulting in a dose of 6000 Gy in the channels, but with 
negligible dose in between. Inflammatory response, i.e. ear 
swelling and skin reactions were monitored for 90 days 
following irradiation, as well as genetic damage and release 
of inflammatory proteins. 
Results: No ear swelling or other skin reaction was detected 
after the minibeam irradiations, while significant ear swelling 
(up to 4-fold), erythema and desquamation (crust formation) 
developed in homogeneously irradiated ears 3-4 weeks after 
irradiation. Loss of hair follicles was only detected in the 
homogeneously irradiated fields after 4-5 weeks. 

Conclusion: Our results prove that proton minibeam 
radiotherapy leads to reduced side effects compared to 
conventional broad beam irradiation and could become an 
option in clinical proton and/or heavy ion therapy. 
Supported by the DFG Cluster of Excellence: Munich-Centre 
for Advanced Photonics. 
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Purpose: The Local Effect Model (LEM)1,2 and the Giant-Loop 
Binary-Lesion (GLOBLE) model3 both are based on the analysis 
of DSB distribution within the cell nucleus and particularly 
focus on DNA lesion clustering  properties with respect to the 
nanometer level as well as higher-order chromatin structure. 
According to this concept, radiation effects are uniquely 
determined by the number and microscopic spatial 
distribution of DSB. Here we demonstrate that this universal 
concept allows quantitative prediction of a wide variety of 
biological endpoints for different radiation qualities.  
Methods: Clustering on the nanometer level is considered on 
the level of SSB and leads to an increased yield of DSB as a 
consequence of interaction of two SSB induced in the DNA 
within a short distance. Clustering at the micrometer level is 
taken into account by the distinction of two DSB classes, 
depending on the number of DSB induced within chromatin 
loops of about 2 Mbp size: isolated DSB (iDSB) corresponding 
to exactly one DSB/loop, and clustered DSB (cDSB) 
corresponding to more than one DSB/loop. Predictions of 
biological effects are solely based on the yields of iDSB and 
cDSB, respectively.  
Results: For high-LET radiation, the concept allows predicting 
the observed increased relative biological effectiveness (RBE) 
and its dependence on the ion species, LET, dose and cell 
type1,2 based on the knowledge of the corresponding photon 
dose response curves. Furthermore, the two classes of iDSB 
and cDSB can be identified with the two components leading 
to biphasic rejoining kinetics, and the model is able to 
correctly predict the fractions of fast and slow rejoining over 
a wide spectrum of different radiation qualities4.  
For high energetic photon radiation, the concept allows 
explaining the linear quadratic shape of the photon dose 
response curve and predicts a transition to a more linear 
shape at high doses3. The model also correctly reproduces 
dose rate effects after photon irradiation5. Furthermore the 
increased effectiveness of ultrasoft x-rays is predicted by the 
model as a consequence of the increased DSB yield6.  
Finally, based on the cell cycle dependent replication of 
chromatin loops the cell cycle dependent variation of 
radiosensitivity is reproduced. Based on the model 
parameters derived from normal cells, the different cell 
cycle dependent sensitivity of NHEJ-deficient and HR-
deficient cells is predicted by the model7.  
Conclusion: Using the LEM and the GLOBLE model it could be 
shown that the knowledge of the initial spatial DSB 
distribution pattern induced by low- and high-LET radiation 
allows accurate quantitative prediction of radiation effects 
for a wide variety of different radiation qualities and 
biological endpoints. The consistent and simultaneous 
applicability of the model framework to widespread 
radiobiologic phenomena is a strong support for the 
underlying assumptions.  
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Since some of the most modern ion therapy facilities are 
offering or considering the irradiation with alternative ion 
beams, beyond proton and carbon, it has raised new 
attention the need for a proper description of these beams, 
in order to exploit their use for specific applications. In 
particular, helium and oxygen beams are presently available 
in the research cave of the Heidelberg Ion therapy facility 
(HIT). 
We developed and integrated in TRiP98, our research 
treatment planning system, specific beam models for these 
ions, which have been validated experimentally on different 
levels. 
For the Helium beam a semiempirical model for dose 
deposition and fragmentation was implemented, by 
modification of algorithms conventionally used in space 
radiation transport studies, translated to the typical 
therapeutic range of energies [1]. 
For Oxygen beam, the standard transport model of TRiP98 
was tuned on recent attenuation experiments and the 
fragmentation cascade has been improved using the latest 
beam models of the low-lying ions. 
Several treatment planning tests have been performed, 
showing no universal indications but rather selective 
advantages of the different beams, and revealing for 
example a considerable convenience of using Helium beams 
in specific configurations [2], or proposing combination of 
different ions [3]. 
Experimental verification has been performed for both ion 
beams at the experimental room of HIT, analyzing different 
endpoints: basics physics data, delivered 3D physical dose 
distribution and biological effect. Monoenergetic and 
extended target irradiations of different extensions with 
single and double opposed fields have been verified. In the 
case of oxygen beams, considering that its main importance 
is related to a possible indication for partially hypoxic 
tumors, the biological verification was extended beyond the 
RBE weighted dose effect, but also including the OER effect.  
As previously obtained with carbon ions [4], the kill-painting 
method, allowing to restore an homogeneous survival level 
on a differently oxygenated target, was verified with oxygen 
beams. It is found that with the latter ion beams, for a 
partially hypoxic target an inversion of the relative profile 
occurs, as compared to a normoxic case, with a slightly 
reduced normal tissue damage for same  cell killing in the 
target than with  the carbon irradiation. 
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The demand for personalized medicine is increasing, and 
considering that the population suffering from chronic 
diseases (i.e. cancer, Alzeihmer) is continuously growing it is 
expected that the consumption of molecular diagnostic 
products and radiotherapeutics will continue to increase. In 
this scenario, TRIUMF and its fleet of proton accelerators 
ranging from 13 to 500 MeV is offering a unique environment 
for scientists to enable the production of isotopes with 
potential applications in molecular imaging or radiotherapy. 
A multidisciplinary program involving target design, isotope 
production and radiopharmaceutical chemistry has emerged 
in the Division of Life Sciences to facilitate and accelerate 
the translation from bench-to-bedside. 
A brief overview of the recent efforts related to the 
production and applications of medical isotopes at TRIUMF 
will be presented. Comprehensive studies have been 
conducted to improve the production of conventional PET 
isotopes by a better understanding of the physical 
phenomenon occurring inside the target during beam 
irradiation. Feasibility of the production, from liquid targets, 
of radiometals (i.e. 44Sc, 68Ga, 86Y and 89Zr) used in medical 
imaging has also been demonstrated. The results of the ITAP 
project, led by TRIUMF and including a consortium of 
institutions, on accelerator-based production of 99mTc will be 
discussed. It has been shown that a reliable commercial scale 
(TBq) production of 99mTc is achievable by using 100Mo coated 
tantalum targets at energies up to 24 MeV. Investigations on 
the production and isolation of the therapeutic isotope 211At 
and its imaging companion 209At will be mentioned.  
Novel radiolabeling strategies and technologies have recently 
emerged to prepare radiopharmaceuticals and will be 
discussed. Isotopic exchange reactions are getting popular to 
rapidly and efficiently synthesize PET imaging probes. Click 
chemistry is also representing an attractive approach to 
radiolabel molecules because of its simple process, short 
reaction times and clean product synthesis. Microfluidic 
devices bear great promises in the field of radiochemistry as 
it is expected that they will allow faster reaction rate, 
exquisite reaction selectivity, reduced reagent consumption, 
and possibly revisit the hot-lab concept. An overview of the 
tracer development performed at TRIUMF (e.g. cysteine 
transporter, angiogenesis) will be presented. 
Finally, within the framework of the MEDICIS-PROMED 
consortium, a collaboration between TRIUMF and the 
Institute of Translational Molecular Imaging (ITMI) at the 
University Hospital of Geneva and the Laboratory of 
Bioorganic Chemistry and Molecular Imaging at EPFL will soon 
take place. This presentation will conclude with a short 
summary of our ambitious project on the development of 
dual modality molecular probes for ovarian cancer and their 
preclinical validations in animal models. 
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Purpose: The main purpose of the present work is to evaluate 
the effects of gold nanoparticles (GNPs) in different sizes and 
concentrations on cancer cells which undergo treatment with 
photon therapy.  
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Material and Method: This work was carried out with MCNP 
and Geant4 codes. The 10x10x10 cm3 cubic water phantom 
and a tumor region with a size of 1x1x1 cm3 were simulated. 
Factors such as different concentrations and GNP sizes were 
implemented into the simulation, so as to obtain the 
optimum results, specifying the maximum absorbed dose 
within the tumor while sparing healthy tissue. In a certain 
concentration, different sizes of GNPs including 30, 50, 70 
and 100 nm were defined within the tumor and the absorbed 
dose by the GNPs-loaded tumor were calculated for different 
sizes. Similarly, the absorbed dose was calculated for 
different concentrations of 7, 10, 18 and 30 (mg Au/ gram of 
tumor) in a certain size of GNPs. The dose enhancement 
factor which is defined as the ratio of the absorbed dose by 
the tumor in the presence of nanoparticles to the absorbed 
dose by the same organ in the absence of nanoparticles was 
estimated for different concentrations and sizes of GNPs. 
Results and Conclusion: The calculations show results for 
different sizes and concentrations and a comparison is made 
between the two Monte Carlo codes (MCNP and Geant4). In a 
certain diameter of GNPs the higher concentration made 
more increase in absorbed does by the tumor. In a certain 
concentration, higher size of GNPs made higher absorbed 
dose by the tumor. Given the fact that therapeutic 
applications of GNPs in acquiring the proper DEF have 
demanded much attention in recent years, defining the 
proper size and concentration would be considered extremely 
vital for pre-treatment plans. 
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Purpose: Aim of this study was to investigate, practically 
prove contribution, and verify dosimetry possibilities for low-
risk patients (rhTSH stimulation and 1.1 GBq 131I 
administration) undergoing first Radioiodine therapy (RAIT). 
Furthermore, it was intended to verify whether the 
administered activity deliver sufficient dose to thyroid 
remnants so it can be called ”thyreo-ablative”.   
Materials and methods: Siemens Symbia S gamma camera was 
used for quantitative imaging of 131I accumulation in 
remnants of patients thyroid and 131I accumulating nods. 
Vials with known activity of 131I were used to calibrate the 
system. Verification of activity determination was done by 
measuring the vial together with patient for comparison, if 
necessary. All of the patient-volunteers were around 3 
months after thyreoablation due to thyroid carcinoma. As a 
low-risk indicated patients, they were prepared by injections 
of rhTSH during two days before therapy. Weight of the 
accumulating remnants or nods was established using 
ultrasound, if visible or roughly estimated using phantom 
measurements causing serious uncertainties. 
17 patients (15 women, 2 men) participating the study 
undergone up to 6 quantitative imaging by the gamma 
camera during 70 hours after administration. Minimum of the 
gamma camera examination was 4. General time schedule of 
examination was 5, 24, 30, 48, 70 hours after administration. 
  
Results: Absorbed doses within remnants or nodes vary from 
tens of Gy up to several hundred Gy with uncertainty from 
25% up to 100% depending mainly on mass of the remnants 
estimation. For 5 of the patient the administered therapeutic 
activity caused absorbed dose which was considered to be 
rather insufficient in terms of thyreo-elimination (at least for 
one of accumulating remnants). For 4 patients the absorbed 
dose was considered to be particularly thyreo-eliminative. 
Measurements for 5 patients confirmed thyreo-eliminative 

dose and in case of 3 patients no accumulation was detected. 
Consequent follow-up for all patients is being done. 
Conclusions: Though in nearly 30% of all patients absorbed 
dose did not reach 300 Gy in thyroid remnants and 80 Gy in 
nods, due to low-risk staging it is probable that the 
treatment was successful. However, it is necessary to do 
consequent follow up and include all data for annual 
treatment evaluation. Based on the results appropriate grant 
for further investigation will be seek out. 
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Purpose: Particle therapy cancer treatments require a work 
flow that involve several professional figures, working with a 
complex hardware and software set up. Each professional 
role needs access to a considerable set of information in the 
everyday clinical practice. In particular quality assurance 
protocols demand checking a sensible amount of data. 
The drawback is that often required information are 
physically accessible outside the treatment room, being 
distributed on several computer in different places. 
Integrate and display needed information in an organic and 
easily accessible way can speed up the clinical practice, 
reducing potential time loss and providing a better 
continuous quality control. 
Methods: We propose an innovative tool based on Augmented 
Reality (AR). In AR a view of the physical world is augmented 
with computer generated elements. Our AR tool could be 
installed on a modern mobile device, a tablet or a cellphone. 
Users gets information in real-time about any equipment in 
the treatment room simply pointing the device at it. 
The AR client recognizes medical equipment using the device 
camera, then gathers corresponding information from a cloud 
server, where all data stored. 
The access to the data server is secured with different level 
of privileges: a user can visualize and use only predetermined 
kind of relevant information, according to his role. Moreover, 
all information related to the patient and the medical 
environment are hosted in a private cloud, not accessible 
without proper authentication. 
Results: We present a prototype of AR application for particle 
therapy centre that improves and speeds up the whole work 
flow, making the access to information easier and more 
centralized. 
Here we present a three different use cases that illustrate 
the use of our AR application: medical doctor, medical 
physicists and technical engineer. 
Conclusion: Augmented Reality is the perfect candidate to 
help healthcare organizations make their existing processes 
more precise and efficient. Using AR tools, useful information 
can be provided and related in real-time to the specific need 
of the different systematic tasks that are daily checked 
accurately in an advance radiation therapy facility. 
 
Keywords: e-heathcare, augmented reality, particle therapy 
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Manufacturing and Nuclear Medicine Applications of the 
Novel Isotope Sn-117m 
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Sn-117m has unique characteristics that make it ideal for a 
variety of nuclear medicine applications.  The t1/2=14d 
isotope emits a primary 159 keV imaging photon (86%) that is 
easily detectable with any SPECT camera system. The 
accompanying mono-energetic conversion electrons (~140 
keV; 110%) have a therapeutic effect limited to a range of 
~300 μm which also minimizes any shipping and handling 
issues.  Together these characteristics make this theranostic 
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isotope a prime candidate for several personalized nuclear 
medicine applications. 
This isotope can be produced in large quantities as a low 
specific activity (up to 800 GBq/g) product in reactors via the 
Sn-116(n,γ) or Sn-117(n,n’γ) reactions.  A carrier-free, high 
specific activity (up to 800 TBq/g) isotope can be 
manufactured with ~50 MeV cyclotrons employing either 
Sb(p,x) or Cd-116(α,3n).  Methods for extracting and 
purifying the Sn-117m from Sb or Cd have been developed.   
Sn-117m has been used to label a wide variety of targets 
including proteins, anti-bodies and small molecules.  In 
recent animal and human Phase I/II cardiovascular trials to 
detect and treat vulnerable plaque, the Sn-117m was 
chelated to aminobenzyl DOTA before being conjugated to 
annexin V.  Results demonstrated the ability of this molecule 
to both target and image the plaques.  Additionally, a 
remarkable therapeutic effect was observed at very low 
doses (~10 cGy). 
In oncology, Sn-117m (chelated to DTPA) has been 
successfully used in over 120 humans for bone pain palliation 
in a Phase I/II trial.  Labeling of neuroendocrine cancer 
targeting molecules has also been demonstrated.  The 
isotope, in low specific activity form, has been electroplated 
onto stents and implanted into several animal models to 
demonstrate the efficacy and finite range of the conversion 
electrons.  Human and veterinary applications are under 
development. 
Rheumatological applications include a homogeneous Sn-
117m colloid that is being used to treat (radiosynoviorthesis) 
canine osteoarthritis (OA).  Future veterinary applications 
include treating equine OA and human rheumatoid arthritis 
(RA).  Labeled compounds are also being developed to image 
and treat RA systemically. 
Additional future applications being explored take advantage 
of the limited irradiation of normal tissue in immune and 
inflammatory CNS conditions that could provide new 
therapeutic advantages to this immunologically privileged 
system.  In conclusion, the novel isotope Sn-117m is 
successfully finding application in several aspects of human 
nuclear medicine and is now also creating new opportunities 
in the emerging field of veterinary nuclear medicine. 
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A comprehensive omics approach for development of 
prognostic or predictive biomarkers in squamous cell 
carcinoma of the head and neck treated with radiation 
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Purpose: We have taken a comprehensive approach to 
develop biomarkers of potential therapeutic radioresponse. 
This approach includes gene, miRNA, and protein expression, 
as well as methylation and mutation analysis. Methods: 
Specimens from 102 HNSCC patients identified by surgical 
and pathologic criteria considered high risk for local 
recurrence (LR) or distant metastasis (DM) after post-
operative radiotherapy as well as 22 specimens from 
adjacent normal tissue were used. We have strived to avoid 
the pitfalls of biomarker discovery such as inadequate clinical 
phenotyping, the use of specimens of convenience, poorly 
annotated specimens, heterogeneous specimens and 
underpowered sample sets amongst others.  
Results: While a 46 gene signature was able to stratify 
patients based upon risk for overall survival, no gene 
signature was able to segregate specimens specific to LR or 
DM. This 46 gene signature, however, was able to stratify 
patients by overall survival in this data set, 5 independent 
HNSCC data sets as well as the TCGA data set. However, 
using a 36 miRNA signature PORT outcomes (LR or DM could 
be predicted. Unfortunately, when applied to the TCGA data 
set 13 miRNA were unavailable limiting the external 
validation to survival only. DNA methylation analysis, which is 

still ongoing, has identified DM and LR and includes genes in 
pathways associated with EMT and DNA repair, respectively. 
We have also taken the approach that biomarkers should 
have a biological basis and we have examined a set of 49 
HNSCC cells lines for gene and miRNA expression, and 
methylation. Furthermore, full radiation survival curves were 
generated. Filtering through miRNA target databases and 
examining negative correlations of miRNA and gene 
expression led to the isolation of several miRNA for further 
analysis. For example, miR-125a was under-represented in 
the LR cohort. miR-125a is a negative prognostic indicator in 
gastric cancer, targeting ERBB2. ERBB2 gene expression is 
anti-correlated with miR-125a expression in tumor specimens 
and in our 49 HNSCC cell lines. Furthermore, up-regulation of 
miR-125a in HN5 cells led to radiosensitization while down-
regulation of miR-125a led to radioresistance. Within the DM 
group, miR-551a and 551b-3p are over-represented. These 
miRNA drive cell proliferation, migration and invasion. A 
target of these miRNA is GLIPR2. The GLIPR2 protein binds 
BCLN1 and sequesters it within the golgi. Release of BCLN1 
allows cells to enter into autophagy and by modulating miRs 
551a and 551b-3p, we can drive cells into autophagy, 
enhance invasiveness and increase radioresistance.  
Conclusions: The expression of miRs 551a and 551b-3p as well 
as GLIPR2 gene expression can stratify patient outcome in 
our patient cohort, other HNSCC cohorts as well as other 
invasive cancers. Their expression is also highly associated 
with late stage HNSCC. Lastly, we are now integrating data 
sets to take a panomics approach to biomarker development. 
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Purpose: PET (”Positron Emission Tomography”) scanners 
have to guarantee high performances in term of spatial 
resolution and sensitivity allowing to detect cancer mass 
while it is still sufficiently small and has not had time to 
spread to other parts of the body. in this frame we focused 
on the development of the scintillator module that can reach 
high performance as compared to the current scanners and at 
the same time that keeps low costs and not complex design. 
To guarantee high performance in term of spatial resolution, 
the Depth of Interaction (DOI) information has to be reached. 
Instead of using the usual approach, with a double side 
readout, to have DOI capability we have developed a new 
PET module that can provide the DOI information using just a 
single side readout. 
Materials and Method: The module presented is based on a 64 
LYSO (“Lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate”) crystals matrix 
and on an MPPC (“Multi Pixels Photon Counter”) as detector 
that guarantee a 4 to 1 coupling between the crystals and the 
detector and a single side readout. The lateral surfaces of 
the crystals are optically processed. Different configuration 
with light guide between the MPPC and the crystals matrix 
The readout of the signal is performed by a digitizer that 
record for each trigger event the charge collected by each 
MPPC after the integration of the signal. The digitizer is 
connected to a custom designed acquisition card that 
provides at the same time bias voltage to all the MPPC 
channels. The matrix is fixed to the board using a PVC 
custom made holder that also keep all the parts of the 
module in place. To characterize the module a 22Na 
radioactive source is placed 2 cm above the matrix exciting 
the scintillators. To test the DOI capability of the module a 
LYSO crystal is placed on the opposite side of the source 
allowing to illuminate a given vertical portion of the crystals 
and to permit to scan the vertical length of the module. 
Results: Combinations of the collected charge can be used to 
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identify in which crystal the scintillation event takes place 
but also can provide information about the depth of 
interaction of the gamma along the vertical length of the 
crystal. In the module the light output of the crystals is 
related to the vertical position of the interaction point and it 
is proved that the DOI can be reach using a single side 
readout. The different configurations are tested and 
compared to obtain the best DOI resolution.  
Conclusions: A innovative PET module is developed and 
tested and shows high performances according with a spatial 
resolution less then 1.5 mm and a DOI resolution of about 4 
mm FWHM obtained using a single side readout. 
 
Keywords: Positron Emission Tomography, Depth of 
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Microbeam Radiation Therapy (MRT) is a novel, promising 
technique for X-ray therapy [1]. The proposed treatment 
consists of intense, highly collimated, parallel arrays of X-ray 
beams of widths between 20 and 100 μm and separations 
between 100 and 400 μm generated by synchrotron radiation 
and suitable microslit collimators. Due to extremely high 
dose rate (up to 20 kGy/sec), a fast and reliable monitoring 
system is essential, but extremely challenging to construct, 
as it must cope with the high intensity, as well as very steep 
intensity gradients within the microscopic dimensions of the 
beams.  
In order to meet the requirements, the 3DMiMic collaboration 
has designed and fabricated 10 μm thick silicon strip beam 
monitors. Several strip layouts have been produced for 
simultaneous monitoring of the full array of microbeams.   
Tests using both single channel and multichannel readout  at 
the ESRF biomedical beam-line ID17 demonstrate that the 
detector and readout system work well and constitutes a 
viable system for coping with the challenge [2].  
In this presentation we will give details of the sensor design 
and results obtained from the tests at the ID17 beam-line. 2D 
response scans and time evolution studies of the sensor 
performed with an X-ray microprobe at the ID21 beam-line 
will also be presented.  
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Purpose: The highly localized dose distribution in proton 
therapy (PT) makes this treatment modality sensitive to 
organ motion and deformations. E.g. in proton pencil beam 
scanning interplay effects may be significant, resulting in 
dose degradations. Due to the complexity of PT dose 
delivery, investigations of the consequences of motion and of 
motion mitigation strategies may benefit from use of 3D 
dosimetry. A new family of silicone-based 3D dosimeters is 
currently being developed. These dosimeters can be moulded 
into anthropomorphic shapes and can be deformed during 
beam delivery, which allows for simulation of organ motion 
and deformation.  
Treatment planning with protons is based on CT scans of the 
patient anatomy and a conversion of the HU for the tissue to 
a stopping power ratio (SPR) relative to water. To ensure 
that the same procedure can be performed for the dosimeter 
it must be verified that its SPR is estimated correctly from its 
HU. The aim of this study was therefore to investigate if the 
use of Dual Energy (DE) CT and dedicated DE calibrations can 
improve the calculation of the SPR for the dosimeter 
compared to use of Single Energy (SE) CT together with the 
stoichiometric calibration method. 
Method: The dosimeter was CT scanned with a Dual Source 
CT scanner (Siemens Somaton Definition Flash). First a CT 
scan was obtained in SE mode with a tube voltage of 120 kVp, 
and this scan was used in the stoichiometric calibration. Next 
a set of CT scans was obtained in DE mode with a tube 
voltage pair of 80/140Sn kVp (Sn: 0.4 mm extra tin 
filtration); this CT image set was used for SPR calculation 
with two published DE calibrations. The CTDIvol of the two 
scanning modes was set to be the same (~20 mGy). 
A thin slab of the dosimeter material was placed in a water 
tank and irradiated with a 60 MeV proton beam. The range of 
the protons was measured with and without the dosimeter 
intersecting the beam to determine the range difference. 
The SPR of the dosimeter was calculated from its thickness 
and the range difference.  
Results: The two DE calibration methods both gave an 
estimate of SPRest = 1.01, whereas the SE stoichiometric 
calibration estimate was SPRest = 1.10. From the range 
measurements, the SPR of the dosimeter was calculated to 
be SPRmeas = 0.97. The measured SPR did not fall on the 
stoichiometric calibration curve of the reference tissues 
(Figure; the high content of silicon makes the dosimeter not 
tissue equivalent). The dosimeter was found to have a HU 
corresponding to bone (CT number = 135 HU) but a SPR 
corresponding to fat.  
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Figure: Stoichiometric calibration curve. The HU shift for the 
dosimeter needed for a correct SPR estimation based on the 
curve is indicated with a red arrow. 
Conclusion: The stoichiometric method overestimates the 
measured SPR by 13%. Using DE this error is reduced, to an 
overestimation of 3%. If the stoichiometric method is used for 
the 3D dosimeter its HU must be corrected in the treatment 
planning system.  
 
Keywords: Stoichiometric calibration method, Dual Energy 
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Purpose: Hypothalamic-pituitary axis (HPA) dysfunction is a 
dose-dependent sequela of brain irradiation. Meta-analysis of 
studies on non-pituitary central nervous system tumours 
performed by Appelman-Dijkstra et al. [The Journal of 
Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism, 8, 2330 (2011)] found 
estimated doses of 25-97 Gy to the HPA and 0.54 prevalence 
of pituitary deficiency. However, no included study reported 
the site-specific doses to the hypothalamus or pituitary. As 
the hypothalamus is thought to be more radiosensitive than 
the pituitary, greater understanding of the structural 
organization and normal tissue tolerances of these two 
structures is necessary to better describe the relationship 
between HPA radiation dose and secondary insufficiency. The 
purpose of this study is to characterize the radiation dose to 
the HPA in adults treated for non-pituitary brain tumours. 
Materials/Methods: Twelve patients, 3 males and 9 females, 
have been enrolled in our prospective VoxTox study that will 
continue to recruit until 2017. Primary diagnoses included 
meningioma (7), pineal tumor (3), and glioma (2). Patients 
were treated with TomoTherapy® and received 50-60 Gy to 
the tumour bed in 30 fractions. Digital Imaging and 
Communications in Medicine radiotherapy data, including 
dose cubes, contours and planning imaging, were retrieved 
from TomoTherapy® archives using an in-house software and 
imported into ProSoma virtual simulation software. Quality 
assurance of hypothalamus and pituitary contours was 
performed. Parametrisation of dosimetric data from planning 
computed tomography scans was used to determine mean 
radiation doses to the hypothalamus and pituitary separately. 
Dose volume histogram data were exported to Matlab®. 
Equivalent uniform doses (EUDs) for a parallel structure (a=1) 
and serial structure (a=20) were calculated utilizing a freely 
available program and normal tissue tolerance parameters 
for the lung and spinal cord, respectively. 

Results: The mean radiation doses to the hypothalamus and 
pituitary were 35 Gy and 34 Gy, respectively. Serial and 
parallel EUDs for each patient are presented in Figure 1. The 
mean EUDs for a=1 and a=20 were 30 Gy (range 14-52) and 33 
Gy (range 19-52), respectively, for the hypothalamus and 29 
(range 8-46) and 31 Gy (range 8-46), respectively, for the 
pituitary. The mean difference between serial and parallel 
EUD values was 3 Gy for both the hypothalamus and the 
pituitary. 
Conclusions: The organization of the hypothalamus and 
pituitary into serial or parallel structures may not be 
predictive of HPA response to radiation. Future studies are 
necessary to isolate the dose-volume effects of these two 
organs.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. EUD doses to the hypothalamus (blue) and pituitary 
(red) are presented for parallel (circle) and serial (triangle) 
structures for each patient. 
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Purpose:  In NSCLC radiotherapy, personalized radiation 
treatment is intended to deliver an appropriate amount of 
dose to control the tumor while reducing radiation-induced 
toxicities such as radiation pneumonitis, esophagitis, carditis.  
The outcomes of radiation treatment may depend on 
radiation dose and patients’ physical, clinical, biological and 
genomic characteristics before and during the course of 
radiotherapy.  We intend to find hierarchical biophysical 
relationships influencing the observed outcomes from 
retrospective data and develop practical Bayesian Networks 
(BN) for adaptive radiotherapy of the NSCLC. 
Materials/methods:  Our study includes 79 NSCLC patients 
treated on prospective protocols under IRB approval.  In 
addition to dosimetric information, each patient had 179 
features from five categories including clinical factors (10) 
(e.g., age, KPS), cytokines before (30) and during (30) the 
treatment course, microRNAs (49), and single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) (60).  A large-scale Markov blanket 
based on the HITON algorithm is employed for selecting 
relevant biophysical predictors of outcomes.  The 
corresponding BN structure is obtained using the hill-climbing 
algorithm implemented in the R programming environment.  
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The BN is guarded against overfitting using k-fold cross 
validation. 
Results:  BNs representing the biophysical relationships 
before and during the course of radiotherapy behind the 
radiation outcomes are identified and designated as 
“biophysical BNs’’.  They can be adjusted to “practical BNs” 
for adaptive therapy purposes, with a possibility of minor 
compromise of estimated prediction power.  Given a 
patient’s pretreatment data, an appropriate treatment plan 
can be chosen from a practical BN to control the tumor and 
keep the radiation toxicities under a certain level.  When the 
patient’s during treatment information is available, the 
planned dose can be adjusted in the BN according to his/her 
responses, to better control tumor without increasing the 
chance of the complication.  Cross validation is employed to 
measure the prediction power of the BNs.  For example, 
while the performance of a pretreatment BN to predict 
radiation pneumonitis ≥G2 is 0.80 with 95% CI: 0.69-0.90 
based on 2000 stratified bootstrap replicates, the AUC of the 
BN with patients’ responses during radiotherapy can reach 
0.84 (95% CI: 0.78-0.92). 
Conclusions:  We developed clinically practical systems to 
predict the radiation outcomes in NSCLC patients before and 
during the course of radiation treatment based on 
retrospective data.  The prediction performance of the BN 
improves by incorporating during treatment information.  Our 
approach can handle high dimensional predictors and can be 
an important component of decision support for personalized 
adaptive radiation treatment.  However, it still needs to be 
validated in external independent data. 
 
Keywords:  Adaptive Radiotherapy, Radiation Outcomes 
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Purpose: The interest in particle therapy is growing 
worldwide with clinical applications focused on protons and 
carbon ion beams. Moreover, at the Heidelberg Ion Beam 
Therapy Center, helium and oxygen ions are available for 
research purposes with an active scanning beam delivery 
system. While most of the planning studies comparing these 
four ions are based on non-experimentally validated 
calculations, this work is focused on the basic experimental 
dosimetric characterizations and comparisons of these ions at 
the same facility. 
Material/methods: Laterally integrated depth-dose 
distributions of pencil-like beams, for 10 different energies in 
the therapeutic range have been experimentally studied, 
with a range in water similar for every ion. Several 
parameters were evaluated, as the range, the entrance-to-
peak ratio, the width of the Bragg peak, the distal fall-off 
and the tail-to-peak ratio, and this with and without ripple 
filter (used to broaden the pristine peaks). The 
measurements were performed using a water column, by 
delivering quasi-monoenergetic pencil-like beams on the 
central axis. 
The lateral dose profiles of these ions, at low, middle and 
high beam energy, were investigated at different depths in 
water (without ripple filter). Along with the acquisition of 
these data, a double-Gaussian parametrization was 
performed and the evolution of its components along the 
depth in water was examined. The measurements have been 
done in a water tank coupled with 24 motor-driven PinPoint 
ionization chambers by delivering a vertically scanned beam. 
Results: For the depth-dose characterization, the evolution 
of the investigated parameters presents a different behavior 
depending on the energy, the ion and the presence or not of 

ripple filter. Helium ions present interesting intermediate 
characteristics with a distal fall-off smaller than protons and 
a reduce fragmentation tail compare to heavier ions. These 
characteristics suggest different advantages and/or 
drawbacks for the ions depending on the situation, and a 
compromise among them has to be found for later treatment 
planning. 
The lateral profiles and their double Gaussian 
parametrizations present net advantages of the heavy ions 
compared to protons with intermediate results for helium 
ions. 
Conclusions: Our experimental results indicate that helium 
ions could be a good candidate for further particle therapy 
improvements, with intermediate properties between the 
clinically used proton and carbon ions. The main features are 
the favorable physical characteristics, especially a smaller 
lateral scattering than protons and a very low tail-to-peak 
ratio compared to carbon ions. This study was used to create 
the first helium ions database, allowing biological 
experiments needed to ensure proper treatment planning and 
future fair comparisons for planning studies between the 
ions. 
We acknowledge funding from DFG (KFO 
Schwerionentherapie 214). 
 

 
Figure 1: Measured Bragg peaks (symbols) and their 
interpolation (lines), normalized to maximum and to the 
peak position, for a range in water of ~15cm.  
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Over the last decades, survival rates for most cancer patients 
have only marginally increased. One reason for the limited 
decline in this death rate is the lack of effective treatment 
strategies especially in advanced cancers. In oncology 
research, drug development processes have proven to be very 
inefficient and this has been partly attributed to the lack of 
adequate preclinical testing modalities. Research in our lab is 
specifically focused on lung and brain cancer, both amongst 
the most malignant and difficult to treat neoplasms with very 
poor overall 5-year survival rates. In advanced disease most 
patients receive chemo- and radiotherapy (CRT), but 
response to treatment is generally poor with only minimal 
effects on survival while decreasing the patients’ quality of 
life. Tumors almost invariably recur or are intrinsically 
resistant to chemotherapy. Improvement of tumor control at 
primary and distant locations is compulsory. The goal of our 
research is to identify novel treatment combinations that will 
result in improved outcome for patients with advanced lung 
or brain malignancies. 
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We have established reliable 3D MCTS system and used it to 
show proof-of-principle for identification of more efficacious 
promising treatment [1]. In order to test these strategies, 
clinically relevant tumor models are essential. In our lab we 
have set up orthotopic glioma [2] and NSCLC models in mice. 
Injection of tumor cells into the organ of origin allows for 
organotypical interaction between the tumor cells and the 
surrounding stroma. Such models replicate human disease 
with high fidelity and are highly suitable for evaluation of 
therapy response.  
Tumors were monitored using cone beam computed 
tomography (microCBCT) imaging using a small animal micro-
irradiator (SmART) and microCBCT was correlated with 
bioluminescence (BLI), to detect the tumor as early as 
possible and follow-up tumor growth. In addition to tumor 
growth monitoring, data on the implementation and of a 
small animal irradiation treatment planning software 
(SmART-Plan) in these orthotopic models will be presented. 
 
Keywords: orthotopic, lung cancer, glioma, microCT, 
bioluminescence 
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Monte   Carlo   simulations   play   a key role in research and 
development of positron emission tomography devices as it 
provides a flexible method to evaluate alternative prototypes 
and scenarios, minimizing both the development cost and 
time. 
In this work we present a new PET-dedicated Monte Carlo 
tool based on FLUKA [1, 2].  This latter is a multi-purpose 
particle physics code for calculations of particle transport 
and interaction with matter. It is used in a wide range of 
applications in high energy experimental physics and 
engineering including accelerator driven systems, shielding, 
detector or target design, neutrino physics, dosimetry, 
activation and medical physics etc. 
The new tool has been implemented on FLAIR [3, 4] the GUI 
of FLUKA which makes it is an easy-to-use application 
allowing comprehensive simulations of PET systems within 
FLUKA. 
The developed tools include a PET scanner geometry builder 
and a dedicated scoring routine for coincident event 
determination. The geometry builder allows efficient 
construction of PET scanners with nearly arbitrary 
parameters. We also present recent medically-oriented 
developments for FLAIR, which allows to import DICOM files 
and convert them into FLUKA voxel geometry or into a 
density map of radioactive isotopes, which could be 
employed as a source in a convenient way. The coincidence 
events from the scoring can be saved in standard output 
formats, including list mode and binary sinograms. Such 
coincidence events can be further 2D- or 3D-reconstructed 
using Filtered back-projection (FBP) or Maximum Likelihood 
Expectation Maximization (MLEM) algorithms [5]. In the MLEM 

method, the user can specify the size of the voxel as well as 
the size of the reconstructed image. Another source of 
flexibility is the possibility of adding new functionalities: a 
user can write a Python, C++ and FORTRAN routine and add it 
to FLAIR. 
The objective of this work is to validate the FLUKA 
simulations of a Preclinical PET Focus 220 scanner [6]. FLUKA 
results are compared to experimental data obtained 
according to the National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association (NEMA) NU2-2008 standards [7]. A detailed 
implementation of the geometrical and functional models of 
the scanners and the NEMA phantoms was conducted, 
allowing the evaluation of the simulated absolute sensitivity, 
spatial resolution and count rates. In order to evaluate the 
image quality, a cylindrical phantom with four 1 cm diameter 
inserts was used to measure the contrast recovering. Good 
agreement was found between the simulated results and the 
measured data. This validation study represents an important 
step towards the use of FLUKA as an aid for the optimization 
of the current acquisition protocols and the validation of 
reconstruction and data correction techniques. 
 
Keywords: Monte Carlo codes, FLUKA, Preclinical PET. 
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Purpose: The estimation of the distribution patterns of 
energy and dose in respiratory-induced organ motion 
represents a technical challenge for hadron therapy 
treatment planning, notably in the case of lung cancer in 
which many difficulties arose, like tissue densities variation 
and the tumor position shifting during breathing. This study 
focuses on the comparison between deformable tetrahedral 
meshes and voxel-based structures used as computational 
phantoms in four-dimensional dose calculations. The former 
use a continuous representation of tissue densities by 
respecting mass conservation principle, while the latter is a 
discrete grid of density values (CT-scan).  
Methods: The movement used to simulate breathing is 
generated with deformable image registration (DIR) of CT 
images (Castillo, 2010) (Klein, 2010) (Shamonin, 2013). Tissue 
tracking for tetrahedral model is implicitly performed by the 
fact that the meshes maintain their topology during 

http://www.fluka.org/flair/doc.html
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deformations. The dose distribution is calculated using the 
time-dependent tetrahedral density map issued from 4D-CT 
scans (Petru Manescu, 2014). Unlike image-based methods, 
the deposited energy is accumulated inside each deforming 
tetrahedron of the meshes. An implementation of this dose 
computation method on a deformable anatomy in the case of 
a passive scattering beam line is demonstrated using the 
Geant4 code (Agostinelli, 2003). Besides, energy values in 
voxel-based structures are calculated for each time step and 
accumulated using the transformations provided by the 
registration. Then, values are accumulated back onto the 
reference image and divided by the mass to obtain the 4D 
dose map. Figure 1 illustrates the process used to accumulate 
dose in respiratory-induced simulations.  
 

 

 
 
 
Results: The tetrahedral mesh dose distribution was 
compared to the conventional voxel-based structure using a 
thoracic 4D-CT data of a patient case. Preliminary results 
show that dose distributions for both representations are in a 
good agreement (figure 2), and dose homogeneity is about 
the same (table1). However, motion-induced dose 
accumulations are more intuitive using a tetrahedral model 
since they do not introduce additional uncertainties with 
image resampling and interpolation methods, and also for the 
fact that they respect mass conservation principle. 
 

Conclusion: We have developed a 4D tetrahedral model for 
Monte Carlo dose calculations alongside its implementation 
on the Geant4 platform. Results of comparison with 
conventional methods based on voxels have shown that dose 
distributions are in good agreement. This novel structure can 
be of a great aid for treatment planning of moving targets. 
An experimental validation based on 4D anthropomorphic 
phantom (e.g.  LuCa phantom developed in paul scherrer 

institute) (Neihart, 2013) would draw a clear conclusion 
regarding the performance of the presented method in 
comparison with the classical methods. Nevertheless, the 
main advantage of this method is that, coupled with a 
patient-specific biomechanical model, it could be used in the 
future to correct motion artefacts in treatment planning. 
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Particle Therapy (PT) exploits accelerated charged ions, 
typically protons or carbon ions, for cancer treatments. In PT 
a better dose release accuracy is achieved with respect to 
the conventional radiotherapy, as a consequence of the 
nature of energy deposition processes of charged ions, that 
lose most of their energy near the end of their range, in the 
Bragg Peak (BP) region, preserving healthy tissues and Organ 
At Risk (OAR) around tumor. The high cancer cells killing 
power of this technique requires a precise control of the ion 
beam delivery, and hence target voxel, to take into account 
a possible patient mis-positioning or biological or anatomical 
changes. The development of an on-line dose conformity 
monitoring device is of paramount importance to assure an 
high quality control accuracy in PT treatments. 
In this contribution we propose a novel detector named 
“Dose Profiler” (DP) tailored for dose range monitoring 
applications in PT. The beam range inside the patient will be 
monitored detecting secondary fragments, whose emission is 
correlated to dose release, at large angles with respect to 
the beam direction. The DP is being developed in the 
framework of the INSIDE (Innovative Solutions for In-beam 
Dosimetry in Hadrontherapy) project,   and will be tested at 
CNAO (Centro Nazionale Adroterapia Oncologica), Pavia (IT). 
The detector layout foresee a tracker followed by a 
calorimeter (as shown in Figure 1). Six layers of square 
scintillating fibers, whose light is collected by Silicon 
PhotoMultipliers (SiPMs), provides the x,y particles positions 
used for the charged particles backtracking, while a matrix of 

Figure.2: 4D Dose distributions. Left: accumulated dose 
in tetrahedral mesh. Right: accumulated dose in CT data 
for all phases. Table 1: Evaluation of dose distribution on 
tumor volume. Dmin, Dmax, Dmean are respectively the 
minimum, the maximum and the mean dose deposited. 
Hi (Homogeneity index).  

 

Figure 1. Flow chart of 4D dose accumulation in 
respiratory motion-induced simulation 
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sixteen pixellated LYSO crystals, coupled to multi-anode 
PhotoMultiplier, provides the particle energy measurement. 
The front-end electronics is composed of 4096 channels, and 
the read-out is performed by 128 ASICs (BASIC32_ADC) 
specifically designed for SiPMs read-out application [1], while 
trigger system and data acquisition are implemented with a 
system of 21 FPGAs.  
The detector design and optimization of the detector have 
been performed using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on 
the results of experimental measurements ([2], [3]). The DP 
hardware features of DP will be reviewed. The expected 
performance, as resulting from the MC, will be discussed in 
the clinical application framework. 
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Small Large Momentum Acceptance Gantries for Proton 
and Carbon Cancer Therapy 
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We present an isocentric, carbon/proton superconducting 
and permanent magnet proton gantries, respectively, with a 
fixed magnetic field but very large momentum acceptance. 
During a treatment it is possible to do longitudinal and 
transverse spot scanning for the whole energy range 
required. The size and cost are dramatically reduced; for 
example compared to the weight of the Heidelberg 630 tons 
the weight is estimated to be about one tons. The proton 
gantry is of a size of the present PSI gantry, but it is made of 
small permanent Halbach magnets. It can transport very 
precisely the proton beam within a 30-250 MeV kinetic 
energy range, under the permanent magnetic field, with 
variation of the scanning magnets only with an infinite S.A.D.  
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As opposed to surgical disciplines, radiation oncology relies 
on non-invasive imaging of the target volume (tumor, lymph 
nodes or metastases). Apart from anatomical imaging for 
target volume delineation (e.g., CT, MRI), functional imaging 
(e.g., PET, functional CT and MRI) is increasingly being 
integrated in modern radiotherapy techniques. Functional 
imaging is used prior to therapy for guidance, dose-escalation 
strategies and treatment selection, but also early during 
irradiation for response monitoring and consequently 
treatment adaptation. Moreover, functional imaging is 
incorporated in the radiotherapy chain for identification of 
patients at increased risk of normal tissue complications 
(e.g., SPECT and CT for prediction of radiation pneumonitis). 
This presentation will present the current status of functional 
imaging for radiation oncology prior to and during treatment, 
both for the target volume and normal tissues. 
 
Keywords: CT, MRI, PET, target volume, normal tissues, 
adaptation 
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Clinical trials for carbon-ion radiotherapy in Japan 
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As compared to photon beams, charged particle therapy such 
as both proton beam therapy (PBT) and carbon-ion 
radiotherapy (CIRT) offers improved dose distribution, 
localizing sufficient dose within a target volume while 
minimizing the dose to the surrounding normal tissues. In 
addition, carbon-ions being heavier than protons provide a 
higher radiobiological effectiveness (RBE), which increases 
with depth reaching the maximum at the end of the beam's 
range. This theoretically is an ideal property from the 
standpoint of cancer radiotherapy.  
In Japan, PBT and CIRT were both initiated at NIRS in 1979 
and 1983, respectively. Since then, various types of tumors 
have been prospectively treated. As of December 2015, there 
are a total of 13 charged particle therapy facilities in 
operation including 9 for PBT and 4 for CIRT.  Several other 
facilities are under construction or being planned for either 
PBT or CIRT. In 2003, we established JCPT (Japan Clinical 
Study Group of Particle Therapy) for the purpose of changing 
information and improving therapeutic techniques for 
charged particle therapy, as well as collecting clinical data 
from existing facilities in Japan. According to the survey of 
JCPT, a total of 30,850 patients were treated in Japan from 
1979 to 2014, including 17,858 patients (58%) with PBT and 
12,922 patients (42%) with CIRT. Male/female was 73%/27%. 
The age of the patients ranging <51, 51-60, 61-70, 71-80, >80 
was 12%, 17%, 34%, 29%, and 8%, respectively. As with the 
tumor types, the major tumors for PBT were prostate (30%), 
liver (19%), H&N (13%), lung (12%), GI (6%) and pancreas (4%), 
and those for CIRT were prostate (24%), H&N (14%), B&S 
(11%), lung (11%), liver (10%) and rectum/pancreas (5% 
each).  
Among 4 facilities for CIRT, the largest numbers of patients 
were treated at NIRS, starting CIRT in 1994 using HIMAC 
(Heavy-ion medical accelerator in Chiba). More than 9,000 
patients have been so far treated based on > 70 protocols, by 
which the benefit of CIRT over other modalities has been 
demonstrated in locally, advanced tumors and non-squamous 
cell types of tumors. Based on their unique biophysical 
characteristics, a significant reduction in overall time and 
fraction has been achieved with minor toxicities. This 
included a single-fraction RT for early-stage NSCLC, one or 
two-fraction RT for liver cancer and 12-fraction RT for 
prostate cancer. Even for other tumors, CIRT with 16 or 

 
Figure 6: Tracker and calorimeter detectors 
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smaller fractions have been safely performed. This means 
that the facility can be operated more efficiently in CIRT, 
permitting treatment for a larger number of patients than is 
possible with other modalities over the same period of time. 
In 2010, a new treatment facility with three rooms was 
completed with the beam lines being extended from the 
existing accelerators, in which CIRT with a pencil beam 
scanning became available. Recently, we have successfully 
begun treatment of moving organs using respiratory-gated 
irradiation with a pencil beam scanning.  At the new facility 
a compact rotating gantry was constructed with its 
commissioning to be finished in the spring of 2016.  
In order to exchange information and perform a prospective 
study for CIRT, we have recently established J-CROS (Japan 
Carbon-ion Radiation Oncology Study Group). Under the 
framework of J-CROS, we will conduct multi-institutional 
studies on such tumors as head and neck tumors, NSCLC 
(mainly T2 tumors), hepatoma, pancreas cancer, post-
operative recurrence of rectal cancer, and bone & soft tissue 
sarcoma. These tumors are chosen based on the recognition 
that therapeutic techniques have not yet been fully 
established and treatment outcome should be further 
improved, as well as that reproducibility of NIRS clinical 
results should be evaluated by other groups. The J-CROS 
study will also include the study producing benchmark results 
in selected tumors, as well as a randomized study comparing 
CIRT with PBT or photon therapy.  
 
Keywords: Carbon-ion, Proton, Hypofractionation, RBE, Dose 
distribution 
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Ocular Brachytherapy Dosimetry for103Pd and125I in The 
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Purpose: The aim of the present Monte Carlo study is to 
evaluate the variation of energy deposition in healthy tissues 
in the human eye which is irradiated by brachytherapy 
sources in comparison with the resultant dose increase in the 
gold nanoparticle (GNP)-loaded choroidal melanoma.  
Material and method: The effects of these nanoparticles on 
normal tissues are compared between 103 Pd and 125I as two 
ophthalmic brachytherapy sources. Dose distribution in the 
tumor and healthy tissues has been taken into account for 
both mentioned brachytherapy sources. Also, in certain 
points of the eye, the ratio of the absorbed dose by the 
normal tissue in the presence of GNPs to the absorbed dose 
by the same point in the absence of GNPs has been 
calculated. In addition, differences of  the absorbed dose in 
the tumor observed in the comparison of simple water 
phantom and actual simulated human eye in presence of 
GNPs are also a matter of interest that have been considered 
in the present work.  
Result and conclusion: The difference between the eye globe 
and the water phantom is more obvious for 125I than that of 
the 103 Pd when the ophthalmic dosimetry is done in the 
presence of GNPs. Whenever these nanoparticles are utilized 
in enhancing the absorbed dose by the tumor, the use of 125I 

brachytherapy source will greatly amplify the amount of dose 
enhancement factor (DEF) in the tumor site without inflicting 
much damage to healthy organs, when compared to the 103 Pd 
source. Furthermore in Monte-Carlo studies of eye 
brachytherapy, more precise definition of the eye phantom 
instead of a water phantom will become increasingly 
important when we use 125I as opposed to when 103 Pd is 
considered. 
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Purpose: The emphasis of the present work is to compare the 
effects of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) on healthy human 
ocular tissues in ophthalmic brachytherapy dosimetry, 
between water and eye phantoms by utilization of the two 
most noteworthy Monte-Carlo codes of GEANT4 and MCNP5. 
Material and method: The intended study was based upon a 
simulated model of the human eye consisting different parts 
such as Lens, Cornea, retina, Choroid, Sclera, skull bone, 
Anterior Chamber and a melanoma tumor which was latticed 
to house AuNPs required for the dosimetry comparisons of 
two uniquely defined radionuclides of 125I and 103Pd. The 
effects of the presence of AuNPs on the absorbed dose by the 
tumor have been taken into account using both Monte-Carlo 
codes mentioned above; furthermore, the aberrations in dose 
calculations of the simple eye phantom and the realistic eye 
model were also an element of consideration. The 
importance of such evaluations on various compositions that 
are most common in Monte Carlo studies could prove to be 
rewarding, especially in presence of external anomalies such 
as AuNPs.  
Result and Conclusion: With respect to the numerous 
distinctions between codes themselves, it is always fruitful to 
compare multiple of these programs with one another; 
hence, a rigorous inspection of the results has been 
executed, and dissimilarities have been highlighted for better 
understanding of the advantages and deficiencies of both 
codes. All in all, it is best stated that interdisciplinary 
methods of combining diverse therapeutic applications have 
gained much ground in our current era, and serve to 
significantly increase efficiency of cures worldwide.  
 
Keywords: GEANT4, Gold nanoparticles, ophthalmic 
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Purpose: A method to decrease the risk of rectal toxicity 
during prostate radiotherapy treatments consists of an 
implantation of a rectum spacer (RS). Nevertheless the 
implantation of a RS is expensive and invasive. Therefore a 
decision support system to identify a priori whether a 
specific patient would benefit from a RS would be very 
beneficial. 
We have developed a novel method to predict the CT images 
with a ‘virtual’ RS based on a CT scan without RS. Predictions 
of the gain of dose, and consequently of toxicity reduction 
can be obtained through a validated multifactorial 
nomogram.  
Materials/methods: A patient dataset consisting of 16 
prostate cancer patients with CT imaging prior and after a 
gel RS implantation (SpaceOAR™ System, Augmenix Inc.) was 
used. The median inserted gel volume was 10.5 cc. Gel 
contours of the first 8 patients were used as a training set to 
derive the spatial deformation model of the RS.  
A deformation model of the RS was build, based on 
overlapping volumes of RS’s of different patients with a 
probability of >3 contour corresponded with a volume of 10 
cc. From this model, a deformation field was calculated that 
mimics the expansion of the RS between the prostate and the 
rectum. The CT images of the remaining 8 patients were used 
to validate the virtual RS model, for this the distance 
between the rectum and the prostate was compared for the 
virtual RS and the actual RS. For one patient the dose was 
planned on all 3 CT’s (no, real and virtual spacer) according 
to our clinical practice (70 Gy: 28 x 2.5 Gy). We used a 
validated multifactorial nomogram developed for predicting 
acute and late radio-induced rectal toxicities. 
Results: The average minimum distances between the 
prostate and rectum of all 8 patients in the validation set 
increased with 3.7±2.4 (1SD) mm when the virtual RS was 
applied. For the real RS the average increase in minimum 
distance was 5.4±2.7 mm. The mean distances between the 
prostate and rectum without RS was 15.8±3.2 mm, with the 
virtual RS this was 19.5±3.3 mm comparable to the real RS 
22.0±4.3 mm. 
For one patient the planned dose on all 3 CT’s is shown in the 
table and figure.  
The virtual spacer revealed a large decrease in volume 
receiving more than 65 Gy, which however correlated in no 
significant difference of predicted late toxicity. 
 

 
 

 
 
Conclusions: We have developed a novel method to simulate 
a prostate-rectum spacer that is a useful tool to identify 
patients with a potential dose and outcome benefit of a RS 
implantation. The volume of the virtual RS can be estimated 
through the use of different deformation fields. For the 
presented patient the RS would not give a clinical benefit, so 
this patient should not get a RS. We envision that in the 
future this virtual spacer–based decision support system will 
be used to quantify a priori the potential benefit of such 
approach, more particularly before extremely 
hypofractionated schedules.  
 
Keywords: Prostate Cancer – Rectum Spacer – Virtual Spacer – 
Predicted Gain 
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Purpose: Terbium is a unique element as it provides a 
quadruplet of radionuclides suited for diagnostics and 
therapy in nuclear medicine [1]. As part of the PSI-ISOLDE 
collaboration, we concentrated on the collection and 
purification of 149Tb (α-emitter, T1/2 = 4.1 h – for potential 
therapy) and 152Tb (β+-emitter, T1/2 = 17.5 h – for use in PET 
imaging), for significant imaging and therapy investigations.  
Materials/methods: Mass-separated beams of 149Tb and 152Tb, 
respectively, were implanted at ISOLDE-CERN into Zn-coated 
Au foils. With 1.5 hours of collection and 2 hours decay of co-
implanted activities, up to 200 MBq 149Tb could be 
transported to PSI. Collections of 152Tb lasted 4 to 6 hours 
and up to 2 GBq 152Tb could be shipped to PSI. 
The Tb radionuclides were extracted from the Zn foils by 
dissolving them in HNO3/NH4NO3, loaded on to a macroporous 
strongly acidic cation exchange resin and the Tb 
radionuclides eluted using dilute α-hydroxyisobutyric acid (α-
HIBA).  The product eluent was used directly for the 
radiolabeling process. 
Complementing previous therapy studies with 149Tb-folate 
and 161Tb-folate [2, 3], we focused on the possible side 
effects of such a treatment. Healthy mice, without tumors, 
were injected with increasing activity levels to investigate 
kidney damage after α-therapy with 149Tb-folate and compare 
it with the damage caused by 161Tb-folate-based β-therapy. 
These mice are monitored with regard to potential undesired 
side effects. DOTANOC and DOTA-RGD were also labelled 
with 152Tb, a radionuclide which can potentially be used for 
PET imaging. They were injected into AR42J and U87MG 
tumor-bearing mice, which were imaged using a benchtop 
small animal PET/CT scanner (Genisys8, Sofie Biosciences). 
Results: The 149Tb and 152Tb were effectively separated from 
Ce, Pr, Ba and La, yielding a radionuclidically pure product.  
The product in question was successfully labelled to 
DOTANOC and DOTA-RGD at high specific activity of up to 10 
MBq/nmol and radiochemical purity of >95%. The 149Tb-folate 
dose escalation study was conducted with six mice injected 
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with 5 MBq/mouse and three untreated controls which were 
injected with α-HIBA only. No impairment of animal kidney 
function was observed to date. 
Tumor visualization was readily achieved with both 152Tb-
labeled peptides and, due to the high sensitivity of this 
scanner, it was possible to also image the tumors at late time 
points after injection of the mice. 
Conclusion: The latest run of experiments in the PSI/ISOLDE 
collaboration proved to be the most successful to date, with 
reproducible harvesting of 149Tb and 152Tb and its subsequent 
chemical separation from impurities.  The product was 
successfully labelled to peptides and folate and injected into 
mice for imaging and long-term studies to determine kidney 
damage, in the case of 149Tb.  Following these encouraging 
results, more ambitious studies are planned in future. 
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Over the past years, dual energy CT (DECT) scanners have 
been installed in many radiology departments. Recently, also 
possibilities are under investigation to use this equipment for 
radiotherapy purposes. Several strategies using DECT imaging 
may allow optimization of radiation treatment in a variety of 
fields: e.g. tumour detection and characterization, improved 
dose calculation accuracy, objective normal tissue function 
quantification. DECT allows a robust way of material 
characterization that easily can quantify the electron density 
and effective atomic number. These approaches improve 
radiotherapy dose calculation accuracy. Especially in 
brachytherapy and proton therapy this is necessary due to 
the larger uncertainties in dose calculation compared to high 
energy photon treatments. Other possible applications 
involve advanced metal artifact reduction techniques. The 
use of iodinated contrast material allows an objective 
quantification for quantitative assessment of perfusion of 
tumours and normal tissues. Future perspectives for DECT for 
radiotherapy will be discussed together with the next steps 
for implementation in clinical practice. 
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Objective: A validated CT-based radiomic signature showed 
to have prognostic information for lung cancer patients1,2. 
The prognostic value of radiomic image features derived from 
cone-beam CT (CBCT) images has not yet been described. 
Furthermore, due to the fact that a CBCT image is acquired 
prior to each fraction it has the potential to monitor 
response to treatment. The goal of this study was to 
investigate the stability and correlation between features of 
the radiomic signature derived from planning CT vs. kV-CBCT 
and between CBCTs of different fractions. 
Material/Methods: A total of 26 stage II-III NSCLC patients 
who received radiation therapy were included in this study. 
The planning CT (CT1), the CBCT prior to the first (CBCT-FX1) 
and second fraction (CBCT-FX2) were used in this study (see 
Figure). CBCT images were registered to CT1 using an 
automatic rigid registration prior to feature extraction. The 
prognostic radiomic signature1 consists of four features: I) 

tumor intensity: ‘Energy’, II) texture: ‘Grey Level 
Nonuniformity, III) wavelet: ‘Grey Level Nonuniformity HLH’ 
and IV) shape: ‘Compactness’. Since a rigid registration was 
used without redelineation, the fourth feature ‘Compactness’ 
was not analyzed since no changes were performed to the 
shape. For the remaining three features, the correlation 
between feature values derived from (1) CT1 and CBCT-FX1 
and (2) CBCT-FX1 and CBCT-FX2 were analyzed. Correlations 
were calculated using an intraclass correlation coefficient 
ICC(2,1).  
A B 

  
Figure: Images of A) planning CT and B) kV-cone-beam CT  
 
Results: All three features of the radiomic signature I) 
‘Energy’, II) ‘Grey Level Nonuniformity and III) ‘Grey Level 
Nonuniformity HLH’ showed correlation of ICC>0.8 between 
CT1 and CBCT-FX1 (ICC = 0.98, 0.88 and 0.81 respectively) 
and between CBCT-FX1 and CBCT-FX2 (ICC = 0.89, 0.83 and 
0.95 respectively).  
Conclusion: Three features that previously showed to have 
prognostic performance in lung and head & neck cancer 
patients for CT images show a correlation above 0.8 between 
CT1 and CBCT-FX1. The features also show an ICC>0.8 for 
CBCT-FX1 vs. CBCT-FX2, which suggests stability of those 
features using CBCT imaging. These results show the 
potential of CBCT imaging in monitoring treatment and 
acquiring prognostic and predictive information. In the 
future, radiomic features derived from CBCT images will be 
investigated to monitor changes of CBCT features over the 
course of treatment (the so-called “Delta-radiomics” 
approach) and to evaluate its prognostic significance.  
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SiPMs allow a dramatic improvement of PET performance. 
The good timing performance of SiPMs will result in better 
Time Of Flight time resolution, and therefore in better 
effective sensitivity.  The small and independent 
photodetector pixels allow using one-to-one coupling 
between a SiPM pixels and a LYSO crystals. This will result in 
significant improvement of the spatial resolution compared 
to PMT base systems. To take advantage of SiPMs in PET 
applications, it is mandatory to have highly integrated 
electronics readout.  
The present work expands the research in SiPM-based PET-
ToF pursued by the authors since several years, in particular 
developing the TOFPET readout ASIC, a 64 channel mixed-
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mode chip designed in 130 nm CMOS technology [1]. We 
present results of a PET-ToF demonstrator scanner based on 
this ASIC and featuring a highly integrated readout and DAQ 
system. 
The Detector Module is composed of 8 matrices of 4x4 LYSO 
scintillating crystals, each with a size of 3.1 x 3.1 x 15 mm3. 
These matrices are optically coupled to 8 arrays of 
Hamamatsu TSV-MPPCs. The crystal matrices and associated 
MPPCs plug directly in the Frontend Boards forming a 
compact detecting unit with active area 59x29 mm2. The 
present results were obtained with a partially assembled ring 
(16 Modules) corresponding to 2048 SiPM readout channels. 
The Frontend board integrates two ASICs allowing the 
readout and digitization of 128 MPPC pixels. On-chip TDCs 
produce two time measurements allowing the determination 
of the event time and of the time-over-threshold. A 
Concentrator board reads the data from eight Frontend 
boards (1024 channels) and transmits assembled data frames 
through a serial link to the PCIe based DAQ board in the data 
acquisition PC.  
At present the PET-ToF demonstrator is fully assembled and 
in operation (Figure 1). We will report on the detector 
performance, including energy resolution, spatial resolution, 
time resolution and rate performance of the system. Images 
with phantoms will also be presented. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Flood histogram of the full scanner obtained 
with a Na22 point source. 
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The cell membrane not only functions as a physical barrier 
between the intracellular and extracellular space, it harbors 
critical components involved in receptor-ligand interactions, 
signal transduction and drug uptake. Targeting the cell 
membrane represents a novel strategy to improve anti-
cancer therapy. Our work focuses on two different 
approaches. The first involves lipid rafts. These are dynamic, 
cholesterol/sphingolipid-enriched microdomains within 
biological membranes, and play a crucial role in the 
induction of (apoptotic) cell death by radiation, pro-
apoptotic receptor agonists and synthetic alkyl-
phospholipids. 
The second approach addresses insufficient drug delivery into 
tumor cells, which represents a major limitation of cytostatic 
therapy. We found that co-formulation and co-administration 
of liposome-encapsulated chemotherapy and synthetic short-
chain sphingolipids (SCS) improves drug availability by 
enhancing intracellular drug uptake. Specific biophysical 
requirements of both the SCS (chain length and polarity) and 
chemotherapeutic agent (amphiphilicity) determine the 
optimal conditions for improved drug delivery. Doxorubicine 
and mitoxantrone are two frequently prescribed 
chemotherapeutic agents that benefit from this cell 
membrane-targeting approach. In vitro and in vivo studies 
demonstrate higher drug efficacy and/or lower toxicity in 
relevant tumor model systems. Mechanistic analyses 
demonstrate that SCS preferentially insert into tumor cell 
membranes enhancing the intrinsic capacity to translocate 
amphiphilic drugs.  
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Purpose: Modern radiotherapy is based on using small 
radiation fields and their segments. For clinical use they 
need to be verified by measurement. But measurement of 
small radiosurgery fields is very problematic task because of 
dosimetry challenges, such as loss of charged particle 
equilibrium, accurate positioning of detector and its small 
size. Purpose of this study is to assess new synthetic single 
crystal MicroDiamond PTW 60019 detector. Its dosimetry 
characteristics from the manufacturer and especially small 
size of its sensitive volume (0.004 mm3) make the detector 
promising tool for this task. 
Materials and Method: In this study basic dosimetry 
characteristics of MicroDiamond detector were verified in 
clinical linear accelerator photon and electron beams. 
Measurements involved short time stability and detector 
response dependence on dose rate, beam energy, 
temperature and angular dependence. In addition, 
measurement of relative output factors for Leksell Gamma 
Knife Perfexion was performed in order to test dosimeter 
performance for small fields. Collimator sizes 4 mm, 8 mm 
and 16 mm were used. Results obtained by this detector 
were compared with ELEKTA reference values and 
independent Monte Carlo Geant4 simulation. 
Results: Stabilization of detector response was always 
performed before starting measurement. For this purpose 40 
minutes irradiation in reference conditions was necessary 
(corresponding delivered dose was about 100 Gy). After this 
time the response was relatively stable with difference 
between maximum and minimum value 0.25% and standard 
deviation of all measurements 0.07% within an hour 
(normalized for this and all subsequent measurements to 
mean value of response). Dose rate dependence was 
measured for 6 different dose rates. Difference between 
maximum and minimum value was 0.24%. Energy dependence 
of detector was performed for 2 photon energies (6 and 18 
MV) and 5 electron energies (6-20 MeV). Difference between 
maximum and minimum photon beam values was 0.12%, for 
electron beams this difference was 4.54% with standard 
deviation of response values 1.62%. Results for temperature 
and angular dependence are not finalized yet. Finally, results 
of comparative measurement for relative output factors of 
the Leksell Gamma Knife for 4 and 8 mm collimators were 
0.831 and 0.900, respectively. These values are in a good 
agreement with vendor values (0.814 and 0.900) and Monte 
Carlo simulation. 
Conclusion: New MicroDiamond PTW 60019 detector appears 
to be a promising detector for relative output factor 
measurements in small radiosurgery fields. Verified 
dosimetric properties of the detector are in limits set by 
manufacturer. However, relatively long pre-irradiation 
process is necessary prior to measurement before the 
detector can produce reliable data. Further measurements 
will follow. This work was supported by CTU grant no. 
SGS15/217/OHK4/3T/14. 
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Development of clinical treatment protocols for radiation 
therapy is dependent on the availability of information on 
the biological efficacy of radiation doses. In order to gain 
robust data, multiple cell irradiation experiments must be 
performed at different dose points, using a range of cell 
lines. Therefore, it is important to be able to verify the 
biological effects of complex dose distributions in 
homeomorphic phantoms, alongside 
measurements of physical dose. One of the ENTERVISION 
projects focuses on the development of a biological 
dosimetric phantom. Firstly, the phantom and desired set-ups 
were evaluated then its suitability for radiobiology studies 
were accessed during a set of cell irradiations. Status: The 
phantom was irradiated mimicking the patients′ pathway 
starting with the CT scan, followed by treatment planning 
and being irradiated. For the irradiation, an uniform dose 
distribution was delivered with a proton beam and the 
process was repeated using a carbon ion beam. The dose was 
measured from pinpoint ionisation chambers readings and the 
uniformity was assessed with radiochromic films. The 
experimental results were compared with the TPS and Monte 
Carlo calculations. Using MC simulations it was also 
investigated how the simulation of a more detailed geometry 
would affect the obtained results. From the radiobiology 
studies the cell survival by analyzing its proliferation was 
studied. Results: The calculated mean deviation was below 
2% for both beams used. This brings the result within the 
acceptance threshold as desired by CNAO QA procedures. 
Conclusion: The experimental results obtained showed good 
agreement with both TPS and Monte Carlo simulations. And 
the radiobiological results showed the possibility of multi-
variable analysis (LET and Dose) that is available to be done 
with the ENTERVISION Phantom. 
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Introduction: The increased availability of PET-CT devices in 
addition to the interchange of people and technology 
between nuclear medicine and radiology explains the 
increased use of CT techniques like enhanced contrast CT in 
nuclear medicine. The benefits of the use of contrast agents, 
especially in terms of the increased accuracy, for enhancing 
different image modalities are understood and well discussed 
in the literature. On the other hand, in terms of evaluating 
the different side effects from the use of these contrast 
agents only the visible and short-term reactions have been 
discussed. In respect to studying for a possible increase in 
dose exposure from the interaction of the 
radiopharmaceutical radiation with the contrast agent in a 
contrast enhanced PET-CT study and its effect in the patient 
radiation exposure is yet to be investigated.  
Materials and Methods: This study is aimed to investigate the 
dose deposition differences with respect to the nuclear 
medicine isotope radiation interaction with the high density 

and atomic number of the contrast agent due to increased 
absorption and scatter of the internal radiation in the 
patients’ tissue. This has been performed with the use of 
Monte Carlo simulations of 10 patient studies where contrast 
agent had been used.   
Results: Preliminary results show an increase in the dose 
deposition in the regions enhanced by contrast and its 
surroundings.   
Conclusion: Further quantification of this increased dose 
deposition in different organs at risk and its estimated effect 
will be presented.   
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Purpose: In the last two decades, particle therapy is slowly 
spreading from complementary programs of research 
institutions to dedicated healthcare facilities. Together with 
this evolution, particle therapy is refocusing from passive 
modes to the active pencil beam scanning mode (PBS). 
Higher degree of freedom, in sense of treatment conformity 
in PBS, is followed by more extensive demands in patient 
geometry determination. PTC Czech in Prague launched in 
December 2012 in PBS and it is the only mode of proton beam 
delivery currently used for patient treatment. The use of PBS 
technique raised new challenges such as plan robustness 
during the treatment course and mitigation of breathing 
motion influence on PBS treatment field delivery. The 
purpose of this poster is to demonstrate some of motion 
management studies conducted in the course of preparation 
for lung/breast lesions treatment. 
Materials and Methods: A study with “MartiXX phantom” 
simulating breathing movement was conducted in order to 
examine the use of the repainting technique combined with 
respiratory gating. The goal was to evaluate the benefit of 
this combination for dose distribution delivery robustness 
against prolonged treatment time in the case of repainting 
itself. In another study, four Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients, 
where respiratory gating system (Dyn’R) was applied, were 
examined. The inter-fractional movement of diaphragm on 
their setup X-ray images was evaluated. For the evaluation a 
script for edge detection using ITKsnap library was created. 
The error of this method was 1 mm. 
Results: The evaluation of the “MartiXX phantom” 
experiment demonstrated significant mitigation of breathing 
motion when respiratory gating was applied. In this case, the 
treatment time was increased by 98 %. The use of gating 
combined with 5 times repainting demonstrated only mild 
improvement in movement mitigation compared to gating 
only case at cost of 233 % time increase. The degree of the 
dose distribution delivery improvement was evaluated 
through gamma analysis of dose planes acquired with MartiXX 
detector for dynamic and static case. 
The evaluation of the diaphragm movement showed for 3 
patients the difference trespassing the 5 mm threshold in 2-3 
setups out of 7-11 of total, while in the case of the fourth 
patient all deviations were beneath 4 mm. 
Conclusions: The selected studies for this poster suggest a 
strong benefit of respiratory gating. Additional mitigation 
technique like repainting might improve the outcome of dose 
delivery, but at a high treatment time cost. Nevertheless, 
the choice of the mitigation strategy should be always 
verified with a PET-QA in order to adopt the strategy if 
needed. Further, the evaluation of diaphragm position 
reproducibility gives some encouraging results although there 
are some papers [6] claiming low correlation of tumor lesion 
and diaphragm position. 
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Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common 
malignant brain tumor in adults. The current standard of care 
includes surgery followed by radiotherapy (RT) and 
chemotherapy with temozolomide (TMZ). Treatment often 
fails due to the radiation and TMZ resistance of a small 
percentage of cells with stem cell-like behavior (CSC). The 
Notch signaling pathway is expressed and active in human 
glioblastoma and Notch inhibitors attenuate tumor growth in 
vivo in xenograft models. Here I will discuss the results of 
studies investigating combination treatments of RT 
Temozolomide and NOTCH inhibitors in an orthotopic model 
of Glioblastoma. Small Animal image guided preciscion 
Radiotherapy (SmART) treatment planning and delivery was 
used to achieve highly accurate dose prescriptions and 
treatment monitoring. Studies will be presented that 
investigate the role for NOTCH signaling in treatment 
response in different 2D and 3D culture systems. 
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Figure Legend: SmART image-guided treatment plan for 
orthotopic GBM model. PTV (red), normal brain (blue) and 
parallel irradiation beams (green) 
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Stroma mediated wound healing signals induced by 
radiotherapy have been well characterized in normal tissue 
response and fibrosis. They are complex and involve the 
crosstalk between the various cellular type of the tissue 
including fibroblasts, endothelial, immune, epithelial cells as 
well as soluble paracrine factors including growth factors and 
proteases. In addition, recent studies suggest that these 
wound healing signals may share similarities with the ones 
produced by tumor’s microenvironment. Therefore, their 
modulation may impact both normal tissue and tumor 
response to radiation therapy. 
This lecture will illustrate the two important aspects of 
stroma mediated wound healing signals in normal tissue and 
tumour response to radiotherapy.   
In a recent study (1), we investigated the role of 
macrophages in radiation-induced lung fibrosis, profiled 
alveolar (AM) and interstitial macrophages (IM) and show that 
both macrophage subtypes are playing specific and opposite 
role in fibrogenesis. Acute depletion of AM post-irradiation 
was shown and associated with cytokine secretion. This acute 
depletion was followed by a repopulation mediated via the 
recruitment and proliferation of monocytes/macrophages 
from the bone marrow. Interestingly, the newly recruited 
Alveolar macropahages exhibited hybrid polarization 
(M1/M2), associated with the up-regulation of both Th1 and 
Th2 cytokines. At delayed times points post-irradiation, 
interstitial macrophages were M2 polarized and 
simultaneously, a down-regulation of Th1 cytokines and up-
regulation of Th2 cytokines was observed in irradiated lungs. 
The specific depletion of hybrid AM enhanced the severity of 
fibrosis whereas anti-fibrotic treatment based upon 
pravastatin administration decreased M2-IM levels.  We also 
found that M2-IM were able to activate fibroblast into 
myofibroblasts when co-cultured.   
In another study (2), we assessed the crosstalk between 
primary lung fibroblast and carcinoma cells (TC-1) in 
response to radiotherapy. We found that fibroblasts were not 
able to modulate intrinsic radiosensitivity of TC-1 but 
produce diffusible factors able to modify tumor cell fate. 
More specifically, RhoB deficient fibroblasts stimulated TC-1 
migration through MMPs production whereas WT fibroblasts 
produce TGF-.  In addition RhoB deficiency stimulated pro-
inflammatory signals (IL-6) that would impact on immune 
recruitment and favor antitumor immune response. In 
addition, co-irradiation of fibroblasts and TC-1 abrogated the 
pro-migratory phenotype by repression of TGF-β and MMP 
secretion. This last result suggests that conversely to, the 
current view; irradiated stroma would not enhance 
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carcinoma migration and could be manipulated to promote 
anti-tumor immune response. The role of macrophages in this 
system is currently investigated.  
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During the past decades, important progress has been made 
in the treatment of cancer. With early detection and more 
effective treatments, cancer has become a curable disease 
for many patients, while for others it could now be 
considered a chronic disease. As a consequence, the number 
of long-term cancer survivors is rapidly increasing, in 
particular among patients treated for Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
testicular, prostate, colo-rectal, breast cancer or children’s 
leukemia. 
Most of these patients, however, face immediate (mostly 
transient) and long term (mostly irreversible) physical and 
mental side effects: hair loss, changes in body image, 
fatigue, depression, cognitive dysfunction, as well as 
increased risk of cardiovascular disease, bone loss, infertility 
and secondary malignancies. Cancer survivors are also 
confronted with socio-economical consequences of their 
disease, including too often exclusion from insurances, 
mortgages and loss of jobs. 
Most of the current knowledge regarding the long-term side 
effects of cancer and its treatment is based on registry data 
that is missing important treatment details. Clinical trial 
databases on the other hand include treatment and outcome 
data, but often fail to produce very long-term follow-up of 
outcome and late effects because of the high costs of 
conducting such long-term follow-up. 
The European Organisation for Research and Treatment of 
Cancer (EORTC) Survivorship Task Force aims to use and, if 
needed, to complete the impressive EORTC databases 
accumulated over 50 years of conducting cancer clinical 
trials. The goal is to document and analyse how long-term 
outcomes and side effects are associated with cancer 
treatment. With experience in updates of lymphoma and 
leukemia trials, early breast cancer trials are now being 
assessed as well. These studies provide large patient numbers 
(over 6000 patients for the lymphoma studies and over 
10,000 patients for the early breast cancer cohort). For the 
lymphoma trials, the first results on cardiovascular disease 
and secondary malignancies (incidence and mortality) have 
recently been published. The effects of the different 
treatment components on these endpoints have been 
quantified. Additional information will be gathered through a 
number of questionnaires sent to survivors, asking them 
about the impact of cancer diagnosis and treatment on 
relationships (social situation, parenthood), education, work 
and insurance, fatigue, emotional well-being and quality of 
life. To estimate the relative risks compared to the general 
population, a linkage with data of registries from several 
geographic areas is needed. Establishing such a network will 
enable us to quantify the impact of cancer treatment on late 
side effects in absolute terms. 
The information that the EORTC will gather through this 
series of projects is expected to help and guide future 
patients in trading off treatment efficacy and late side 
effects, seen as important costs in surviving cancer. 
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Radiotherapy (RT) planning and delivery for cancer 
management has substantially evolved over the last three 
decades with lately the introduction of intensity modulated 
RT, image-guided RT and stereotactic ablative RT to name a 
few techniques. The evaluation of these ehigh precision 
delivery techniques in routine care and in clinical trials alike 
requires optimal RT quality (RTQA) assurance programs which 
aim at defining the range of acceptable variations and 
importantly developing mechanisms of action for correction 
and prevention of potential variations[1, 2]. RTQA outside a 
clinical trial is defined by all processes that ensure 
consistency of the dose prescription and the safe delivery of 
that prescription with regard to dose to the target and 
critical structures, minimization of the exposure of the RT 
personnel, particularly so the radiation technologists[3]. In the 
framework of clinical trials assessing the efficacy of RT with 
or without a combined modality, RTQA is also necessary to 
avoid the corruption of the study-endpoint[4], as RT variations 
from study protocol decrease the therapeutic effectiveness 
and/or increase the likelihood of radiation-induced 
toxicities[5]. Prospective trials have shown that RTQA 
variations have a significant impact on the primary study 
end-point and could bias the analysis of the trial results[6]. 
Other specific consideration for RTQA in trials includes, but is 
not limited to, education of the accruing sites in RT-trial 
guidelines, promotion of consistency between centers and 
estimation of inter-patient and inter-institutional variations. 
Additionally, global cooperation is essential in the 
environment of common and rare cancers alike, in order to 
be able to create sufficiently large patient data sets within a 
reasonable recruitment period. This cooperation is not 
without issues and recently the need to have harmonized 
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RTQA procedures has been strongly advocated by the Global 
Harmonisation Group[7].  
Ensuring RT compliance with protocol guidelines involves 
however gradually more resources-intensive procedures 
which are also labor intensive and are not cost-neutral. This 
will consequentially have a significant impact on the overall 
study budget. This financial investment is of paramount 
importance, as non-adherence to protocol-specified RT 
requirements in prospective trials is very frequent[8, 9]. The 
European Organisation for the Research and Treatment of 
Cancer (EORTC) Radiation Oncology Group started to 
implement RTQA strategies in the 1980s[10], including on how 
to write a protocol for RT trials[11, 12], defining RTQA 
procedures (such as benchmark case, dummy run and 
complex treatment dosimetry checks)[7], assuring prospective 
individual case review feasibility and implementing an 
electronic data-exchange platform[3].  
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Purpose: The ISOLDE [1] facility at CERN provides a wide 
choice (>1000 different radioisotopes) of mass-separated ion 
beams. These serve a variety of disciplines, including 
radiochemistry, radiobiology and preclinical studies for 
nuclear medicine. Recently the quadruplet of terbium (Tb) 
isotopes covering all modalities of nuclear medicine gained 
considerable interest [2]. 
Materials/Methods: Neutron-deficient lanthanide isotopes 
such as 149,152,155Tb are produced at ISOLDE by 1.4 GeV 
proton induced spallation of tantalum foil targets. The 
radionuclides diffuse out of the 2000 °C hot target and are 
surface or laser ionized, accelerated to 30-60 keV and mass 
separated. Due to the chemical similarity of the lanthanides 
the separated beam is not mono-isotopic but also contains 
isobars of the selected mass plus sidebands of oxide ions 16 
mass units less. Most of these are radioactive with different 
half-lives and a wealth of gamma rays which renders difficult 
a quick on-line assessment of the beam composition by 
gamma ray spectrometry.  
We present a new tool for this purpose, the so called multi-
reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer (MR-TOF MS) [3] 
which is used at the high-resolution mass spectrometer 
ISOLTRAP [4]. With the support of the spectrometer it is 
possible to analyse the composition of the collected beam 
immediately and vary the production parameters in order to 
enhance even more the purity of the isotope of interest. 
Results: Using ISOLTRAP’s MR-TOF MS the yield and purity of 
the dysprosium beams were successfully optimized on-line. 
To enhance the usable terbium activity, the dysprosium (Dy) 
isobars of the isotopes of interest were laser-ionised and 
collected on a Zn foil, the creation of terbium taking place 
directly in the sample by beta decay. The foils where shipped 
after the implantation to PSI where the preparation of the 
radionuclide pure product took place. 
Conclusion: We will present in this contribution the results 
from terbium collection campaigns taking place in the last 
three years at ISOLDE. The beam analysis capabilities of 
ISOLTRAP will be presented, as well as recent results 
concerning the composition and purity of ISOLDE dysprosium 
beams. 
 
Keywords: cancer treatment, Tb, CERN 
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Sonification as a method to distinguish the isometric force 
of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) 
compared to control participants.  
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Purpose: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) 
significantly impacts academic, social, and vocational 
success. Diagnosing ADHD in adulthood can be difficult 
because childhood reports are not often available. The 
identification of specific motor deficits that identify ADHD in 
adults may provide critical information for diagnostic 
strategies.  
The purpose of the present study was to determine if 
performance in an isometric, visually guided grip force task 
could discriminate ADHD patients from healthy controls. 
Sonification was used as a novel method to examine the 
frequency structure of the isometric force output.  
Materials/Methods: 10 individuals participated in the study: 5 
with self-reported ADHD and 5 age and sex-matched healthy 
controls. Participants were required to produce a specific 
force (25% of their maximal voluntary contraction) with their 
thumb and index finger in response to visual feedback.  
Visual feedback was presented on a 102 cm (40-inch) 
Samsung television screen with resolution 1920 x 1080 and a 
120 Hz refresh rate. Participants were seated upright in a 
chair (JedMed Straight Back Chair, St. Louis, MO) a horizontal 
distance of approximately 127 cm from the television screen. 
Their right forearm rested in a relaxed position at about 100° 
of flexion on an adjustable non-tilting hospital table. The 
room was dimly lit to limit glare and reflections on the 
television screen. Participants held a Bragg-grating fiber-
optic precision grip force transducer using precision grip with 
the dominant hand (Neuroimaging Solutions, Gainesville, FL). 
The force transducer was calibrated, and had a resolution of 
0.025 N.  
The amount of visual feedback was varied by changing the 
gain (i.e., the magnification) of the visual feedback to 
produce low (0.2), medium (0.6), medium-high (1.6) and high 
(6.0) gain conditions. Each participant pressed for 4 x 20 s at 
each gain condition.  
Force data was collected for 22 seconds at 125Hz; 
sonification was performed by resampling the measurement 
at 4000Hz to generate audible waveforms. Sonograms were 
then computed using moving Hanning windows for all the 
sound signals generated by all gain conditions. 
Results: This is the first time the isometric force output has 
been measured across a wider frequency range 0-62.5Hz, 
compared with the usual 0-20Hz (Mosconi et al., 2015). In 
Figure 1 it is possible to see that the ADHD sonograms display 
higher frequency content between 20-62.5Hz compared to 
the control samples. This characteristic was consistent across 
all the participants.  
In addition, the spectral structure related to ADHD 
participants showed sensitivity to gain which was not seen in 
control samples. 

 

 
Figure 1: ADHD and Control samples sonograms for different 
gain values (0.2 – 6.0). In the top row (ADHD patients), it is 
clearly visible the structured high-frequency content in the 
20-62.5Hz band. 

 
Conclusions: The results of sonification enabled us to 
distinguish between the isometric pinch grip force of adults 
with ADHD compared to healthy controls based on 
differences in higher frequency content and structure (20-
62.5Hz band). This testing paradigm and analysis method 
provides a potential inexpensive, portable, non-invasive tool 
for practitioners diagnosing ADHD in adults, based on 
differences in psychomotor abilities. Future work aims to 
explore the use of sonificaton to characterize motor behavior 
for other health problems.   
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Purpose: The purpose of this investigation was to increase 
our understanding of healthy gait by characterising the 
complex action using a novel method: sonification. Running 
involves coordination between all major segments of the 
body. To simplify the problem, healthy running has been 
described in terms of lower limb symmetry (Exell et al., 
2012), or by principal component analysis into modes of 
whole body coordination (Daffertshofer et al., 2004; Lamonth 
et al., 2009). However, in both techniques information about 
the intricacies of multi segmental movements are lost. Here, 
we propose sonification as a novel technique to assess multi 
segment coordination during running.  By examining 
movement in the frequency domain we obtain an individual 
and situation specific representation of coordination between 
the major limbs. Since anti-phase frequencies cancel and in-
phase frequencies enhance each other, we are able to 
represent the coordination within the system through the 
resulting spectrogram. We hope to show the sensitivity of this 
measure, which does not require data reduction and loss, for 
identifying and tracking pathological running gait, and use it 
as a tool to increase our understanding of the adaptability of 
human motor control. The application of this technique will 
aid diagnosis and tracking of pathological and perturbed gait, 
for example highlighting key changes in gait with ageing or 
leg surgeries. Another project we are working on is exploring 
the coordination of unilateral lower limb amputees. 
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Materials/Methods: 1 participant ran on a treadmill that was 
accelerating between speeds of 0 and 18 Km/h in 2 minutes. 
CODA automated motion analysis system was used to collect 
3D kinematic data from 14 markers placed on the head, 
shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, ankles of the 
participant (sampling frequency 100 Hz, trial length 120 s). 
Marker position and acceleration data were analysed in the x, 
y and z directions. 
Individual and combined sensor measurements were 
resampled at 4000Hz to generate audible waveforms. 
Sonograms were then computed using moving Hanning 
windows for all the sound signals computed for each marker 
and combination of markers. 
Results: Sonification of individual and combined markers are 
shown in Figure 1. The transition between the walking and 
running gaits is clearly visible in all of the sonograms (Figure 
1). Sonification of individual markers (Figure 1, top left) 
shows the frequencies underpinning the marker movement. 
Combining the markers, sonification shows the cancellation 
and enhancement of frequencies involved in the gait as a 
result of coupling the marker waveforms (Figure 1, top right 
and bottom). 

 

 
Figure 1: Sonograms of vertical components of: Top left – 
left knee marker; Top right – Left leg = left knee, ankle and 
hip markers; Bottom left – Left leg combined with Right arm 
= right wrist, elbow and shoulder markers; Bottom right – 
Whole body = combined left leg, right leg, left arm, right 
arm and head markers 
 
Conclusion: Sonification provides a measure that clearly 
shows the phase transition between walking and running 
gaits. Furthermore, this measure is individual specific and 
situation specific. It is proposed that this method could be a 
used as a key tool for understanding and identifying and 
tracking changes in pathological or perturbed gaits; informing 
health practice.  
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Inhibiting the actions of cathepsin L effects both tumour 
initiation and metastasis formation. 
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Purpose: Cathepsin L (CTSL) has been shown to play a role in 
tumour development and progression through its proteolytic 
activities. An increased expression and secretion of CTSL 
from cancerous cells enhances the tumour cell migration, 
aids in tumour invasion and promotes angiogenesis. In the 
present study we have investigated the role of the small 
molecule cathepsin L inhibitor, KGP94, on tumour initiation 
and metastatic spread in murine tumour models.  
Methods: The C3H mammary carcinoma was implanted 
subcutaneously into the foot of male CDF1 mice. The SCCVII 
squamous cell carcinoma was either implanted into the foot 
or intravenously injected into the tail vein of C3H/HeNHsd 
mice. KGP94 was prepared by dissolving in a mixture of 10% 
Tween 80 and 90% HEPES-buffer. It was intraperitoneally 
(i.p.) injected at 0.01ml/g mouse bodyweight. Various doses 
(1-20mg/kg) were administered starting from the day of 
tumour implantation/injection. Tumour response was 
assessed by either determining the tumour growth time for 
foot tumours or the number of lung metastasis for the 
injections. Tumour growth time was assessed using a caliper 
and was the time in days to reach a volume of 500mm3 
(TGT500). Lung metastasis were assessed after 2-3 weeks, 
where mice were euthanized, lungs were excised, weighed, 
and stained in Bouin’s solution. Results are listed as Mean (± 
Standard Error). One-way ANOVA comparison of group means 
was performed, and a P<0.05 was considered significant. 
Results: The TGT500 for control animals was 18.3 days (± 0.4) 
for the C3H mammary carcinoma and 13.6 days (± 0.7) for 
the SCCVII carcinoma. Treating the C3H mammary carcinoma 
with KGP94 significantly increased the TGT500 when doses 
were at 5.0 mg/kg or higher. Similar results were found with 
the SCCVII-carcinoma, except that a dose of 5.0 mg/kg did 
not have a significant effect on TGT. At lower doses of KGP94 
neither of the tumour models showed significant growth 
delay. Studies on metastasis formation showed that 50% of 
animals in the control group developed metastasis within 2-3 
weeks. The mean number of metastasis in these mice was 16 
(±15). When mice were treated with KGP94 (10mg/kg) on a 
daily basis only 30% developed metastasis, and the mean 
number of metastasis in these mice was 5 (±4). 
Conclusion: We have shown that inhibiting cathepsin L during 
the tumour initiation stage significantly delays tumour 
growth in the C3H and SCCVII murine tumour models. 
Furthermore, our metastasis study showed decreased 
metastasis formation in KGP94 treated animals. This suggests 
that KGP94 treatment can affect both tumour initiation and 
metastasis formation. 
 
Keywords: Tumour growth inhibition; metastasis formation, 
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New hypoxia probe development based on mass spectrometry 
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Many human tumors contain substantial regions of low oxygen 
(hypoxia), which promotes metastasis and resistance to most 
forms of therapy. Unfortunately, the methods available to 
assess cellular hypoxia are unable to detect the fluctuating 
oxygen concentrations that are proposed to be an important 
source of these cellular phenotypes, and similarly cannot 
detect changes in hypoxia as a consequence of treatment. 
We have established a novel method that enables 
measurement of dynamic changes in hypoxia at the cellular 
level. We developed a series of small molecule probes with 
identical chemical structures but containing different 
isotopes of tellurium that can be independently quantified by 
mass cytometry (MC) and imaging mass cytometry (IMC). This 
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technology allows highly multiparameter (up to 34 probes) 
cytometric or image based quantification of biomarkers on 
single cells. MC employs inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometric detection in place of the fluorescence optics 
used in traditional flow and imaging cytometry and 
circumvents the problems of spectral overlap and 
compensation required in fluorescence flow cytometry. The 
key feature of MC that we have exploited is that different 
mass isotopes of the same heavy metal can be independently 
quantified and thus used as distinct probes to allow serial 
measurements over time with the same chemical probe. This 
has allowed a series of probes that have identical 
pharmacokinetic profiles to be produced and used to monitor 
the time dependence of tumor hypoxia in both in vitro and in 
vivo model systems. 
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HIF-1α plays a key role in the response of HNSCC cancer 
stem cells to photon and carbon ion exposures 
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Purpose: Head and neck squamous cells carcinomas (HNSCC) 
have a poor prognosis due to escapement to anti-cancer 
therapies which leads to locoregional recurrences. The 
presence of cancer stem cells (CSCs), resistant to chemo- and 
radio-therapies, could explain these resistances and 
recurrences. Hadrontherapy has demonstrated favorable 
results for many cancers, since carbon ions induced more 
CSC’s cell death than photons. However, for the HNSCC 
tumor, local control remains low. CSCs are located in a 
hypoxic microenvironment and hypoxia is well-known for 
being able to induce the epithelial mesenchymal transition 
(EMT). The aim of this study is to investigate the response of 
CSCs to radiotherapy, compared with carbon ions under 
hypoxic conditions. Many signaling pathways involved in the 
resistance of CSCs and the invasion/migration process depend 
on the stabilization of HIF-1α. Reactive Oxygen Species 
(ROS), which are produced under hypoxia and in response to 
irradiation, play a key role in this stabilization. However, 
since few data are available, the mechanisms involving ROS 
production, HIF-1α stabilization as well as the 
invasion/migration process that follows, need to be clarified 
in HNSCC CSCs exposed to carbon or photon radiations in a 
hypoxic environment.  
Material and methods: Two HNSCC cells lines, SQ20B and 
FaDu, and their CSCs were grown in normoxic and hypoxic 
(1% O2) conditions. CSCs were isolated by flow cytometry cell 
sorting. Cell survival curves were performed in response to 
photon (250kV) and carbon ion (75MeV/n, GANIL, France) 
irradiations in order to define the Oxygen Enhancement Ratio 
(OER). The expression of HIF-1α was followed by Western-
Blots. ROS were quantified with a CM-H2DCFDA dye and 
Migration/Invasion with Boyden chambers. 
Results: After photons, HNSCC cells and their CSCs appeared 
more resistant under hypoxia (OER>1.2) whereas the oxygen 
effects were cancelled after carbon ions (OER=1). 
Interestingly, the OER values and the expression of HIF-1α 
seemed to be linked. HIF-1α was weakly expressed after 
photon irradiation and fully inhibited after carbon ions. 
Additionally, under hypoxia, HIF-1α expression appeared 
earlier in CSCs than in the parental cell lines, confirming 
their adaptive properties to hypoxia. In CSCs, this expression 
was correlated with ROS levels. As a consequence, since HIF-
1α is known to promote EMT, under normoxia as well as 
hypoxia, the invasion/migration abilities of CSCs were more 
important than in non-CSCs. Finally, after carbon ions, either 

in normoxic or hypoxic conditions, invasion/migration 
processes were decreased compared with photons. 
Conclusion: HIF-1α plays a key role in the radioresistance of 
CSCs and in their invasiveness abilities. No expression of HIF-
1α was found after carbon ion exposure suggesting that 
carbon ions could be a relevant therapeutic alternative to kill 
CSCs in their microenvironment.  
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Purpose: Annular phased array systems (APAS) are suitable to 
heat extremity, pelvic and abdominal tumors and to intensify 
chemo- or radiotherapy (Issels 2010). In a hybrid approach 
APAS and 1.5 T MR scanner were combined and clinically 
validated (Gellermann 2005, 2006). A review is presented 
regarding available technical solutions, its limitations and the 
potentials for further developments.  
Methods: Dedicated high-frequency (filters, matching) and 
mechanical solutions are required for a running hybrid system 
shown in the upper part of the figure. This APA system has an 
operating frequency of 100 MHz while the MR resonance 
frequency is at 64 MHz (1.5 T). Gradient-echo sequences are 
employed to measure phase differences and extracting MR-
temperatures (Gellermann 2005a). The key to obtain reliable 
MR-temperatures is post processing and visualization of MR 
datasets in a suitable software platform (here Hyperplan). 
Software modules has been developed for drift correction 
(via water bolus, calibrating probes, fat tissue), calculation 
and image processing of 3D MR-temperature distributions. 
The platform is also used for hyperthermia treatment 
planning (HTP) in order to compare distributions of pre-
planning and online measurements. Simultaneous processing 
of HTP distributions and registered MR-temperature 
distributions has been implemented in the hybrid system in 
Berlin (Weihrauch 2007). 
Results: The hybrid system was verified in a heterogeneous 
phantom (MR-temperature vs. direct temperature 
measurements, Gellermann 2005a) and clinically used for 
pelvic and extremity tumors under routine conditions 
(Gellermann 2005b, 2006). With available MR sequences 
(phase measurements) MR thermography is suitable for 
extensive fixated tumors such as sarcoma and recurrent 
rectal carcinoma, but not in the abdomen.  
Further developments of temperature sensitive MR sequences 
(Winter 2016) are strongly desirable in order to correct for 
tissue heterogeneities (e.g. air, clips) and various forms of 
motion (pulsation, respiration, peristalsis, different filling in 
case of bladder etc.). MR thermometry of the liver is already 
used during thermoablation, but is a challenge for 
hyperthermia, where errors < 1 °C are requested. 
The next technological step is an integrated system (lower 
part of the figure), where multi-antenna applicators have 
antennas for both heating (i.e. emitting strong phase 
controlled E-fields) and MR imaging (i.e. transmitting 
magnetic pulses and receiving the imaging signals). An 
experimental integrated system (7T, 298 MHz) has been 
implemented and tested (Winter 2013, 2015). Integrated 
systems are also conceivable with lower static H-fields and 
frequencies. 
Conclusion: Current hybrid systems should be further 
developed to integrated multi-channel systems with 
increased signal-to-noise ratio and the capability of online 
optimization. 
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Figure: Scheme of the hybrid system (as operated at the 
Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin: BSD-2000/3D/MRI in a 
1.5T Siemens Symphony) for clinical use (upper part) in 
contrast to a prototype of an integrated system for 
experimental purposes (developed at the Max-Delbrück 
Center Berlin: 7T Siemens Magnetom), see Winter 2016. 
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Purpose: During proton therapy, patients receive undesired 
dose from neutrons produced in beam line components or in 
the patient. The neutron dose is primarily a concern related 
to long-term consequences such as radiation-induced 
secondary cancers. The majority of existing experimental 
data is based on measurements with passive detectors or 
measurements in air, and most studies have been performed 
in passive scattering- or uniform scanning beam lines. The 
aim of this study was to investigate the neutron dose from 
Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) proton therapy by in-phantom 
measurements with a novel active neutron detector.  
Materials/Methods: Measurements of the neutron fluence 
were performed at several positions inside a water phantom 
irradiated by a 178 MeV proton pencil beam at The Svedberg 
Laboratory in Uppsala, Sweden. The measurements were 
conducted with a recently developed neutron detector based 
on registration of single event upsets in static random access 
memories (SRAMs). Fluka Monte Carlo simulations were 
performed and compared to the measurements. The results 
were also compared to previously published neutron doses 
measured under similar experimental conditions. Fluence-to-
dose conversion factors from ICRP were applied to calculate 
neutron ambient dose equivalent (H*(10)).  
Results: The measurements indicated that the neutron dose 
at the Bragg peak depth decreased exponentially from 0.17 
pSv/proton to 0.03 pSv/proton from 5 cm to 14 cm lateral 
distance from the beam axis inside the water phantom (Table 
I). For an extended target volume of 3x3x3 cm3, this 
corresponds to neutron doses ranging from approximately 1 
mSv/Gy to 0.1 mSv/Gy. The neutron dose varied only to a 
small degree with depth in the phantom. The measurements 
and simulations showed similar relative distributions of 
neutron dose, but the simulations predicted overall lower 
doses, typically by a factor two. The experimental values 
were in relatively good agreement with previous results in 
the literature. 
Conclusions: The neutron dose in the water phantom from 
the proton pencil beam was measured to be on the order 1 
mSv/Gy at 5 cm lateral distance from the primary beam axis 
at the Bragg peak depth, while decreasing to approximately 
0.1 mSv at 14 cm lateral distance. Variation in neutron dose 
as a function of depth in the water phantom was modest. The 
results demonstrate the feasibility of using the SRAM 
detector for in-phantom measurements, and can be applied 
in estimation of secondary cancer risk from PBS proton 
therapy. 
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Radiomics in Liquid Biopsies 
F. Zenhausern 
University of Arizona 
 
In view of the growing trend in personalizing medicine and 
with the development of sophisticated equipment and 
algorithms for guiding radiotherapies, more precise doses 
and/or particle beams can be delivered to the target tumor 
while minimizing side effects to the surrounding healthy 
tissue, which opened up access to new delivery modalities 
and clinical protocols. Although many clinical studies are 
trying to evaluate the differential effects between different 
types of radiotherapy on patients’ outcomes, the biological 
response at the cellular level, and the different cellular 
pathways involved, are yet inadequately be explored. Novel 
technologies to evaluate genomics or proteomics-based 
effects in tumor tissue, but also in bodily fluids, have 
revealed molecular information that will open the doors for 
new clinical understanding in Oncology. This lecture will 
discuss these omics applications in the context of the most 
recent technologies. 
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In radiotherapy, dose calculation algorithms are used to 
calculate dose distribution in human body. 
Different algorithms are used by several treatment planning 
and differ in the accuracy of dose calculation.    
In this study, a dose calculation accuracy of two commercial 
treatment planning systems (TPS) were evaluated regarding 
Monte Carlo method.  
The Linac head of Primus Simens was modeled using MCNPX 
Monte Carlo code based on manufacturer information. Four 
analytic dose calculation algorithms including PBC, AAA from 
Eclipse TPS, convolution and superpostion from XiO 
treatment planning system were evaluated for a small solid 
tumor in lung. A solid tumor with diameter of 1.8 cm was 
considered in a thorax phantom and calculations was 
performed for 1×1, 2×2, 3×3, 4×4 cm2 field sizes for 6MV and 
18 MV energies. The results of TPSs were compared with the 
results of MC method as a most reliable method. 
A dose overestimation of up to 110% inside lung region and 
25% for tumor was found for field size of 1×1 cm in the 18 MV 
photon beam for PBC and convolution methods, comparing to 
MC results. 
For AAA, superposition a close agreement was seen with 
Monte Carlo simulation in all studied field sizes. 
Our results showed that the PBC and convolution methods 
overestimate the lung dose as well as the solid tumor dose 
significantly and large errors could arise in treatment plans 
of lung region and change the outcome of treatment. The 
Use of MC based methods, AAA and superposition methods 
are recommended for lung treatments with small fields.  
 
Keywords: Lung dose, Small fields, Treatment planning 
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The mobile PET insert for simultaneous PET/MRI imaging  
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Purpose: The purpose of the presented research is the 
development of the new type of device being a mobile 
(portable) and flexible (adaptable) PET scanner, which will 
play a role of an insert to the existing MR scanners, providing 
a unique worldwide solution for simultaneous (at the place 
and time) functional and anatomical PET-MRI imaging. 
Material and methods: Presented solution of a mobile-PET 
scanner will enable simultaneous registration of PET and MRI 
images utilizing existing MRI scanners, without need of any 
modifications. The developed device is based on the strip-
PET concept [1-4], consisting of individual detection 
modules, each build from a plastic scintillator strip 
connected optically at both ends with the photoelectric 
converter. In the proposed solution we utilize the array of 
the silicon photomultipliers which plays a role of light to 
electric signal converter. The signal readout and processing 
system together with the fast front end electronic modules 
will allow to reconstruct time and place of the annihilation 
[5,6]. In the proposed solution determination of the point of 
annihilation along the direction of the gamma quanta flight 
path, is based on the time difference registered in various 
detection modules.  
It is important to stress that the utilized silicon 
photomultipliers are insensitive to the MR scanner magnetic 
field therefore its work will not be disturbed with the 
presence of high magnetic field. Also small electronic 
elements will not cause the inhomogeneity of the magnetic 
field in the diagnosed volumes. Important from the point of 
view of the simultaneous PET/MRI diagnosis is a matter of 
positioning of two tomographic images with respect to each 
other. Therefore we will implement the method of 
positioning by usage of watermarks, seen by MRI system. For 
the proposed mobile PET scanner this method appears to be 
effective and at the same time simplest solution of this 
problem. Since this method explicitly specify the position of 
the MRI with respect to PET scanner therefore it enables to 
synchronize both tomographic images. 
The advantage of this solution is the elimination of artifacts 
in tomographic images hindering the identification of 
potentially cancerous lesions. At the same time, the 
proposed solution allows using the existing MRI scanners 
currently held by hospitals, without interfering in their 
structure and parameters, which should significantly improve 
the availability of this combined diagnostic method, taking 
into account the lower cost of such adaptation in relation to 
the market price of a new PET-MRI device. 
Conclusion: In the talk we will present developed solution of 
a mobile-PET insert to MR scanners.  The presentation will 
include the characteristics of a proposed device together 
with the advantages over present solutions [7].  
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Urethra-sparing SBRT for prostate cancer: dosimetric 
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effect  
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Purpose/Objective: To compare the dosimetric results of 
intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and volumetric 
modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and to assess the learning 
curve effect on dosimetric optimization in patients 
randomized in a prospective multicenter phase II trial of 
urethra-sparing stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) for 
localized prostate cancer.  
Materials/Methods: Dosimetric data of the first 40 patients 
randomized between 07/2012 and 03/2014 in 9 different 
centers were analyzed. The SBRT protocol consisted of 36.25 
Gy in 5 fractions of 7.25 Gy to the planning target volume 
(PTV=prostate with (n=20) or without (n=20) seminal vesicles 
(SV) with a 5-mm anisotropic expansion, except 3-mm 
posteriorly). The prostatic urethra with an additional margin 
of 3 mm (urethral planning risk volume, uPRV) received 
simultaneously 5 x 6.5 Gy = 32.5 Gy. Plans were generated 
using either VMAT (n=20) or IMRT (n=20) technique, with 
each modality including (n=10) or not (n=10) SV in the PTV. 
All plans were optimized until the dose prescription 
parameters and organs at risk (OAR) dose-volume constraints 
were obtained. Mean doses (± SD) to the PTV, uPRV, and 
remaining OAR were analyzed. The PTV homogeneity index 
(HI) and the dice similarity coefficient (DSC) were also 
assessed. To evaluate the learning curve effect in VMAT 
optimization, VMAT plans of the first 20 patients were 
compared with VMAT plans generated in the last 20 
randomized patients (05/2014-08/2015).  
Results: Compared to IMRT plans, VMAT required a lower 
number of MU (2245 vs. 3685, p=.0001) and resulted in a 
better HI (0.90 vs. 0.11, p=.002) and uPRV coverage (D98% 
31.2 vs. 30.1 Gy, p=.001). Regardless of the RT technique, 
dose constraints were respected for all OAR. The V100, V90 and 
V80 for the rectal wall were 1.6±1.4% vs. 2.5±1.9% (ref. <5%), 
10.3±3.0% vs. 11.0±3.3% (ref. <10-15%) and 16.2±3.7% vs. 
14.8±4.2 (ref. <20-25%) for IMRT and VMAT patients, 
respectively, with no significant differences between the two 
techniques. For the bladder wall, the V100 and V90 were 
similar for IMRT and VMAT (7.8±3.7% vs. 7.0±3.8%, ref. <10-
15% and 15.3±4.0% vs. 13.1±4.8%, ref. <20%), while VMAT 
performed better than IMRT for the V50 (28.4±11.6% vs. 
37.2±9.2% (ref. <50%), p=.011). Compared to the first VMAT 
optimizations, plans generated in the last part of the study 
showed a better PTV DSC value (0.88 vs 0.78, p=.009), a 
reduced V100 (1.3 vs. 2.5%, p=.023) for the rectal wall, and an 
overall better bladder sparing (V100, V90 and V80, p<.05). 
Conclusions: For all participating centers, urethra-sparing 
SBRT plans met all the dosimetric endpoints in terms of PTV 
coverage as well as OAR sparing, irrespectively of the 
technique used. Compared with IMRT, VMAT plans resulted in 
more homogeneous dose distribution, reduced number of MU, 
and better uPRV coverage. Conformality and OAR sparing 
with VMAT may be improved after gaining experience in SBRT 
plan optimization.   
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